
'Violent creature, brute, beast, wild b.; dragon, tiger, 
wolf, mad dog; demon, devil, hell-hound, fury, monster; 
savage, barbarian, Vandal, iconoclast, destroyer; man of 
blood, butcher, murderer; homicidal maniac, madman; 
rough, ruffian, Herod, tyrant; fire-eater, bravo, boaster; 
fire-brand, agitator; revolutionary, ANARCHIST, 
nihilist, terrorist, revolutionist; virago, termagant, 
Amazon; spitfire, scold, shrew.' 
(From Roget's Thesaurus (Harmondsworth, Penguin, 
1957), pp. 65-6) 
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Preface 

This book is a study of anarchism as an ideology, as a set of beliefs 
about human nature, society and the state that attempts both to 
explain the world and to help to change it. It is intended mainly as an 
introduction for readers new to the subject. Part I surveys the major 
schools of anarchist thought; Part II explores the relationship between 
theory and practice in anarchism; and Part III offers a critical assess
ment of the ideology as a whole. The book is not a history of anar
chism, although it analyses various historical events from the point of 
view of anarchist theory, and the discussion of different anarchist 
revolutionary strategies in Part II is arranged roughly according to 
historical sequence. It might usefully be read alongside one of the 
excellent histories of anarchism that are currently available, for 
instance James Joll's or George Woodcock's. 

Although I have tried to reserve my own opinions as far as possible 
for the final chapter, the reader should be warned that this is a critical 
study by a non-anarchist. I have noticed recently a tendency on the 
part of certain reviewers to claim that anarchism can only properly 
be understood by people with inside knowledge of the movement. 
Saying this seems to me to run the risk of devaluing anarchism as a 
purportedly consistent and realistic set of beliefs about man and 
society, and regarding it instead as an indefinable experience, rather 
like the taste of pineapple to those who have never eaten the fruit. It 
may nevertheless, be as well to reveal my own ideological commit
ments explicitly. I should describe myself as a market socialist, from 
which point of view I have some sympathy both with the anarcho
individualist idea of conducting economic life on the basis of contract 
and with the anarcho-communist idea of co-operative production. For 
reasons that are spelt out in the last chapter, however, I believe that 
even a decentralized social system will require authoritative central 
regulation, and hence the continued existence of an institution that is 
recognizably a state. 

I have incurred a number of substantial debts in the course of 
writing this book. The first is to R.N. Berki, who originally suggested 
that I should attempt the project, and has been a constant source of 
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encouragement and advice ever since. April Carter and James Joll 
both read the manuscript and made many valuable suggestions for 
improvement. Huw Richards saved me a good deal of labour by 
agreeing to undertake a thorough review of the literature on Spanish 
anarchism. John Eisenhammer, David Goldey and Philip Williams all 
made helpful suggestions about reading in areas where my own 
knowledge was woefully thin. Gareth Howlett advised me on 
translations from French. I must also record my gratitude to the 
British Academy for making me a grant towards the costs of research 
for the book. 

Jocelyn Burton has taken a close interest in the book throughout 
its period of gestation, and has been the most supportive of editors. 
Ann Franklin and Jenny Roberts have cheerfully shared the thankless 
task of typing up drafts. My last and greatest debt is to my wife Sue 
who has encouraged and sustained me throughout the period of 
writing: Nunc scw quid sit Amor. 

Nuffield College, Oxford, 1984 David Miller 
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Part I Varieties of Anarchism 



1 What Is Anarchism? 

i 
~ ;,~N \. \~ '," 7,}f) i 

Of all the major ideologies confronting the student of politics, 
anarchism must be one of the hardest to pin down. It resists straight
forward definition. It is amorphous and f'!!.l of paradoxes and contra
dieti s .. Consider just a couple of these .JIhe prevalent image of the 
ana.rchist in the 0 ular: mind is that L5f a destru i _e_individu 

... pre rea to~.iQk..nLmeJiillLto disrupt social order, without haying 

.w..~ anything constructive to offer b wa 1 e sinister 
~ figure in a black cape concealing a stick of dynamite. Similarly 
a --" 'anarchy' is used to mean chaos, social breakdown, loss of the usual 
Ct.€" ~nities ofli~a weather forecaster r~c~ntly described a p~rtjc]]Jarly 

virulent spell of bad weat:her as 'anarchIC ). B.!l.t most anarchIsts would 
repudiate this image. completely, and argue that their aims were 
eminently constructive; tha~ey were attempting to build a society 
free from m·any of the chaotic and disfi urin fe_atures of the nt 
one - war, violence overt and so fort Again many anarchists have 
rej.ected violence, or admitted it only as a defensive measure against 
what they see as the violence of tl!e state, and some at least have been 
saintly individuals, adherin to moral rinci les in their ers . 
~ay that puts their critics to'shame. So why is the popular image 
so wide of the mark? Or does it tell half of the truth about anarchism 
and anarchists, and omit the other half? ~-~.-~.~ 

Next, consider in what sense anarchists are(individualisf.. From 
one point of view,[fi. may look as though anarchism elevates the 
individual above all so~ial restraints, claiming that each person has the 
right to act exactly as he pleases without necessarily paying attention 
to the rights and interests of others. From another point of view, 
however, anarchists will maintain that their aim is to produce fully 
social individuals who are much more aware of their communal 
obli ations than eo Ie ~re. toda0 nd indeed many anarchist~ ~ave 
insisted that they are SOCIalIsts, even perhaps the only true SOCIalIsts. 
So we are left perplexed as to whether the real goal of anarchism is 
individual freedom or communal solidarity, or whether anarchists 
may possibly try to reconcile these apparently incompatible aims, and 
if so how. 

2. 

What Is Anarchism? 

Faced with these paradoxes and contradictions, we may begin to 
wonder whether anarchism is really an ideology at all, or merely a 
jumble of beliefs without rhyme or reason. Of course an ideology is 
never a f~lly coherent doctrine; every ideology is open-ended, capable 
of being developed in different directions, and therefore of generating 
contradictory propositions. But generally speaking we can at least 
find a coherent core, a consistent set of ideas which is shared by all 
those who embrace the ideology in question .Ljake Marxism, in some \\0.'('/ 

' respects the ideology most obviously comparable to anarchism'1 
Although, as is well known, Marxists have often disagreed bitterly 
about the implications of Marxist doctrine - say about whether Marx's 
idea of proletarian dictatorship licenses Lenin's idea of the vanguard 
party of the proletariat - all at least share anum ber of cen tral assum p
tions, about history, economics, politics and so forth (we can also 
point to a definitive set of texts, the works of Marx himself, though 
this feature is peculiar to Marxism). It is by no means clear that we can 
find such a set of core assumptions in the case of anarchism. We must 

.. face the possibility tha6 narchism is not really an ideology, but rather \d-~~ 
\the point of intersection of several ideologie~ This idea forms the 
I guiding thread for the first part of my study. I shall look at different 
versions of anarchism and try to assess how deep their resemblance 
goes. But first I must say something about anarchism in general, to 
locate those features which have allowed anarchists, at least super-
ficially, to be grouped together. . 

& e may trace the origins of anarchism to the outbreak of the 
French Revolution in 17 v Although it is possible, by searching 
dilIgently enough, to find precursors of anarchism as far back as the 
ancient Greeks - and perhaps even the Chinese - this shows only that 
there have always been men willing to challenge authority on philo
sophical or political grounds. This might be described as the primitive 
anarchist attitude: but for anarchism to develop beyond ' a stance of 

i 
t efiance into a social and political theory that challenged the existing 
order and proposed an alternative, such wholesale reconstruction 
needed to become thinkable. This reorientation of thought was the 
work largely of the Revolution, which, by challenging the old regime 
in France on grounds of basic principle, opened the way for similar 
challenges to other states and other social institution;,ij..{enceforth all 
institutions were vulnerable to the demand that they' 'SilOuld be justi
fied from first principles - whether of natural right, social utility, 
human self-realization, or whatever. From this source sprang the 
major ideologies - conservatism, liberalism and socialism as well as 
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anarchism - in recognizably their modern form. It is therefore appro
priate that t4.e fir.st_.,l!l~jor work which indubitably belongs in the 
anarchist tradition - Godwin's Enquiry Concerning Political Justice -
should have been produced in the immediate aftermath of the Revo
lution (in 1793) and with that event as its direct inspiration. 

Thereafter anarchism enjoyed a sporadic life. Individual thinkers 
produced treatises which attracted attention and in some cases dis
ciples, but there was little continuity of thought, and nothing in the 
way of an anarchist movement until the later part of the nineteenth 
centurY' ,Even then, talk of an anarchist movement is liable to mis
lead. Anarchists were certainly active in the working-class movement 
that developed throughout Europe in that period, and in some places 
managed to gain a leading role in working-class organizations, but it is 
unlikely that many of their rank and file followers were anarchists 
themselves. So it is better to speak of the w~rkers' movement acqui~~ 
ing an anarchist tint" as in other places it acquired a Marxist or a liberal 
tint. The movement was not continuous. It broke down or was 
suppressed in one plac~Jas in France after the Paris Commune) only 
to reappear in another.LWe can therefore find ~t.~ptions of anarchist 
activityoccurring throughout Europe from the 1860s onwards -= more 
prominently in the Latin countries than in Germany or Britain - with 

. France acquiring pride of place again in the early 1900s (with the 
~yndicalist movement), and~p~ip witnessing the finale with the 
anarchist-inspired union mo~eI.!le!!t that fought and perished in the 
Civil War.l~\'<\.~~ 

A history of anarchism that pays primary attention to numerical 
strength is therefore likely to conclude that anarchism should be 
treated as a sub-category of socialism, as one branch of the socialist 
movement that acquired mass support during these years. This is to 
ignore all those anarchists who were critical of mainstream socialism, 
especially the individualists, mainly American in origin, who pro
duced an alternative version of anarchism that was as coherent as that 
of the socialists : During the nineteenth century their ideas made little 
impact outside of a small circle of intellectuals; but the recent revival 
of individualist anarchism in the U.S.A. - anarchists have combined 
with minimal-statists to form the Libertarian Party which polled 
920,800 votes in the 1980 Presidential election - makes it easier to do 
justice to their claims. The tendency of the standard histories of 
anarchism, by contrast, is to give considerable attention to the early 
non-socialist anarchists - Godwin and Stirner especially - but largely 
to ignore those who were contemporaries of the socialist anarchists 
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(and who, therefore, ought presumably to have known better: there is 
a parallel here with Marxists' treatment of 'utopian socialists').} I shall 
attempt to rectify this injustice, while still giving due weight to the 
greater historical iI}f1uence of the anarchists within the spcialist camp. 

Despite this in~ial caution about searching for a' comprehensive 
definition of 'anarchism', we may still be able to point to features " 
which have allowed a~archists of different persuasions to be collected fj /':"\ 
together under a common labelU he first and most obvious of these is j I I ) 
their postili . anarchists ar ue that it should be abolished i U 
and replaced by a new form of social or anization. To make sense of,! 
this claim we need to know what is meant by 'state'. The state is not ~ 

--prtrivalent to government in general, and indeed some anarchists have 
I made use of this distinction to su est that their a im is not society 
\ without overnment but merel societ without a state. Looked at in 
i historical perspective, the state is the s1?ecific form of government I which emerged in post-Renaissance Europe, and has now established 
I itself in every developed society. What are its main characteristics?2 (~ 
!I' \,First, t he state is a sovereign body ,\in the sense that it claims ~~m plete (g 

lauthority to define the rights of its sub'ects - it does not for instance 
; allow subjects to maintain customary ri hts which it has neither 
\ 'created nor endorsed. Second;rthe state is a compulsory bodyJ in the (1) 
; sense that everyone born into a giveJ;l society is forced to recognize --.,., 
~ obligations to the state that governs that society - one cannot opt out 
\ of thes~ o~liga~~i~ns except by leaving the society itself. ThirdSthe state 
lis a monopolistic bO'CiY,: it claims a monoRoly of force in its territorial f.) 
t,a~e~, allowing. no competitor to exist alongside it. ~ourth,: the state is a 
fUzstmct body JIll the sense that the roles and functIons whIch compose 

arate from social roles and functi9..ns generally, and also that 
Ie who com ose the state for the most art form a distinct 
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men in a stateless society are said to have agreed to the formation of a 
state in order to safeguard their lives, liberty and material goods. In 
; eply the anarchist max sax what Locke first said about H9bbes __ ~nd 
Filmer: 'This is to think that Men are so foolish that theX take care to 
avoid what Mischiefs may be done them by Pole-Cats, or Foxes, but 
,are content, nay think it Safety, to be devoured by Lions .~In creatipg 
J! sta.te, men ~reate an institution that is f~_~t;,.(~A!~l?-gerous to them:~: 

~ I than the power of other men taken singly. 'l::~~~~E.ID9ie , the anarchist r~ 
?~~. Iwill continue, even if a generation of men were so foolish as to agree~~ 

, _~unanimOUSlY to the setting up of a state, how could this agreement ~ 
~ lbind t~eir successo~s who we~e not ,party to, it? Yet all states claim 8 . 
'l...fJ- rauthonty over the hves of theIr subjects' chIldren. . 
~,\.V\ ~But the greater volume of anarchist criticism is aimed at what 
'&C~~tates do when they are allowed to exist. This is so wide-ranging that 

only the barest summary can b€ given, and I cannot hope to capture 
the flavour of the original. ~~~~j famous denunciation may 
provide an example: 

To be GOVERNED is to be at every operation, at every 
transaction, noted, registered, enrolled, taxed, stamped, 
measured, numbered, assessed, licensed, authorized, 
admonished, forbidden, reformed, corrected, punished. It is, 
under pretext of public utility, and in the name of the general 
interest, to be placed under contribution, trained, ransomed, 
exploited, monopolized, extorted, squeezed, mystified, 
robbed; then; a.t the ' slightest resistance, the first word of 
complaint, to be repressed, fined, despised, harassed, tracked, 
abused, clubbed, disarmed, choked, imprisoned, judged, 
condemned, shot, deported, sacrificed, sold, betrayed; and, to 
crown all, mocked, ridiculed, outraged, dishonoured. That is 
government; that is its justice; that is its morality. 4 

If we try to unpack this tirade ,)fum: main charges are being levelled 
i! against the state (which Proudhon here identifies with government, 
'! contrary to some anarchist usage). FIrst, the state is a coercive body, 

0.., which reduces people's freedom. far beyond the point required bX 
~e social co-existence. It enacts restrictive laws and other measures 
:c~ 

which are necessary, not tor the weII-bemg of socIety, but tor its 

! 
:" 

'j:;..' 

own preservation. Thus it censors the press, prohibits harmless but 
supposedly immoral activities such as unorthodox sexual behaviour, 
and so on. Second, the state is a punitive body, which inflicts cruel and 
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excessive penalties on those who infringe its laws , whether or not 
~hose laws are justified in the first place. Anarchists do not necessarily 
oppose punishment as such, but they certainly oppose the forms and 
amounts of punishment meted out by the state. Third , the state is an (() 
exploitative body, which uses its powers of taxation and econo~ic ,j 

regulation to transfer resources from the producers of wealth to Its 
~wn coffers , or into the hands of privileged economic groups. Finally, ~ 
the state is a destructive agency which enlists its sub'eets to fi ht wars ?J) 

"\-../" 

w o~e on y cause IS t e prs>teC!lOn or aggrandizement of the state itself 
=: all anarchIsts belIeve that, without the state, there might be ~mall- .; 
scale conflicts, but nothing to resemble the horror and devastatIon of ! i 
modern warfare! S'~ -!~ ~ ~ (f5 ~~ ~ ~~t~j 

It would be wrong to conclude that anarchists regard all the 
functions now performed by the state as superfluous. In their view, it 
would be impossible to account for the state's legitimacy in the eyes of 
the masses if it did not perform us~fuIJa.sks as well as sociall harmful 
ones. W at tasks are these? Anarchists will not be able to agree on a 

liSt, but they are generally to be found in two areas: protection of ~he 
person against invasion by others, and co-ordination of the productive 
work of society @ narchists admit, in other words, that in these areas 

lsome collective (as opposed to individual) action ma be necessar ; 
1 ut they refuse to admit that only a stat~ can fit the b.ill: To see what 
kiildoIcotlec Ive agency anarc IStS are hkely to permIt m place of the 
state, we need to return to the characterization of the state offered 
above: states were identified as sovereign, compulsory, monopolistic 
and distinct institutions, Anarchists are likely to find a collective 

"agency more acceptable the fu~ther it departs from these four features 
'of the state. 

The kind of society envisaged by anarchists is thus not e~ltirely 
with out orgamzatl()ri; m the sense of mstitutIOnS establIshed to 

l1i ese mstI utIons WI ave character-
IStICS t at 1 erentIate t em rom the state. irst the will not be 
sovereign, but functionally specific. Each institution will in other I 
wor s, ave a clearly defined role, and will not be permitted to extend I 

its power beyond that role. Some anarchists, for example, have ar ued! 
t at separate orgamzatIons should be established to uide roductionl 

'on t e one an and to maintain social order on the other. In this casJ 
neither institution would be 'sovereign' in case of dispute8econ~, 
anarchists will almost certainly insist that th~ institutions in questio~ 
should be voluntary· rather than compulsor~l in the sense that every~ 
one who is to be governed by them should first of all agree to do so of 
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his own accord} This requirement raises questions about anarchists' 
attitudes towards authority in general, which will be considered in the 
chapter that follows. l!hird, some anarchists have been attracted by 
the idea of different collective agencies co-existing in a particular 
territory, competing to win the allegiance of the residents~This could 
be seen as one way .of giving people a realistic voluntary choice 
between agencies. FinallYlanarchists often argue that collective insti
tutions are more acceptable to the extent that they are run, not b 
~pecialized polit~cal unctionaries, but by the people en masse.1 either 
III the form of dIrect democracy, or through rotation of office, or in 
some other way. 

Of course nothing has been said so far to show that these proposals 
are realistic. It may be that the anarchist case against the state, 
formidable in itself, founders on the fact that no workable alternative 
can be found to replace it under modern social conditions. But it is one 
thing to say this, and quite another to say that anarchists are essen
tially negative thinkers, interested only in the destruction of what 
exists [ n fact, anarchists have developed quite elaborate models ofthe 
kind of society that they want to see, and these models can teach us a 
great deal about the possibilities of social organization, even if we are 
ultimately unpersuaded by them} They also differ very markedly 
among themselves: no one model of the' good society can be singled 
out as authentically anarchist. . 

Although the state is the most distinctive object of anarchist 
attack, 11 IS by no means the only object. Any institution which, like 
the state, appears to anarchists coercive, puniti~~, exploitative or 
destructive is condemned in the same way. Historically, anarchists 
have discharged almost as much venom towards the church as they 
have towards the state. This may now appear to us idiosyncratic, but 
we should recall that many anarchists developed and propagated their 

fj . ideas in peasant or early industrial societies, where religion was still a 
J20tent force, and a major channel of social controlE ost anarchists 
have been atheists, arguing that belief in God is a response to social 
deprivation in men whose rational faculties are not yet fully 
developed. But their main enemy is not religion as such, but organ
ized religion - churches which disseminate official creeds whose 
content is hierarchically controlled3 he anarchist critique here has 
two aspects: first, the authority of priest over believer is often seen as 
the original of all authority. In other words, once a person has come to 
accept that in spiritual matters he should defer to the authority of 
another who is wiser than he, it is easier to induce him to accept 
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authority elsewhere - for instance the authority of a political leader. 
Second, the church may be used directly to legitimize the state - the 
priest may use the authority of his position to propagate doctrines of 
obedience to the political authorities. For this reason Bakunin 
claimed (with some exaggeration), 'There is not, there cannot be, a 
State without religion.'5 

Anarchists have also been severe critics of existing economic 
systems. Indeed, when reading some anarchist literature, one .might 
be led to think that economic oppression was the primary target, with 
political oppression taking second place. But here it is especially 
difficult to generalize about the nature of the critique: the hetero
geneity of anarchist thought stands in the way. Take anarchist atti-
tudes to capitalism first. One can safely say that all anarchists have 
been critical of the state-regulated capitalism which prevails today in 
the West. But for some this is merely one part of a general critique of 
capitalism, whereas for others capitalism pure and simple would be 
acceptable if it were not distorted by the presence of the statt' Both 
camps are likely to see a great deal of collusion between economic and 
political elites, while being somewhat unclear abouLwhif.hJ~E?~p is tk~"/ f " 

the prime mover in the , relationshipt.!t is common ground among 4
1,f ~:"" 

anarchists, in other words, that the state regularly uses its economic r ' 

powers to benefit, big industrialists and financiers at the.expense of the ~';iJ~ ri: 
workers, small property-owner~ and so forth, but 11 IS less clear f-b'rlt-f{ 

whether the state should ultimatel~ be seen as the creature of the dQ;~\:;I!( h 

grande ~ourgeoisie or th~ gr~nde bourge~isie as the creature of the state. l~i\,~;\t\ i~ 
.Jhere IS the same amblgUlty here as III the case of church and state. I,/~;.' ~ 

[,Anarchists tend to view society as a giant pyramid, with the great ones 
- politicians, big capitalists, church leaders, all hand-in~hand - c..o~Q.f, 
standing at the top and the toiling workers standing at the bottom] 
The contrast between the ruling class and the exploited mass is clear 
enough, but the inner dynamics of the former are less so._~a~~, .. ~",·\., 

To return to capitalism: anarchists will argue that the economic 
system in western societies today is essentially one of monopoly 
control by the owners of big business, forcing ordinary men and 
women to work for a wage that is less than their labour is worth. The 
system is thus both coercive and exploitative - it places workers in the 
power of their bosses, and fails to give them a just return for their 
contribution to production. But anarchists will part company over 
whether this state of affairs is the inevitable outcome of a capitalist 
economic system. As we shall see later, some anarchists will claim that 
.private ownership of ads inescapably to 
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ownership being concentrated in a few hands, allowing this privileged 
group to use the power of the state to consolidate its position. Others 
will maintain that, without political intervention, capital will remain 
relatively widely dispersed, so monopoly is the child of the state rather 
t~an its father. This difference of view reflects much wider ideological 
dIfferences between anarchists in economic matters. 

.Anarchists have been equally critical of the state socialist systems 
~hIch have appeared during this century as they have been of capital
Ism. Indeed they. can claim credit for being among the earliest and 
most perceptive critics of the form of socialism which emerged from 
the Russian Revolution in 1917. This opposition to state socialism can 
be traced back to Proudhon, who detected authoritarian elements in 
the ideas of Marx, and who was also severely critical of the proposals 
for state-funded workshops advanced by Louis Blanc. It ran through 
the thought of Bakunin, who grappled with Marx for control of the 
First International. So when state socialism finally appeared in its 
fully-fledge? form, the anarchists had their critical weapons pre
pared. TheIr argument, reduced to its essentials, is that a socialist 
stat~ is still a type of state, the change in economic system not altering 
the mner nature of the state itself. Indeed some anarchists would 
argue that state socialism is simply the fullest and mQs.chorrendous 
~xpr~ssion of t.hat nature, the state now holding all social relations in 
Its gnp. CoerCIOn, draconian punishment, exploitation, and destruc
tive warfa~e all continue. There is still a ruling class controlling the 
rest of socIety, even though its composition has changed: there are no 
longer separately identifiable capitalists, and 'social scientists' have 
replaced priests. Bakunin, writing in 1872, had a prophetic vIsion of 
the result: . 
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This government will not content itself with administering and 
governing the masses politically, as all governments do today. 
It will also administer the masses economically, concentrating 
in the h~nds ofthe State the production and division of wealth, 
the cultivation of land, the establishment and development of 
factories, the organization and direction of commerce, and 
finally the application of capital to production by the only 
banker - the State. All that will demand an immense know
ledge and many heads 'overflowing with brains' in this govern
ment. It will be the reign of scientific intelligence, the most 
aristocratic, despotic, arrogant, and elitist of all regimes. 
There will be a new class, a new hierarchy of real and counter-

What Is Anarchism? 

feit scientists and scholars, and the world will be divided into a 
minority ruling in the name of knowledge, ' and an immense 
ignorant majority. fi 

Moreover, ~ 
, } 
...; 

... for the proletariat this will, in reality, be nothing but a "-..J;""'~ r..l.. 

barracks: a regime, where regimented working men and women .~;..,.J 
will sleep, wake, work, and live to the beat of a drum ... 7 ~ ~ 

I, What alternative economic system do anarchists favour? He;e we ') J 
. find no agreement: quite the reverse: Anarchist proposals range from ' ~~~J 
I a free Ip.arket in which enterprises compete to sell their goods and ;C ') 
; services to consumers, to a system of common ownership in w'hich 'V.~ 
I goods are produced by independent communes and distributed on the ] y 
i, basIs,.,Q1- nee9. All that these proposals' have in common is the' 
<~centraiBi_.nature: anarchists concur in thinking that the economy ,~ 

should be organized from the bottom up, by voluntary association, \j 
rather than by central direction. The two versions referred to above - r 
which stand at opposite ends of a spectrum, but which interestingly ~. 
enough have been developed more fully by anarchists than the inter- v 

mediate versions - will be discussed in detail in Chapters 3 and 4 
below. Here I shall take Proudhon's favoured system as representing 
some sort of compromise between the extremes, and therefore ·as an 
appropriate way of iritroducing the reader to the constructive side of 
anarchist economic thought. 

J!roudho~ who loved to claim of all his proposals that they repre~~~; 
sen ted a synthesis of forc~s whose opposition had hitherto plagued 
mankind, said that his economic system ~ometimes called mutual
ism)~c~ncile.d property and communis~Property by itself meant 
explOItatIOn, m the form of rent, profit and usury, and unbridled 
competition. Communism meant slavery: the worker lost his inde
pendence and became merely an instrument of the state\!roudhon's 
proposal was that ~£.~s,!19!!!d ~e!~iE !heir~ ind~en<:ienc~, but be ., 
linke,d ~y rela~i2!ls.-StL trusJ an~",,~co-o er.gtiori)CLouis Blanc took a 
different view: 'To graft brotherhood on to competition is a wretched 
idea: it is like replacing eunuchs by hermaphrodites . ') Specifically[he 
envisaged three sectors of production: agriculture, where production 
by individual proprietors would be the norm; artisan production, 
where people might work individually or in collaboration as they 
chose; and industry proper, where the benefits of the division of 
labour meant that large-scale production was necessary for efficiency, 
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and where associations of workers would be forme~ach producer 
would sell his products to consumers, but instead of prices being set 
hy market competition, they would be pegged to the cost of producing 
the article in question, measured in hours of labour. In place of 
money, there would be labour-notes, issued by a People's Bank. Thus 
the shoemaker who sold a pair of boots that had taken him three hours 
to make would receive the equivalent in labour-notes which he could 
later exchange for someone else's product. The People's Bank was 
also charged with providing interest-free credit to allow producers to 
purchase their means of production. Ownership would, however 
always follow labour: the peasant proprietor would own the land tha 
he worked but he would not 'be allowed to rent it out to somebody else: 
similarly with the workers' association. Under this scheme, Proudhon 
laimed, income would vary only in proportion to labour, and a high 

degree of equality would prevail. 8 

It is easy to see that, quite apart from any economic difficulties 
which this scheme may present, it relies a great deal on mutual trust, 
at two points especially: the consumer must be willing to accept the 

':price asked by the producer as a fair repre~e;}tatiQn ofbjs labour, and 
everyone must be willjng to take . the notes issued by the People's 
Bank. Proudhon's own experiment in this direction did not meet with 

.... much success. 9 But this only illustrates a general feature of any 
. ..-anarchist economic s stem namel that with the state removed, the 

system has' er to un erwnte a an , 
enforce contracts. or whatever.m e anarchist claim is that no suc 

.... uarantee is needed' tha -hum;n beings have suffIcIent solidarity, or 
far-si hted selfishness to make the s stem wor 
The truth of this claim will be crucial to our 
anarchism as an ideology. 

Let me turn fmally, m thIS'" preliminary sketch of anarchist 
ideology, to the means of transition to anarchist society. As we shall 
discover later in the book, anarchists have argued among themselves a 
great deal about how this transition should be made, and about which 
element in current society forms the natural point of departure - the 
liberated individual, the workers' union, the revolutionary mass, and 
so forth. But they have agreed at least that two commonly advocated 

\ routes should be rejected out of band. The.tf'frft is the path of parlia
l mentary democracy, the attempt to win an eT~ctoral majority for an 
\ ailarchlst programme. Anarchists have quite often been out-and-out 
I abstentionists, refusing even to vote for the party which represents the 
I least of the evils on offer: and when they have abandoned this purist 
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position, they have done so only for short-term tactical reasons. Their 
unwillingne~s to follow the parliamentary road stems from two 

> sources.~J they claim that any state, of whatever kind, is limited 
in the kind of social change that it can bring about. The state is a 

~ 
centralized institution, and its characteristic mode of operation is 

"" legislation - the promulgation of general rules which apply indis- ~ 
criminately to everyone in society. It is therefore simply impossible to ~ 
will a decentralized society based on a plurality of voluntary associa- "5 
tions into existence by statist means - the initiative must come from ~ s: ~ 
below, not from above. It fo~lows that ..!~_~ n:os~ ~eful. th.ing wh~ch a , ~ ) 
state can do, from the anarchIst perspectIve, IS sImply to chssolve Itself J 
,- -- --;-'"'~ ~ .. ,., . '. - ""--:---' '1 

!nd~ Ie! so~ieDT :eorgan~ze~~ponta!leou~!y : But here we meet the~' '§ .B 
1 anarchisf charge against parliamentarianism. Those elected to repre- ~. \:S 
rsent the peo.1fl: are unable to carry out the programme on which they '~~r 
J ~er.e ~lecte~-'opular,,<;;q!1tfqLofthe legislat~re .i~. ~eff~cti~_e, and ;he i O· ~ 

mdIvIduals themselves are co-opted by the ruhng class - homme elu, \!J~ ~ 
homme !outu, as the point is more pithily put. So the idea that an "U~ t 
anarchist electoral victory might lead to the immediate dissolutio.n of ~ ~ ~ 
the state is rejected as plainly naive. \~-\.-.( o . ." ~.o.5.'I- . "$ if 

! The othe.r~ansit~onal rou.te which a~JJar<;;his!;s..Iep_uiliaJe_wit!t egual. '~ 1 
I veherp.eh~e IS r.he d!ctatprshIQ of _the proletanat, as understood by ~ ~ 

Marx, and especially by Lenin. This path envisages the !?rcible ~~ 
destruction of the bourgeois sta,te, and its replacement by a workers' ~ ~ 

,.s~at~, in ~hich th~ revolution~ry ~p~rty pl~ys a' le.~d~~g rolS Once ~e 
cap~ta.lism is co~pletely eradica~ed, ~nd the ma~enal foundat,lO~s of ".§ i 
socIalIsm are laId, the state begms, m the classIc phrase, to WIther ~:: 
away'. It will be seen that both of the anarchist objections to the ,,~ j 
parliamentary route apply with minor modifications to this one too, ~ \ 
always assuming of course - the absolutely crucial point - that every ' . 
state, however it is composed, functions in essentially the same way. 
(Anarchists have particular criticisms to offer of Leninist parties, 
which will be discussed below in Chapter 6). Thus even those anar-
chists who would find little to quarrel with in Marx's description of 
the Communist utopia are starkly opposed to the methods advocated 
by Marxists for reaching it. 

This reluctance to use conventional political means to bring about 
the changes that they want to see largely accounts for the popular view 
that anarchists are simply agents of destruction. To people accus
tomed to think that every constructive proposal should be put to 
electoral test, it seems that those who refuse to participate in conven
tional politics are either trying to estaplish a minority dictatorship or 

/ / 
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else are interested only in causing social havoc. It is true, of course, 
that many anarchist activities have been nothing more than destruc
tive, often culpably destructive. Even allowing for the fact that their 
goal is a distant one, anarchists have been singularly bad at deciding 
when an immediately harmful act is justified by its long-term effect in 
bringing that goal nearer to fruition. But we should not overlook the 
constructive experiments in which anarchists have engaged - the 
various attempts to reorganize work, education, and so forth - where 
means and ends have been more closely aligned. These have not 
impinged much on the popular view of anarchism, no doubt for the 
familiar reason that good news is no news, whereas bombs and strikes 
are headlines. 

This helps to dispose of the paradox that anarchists like to think of 
themselves as constructive thinkers, whereas their p~pular image is 
quite the opposite. What of the apparent conflict in anarchist ideology 
between individual freedom and social solidarity? Here the paradox is 
more real, and its solution is complicated by the fact that the very 
terms in which it is posed take on different meanings in different 
anarchist traditions. So I shall try to disentangle these'complexities in 
the remainder of this part of the book. 

The chapter that follows takes up what has often been regarded as 
the core of anarchism, the attack on the principle of authority, and 
shows how this attack has been launched from widely differing philo
sophical positions. Chapters 3 and 4 examine individualist and com
munist anarchism, two well-defined ideologies which turn out to have 
little in common beyond their anarchist character itself. Indeed we 
may eventually find that we wonder less at the paradoxical nature of 
anarchism than at how such diverse views have come to share a 
political label at all. 
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\ 

Behind the anarchist attack on the state and other coercive institu
tions, there has often stood a fundamental critig ue of ~.a. of 

\ auth?rity itsel!~any anarchists have been attracted by the view that 
I no man can ever rightfully exercise political authoritYJlver another, . 
I that is have a right to issue directions which the other has an obligation 
{ to obey. ince the state, especially, appears to depend on the belief 

that its directives are to be taken as authoritative by its subjects, it can 
easily be seen how corrosive is this attack on the principle of authority 
itself. Of course anarchists do not deny that states are thought to 
possess legitimate authority by many of their subjects; that is alact 
about t e wor awmchnobody in their senses would try to conceal. 
The anarchist view is simply that the belief is false, that no s"tate..ha.s 

-ih.uiglli which it claims and which its subjects g~rally c;; cede. It is 
an ar~E~.!ll~.h9._!tL12rinciQles, nocabnllt.Jacts. . 

Although this attack on the principle of authority - which I refer to 
as philosophical anarchism - might seem central to the whole anar
chist position (for the reason just given) the point should not be 
pushed too far. For on the one hand, someone who is simply a 
philosophical anarchist and nothing else besides may seem a rather 
,bloodless member of the species , .. Philosophical anarchism entails the 
; view that the st~gftt-to-tetl-me .. et=..an¥,Qn..e...eJs.e h !.W~!Q . .hehay.e~ 
One can believe this and respond in a wholly passive way, evading 
inconvenient or immoral state dictates whenever possible and com
plying with them when forced to do so, but taking no positive action to 
get rid of the state and having no constructive view about what might 
take its place. Men like Thoreau would fit roughly into this category. 1 

Although one may recognize their kinship with anarchists of a full
blooded,kind, one may want to withhold the label itself. On the other 
hand, it seems p<;.ssible to be an anarchist in general without subscrib-

') ing to philosophIcal an.archism. Someone may, in other words, attack 
t1te.,state intellectually and wish to overthrow it, but not because he 
finds the very idea of legitimate authority incoherent. He may put 
forward rigorous conditions for legitimate authority, so rigorous that 
no state can hope to meet them, though other forms of political 
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association might - say certain kinds of communal self-government. 
Or his attack on the state may be couched in terms of the social 
consequences which flow from its existence rather than in terms of its 
lack of authority. It therefore seems possible to interpret many anar
chists, not as out-and-out opponents of authority, but as opponents of 
the state who are willing to endorse authority under carefully defined 
conditions. 2 

It is nonetheless important to examine philosophical anarchism in 
some detail, for the arguments used to defend it have flowed into the 
stream of anarchist thinking: every anarchist has been moved by 
them, even if most have eventually drawn back from their full impli
cations. Philosophical anarchism, it should be stressed, is not.£.Yariety 

~of anarchism in the sense in which individualist and communist 
anarchism are varieties: it does not encapsulate any model of anarchist 
society, nor any recipe for destroying the state and other coercive 
institutions.I!! is rather a hilosophical attitude, a way of responding 
to authority. It can contribute to an anarchist outlook only when 
combined with a substantive ideology::1 

r/ Our examination must begin with the idea of authority itself. 
~ What does it mean to recognize(f!ut oritYl.. irst of all, it is not the 
\ same as recognizing power even though authority and power often go 
I hand-in-hand in practice. If I comply with someone's instructions 

because of the possible consequences of not complying - say he 
threatens t() have me beaten up or thrown in.to jail- I am acknowledg
ing his ~p-ow_er../father than his authority,. Acknowledging authority 
means recognizing someone's right to direct or-command, complying 
with his will because one believes it is proper to do so. I may acknow
ledge the power of a lion - say if I change my path to avoid meeting it -
but I cannot acknowledge its authority. Anarchists are not so foolish 
as to fail to recognize the power of states - indeed they draw attention 
to the potent mechanisms which states have available to enforce 
compliance with their dictates, ranging from physical force to soft 
persuasion - but this is a far cry from recognizing their authority. 3 

~ext, the moral recognition of authority has to be distinguished 
from three other ways in which a person may comply with another's 

~ commands for moral reasons)pi~~!~ 'we are sometimes told to do things 
"', which we believe are m.Qrall obligalQry in any case, so in 'complying' 
with an order in such a case, we are not recognizi~g authority but 
simply acting on our own moral aSS~S$meJlt of the situation. So a 
philosophical - a-n'archi~t -m~y q;;it~- ~onsistently 'keep the law' by 
refraining from injuring other people, for example, though his reason 
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\ for doing so is not the legal prohibition of injury.~ "Ye may find 
. ourselves living among people most of whom do recognize the author
, ity of some institution - a government, say - and, without recognizing 
" its authority ourselves, we may decide that it would be damaging~ to 
, undermine it by flagrantly violating its commands. Admittedly this is 
not a line of thought that is likely to appeal much to full-blooded 
anarchists, though even they may occasionally feel that it is better not 
to bring down a relatively liberal state, say, ifthe likely replacement is 

\ a more openly repressive one,/ -T-1ii;d, in a rather similar way, circum
I stances may require someoneto-perform a co-ordinating role - say to 
\ clear a traffic jam - and everyone will see that they should take their 
. cue from whoever stands up and starts directing the traffic. Here one 
j is not recognizing that person's moral right to issue commands, but 

J

'. merely following his cornman s a the most efficient way to clear the 
~ jam. In all three cases we are acting on our own moral assessment of a 
I state of affairs, but in the second and the third we are taking into 

accounr- in a factual way - the existence of an 'authority' . It should be 
clear enough how this differs from the moral recognition of authority. 

Finally, we need to draw a line between recognizing political 
authority and recognizing the authority of an expert in some field. 
Anarchists are keen to point out that they have no wish to challenge 
the authority ofthe scientist or the skilled craftsman in his own sphere 
_ though even here they are anxious in case such people should try to 
extend their authority b~ ond th~ir areas of ex ertise.4 To draw this 
distinction we must <';Q..I}.tr~.§t authority in matters of belie~tfi uth
ority in matters of c~~. The authority which anarchists are willing 
to accept is of the former kind. SugQo.~ I-want to grow a large crop of 
wheat. An agriculturalist tells me that I should plant at a certain date, 
water in a certain manner, etc. I accept these beliefs on authority 
because I know that the agriculturalist has been scientifically trained, 
has a record of giving successful advice and so forth. Accepting the 
authority of the specialist does indeed affect my subsequent conduct, 
but o~ because I wanted to grow a large amount of wheat in the first 
plac7 Contrast this with a state of affairs where a government official 
pronounces that on such-and-such a day wheat is to be planted, and I, 
as an oJ?edient citizen, plant my wheat on that day. Here I am 
acknowledging authority in a matter of conduct - taking the pro
nouncement of an official as in itself a reason for acting in the way 
prescribed. This is the kind of authority that anarchists reject. 

X> f [ To sum up so far, philosophical anarchism is the view that no 0 

!one can ever have legitimate authority over another person, and 
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1 conversely no one can ever be under an obligation to obey. By implica
tion, the state, which is composed of persons, cannot have such 
authorit0 This is not to say that the state has no power (a palpable 
falsehood), or that, in deciding how to act, one should overlook the 
fact that a certain authority has been acknowledged by one's fellows; 
nor finally that one should never defer to expert authority in matters 
ofbelief.Ut is to say that people sh.~~l.c!~Jwa s '-l£t.Qll..1h . · d'rect moral 
assessment of any situa~i2!lJ~~~Yit;!g __ ~sig~Lm.o..r.allj!.jrr.e1e.£an.Lany 

c Qirecti~<:~:-th~_.ma~h~e~J:e.c.ciy~d ft,9WQt hers. Such directives will 
oiify-erlter their reasoning as empirical facts, not as moral reasons to 
act as directed.::1 

It is worth underlining just how subversive a view this is. 
Although authority is often said to be on tp.e decline in the modern 
world, this assertion is only true in a limited sense. Our contem
poraries are indeed less likely than their ancestors to take authority for 
granted, because authority no longer seems to be part and parcel of 
social positions generally, but is instead created for specific purposes
in enterprises, bureaucracies, armies, and so forth. s We recognize, 
therefore, that all relationshiQs_Qf authority need to be justified by the 
ends that they ;r-v~. But in practice we seem perfectly ready to follow 
the directive~f an authority without further question - indeed in 
some cases alarmingly SO.6 It is this widespread habit of compliance 
that the philosophical anarchist is trying to subvert. 

The subversive cam aign has been launched from several dif
ferent ethical starting-points. I want to look critically at three ofthese, 
each conveniently represented by a different thinker: utilitarianism, 
exemplified by Godwin; egoism, exemplified by Stirner; and radlc~l 
Kantianism, exempllfied bYIr.P. Wolff. I am interested lrere only in 
the arguments that they offer against the rinci Ie of aut~~ity, and I 
shall not attempt to give an overall assessment of their views. 

William Godwin - ~\\,,"~'{""'~~~ 

In his ethical ' theory, Godwin was a singularly tough-minded utili
tarian. He believed, as all utilitarians do, <..that the rightness of any 

. ?cti~t b:e:asseiS~J;Y.lhi~~ollm~tpieas.~~e_;{i~~s thetot~i 
~!J1...Qunt 01. Qain that iLEenerates; but, unlike most utilitarians, he 
refused to soften this doctrine in practice to align it more closely with 
ordinary moral standards. Godwin insisted that the test of utility 
should be applied directly by each person on every occasion when he 
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or she had to decide how to act. This led to some striking conflicts 
with the precepts of conventional morality. Godwin argued, for 
instance, that the distinction we usually make between acts that are 
obligatory and acts that we may perform if we wish - say between 
saving a drowning child and buying a friend a present - should be 
jettisoned, for, 'I hold my person as a trust in behalf of mankind. I am 
bound to employ my talents, my understanding, my strength and my 
time, for the production of the greatest quantity of general good.'7 
Likewise we should never be deflected from our duty to promote the 
general happiness by considerations such as gratitude to particular 
persons - in deciding whether to confer a benefit on someone, our 
only thought should be whether such a use of resources would be most 
productive of future happiness. Godwin also deplored institutions 
such as promising which encouraged people to act on past under
takings rather than from consideration of future benefit. Finally - and 
this was the departure from conventional standards which earned him 
the greatest notoriety - we should never be deflected from our utili
tarian duty by personal loyalties to friends or kinsmen: in Godwin's 
example, if I have to choose whether to save Archbishop Fenelon or 
his valet (who happens also to be my brother) from a burning house, 
'that life ought to be preferred which will be most conducive to the 
general good'. 8 

But utilitarianism by itself, no matter how tough-minded, does 
not lead us to anarchist conclusions. Nearly all of those who have 
adopted it as an ethical theory have gone on to argue that government 
is necessary to human happiness, so that a utilitarian should offer it at 
least conditional support, deferring to its authority except in cases 
where the balance of happiness clearly lies with disobedience. To 
generate an argument for anarchism, we need a second premise, 
which Godwin calls the Qrinciple of R~the relation
ship between this and the principle of utility will be discussed 
shortly). This holds that 't~e conviction of a man's individual under
stapding.is'.rfie only legItImate principle im osin on him t f 

ca: op mg any speCIes 0 ~onduct: . 9 In other words, although we are a11 -/ 
duty bound to promote the general happiness, each has the right to 
decide whether or not to adopt that principle and how to implement i~1 
in a particular case. I am never (or almost never) permitted to force 
you to act in a w.ay that I think is for the best: each of us must be: 
allowed an inviolable sphere of private judgment. i 

It is easy to see how the two principles - utility and private " 
judgment - together lead to anarchistic conclusions when applied to 
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different forms of government. Take first the case of a benevolent 
despotism, where the ruler forces his subjects to do what is really in 
their overall best interests . Godwin's response is that such a govern
ment ignores the right of private judgment: each person, instead of 
being allowed to make his own decisions about how to promote utility, 
is obliged to act as the ruler thinks fit. On the other hand, consider a 
government that is est~.blished by a social contract involving everyone 
who will be subject to it. It may seem that no sacrifice of the right of 
private judgment occurs when such a government demands obedience 
from its subjects, since they will merely be acting on the provisions of 
a contract to which they have freely assented. But here Godwin swings 
back to the principle of utility. No one ought to make agreements 
which debar him from acting on his own estimates of utility in the 
future. If ordinary contracts are bad, contracts of government are 
many times worse, for they involve consenting to numerous laws, 
some of which have not even been formulated at the time of the 
contract. Thus a morally upright man would not enter such a con
tract, and, even if he did so in error, would not regard it as 0 bligatory 
at a later time .. 
~ What, finally, of a system of direct democracy where everyone 
participates in the making of the laws to which he is then subject? This 
form of authority might seem the easiest to reconcile with Godwin's 
premises. But in the chapter of the Enquiry headed 'Of National 
Assemblies' he rejects it almo .. st as categorica!!y~ th,e others.Jlis 
a~ments can be reduced ~~~~~!~py to two.(5£§i?if the assembly I decides on legislation by fiii~orilY-V6te , then those who find them

, selves in a minoti!.Y ar~ d~mtng'ht of private judgment - they are 
forced to act according to th~~fltYTs-wlrr.~o-'"~-should the 
assembly reach a unanimous conclusion, it would still .. in practice 
int~E.~,t~_wj.th...miYate_j.udgm~.-Men, being individuals, can never 
come ind~.Q~!!c!entl _...1.Q......§.h.ar.e_._1Jl.e_1i_~~._beli~fs, so un ni-;';~ -of 
expressed belief must be 'tic. : .. lJ.S'· some people will perhaps have 
adopted the majority view to ·keep in with their friends, or because 
some orator has bludgeoned them into agreeing with him. Godwin is 
tacitly contrasting this with the genuine unanimity that might result 
from a private conversation in which two people express their sincere 
convictions - his own vision of the ideal human relationship. And so 
he reaches his general conclusion: 
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compulsory restraint; and, since government, even in its best 
state, is an evil, the object principally to be aimed at is that we 
should have as little of it as the general peace of human society 
will permit. 10 

This conclusion, while bringing out quite plainly the anarchist 
tendency of Godwin's argument, also exposes a source of wea~~ss. 
As can be seen he did not advocate the immediate abolition of govern
ment. Until people generally had become sufficiently wise and 
'virtuous - a state of affairs which required a long period of enlighten
ment - some government was necessary, principally to prot~ct people 
from the violence of others. In conceding this, he was in effect 
allowing the right of private judgment to be overridden by the principle 
of utility. But this immediately raises the question of how Godwin's 
two principles are to be reconciled. If the universal moral imperative 
is to maximize pleasure and minimize pain, why give special weight to 
the principle that other people must be allowed to act on their own 
judgment? If I can see that Jones is going to cause harm if I allow him 
to act freely, why, as a utilitarian, should I respect his volition? 

Godwin offers two arguments in favour of rivate ·ud ment which 
might rebut this chal1enge.. he ~refers to human fallibility: 
SInce no one can be completely certain that his moral convictions are 
correct, no one is justified in imposing them on others, which is in 
effect what a utilitarian does ifhe forces Jones to act against his private 
judgment for the sake of utility. But here the utilitarian can make an 
easy reply. I admit, he may say, that my ethical standard may be a false 
one and I am willing to listen to arguments (including any that Jones 
may produce) to that effect. But in the meantime I must act on my 
fallible beliefs, and if J ones is about to act harmfully, I must stop him, 
by force if necessary. Godwin's ~rgument is that a person does 
not act morally unless he acts from a benevolent motive, so forcing 
someone to behave well is of no value. This argument is not itself 
utilitarian (indeed it is anti-utilitarian), but it can be given a utilitarian 
twist by adding that people only develop benevolent dispositions 
through free moral activity. The idea here is that, for utilitarian 
reasons, each person should eventually become a self-propelling 
moral agent, and to this end he must be given freedom to act, even if 
he performs some wrong acts meanwhile. So interpreted, Godwin's 
argument rests on an empirical thesis which is far from self-evidently 
true. Indeed the converse had often been argued: we become moral by 
learning to _ c?31!orf!l...ou.! P~.h.ayiOu,r~t9 c.ertain outwara- standards - a 
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conformity which may need to be forcibly imposed at first - so that 
genuine moral dispositions spring from the soil of compulsion and 
habit. 12 

The irresistible conclusion is that Godwin's belief in the right of 
private judgment is not genuinely utilitarian: the linking arguments 
are far too flimsy to convince anyone who did not already hold the 
belief on other grounds. For Godwin, in fact, a society in which each 
person acted on his own moral understanding, and in which no one 
influenced anyone else except by argument and moral reproach, was 
simply a personal ideal: he described 'the universal exercise of private 
judgment' as 'unspeakably beautiful'. 13 But in believing this he 
moved away from utilitarian ethics towards the view .that moral 
autonomy is valuable for its own sake - a view that we shall later 
examine as developed more explicitly by Wolff, yet one that is also 
bedevilled by inner contradictions. 

'1/ :\1 ax S timer ~'&'"-

While Godwin a,rgue<! that a wholly ra..ililnal..maI!JY.qll~~R~frft!y 
benevolent, ~tirJl~maintained precisely the reverse: thoroughgoing --- - - .- ---.- ~ egoism was the only intellectually defensible stance. Yet, paradoxIc-
ally enough, he reached the same negative conclusions as Godwin 
about authority in general and the cla~s ofthestate in particular. To 
see how this came about we need to place Stirner's egoism in the 
context of the left-Hegelian critique of religion that dominated 
German intellectual life in the 1840s, the time at which Stirner pro
duced his only important work, The Ego and His Own. 14 

The radical Hegelians held that religion was a form of alienation: 
the religious believer abstracted certain of his own essential qualities 
or aspirations, and projected them upon a transcendent deity. This 
process diminished him, for he now saw himself as a relatively 
impotent and worthless creature, whereas the God he had created 
possessed every desirable attribute. In order to overcome alienation, it 
was necessary first to recognize the process of projection for what it 
was, and then to 'reappropriate' the human essence: i.e. to see that the 
properties attributed to God were really human properties, partially 
realized in us already, but capable of being fully realized in a trans
formed society. Thus the critique of religion turned into a demand for 
social progress. 

Stirner extended this form of critique to every other area of human 
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experience in which a similar process of alienation might occur-. 
Wherever men hypostatized some idea, and then saw themselves as 
owing allegiance to the resulting entity, he swept into t~e attack. 
Thus, when humanists such as Feuerbach argued that, mste~d of 
worshipping God, we should try to realize the human essence, SUrner 
retorted that this was simply religious belief in another guise. The 
human essence was a product of human thought, and so could not 
serve as an independent standard by which we ought to direct our 
endeavours. Nothing was real except the human self; all other mental 
entities were 'spooks', figments of the mind having no objective 
existence outside their creators' heads. 

The proper ·response to this predicament, Stirner argued, was 
conscious egoism. One should no longer deceive oneself into thinking 
that one was serving some objective end - whether religious, moral or 
political - but recognize instead that the only good. reason f~r act~ng 
was one's own choice or fancy. There was no pomt even m bemg 
consistent: it was absurd, for instance, to form an idea of one's own 
character and then try to act in harmony with that. Instead the egoist 
should act on momentary caprice. He should a150 be prepared to use 
other people completely cynically as means to his own ends - eve? 
loved ones should be cherished for his own enjoyment, not for thefr 
sakes. For . StjIm~r. , quite literallYI!~thing _was sacrs d. 

It ~iII quickfy be""-seen how philosophical anarchism flows out of 
this intransigent world-view (which may be called an ethical stand
point in the same way that zero mas be called a number - it is a 
limiting case). Authority is just one of the many fetishes that falls 
under Stirner's axe~ For in recognizing authority, I am recognizing 
that someone else's command is to be taken as a reason for acting as 
prescribed. But, according to Stirner, no such outside agency can ever 
provide a reason for me. In acknowledging authority, I take some?~e 
else's power - which in itself is merely a matter of fact - and clothe It m 
sacred garb. The honest egoist will c~rtainly yield to power, if he has 
to, but he will not pretend that he is doing anything else besides; he 
will never say that he is acting rightly. 

The same reasoning is used to destroy all the conventional argu
ments for obeying the state. Stirner makes mincemeat of the distinc
tions that liberals and republicans draw between different forms of 
government. Liberals, for instance, contrast the authority of men 
with the authority of law. For Stirner, both impinge upon a person's 
will in an equally obje~tionable way - indeed legal authority is the 
more insidious, for one is more likely to be 'enthralled' by it; less 
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likely to recognize that in submitting to it, one is subordinating one's 
will to another's.15 Thus the constitutional state beloved of liberals is 
unacceptable to Stirner. Equally unacceptable is the republican ideal 
of a state in which every citizen participates in the making of laws. 
Stirner argues that the laws so made are still despotic from the point of 
view of the recalcitrant individual. Even if, in the extreme case, a 
unanimous decision were reached, why should I be bound today by 
my decision of yesterday?16 The egoist cannot submit to anything 
beyond his present experience, not even to his past commitments. 
Thus, as also with Godwin, even the form of government which 
appears at first sight most acceptable to the philosophical anarchist
unanimous direct democracy - is finally rejected. Stirner's conclusion 
is stark: 

Therefore we two, the State and I, are enemies. I, the egoist, 
have not at heart the welfare of this 'human society' , I sacrifice 
nothing to it, I only utilize it; but to be able to utilize it 
completely I transform it rather into my property and my 
creature, - i.e. I annihilate it, ~d form in its place the Union of 
Egoists .17 

This last is the name which Stirner gives to the only form of 
association he is able to accept: an association of egoists which each 
enters from his own advantage and leaves the moment that he ceases to 
find it useful. This exercises no authority over its members - it is not, 
for instance, brought into being by revocable contract - but relies 
entirely on its members' perception that each may be able to benefit 
by collaboration. Such associations are not unthinkable - Hume's 
example of two men rowing a boat together. because neither can propel 
it forward without the other may serve as a paradigm - but they are 
obviously very unstable. This observation points to a general diffi
culty with Stirner's position which we must now consider. 

It is never made clear whether Stirner's arguments for egoism are 
intended to apply to everyone, or whether they are intended to apply 
only to a single person, say to Stirner himself. Both alternatives are 
fraught with paradox. IS In the first case, recommending that everyone 
should become a conscious egoist seems to presuppose a moral ground 
upon which the recommendation can be anchored; one might, say, be 
a utilitarian and think that everyone would be happier if rid of their 
spooks. But · for Stirner to rely on any such moral ground would be 
inconsistent with his own argument for egoism. Suppose, then, that 
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we take the second option, and say that the arguments for egoism 
apply only to the person who expresses them: it is a matter of indif
ference to him whether others choose to be egoists or not. But then we 
must add that it cannot really be a matter of indifference. The egoist is 
somebody who uses others to augment his own powers and posses
sions. May it not then turn out that it is much to his advantage if others 
continue to believe in morality, authority and other 'sacred' things?!!:! 
It is easy to see why a union of egoists is likely to break apart: how 
much better if the egoist can ride on the backs of others who 'reli
giously' keep their agreements! Or again, if people believe in political 
authority, may the egoist not wish to profit from this belief by 
obtaining a post in government himself? All of this raises the question 
of Stirner's consistency in speaking out loud, rather than keeping his 
arguments to himself. About this he said: 

But not only not for your sake, not even for truth's sake either 
do I speak out what I think. No -

I sing as the bird sings 
That on the bough alights; 
The song that from me springs 
Is pay that well requites. 

I sing because - I am a singer. But I use you for it because 1-
need ears. 20 

Yet even birds do not sing when there are predators about. Perhaps 
Stirner thought, realistically enough, that very few who listened to his 
arguments would ever be convinced by them, so he could afford the 
luxury of song. - __ .~ 

We can now see the generaf--a:lffic1ir£&in ar uigg for . hilosophical 
anarchism from an egoistic ~tion. Philosophical anarchism 
i=sal attack on the principle of authority; it needs 
therefore to be launched from mor~J~.!:£!!!i§es. The consistent egoist'"s 
aim is to flout aut onty bIihself while still encouraging others to 
recognize it to the extent that their doing so serves his ends. Because 
his ca~3K9iIlst authodt~i~cp-art ~nd Ra~Ee~of ~ g~~~al . cas~~ ~gainst 
mOra'Iiw, he necessarily lacks the resources to show why other people 
should ignore authority too. 
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y . P. Wolff'. «0\co.\ ~,\o.t\"" 
'<' ~ two classical ar l!!!!.ents for philosophical anar

chism, beginning fr~;; utilitarian and egoistic premises respectively, 
are unsuccessful, let me finally consider a more recent version whose 
startin..K:-PQinJ may be labelled ~o-Kantian. The American philo-

" soph~r R. P. Wolff has tried to show that no recognition of aut!?-2I.!ly is 
consi~tent wilh_ QJ.lL9Y~JTid!!!K~ob~igat~~ to behave as auto~o~~us 
moral agents.21 To understand this argument we need to ~egIn with 
\VoTU's idea of moral autonomy. 

_> According to Wolff we are always free to choose how to act, but it 
does not follow from this that we are always morally autonomous. 
Much of the time we act on other people's suggestions, or habitually, 

,or out of caprice, but on these occasions we fail to live up to the ideal of 
moral self-determination. The morally autonomous person decict:es 
how to act after wei hin' u the moral consi e.rations.for ~,nd against 
each of the courses of action open to him. Thus before contributing to 
a charity, for instance, he would balance the good that his contribu
tion might do against the good that would result from the other 
possible uses of his money, and so forth. Wolff admits that we cannot 
hope to be fully autonomous all of the time -life is too short - but he 
claims that we are obliged to be so to the greatest extent possible; we 
may not wilfully sacrifice our autonomy. This premise is not argued 
for, but taken for granted - which is why I call the argument neo
Kantian. 22 

It may seem at first that moral autonomy does not exclude the 
recognition of authority as such, but only the unthinking or uncritical 
acceptance of authority. Whereas the person who obeys orders with
out thinking of anything beyond the fact that they are orders has 
clearly forfeited his autonomy, the conscientious citizen, say, who 
weighs the commands of the state against other considerations, and 
o eys on y w en t e alance 0 reasons tIpS In the right direction, 
appears to be fully autonomous. But this is not Wolff's view. Such a 
citizen has given up his autonomy, he claims, merely by allowing the 
commands of the state to enter his deliberation as commands. To be 

- autonomous it is not enough to act on the balance of reasons as it 
appears to you: you must only allow certain kinds of reason to count in 
the first place. 

Before examining the cogency of this view, let me draw out its 
implications. According to Wolff it shows that the idea of a de jure or 
legitimate authority is a contradiction in terms. There are no circum-
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stances in which I should recognize an obligation to obey somebody 
simply because he has commanded it, because in doing so I would be 
breaching my primary obligation to be autonomous. By the same 
token, there cannot be a legitimate state. A legitimate state would be 
one whose citizens had an obligation to obey its laws merely because 
they were laws. But no citizens can have such an obl~gation. 

If all men have a continuing obligation to achieve the highest 
degree of autonomy possible, then there would appear to be no 
state whose subjects have a moral obligation to obey its com
mands. Hence, the concept of a de jure legitimate state would 
appear to be vacuous, and philosophical anarchism would 
seem to be the only reasonable political belief for an enlight
ened man. 23 

Oddly enough Wolff goes on to argue that one kind of state ,does 
after all meet the conditions of legitimacy, and that is unanimous '7 
direct democracy. If everyone agrees to the passage of a ~a~, he 
suggests, there is no loss of autonomy iflater on one of the partICIpants 
is required to conform to it despite his present inclinations. It is, 
however, arguable whether this state of affairs necessarily involves the 
recognition of authority. Wolff clearly has in mind th~ kind of c~se 
where Smith decides morally that no one ought to dnve a car with 
more than 80 mg. per 100 m!. of alcohol in his blood, say, but later 
finds that he wants to drive home when he is over the limit. But here 
what conflicts with Smith's present desire is not the authority of the 
law but his own moral judgment. 24 If, on the other hand, Smith's 
moral views on some matter change - so that he finds himself in moral 
conflict with the unanimously endorsed law - it appears that, as an 
autonomous agent, he must follow his present moral judgment. Why 
should he take his own past view as authoritative, any more than 
somebody else's opinion? 

Wolff ought, therefore, to have followed Godwin and Stirner in 
dismissing unanimous direct democracy along with every other form 
of government as lacking in authority. But now we must ask whether 
his reasons for rejecting the idea of olitic autho it are any better 
than ~Let us accept for the sake of argument his premise that 
~s the primary moral desideratum, and simply inquire 
whether he h;~~~emlse. 

he crucIal issue IS whetner he is Justi le~ning t a t an 
autonomous man will 'only act on certain kinds of reasons. There is 
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ohviouslya great difference between refraining from assault because 
of the harm it will cause and refraining from assault because the law 
commands it, a difference we might mark by saying that the former is 
a direct reason and the latter an indirect reason for the action. But is it 
self-evident that autonomy requires us only to take account of direct 
reasons for acting? It is easy to become mesmerized by the case where 
Jones is under Davies' sway, so that whatever Davies says ought to be 
done, Jones does. Here-we may indeed want to say that Jones lacks 
moral autonomy, but we do so because Jones has no reason for acting 
as he does beyond the bare fact that Davies has commanded it. 
Compare with this a case in which Jones authorizes Davies to issue 
instructions by which he agrees to be bound, or in which Jones enters 
an agreement with several others, the outcome of which is that Davies 
is given authority over the group. In these cases Jones will later act 
upon indirect reasons, but the bare reason 'Davies has ordered it' is 
supported by the reasons for authorizing Davies in the first place. 
Wolff treats such cases as derogations of autonomy, for which (he 
concedes) a case can be made. 25 But is this now anything more than a 
definitionalfiat? What, for instance, differentiates such engagements 
from the more straightforward kind of contract where Jones agrees to 
mow Davies' field on Wednesday in return for Dflvies' shearing Jones' 
sheep on Tu~sday? In this case, too, Jones' ~ason f?r acting on 
Wednesday wIll be the engagement he has made. Godwm, we recall, 
swept all these cases aside by maintaining- rrrarani:orally autonomous 
man must be a utilitarian, but Wolff places no such limits on the 
content of an authentic moral outlook. How, then, can he exclude 
contractual obligations as reasons for action, and, this being con
ceded, how can he exclude authoritative commands which originate in 
contract? 
X We may press this point further still. A moral agent, unless he 
embraces a morality of pure intention, must be concerned about tJ:;e 
effectiveness of his actions in achieving the gQals that he has set 
himself. Suppose, for insta~ce, that he has decided to make the relief 
of poverty his first priority. He may well find that only the concerted 
action of many people will make any impact on the problem, and that 
concerted action is impossible without an organization in which some 
people are given positions of authority. Once the organization is 
established, it becomes not only permissible but obligatory for him to 
act on authoritative instructions. If he does not then, far from pre
serving his autonomy, he vitiates it: he fails to act as his pri~.ciples 
require of him. Wolff's argument can be turned against itself. 
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Anat:~hi~lS~ however, will dispute the claim implicit in the last 
paragraph. They wil1_~~ue that authority is not in fact necessary to 
co-ordinate people's ~vlour in cases such as that envisag-at. But 
ii11s- 1's-an~~~pi~icalclaim about social relationships, not a philo
sophical claim about moral autonomy. It is one thing to say that 
authority must be discarded because it necessarily conflicts with our 
obligation to be autonomous, quite another to say that it should be 
discarded because we can get on. perfectly well without it. This second 
assertion needs to be backed up by a plausible model of a society 
without authority relations; I shall explore two such models in the 
chapters that follow. But here I have been looking critically at phil~
sophical arguments against authority, and have found that none. IS 
satisfactory. None of the ethical theories considered gives conclusIve 
reasons for rejecting authority in all its forms. 

As noted earlier, anarchists are not in any case bound to embrace 
full-blown arguments against authority. Their case~ainst th~ §late 
and other coercive institutions c~n bJ!_~lk.lPote !,Ilode!!ly. They are 
ce';t;i~iYsuspraous-orauffi'O'fftY , and have welcomed the arguments 
discussed in this chapter as confirmation of their suspicions (why else, 
indeed, should they have taken such an unappealing philosophy as 
Stirner's to heart?). But in the end most anarchists are prepared to 
gccepws. authority of the right kind aDd with the apl2LQ.Qriate li~~. 
The arguments for philosophical anarchism prove too much: so It IS 
not particularly damaging to anarchism generally that none of them 
succeeds. 
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The individualism which forms the subject of this chapter is a well
developed anarchist theory which aims both to indict existing socio
political . sJems ~ to offe,!" an alte~ive model of society. As such, 
it needs to be distinguished from 'individualism' in a looser sense, the 
view that people should follow their own inclinations as far as pos
sible, flouting social conventions whenever it suits them to do so. 
When aharchists are described as individualists, it is sometimes the 
latter that is meant, often with the further implication that they reject 
~~~~~~ed ~narc~~~v~men~ and are pr~:y~cLl0 ltst: indIV'id~ 
acts of terror to achieve their ends. But individualists in this looser 
~sense m~y-h-~~e n; the~;ctkartJa'SiS1or their actions at all, whereas the 
individualism I am concerned with is a relativel coherent bo of 
ideas. ~----- ~,..~--

~"'·"'''--it is no accident that individualist anarchism should have grown 
and flourished in the U.S.A., for it reflects both the cultural traditions 
and the economic circumstances of that country. It can usefully be 
seen as an outgrowth of classical liberalism; indeed these anarchists 
have liked to describe themselves as 'unterrified Jeffersonian Demo
crats'.l They took the liberal idea of individual sovereignty and 
extended it until it became incompatible with the idea of the state. 
Each person was seen as having an inviolable sphere of action within 
which he reigned supreme, encompassing both his body and the 
property he had rightfully acquired. Within the privileged sphere he 
could act just as he pleased, and moreover he was entitled to give away 
or exchange anything that fell within it. Thus people met as sover
eigns in their own territories. The legitimate relations between them 
were those of exchange, contract and gift. Any interference by one 
~erson i? another person's private sphere was termed (continuing the 
InternatIonal analogy) 'invasion'. Invasion might properly be resisted 
by ~orce if necessary, and once it had occurred the injured party wa~ 
entItled to exact reparation from the invader. Thus a sharp moral 
distinction was drawn between the use of force by an aggressor and the' 
use of force by a victim of aggression. 

The broad implication of this view was that social relations should 
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be modelled on those of the economic marketplace. Each person was 
expected to exchange his goods or his labour with those of others when 
it was to his advantage to do so. Alongside the market, and subsidiary 
to it, lay the realm of private charity, where people might voluntarily 
contribute to the relief of those in need - say the physically handi
capped. Such charity might be praiseworthy, but it was not obliga
tory, and charitable giving could not be enforced . In contrast to those 
two legitimate types of social relationships stood various forms of 
coercion. All political relations were assimilated to this category. 
Government, it was claimed, is necessarily an invasive body which 
infringes each person's private sphere without his consent. The 
rationale for this charge will be examined shortly. 

. The individualist po~ition appears to c~t most easily with a 7 

phIlosophy of natural nghts. Each person's private s here can be ) ~ 
marked out in terms orfiis rights ~ li!~ l~~rt.Y ~~d property. But '> 
although this position has ten ed to predominate in indl\iidualist 
circles/ it is not the only possibility. Under the influence of Stirner, 
several anarcho-indlvidualists .:.- ~Ilost notably Benjamin Tucker -
have embraced egoism.3 The derivation of individilaIisIT;lrom egoism 
proceeds through the somewhat unlikely assumption that it is in each 
person's best interest to re~ognize and leave intact the equal liberty of 
.everyone e lse; ~ln-tlie long nin~ robberY·and violence don't pay. A fhird 
alternative is to rest individualism on a utilitarian basis, to argue tiiai: 
social welfare will be maximized by allowingeacn person to act freely 
within his private realm. Arguments of this kind have figured 
prominently in the works of individualist anarchists, even in those 
whose philosophy is not formally utilitarian. 4 The fact that similar 
conclusions can be drawn from such widely differing premises shows, 
I think, that the cruCial ingredient of individualist anarchism is a 
certain (ideological) VjS~?!l ?!. ma~ - arid society, not a philosophical 
standpoint. If you are convinceo th'at i system--of free exchange will 
work h!r_monJou~ly_ to everyone's advantage, you will advoca'te 'such a 
system whether you are a nat ural rights theorist, an egoist, or a 
utilitarian. - -, ,. 

The ~of anarcho-individualists towards capitalism has 
~ed si ni(ica!ltl~~th the passing of time. This is indi~ated 
immediately by the fact that the earlier individualists, in the nine
teenth century, saw themselves in broad terms as part of the socialist 
movement, whereas their twentieth-century successors are appy to 
call themselves 'anarcho-capitalists'. It might be thought that this 
terminological shift merely reflects the fact that in our century the 
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term 'socialist' has acquired more pronounced statist overtones. But 
the real explanation goes somewhat deeper than this. The economic 
theory of individualist anarchism has changed in important ways, as 
we can see by comparing the positions of Josiah Warren, its earliest 
major exponent, Benjamin Tucker, its main apostle in the late nine
teenth century, and Murray Rothbard, a contemporary spokesman. 

) Warren's view was that 'equitable commerce' - his name for a 'ust 

\ 
economic order - rested on the maxim that all goods should be 
exchanged for their cost of production. The cost of producing a good 

) was the labour time eX12ended, with due allowance made for the 
i ------
l. 'repu nance' of the particular type of work involved. Thus it was 
inadmi ssibl-eto charge somebody above the cost of a commodity even 
if he was perfectly willing to pay more. This disposed of profiteering 
in exchange - say in cases when some good was in short supply on the 
market - as well as interest on loans and rent on land. Except in cases 
where a loan represented some real sacrifice to the lender - where he 
actually needed to use the article or sum of money loaned - it should 
be made freely. To ensure that a medium of exchange was widely 
available, Warren proposed replacing conventional money with 
labour notes: on receiving ten hours' worth of wheat from the farmer, 
say, the blacksmith would give him a note promising ten hours' worth 
of blacksmithing (or less if blacksmithing was judged more repugnant 
than farming) which he could either 'cash' himself for blacksmithing 
services at a later time, or pass to a thirdp arty. An amendment to this 
scheme which added somew ha-i'to'ltsreaIlsrri"was the provision that all 
labour notes should be redeemable in a standard commodity such as 

. corn.5 
An economic system based on these axioms is not in the full sense a 

market economy. Prices are not set by haggling between buyer and 
seller, but named by the seller: the buyer's only decision is whether he 
wants the commodity at the named price. Thus the system assumes 
~at each seller- b€-ha-ves-eth.ic.al.ly, only asking as much for each 
commodity as it had cost him in labour to produce, and not increasing 
the price even if the demand allows him to do so. By the same token, 
EEices caQ!lQt in this system serve as signals ~.mand, so Warren 
relied on q en cowmunicaJion betwes:n ID"0d c?e..rs and consumers: in 
his model of an equitable village, each producer w~{ild RO'stuP aW~t of 
the commodities and serv~ces he could supply, and each consumer 
would list his wants. Armed with this information, and capable of 
switching easily between different lines of production because the 
apprenticeship system had been abolished (one of Warren's hobby-
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horses), the prod ucer would act on his best estimate of the demand for 
his products. 1i 

It will be seen that Warren's system would work best, if it would 
work at all, within a small community of farmers and artisans, where 
demand was relatively stable, costs of productioncOiiIOEeestimated 
~~ur~tcly, 'and the ·o-uTatill~J![iici~xl!lY _fi.xed for confidence iil---
the labour-notes to build up. Nonetheless the Warrenites did envisage 
the application of their ideas to industry, and indeed envisaged some
thing structurally akin to the capitalist firm, with a boss employing 
subservient workers. The great difference would lie in the distribu
tion of rewards. The industrialist would get the same income as his 
~.2E~...cassuming equal labour-time), since natiier ne nor anyone 
else would receive a return on the capital invested in the firm; nor, 
moreover, would he receive any reward for his special talents and 
abilities, since on the Warrenite view these natural ifiSwerelrrele
vant to justice in exchange. 7 Thus by comparison~thodox 
capItalIsm, arren s system would be highly egalitarian, and his 
views fit naturally into the socialist tradition that sees the (present
day) capitalist as exploiting the worker by virtue of the former's 
monopoly of the means of production. 

Turning now to Ben'amin T m, we find a continuation of 
certain of Warren's ideas together with some subtle Changesof 

: emphasis, TUcker -fOI owed Warren in asserting that price~ are 
; naturally determined by costs of production, measured in hours of 

~ ... _----- - ··1~· .--.~ .. -~.-.'-- .. -,~ .. " ....... ~ .. >~ 
i labo.p-r~ . .Indeed he used this doctrine as a way of ljpkiIlg together 
Warr~n, Proudhon,and_~s members of an overarching socialist 
tradition (wlilCil,h~;;ever, divided into two contrary streams when it 
came to describing the alternative to the existing system).8 But where
as Warren saw the cost principle as being implemented deliberately by 

i 'eqcitab~~, Tu<;.k~x sawi i as the by~product-~f7~lf-i~t;~sted 
, behavTo~;w~;d~r ; -'completely free ma~t. M~ld, in ~th;; 
\ wordS'; a- ways' try to sen their commodities for the highest price they 
. could get, but the effect of free exchange was to force all prices 
\towards the point determined by costs of production . A free market 
was one in which the four major monopolies had been abolished: 
money, land, tariffs and patents .9 Tucker gave pride of place to the 
firsf 6tfhese;a rguiiig that with free banking and issuing of money, 
rates of interest would fall almost to zero, a:"ilCf'; ny: labourer=·~·l0 
wishe~ ~t~~p~in hu~ineS;\Y.Q..uld Q.~ "~bl~_t9 io . S.Q. r;;re""ad of 
Warren's scheme of labour notes, he thought it more practical for 
r:non~Yl9-'pJ! issue~-;;h sufficient assets (preferably in the 
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fo.rm o.f land) to guarantee the issue. Co.ncerning the o.wnership o.f 
land, Tucker argued that rent wo.uld be eliminated by making the 
o.ccupier ~Q.,_l:l:§~r o.f a piece o.f rand in every-case its~r (thus 
~wo.uld auto.matically beco.me o.wners under a system o.f equal 
Ii hertv). He was, ho.wever, so.mew hat hazy a bo.Ht how this 'o.ccu pancy 
and ~se' criterio.n might be a lied in practice. 1:0 ~-. 

We see, therefore, that Tucker embracedtIle o.rtho.do.x market 
eco.no.my mo.re warmly:' than did Warren, while still expecting that a 
really free market wo.uld turn o.ut very differently from the capitalism 

f o.f his day. The ca italist hiIU.~_ the .. ~ o.f the piece - at 
i least no.t directly: tlie majo.r v.ill&I1.!L1Yere..the..bankex.s., who. held up 
\ interest rates"and the landlo.rds, who. held Up' rents. Under Tucker's 
\ scheme, empro.yer-wo.;ke;';~I;t~ri~were expecieato persist in a large 
part o.f in .ustry, ut t elr baSis wo.uld have changed: it wo.uld be a 
co.-operative arrangemen.~ f<rr_IP]JluaLadvanta .. e, in which the capital
ist wo.uld o.nly receive payment fo.r his labo.ur o.f management. As 
Tucker put it 'genuine Anarchism is co.nsistent Manchesterism'. II 
Wo.uld ill~:lLality, oue..W;at.ds..al~~~ t? Tucker eQuId see no. wa o.f 
pre;~ing superio.r skill from o.btainingaJ eturll (in vio.latio.n o.f the 
Co.s t prTi1c'ipk)'~" th~~gh" at "fi;~t h7b;iT;;~crth;U Ein~-tent?! o.f such 
vio.latio.ns currentI . resulted fro.m 'artificial, law-made inequalities'. 12 
['aterM1i~~~~~~s ' ~o. "'-ha~ 'drif~~-'u;;ardS" ffie vIeW<»ffialSuDstan'tial 
(g~qJ,l91it.i ould..~~, and that the anarchist o.b'ect.ix..e was 
e9u~!ity~~t~ UQ!,£gJ!~!it ... o.f 0.~<L~~,~ 

/ r-- 'If abso.l'ute equality is the ideal; if no. man must have the slightest 
./1 ( advantage o.ver ano.ther - then the man who., achieves greater results 
.).(" \ thro.ugh superio.rity o.f muscle o.r skill o.r brain must no.t be allo.wed to. 
~jo.y them. All that he pro.duces in excess o.fthat which the weakest 

and stupidest produce must be taken from him and distributed amo.ng 
his fello.ws, The eco.no.mic tent, no.t o.f land o.nly, but o.f strength and 
skill and intellect and superio.rity o.f every kind, must be co.nfiscated. 
And a beautiful wo.rld it wo.uld be when absolute equality had been 
thus achieved! Who. wo.uld live in it? Certainly no. freeman.'13 

\ To. sum up:' Tucker eQuId claim to. be a so.cialist and to. have the 

)

i wel fa r. e of the wo.rking cla. ss at h.e. ar.t.'. while ..... s ... t.i.ll believin.
g
. in equ.a I liberty and the. market system, because o.f his_,belie( that the cu~rent 

sha e o.f capitalism was po.werfully affected by the fo.ur mo.no.polie"s. 
With these remove asystem that was ··reco.·g~nlzabfy capita)TSt -would 
remain, but its co.ercive -;~d~xplo.itative character wo.cll"hav~ d~s-
appeared . "-'~ . ,-:,~" ',- .... ",-" ... 

If we co.mpare Tucker's po.sitio.n with that o.f present-day liber-
,,--.,"""'- ........ - .-..- ....... :. ...... - '. 
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tarians (o.fwho.m Ro.t ha.I:d is a representative example), we disco.ver 
that the latter gro.up embrace ca-pItaIfS;;-~Tili- unqualified enthus-

\ 

iasm.14 The co.st-o.f-llr.o.ducuon. theo.ry- olprices ' ls- iihiiiSloijid ·"in 
'favo.ur o.f a supply~;~d-demand theo.ry; and since interest o.n lo.ans is 
held to. reflect--peopIe'S- tlme:prefer'eric~s (the differenc~ in v~l~e to 

, them between present co.nsumptio.n and future co.nsumptIOn), It IS no.t 
l presumed that interest rates will fall to. a lo.w level under a co.mpetitive 
\mo.netary system. This is no.t to. say that, \Yitho.ut the state, the 
co.nto.urs o.f capitalism wo.uld remain just as they are no.w. It is an 
impo.rtant part o.fRotl}baid~~ aI!alysis that go.vernn:t;nt il}I..e~~y!ntiQ.!L 
in the eco.no.my distortsthe-;;arketa:~fo.~~~Ei~-P!2~tl!~e~~ .~o. ,~~~~p 

\ ~n.~p'?gS!:~~"pr:0.~~,~ :15·B<ut-evenwIthout~hi~ disto.rtio.n, there will still 
i 6e substantial inequalities between capItalIsts and wo.rkers, due to' 
!natural differences in ability, differing attitudes to.wards the present 
land the future ('the majo.r pro.blem with the lo.wer-class po..o.r is 
irrespo.nsible pr~sent-mindedness'; 'Rothbi"fc[' remarks)'is' and the 
effects (;(lnherit~(r~ealth;;hi~li-Ro.thbard places firmly within the 
privileged sphere. Indeed the who.le thrust o.f his analysis is to.wards 
sho.wing that the ro.ductivit en :r.e..dJJ~_lhe.market mak'£~2:L_ 
o.ne better o.ff (including the wo.rkers) and away fro.m any co.ncern 
with equality~'as an end in itself. He defin~,~,,:~P.!~!!~.!i~~: a~~~ ',~~er
cio.n' in such a way that it becomes axio.matic that neither can o.ccur 

--"4-0.,,,~,., .. _..... - ,,'-"'.--• ...- ........ ~~"' ..... - • 17 

within the market, but ~.!.1Jy.!§.Jl_!.~§,Y!~~CLwP,9.JJ!}c91 !l!etyentIo.n. 
To. understand why the eco.no.mic theo.ry o.f individualist anar- ~,. 

chism has changed in this way, we must lo.o.k to. ~Wic ,,~pd ,.§Q£i~ll~ 
d~y:eI<?pments that have altered the co.nstituency fo.r who.m the indi
vidualists ho.pe to. speak. w,~~Q.'s ideas belo.ng to. the !~i":"I}£~ 
worlds:' and experimental co.mmunities when artisans and small 
farmers tried t o ..... ;;;~;~f~'OOt ="t'iieClutches o.f mo.ney-Ienders and 
merchants. Warren himself was instrumental in establishing a num-
ber o.f these co.mmunities, as well as his famo.us 'time-sto.res', which 
will be discussed later in the bo.o.k. ~ wro.te /at a time when 
agriculture was still the ..lli!ge~t so.urce o.f emplo.yment, and when 
po.~ertY-stricken faffi.1ers 12~kia_ t~.rnQne~ary -·refo.im to. ease their 
po.sitio.n: in ~1!d~§l~Y' meanwhile, refo.rm' unioriisin, exemplified by 
the Knights o.f Labo.r, lo.o.ked to. financial and land refo.rm to. free the 
craftsman fro.m subservience to' IS employer.~~~Borlt""~currents o.f 
tho.ught plainly flo.wed into. Tucker's anarchism. Ro.thbard, by co.n
trast, is writing in a perio.d when the c~g~E:!j<~t. ~I] l;!~,!£l~!..~Ys~~.z;n has 
beco.me firmly established, and his po.tential co.nstituents include the 
small bu~T~~~~;;-;ho-~~sent the faVOl,lrs,do.Jed <;mt by go.vernment to 

~~~~",;;;,~~.~",,",,~.-::-• ......, ... _ I.... _ ~ -.. :.:~~-: : 
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the large corporations. The ideological core of individualist anarchism 

has:llileJ:shis1~d ,. but its ~2"-!t2 ... ruls.£9}},!~,Il~.J1~1,,,~hi!t~..,d in line with these 
SOCIa c anges. 

How do, these anarchists conceive of the state? Government is 
defined aS ~ll..O£tb..e...indiv..idual:.s..u iV~lllphere, a~d th;;;;~;as a 
monopoly of government in a particul'ar area. 18U"ke all anarchists the 
indi vidualists ~l1};!Ltl1e~~tal~(OJ:.lh..e...m.anY..J~~t~s".i!Lw.hi~_h.,it .c,o;rces 
J2.~~J?!~5ii.r~.~Jb~. ;:~: by violating their rights of free speech, by conscript
ing the~ into the armed forces, and so forth - but they lay special 

~:~~~::ft~~e?t;;;k~~=~?f!~;~;~~~;~q~I1!;::~~; 
w at. are seen as reasons of public interest, is condemned for violating 
the nghts of those whose aCI!~iJi.~~. ~J,~~_~.ontrQlled as well a;"'t~~~'~~f 
~"t"'.-""":T'-' ,_ ;.. •• ~!3':.;."'7!i';';1£"--'" '<'l.~ 'c""':'_~;o..l<.'S;.r;,,,,,,,~, .:",,~.~_ i!::: ... ~ -.-:-.,._ ...... , .... ~,.-..-;."'._".ii:'._::tI'"..:.;...~ '!:~"""~~~,':">t-. , 

tueIr"pbtentIal customers. As noted earlier, individualists tend also to 
...,3rgue that such interferenc~s are E"'s~~,,,,,£s~lx~~~dll-s-~"q!f!.L~jJ!,tg~.§.t. 

Sup~ose, for example, ~hat ~n order to..P!~':.t.!}lJQt p.rgQ.1J.~.tion..p..t:.. oor 
Q~~~~SX, p.g2c~~ of a certaIn kmd, the state lays. down a set of minimum 
standards and appoints inspectors to check that these standards are 
met. The likely effects of this, anarcho-individualists will claim are 
first, that the number of firms competing in this field will be red~ced' 
thus tending to RJiTh..J?£k~seco~d , that those able only ro--;ff~ 
S.ll?standard. go.,od.s~~dILbepreven ted from 0 btaining the~kg~iI y';' and 
thIrd: that everyone's !~~ .. hiJl wil1R~",Ulc .. :t:<;~d to. pay the salaries of the 
new mspectors. Thus even if a few consumers are saved from their 
own folly in buying inferior goods, the net effect on social welfare will 
very probably be negative. A similar analysis is applied to the myriad 
other forms of intervention currently practised by the state. i9 

Wh~t of cases where the s,tete us~m...P...QlY~[~qfJ~4~tion to supply 
~(?~~·et~.l,~~}!lat €very citizen wants - well-lit streets or m~~m~sanita: 
tion, for insta'llce?-tlie 'anaFchiStreply to this is again likely to have 

--. two prongs. Bllt, anarchists, will deny that it is ever justifiable to 
~l1yad~,~~~ne's. , rivate.lp..h.~re a~E~£~nfi~~at~Ui~:i;'~p~;tY:0~ 

_gro~I}sl~">lh~t ~~>be-Eett~r ~Jfil!i~~<:'~~~ Paternalistic invasion, in 
other words, IS no more defensIble than any other kind. Since taxation 
is an involuntary process, it stands on all fours with other forms of 
invasion, no matter for what purposes it is instituted. Second the 
anar~hist will probably go on to challenge the assumption' thite~ery
one IS made better off by the tax-funded provision of goods such as 
street light.ing and sanitation. He will point out that ~p!s.value these 
gg9fl~9_C!!fferent de Im, and under a market regime they would be 
willing to layout different sum~to hav!:_them provided. Thus public 

, ,- .~-.,",--.~" - _. ,. ~ 
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provision supplies the goods to some people 0'0 the cheap - they pay 
l~§.§.. .. in taxes than they would be prepared to pay on the mafkct-=
whereas others are overcha~~~<!: The beaut of the market, it is 
argued, is that e~~_p~~2!!.> ~~~ , P1!I~.h~se just the quantity of such 
goods that he is ~iHi!!.gJ .. <?.~ffqr£!, bearini'Tn mind th~~C;ther possible 
uses for his. mone .20 ~>,-"~ .. ~ '~~"''''.~~= 
. ___ ~~-' ... _~.,', .. "_"."".y. .. 0,,,,, 

Suppose that the state ~ta~J~~~\!~~Lrs>-.§~~.QP2..n.. a group of 
p.eople m--,~' ,such as the disabled or unemployed? The anarchist 
argument IS once more two-branched. Charitable giving to those in 
~~ is praiseworthy, but it is not obligatory; it therefore c anno"i"be 
justifiably enforce , 'eifl1ef"byprivatttpersons or by the state. More
over state provision for the needy tends to be wasteful. Because the tax 
barrel is more or less bottomless, there is no strong incentive for those 
administering the relief programme to check that the recipients are 
genuinely needy cases, as opposed say to malingerers. It is claimed 
that. !?~iva~sh.~r.~!x~:!~," m5?!:t; Qi~ffJJP.jmning., ~Pi.LdQes, ~J",~g~r job of 
gettI~g t~.()~~~~£1.~;.JQ .YiQrJ~"hack .. into-em plo¥menL~~. 
-'~'-J' Tliis" critique of the state applies regardless of the type of state 
being considered. Anarcho-indiVIaUalist~ve 'little p airence-'wiflf 
arguments purporting to show that states of a certain kind can avoid 
their strictures. Take first the ~.2!ll1]£!.yaJJht<l!x...of the state, which 
holds that some states ar~ legitim~te - and can legitimately interfere 
with the rights o'f their subjects - because they are derived T~ 
social ,£~~t to w hich e~y £i!i~~~has been a p;;ty. 'T he most 
blistering assault on this view, as applied to the government of the 
U.S.A., was launched by the nineteenth-century anarchist Lysander 
Spoone~~ 22 Spooner argued that the U.S. Constitution which was' 
lh;quenily claimed to embody such iC7)~tract:'cmtld ' ~t most have 

been a contl:~ct.aqIoI.1g.the _mem~::.~sU.b~!211B2Ii~,~~.l~Jt~n, with 
1l.0_'£2~;!~:.:E2..~J;l.qol t.h~r..;~'lS~~~~rs. In fact, not even the founding 
ge!1erallQ..lLb.~fLs.ig'p~ it. If it was said that they and their successors 
had given their assent in some other way, Spooner challenged the 
contractual theorists to point to the relevant acts. VJllillg in elections 
could !l2L£2unt, since voters' motives were many and- varied, but 
virtually nev~onsisted in a wisht~ affi;;;·support ror"tfie"'~Constitu-
tion; aY!ll~ .... LqLl~ii~S could not count, because it was s~rnJ?H:!.§orY;",,, 
and so forth. 'It is plain,' Spooner concluded, 'that on general prin
ciples of law and reason ... the Constitution is no contract; that it 
binds nobody, and never did bind any' ooy;""ana -iliatalltIiose who 
pretend to act by its authority, are really acting without any legitimate 
authority at all: that, on general principles oflaw and reason, they are 
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mere usurpers, and that everybody not only has the right, but is 
morally bound, to treat them as such. '23 And, we might add, if 
the U.S. government is not contractually legitimated, what other 
government is? 

A second view that fares equally badly in the hands of these 
anarchist~ is the ~.~~<?~r~~j£~Jhe_ory of the state. Here it is said that 
democratIc governments can rightfully control the individual and his 
property because they reflect the views of the majority of their 
citizens. Anarchists will at once den'y ~hat)~qjQ.r.itieJcha¥e>any-,<,-rigl).J-t~ 
~~,!~!~~~.~~~~ti$hI~J?,fjp~ivi~nvasioo is no Jess iovasion..b.e.cause 
It IS carned out en masse. But they are also liable to doubt whether 
~ m emocracies are really res onsive to the wishes of their 
s~~L~~ R.2!h~[d borrows Schull1p~le,r'~ analysis ~p;rty com
p~ti~l~E in representative dem-;c;;~ie~ U; a;g~e that th~~~~te~~ a;e 
~anipulated by party leaders and their hired persuaders into support
mg one or other of the existing contenders for power. 24 Thus opinion 
flows f~n,:t the to ~JYll rather than from the bottom up. The'n;as;cs 
acquiesce passively in whatever their governors decide on their 
behalf. Even if democracy is some slight improvement on other forms 
of government, its reality does not match the picture that its defenders 
paint of it. 

If the state as an institution is illegitimate, how have states come 
into existence and why do they remain in being? The main drift of 
anarcho-individu~li~t thinking portrays the st_ate as ,ori ~tmg 'n 

lu.nder, and persIst.!.,ng because the ~ps who control and support it 
~~~'!.J~ __ <:!!l.A<? better for themse ves ' y orCI ~ y extracting 
~~ol!~ll~~}L!?y~~-71;··ale m'1r~t!5Th~;ig1nal p~iitIcaT~' 
class were bandits who extorted tribute fro'i'iI the defenceless popula
tion in return for rudimentary protection against other gangs of 
bandits. When their position was regularized through a system of 
legislation, the state proper was born. The ruling class was then in a 
position to co-opt other groups, most notably financiers, landowners, 
~erchants a~d industrialists, whose support it could win by dispens
mg economIC favours of the appropriate kind; it could also offer 
public employment to intellectuals willing to speak in its defence. 
Thus finally the olitical cla,ss consists of the state~.functiQnaries 
prop.er ~lus all those who are z:,~J2ip~~_ia!:!~~~entinte;~ 
~~~t!.?Il.L~,!..~~.,economy. This is still a minority of the popul~uion;nre 
;~p!oit~? I?~~0.l!.!{ gl?-.!.in.f.h~<;k .. b~CDiiiIiioa£jQ~nr]2i\U~ · fQrce 
j~.!l.d -PJ.P.Il~g'!!L a,~. "." 

There is, though, a paradox in the individualist position here. A 
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persistent assum tion injndividyaUsj:jqeQ1Qgy, is that S~-G.!y'.9.J1.e ,.b~n.e~
fits from free exchange in the market. This view is logically required 
hy'those~l1ke'T'uck~r""wh~;tte~pt "to derive the principle of equal 
liberty from egoistic premises: but, as noted above, it is also promi
nent in the thought of people like Rothbard who base their argument 
upon natural rights and therefore do not strictly require it. But if the 
assumption is true, why should some individuals foresake the market 
l~.2r..?erI~ .. e~£i£'~",E~~,,~Y':~]i~al '·,m~;;~~s.? ~'I~" th~~~- reaily a 
~~!l~!-2L!.n..!.e~~~!~ gst'X'~$>~H", ~9~ p'~,I.i~ical class and the rema!n~~r of 
~~S~I' or are. the !.l!li~~j&~~m:Q!i,.ilii~ia~~ri".:~D,oJlJ,.iYhir<: . t!1~lE ' 
.. 2~.§.1F?-Js,.re~t~-he? Could they do better for themselves by abandoning 
plunder and returning to honest trade? The resolution of this paradox 
will obviously have important implications for anarchist strategy, and 
we shall return to it later in the chapter. 

Let us look now at what individualist anarchists propose to take 
the place of the state. The .. t;conomk fUJ.ls.tiQAS which the stat,e now 
performs will of course be handed oyer ~in4i.xidu.als in the market. 
But what of its , oteclive fl!.I!cp s,,- defence of person and property, 
and punishment o' cnmma s? The individualists' radical proposal is 
that these functions too can be carried out through the market, by 
p.riv~te.J~ supplying protectio~.in return for ~(ee. A sketch of this 
Ici~; c'an be found in Spoqn l.-' ri'a:31i~~r~~t:l~tftha; been' ~p~lt out in 
gr~~~!..9.:~!~!', by ~O! .p&d and other modern libertarians. 26 In place 
of the olice and . ' ~C.Q.utt..§,,~ the anarchists suggest that each 
person should subscribe to the 'protective ..,association' of his choice, 

~~~",,~~~~.MIII~~w-. ... : ... ·..;~.c~b:. 

and also possibly to a .riyate c<)!lr~. In the event of an as It, on his 
person or a violation of his property, he would apply to his £!Ol~Sjiy!! 
~soci,",~q,I!..t0 f!!!AJh~_qjm.ip..El, and, once found, ring a £~1-.X,.against 
fiim in his court. The accusd person might be defended b = his 
protective association, and he might also wish the case to be heard by 
his court (ifhe subscribes to a different one). If the L,\yq.£Sill.t1§.,di &,:t&r.$. 
in .their fi~d~ngs,. some ~ort. of !2!H2.!EY,Jl.x!?,i!ta1i~i~is envisaged. In 
thIS way, It IS claImed, ~ce qm he~llfQIG.~d~lH10a,., -~~ ,~~ig!l , 
body standing at the head of a judicial hierarchy. 

Such a proposal clearly faces a number of serious difficulties. r...,..,- ory'<" ft<;~bd..,~;~ 

Why, for instance, should people prefer to patronize 'fair' protective 
associations and courts rather than ageJ:Kies"".which always find in 
favollr of their customers no matter wh~t the facts of the case? The 
7{n~~givenis~Cthats~~'h l!g$nsi~~_'YitLqH!£kly. ~~~Ut;nH.~~ 
they mIght possess for honest dealing, so their ~~.rdicts wjJ.!.2o I~I!~er 
be '!S~~<i,!?l.,.mbe.r aslQ,£w.!~ and courts. But suppose the rogue 
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agency can bacl~ up its ~ecimn. . py...,fuce? The reply here is that 
~~~~~~ 

conflict between agencies is likely to be very f.9~ly (in human life, 
particularly), so both the agencies themselves and the general public 

~ave a S~!J:~!lg) .. I!!~~.s~~2.~,~.~<?I~gj8t~L;.9.g,<;n~y. .. c;c>nfij;~. by arbitra
tlon, thereby thwarting the rogue agency. But, then again, may not 

:fffi€~.ill~\t1\l~s~~~t~a~~~~~~ :~~~~0-~ 
tne end? The anarchist model, it seems, would work if people were 
~cr~1?'!.!~!~.s!~~, and wanted only to win cases when they 
were m 'the right, so that they would only seek out agencies with a 
reputation for fairness; but the ingi}~~~lY~:~~i!l:.§i..st that their proposal 
relies on ~o ~uch transformatiC!I1 52f. hU}1}~Il nature. 

A sec~ Is"sue''is''w1fctHcr~~Yot~aT~tserVi2e£~?are not of such a 
natur~ t~at .they would ~!y'-&~avitate iuto th~b~llc!s oL~~n..~I.e.~ 
assoclatlon m any area. Makmg thIS assumption, Robert Nozick has 
J{)i ttfi =: ..... ~ • • ~"'~~·_<~"'-;7~ 

argued that a ~l!1la sJ~ .m~gllt...e..y. " s on~~!l~QJIsly~itQtll",$lQ .,. 
~",!-!:.<;:~ ' . .o,f ... i,al~~. 27 The reasoning behind the assumption is that ." 

the protective a ency which wins most die ts is able to offer the . -..,....~. " =. ~~!.t.~. 

!.U£st'£!1.~lll;!~F~jB!:!~~!!l~J?~£!i£l,IJ , so there is an mcenth~e 
for clients of other agencies to switch to it. Of course even if one 
~ ~~ ... < .. 

agency does become dominant in this way in a particular area, it has 
only a de facto .W-OJ:!Qpply of protective services, and cannot daim a de 

~~~~~~ ~( ........ ,~.-...... ~ .. ~.; .... 1.~ ...... .- '.1....... '.~ 

l!!~i~2!l9Rg!)L,,~J!§-y~~~P~ •. (Nozick, however, by means of an 
involved argument about risk and compensation, suggests that such 
an agency may be morally entitled to insist that only specified pro
cedures for enforcing justice are used against its clients.) But the 
difference may not appear very great in practice. How much will this 
worry the anarchist? He may try to dismiss the problem by saying that 
if, by purely voluntarx means, we get back to something.l h.3L looks 
ver like a siat~~ h~1S;s'§PE" wlt'htiiISOUtcome"'as;ith ' any other. 
But the awkward question then is why ~ .. ~h.Q!!lg>"gStl!l!'Q..l!&il.l.be 
g!~rl.!R.tion .... ~~~epea~val that is likely to surround the initial destruc
tion of the state. The challenge cannot be evaded so lightly. 

The third issue that I want to raise concerns the rules ofiY.§..ti£! that 
the voluntary agencies will enforce. State sponSOrt!d Courts , as every
body knows, broadly speaking enforce rules laid down for them by 
legislatures. Under anarchy there1s-;o-regTsr~ltive activity as such: the 
~1L~s.,~re~.~9.i~. QY~9' by the variou~~rt;that app y""them. What if 
there should be a 2.~p~te about lYhiEl].~!!!l~~J.9JUll2ly? Individualists 
assume, of course, that everyone will acknowledge the fundamental 
axiom of a free society: the inviolability of person and property. But 

~~ .... 7"""~\,"""" __ ·"~ :!' .... ..,...~;.."". ,:-.~ ~:-; ~-:--- ""-.~..>\>"'~;S:;.~", 
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this still leaves a very great deal open to debate: consider, for instance, 
the many controversies that surrouna~l:neissue of property acquisi
tion. Now the picture that individualist anarchists paint is of an area of 
dispute that ste~~~.E~~~e§..p~~edS!llu~<>~"s.t?~!i~;!:.~d through 
decisions reached in particular cases. But one may well doubt whether 
the best way to obtain a consistent and fairbody of law-lsthrough a 
seriesorconte-stea~ [~di vid li~T ;~it~ >8 --.. ,-.' '0' .- .~. --. 

----"Tne o'probiem--orsupply1~l'g- p;~tection through the market also 
illustrates a wider difficulty for individualist anarchism . .,gf.9IS~tiop....,._ 

~a~LB,~1:l~~l2~.>~~~~~P~~r;!1.~~S!1~J!y~,gf .... b~j.1}g~ll,~J2P,gUS.,,>~2,od .. A 
ublic gQ.QQ can, for present purposes, be defined as a benefit whIch 

cannot be supplied to imy one member of a given 'public' without 
being su l' ed to a l.memb.e.rs; clean air is a familiar example. Protec
tion has this character because, although one person can arrange to 
have his property defended and trespassers sued privately, the bene
fits tend to spill over on to others. To the extent that protective 
associations deter would-be criminals and incarcerate actual ones, 
every law-abiding citizen is benefited, whether or not he subscribes to 
an association himself (s~scri'per~ «;s..ti).J~ ·Y. etter_ r~~n, 

~l!i£!1is .. Jly'"",tb~Ai.Q.g£U~~tpJ)~lY"J2.1l~. As is well known, public 
goods tend nQt to be supplied )h!,o.Y.gQ,~th€",~market, because with 

~,-'t:;i~'~~~~_ ~~'i..~-.-.ff""t*'~~.,~ 

private subscription it pays everyone to hold back in the hpp~ that . 
otI1erS~'rrr~su~cfiDe~';fJzs-J~1!d ~~sirp'-"" lfy~~fI1€C~gooa~=tiiu~aVi~g"'7h~,""~h 

" . ,',;_,'."", ~"'--. ""',y-,' "'C ....... ,·-";'-' •• ·c_~_~ 8. . - J? ',.<. , .• ...-, .. '-" O':'.".~.'","· •• , .•.• ~.>-. .,,_ 0< • 

non-subscrib.er.h.,i.s (e,e.Jf everyone except me pays dues to a protectIve 
ag~n:~y , . th;;r~~~ '~'bt~in virtually as much general protection as I 
could if I paid up, while saving myself the actual cost. The result is 
that nobody will subscribe, and the good will not be provided. The 
solution usually recommended is that public goods should be supplied 
by a compulsoryrevy on all the beneficlaries; in other words by a 
politicaratithorit'y'wltli the power to demand payment. 

Since anarchists are bound to reject this solution, they must find 
another way of avoiding the public goods problem. Protection is only 
one, and not the most serious, instance of this problem. Other 
examples are defence against external aggression, public amenities 
(roads and parks) and environmental conservation. Some anarchists 
would try to circumvent the difficulty by a -p~3Ep.,,,K .. lQ .. IDap'~ :.rP9K,!1 
n~t.ure:)f I, along with everyone else, benefit from a good, isn't it 
simply fair that I should pay my share of its cost? But the individual
ists, whether they are explicitly egoists or not, tend to avoid such 
appeals, and look instead for ways in which it can be made in people's 
interest to pay for these goods. The most obvious way is to make the 
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public good into a private good by fln9.ip.g~~a .'~Qf.'§J;ll?p!ying it only to 
sl!b~s~CJj1:?~;,:..) I n the case of a park, f~r instance, it would not normally 
he difficult for its owner to fence it off and to charge an entrance fee 

o;.~p,.t.d~'~ .i-.&~~~._ ...... 

sufficient to cover the costs of maintaining it. Other cases, sudi as 
streets and roads, present more problems, and anarchists have needed 
to exercise their ingenuity in thinking up schemes whereby travellers 
could be charged for using highways by their owners.:.!!! Be(~n£.e 

against for~~gJ))nvasi<?n is an even more intractable case, for no 
arri'Oui1'toTtech~'(;t-;;gr~~1 sophistication is likely to alter the fact that I 
cannot be defended without my neighbours being defended too, so 
here there seems no feasible way of making the public good private. 
An alternative solution, in cases such as this, is for an entrelu:.~n~JJX .. .ML 
offe'7 to supply a ben"dft (such as defence) to a community provided 
~~~body in the comIIluni.!.Y_c.:9!J.trllcts to pay his dues - so would-be 
, ~rijill~ri"N£rnad.eto :r~liz~ that anyone choosing to opt out l}P'j~
m~p~.~",tJl '...:W~ ~~..e. The difficulty with this solution is that no 
community of any size is likely to be wholly unanimous about the 
provision of public goods; in the case of defence~ for instance, there 
will be a ~ c · !l,}{.~€bkpa.ciJ{§t$ for whom military protection against 
invasion is not seen as a benefit. The ~L~I?re!1~l!tjl~~si§"J9.$x~1l!de 
such people from the scope of his contract (otherwise they will simply 
refuse to sign), but by doing so he creates an ~YS}~!..,2J.h~!1_,.Io 
pretend n2J.1£.~Jl!~the good in question in order to avoid payment. 30 

'S6-neitfier"ofthe non-compulsory solutions to the public goods prob
lem can be guaranteed to work. 

In the face of this conclusion, individualist anarchis~:§~.~ave opted 
for one or more of thr!;!e r:faU:.ba<;k' positions. The/fi~ involves 
standing fast on the pr~ipie-~fI~~rvidu;i ~o;reieignty (which may, as 
we have seen, be expressed in the language of natural rights), and 
saying that it is better for public goods not to be provided than for 
individuals to 1].!;!_compelled to pay for them: in effect,jiat justitia, ruat 
caelum. The'SeconCVinvolves pointing out that, if the state is entrusted 
with the t~'Sk-o(i,roviding public goods financed by compulsory 
taxation, state officials have neither the knowledge nor the incentive 
to decide when such provision really is beneficial; so that, along with a 
few genuine public goods we will have a large number of bogus 
'goods', and certainly an increase in the size of the bureaucracy. 31 The 

/'fh-i~ fall-back positi?n is to argue tha~ ~he state, o~ce established, is 
unhkely to confine Itself to the prOVISIon of publIc goods however 
widely defined, so the dangers involved in establishing a state far 
outweigh the possible benefits. This is a prudential argument which 
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draws upon general anarchist scepticism about the possibility of 
limited or constitutional government. . 

The final aspect of individualist anarchism that we must examme 
is the proposed means of transitio~ from existing state-controlled 
capitalist systems to statelesssocletles. In particular, what a~e . the 
forces that might be mobilized to bring about such a tran~ItlOn? 
Individualists place greater reliance than most other anarchIsts on 
people who have becrlconvertecfTo the anarchist point of v~ew by 
rational afg1l.J!!~JI1J!lQPe. In principle, more or less anybody mIght fit 
this bill - we saw earlier that there was a strong tendency among 
individualists to say that a perfectly free market would serve ev~ry
one's interests best in the long ruil.Frac-ilcalIY-; however, the direct 
'beriefiCiariesofstate"actIon are"pliced beyond the pale, since it is very 
much against their short-~ inter~~_~, at least, to ~ct t.o d.e~troy ~he 
state. How WI e y s ou a this circle be drawn? EarlIer mdividualIsts 

like Tucker sa~.hL~~ of .1~",",9!I?i!~.1is! .. £!~~sQ,~~~~~~Dditipg fr?m 
state-cr~~~d. !1?-9}12poli~s, so their h.opes I~Y.~.t~_~th_ ~~~"~orkmg 
class and. dl~", §~1{:.~mpl9YJ~~L Recent contnbutors to the tradItion such 
;~~R;thb-;rd draw finer distinc.!i9E~. between capitalists in the ~ 
poly sector and capitalists in the c~I!!peti!jv~Jiector, and arg~e that the 
latter group stand to gain con~L~er,~y from the deregulatIon of the 
economy. Thus a ~E2~~t£0~litigll-~,mb ~cin._ .busi ess.men,.'wttr~;rs, 
students media people, and ethm£~rnm()r!!I~~ ~~~.J2!~~d. In 
~~ith~~; ~~;;e~i~- ;' r~'~oiil:do~~yn;~~ment of the t ype favoured by the 
left (including collectivist and communist anarchists) envisaged. 
Individualists have both instrumental and,moral o~jec~iqf!~}Q.!eyol.t!~ 
tion by fQt:.~$!. Instead, soi1i'ec9;l51ni~LQn of !p.reeJ>Ossi~~~~S!hoQ~ is 
advocated. The .!i!:§tis vQ..ti!lg~l2.~r candidates with lIbertanan 
~vmpathies - though all writers in this tradition express gJ].ve doubI~~ 
about such a strategy, and some, such as Tucke~, rejectit o~~~d. 
The ~cond is P ... ~.~gy~ .. x~~nG.!;!, particula.rly in the o~m ~f a [e~~LlQ 
Q2XI~~ .. ;.J.t is claimed that !~r~~llk . .!e~!-sl~,~,£.e ?f thIS kmd mIg~t be 
an effective way of s.ri Iili!lK!~ §~t~. The t~Ur.d I~ ~he ~p,;,~~~o~~~P of 
.alternative-institlltiQus, outside of but in .s2.'E.£~!,~I!2!2r 'Y!!1.! th~~, ~J_~!l,~, 
such as 1}1':lJ.¥&!.J?911.ks or v31~~t,!lx~~!2ilEar.iqn .£o~~}§: . 

Since E.~ ind~~~lTI2~~El~1!1"h~~~~)T"t!~gl£~.!} to a pom~ where 
these strategies m.ig.l.1L~etest~? as a senous way of challengI~g. the 
state, ~e-'cq.n.nor~qy)].()~J.e~J~sJic. they are. On the other hand It IS at 
least clear-<'th~t 'they -are consistent ~i!Ejn(~}vidua!ist. remi§..~s. An 
ideology that starts with the idea of individual sove~eIgn~y o.u~ht to 
end with a programme of change that places the rational m~al~ 
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J~r-si htedlY-=P-Ju:s.uinK..b.i.§jnJ~.r~sJ§ , iI:Lthe.dthringc.seat. The ideology 
itself may be thought one-sided, blind to important elements of 

_.?~~~~~~~~ and ~_tq~ jn ~!~ _ iipae.rsta~d1pi~<?i."sQc:-~o-~con_omic
processes; we shall shortly see how starkly it contrasts with the 
a-ssti~pti~ns made by other versions of anarchism. But its inner 
coherence may help to explain the doggedness with which its pro
ponents, so far relatively few in number, have held to their views. 
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!
1.I.f .. the. c e tral idea of individualist anarchism is that of individual 
i s~e kernel of commulllst anarchIsm may be saId to be 
\ , ~£i~J.,.§gJld_arit_"_ Anarcho-communists maintain that the ...!,W)J.W and 

pro .er r~ :'atio Shill between people is one of sy_mp~~.hy _an£_ ~ff,t~i9.!l-?, 
expressed in acts of mutual aid and co-operation . In existing societies, 
however, solidarit j s dis lacecf(tnougiin oteit inguished) by .~tgg
onism and competition. People see themselves as isolated and self
suffic lei1i:iiicf'oiiler "people as their rivals at best and their enemies at 
worst. But this is a distorted view of the world. Everyo~ would be 
bette~_9(f~jnJ~9th "mater.ial. and human-.terms.,jL~Q~i~lJiijliiQ~y""~~~ld 
~e " ~~t~.9I.!~I:!~g)-IJ, llla,<;~ pJ)h~ present system. So the idea that indi
viduals should be sov~reigJl in their private spheres is, from an 
anarc.h .. o.-.communist p~int of~iew, alliU!!~igl1!h~9-~ up.lwJp!~g_eQi? -1 I "'. V, ' I 
socieJjs:~.)ndividualists and communists would no doubt ~that 

their fundamental aim was personal freedom :(6ut hereas individual- t.t. 
ists would dehne tfiis negat ively, as the ab~ce of interference or 
'coercion, communists wo1ilifdefine it ROsi.tiY.ely, as the opportunity to 
satisfy needs and wants, and claim that, far from one person's freedom 
being limited by the freedom of others, no one could be really free 
except in a solidaristic community whe·~~;~h':p~r~;·t~orke:rt~· 

..... ,.......":1;-'~.:;~~~='V-i'Pc.,..;l~..;.... .. ~~-""""i<:..~~~.~~~~~,,.+;>'~ ...... . ·,..l!;:J4_.~_.~ ., .-' ~ -~, .• ~". ~- .',- ~ 

prom~~~,,-~!!e~~_~~!~~~~ngpI!hf,"E~.~. Thus Malatesta: 'The freedom we 
want, for ourselves and for others, is not an absolute metaphysical, 
abstract freedom which in practice-is inevitably translated into the 
oppression of the weak; but it is real freedom, possible freedom, 
which is the conscious community of interests, voluntary solidarity. '1 

I shall return to some further contrasts betwe en the t~sc110ois of 
anarchism later in the chapter. Now I need to say something about the 
identity of the communist school. Anarcho-communism tnok shape Lu '"-J-DI,(, 
on the far left of the European socialist movement in the lat . nine
t~~ntu!y . The major hne of d!,YlSlilll wit III the revolutiqn..ru:y 
wing of that movement lay between th~lS- nd the ~chis-rS, 
and indeed we can date the origins of anarchism as an organized 
political force to the split between Marx and Bakunin inside the First 
International in the years around 1870. Because the Marxists at this 
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f,V] .. 'C:> time described themselves as 'c6ffimunistb the anarchists chose to 
\<)..J\ -- \::. -

call themselves ~' in order to emphasize that the form of 
prod uction under ~C_~liS}l~., W.p.ijJ(L he .. chosen Jr.e,eJy by the producers 
themselves and not imposed by a 'workers' state'. (The disagreement 
between anarchists and Marxists, which will be analysed much more 
fully in Chapter 6, centred on the contrast between economic and 
political methods of achieving socialism.? Bakunin himself appears to 
have envisaged that, under anarchy, the instruments of production 
would become the collective property of groups of workers who would 
reward each member according to his labour, while not excluding the 
possibility that such a system might evolve voluntarily towards 
communism. 3 By the end of the next decade, however, increasing 

/!-~;\J\ numbers of anarchists - prominent among them Kropotkin, 
Malatesta and Elis~ ~eJ;l~ - were beginning to argue "that com: 
~§.!JJ was the onl rea~l}able mod~ 01 ~ltQ,mif~ organizati~ 
an ~~§'Q.<;,iet , and, moreover, that this mode of o~g~anlZation 
would be ~doP~~~~1~~£!!2.Il by the workers as soon as existing 
property re atIons were destroyed. There was clearly a difference of 

! emphasis , etw~ 1 coll~ct~vists an~ .co~~_~s, therefore, but ~ne 
i should not--harden thIS Into a rIgId OppOSItIOn. The collectiv' 1s 
1 admitted th~Ui .. ~'y!!9'p~<:~lS_jll.J.lle gix~.ction. ~f c.o.!Dm~ni~Ei. !l!jght 
I ?ccur; and the com~m~~~~~j~i~~~d}E.~ cOT~1!:I?;~!IE_~-~g l!ev~E, pe._ 
1 II])Q9sed but would emerge by voluntary means from the experience 
i of the workers themselves. Anarcho-communism can thus be seen as 
\ {the p~rest expression of an anarchist ideology of which collectivism 
' (and also, I believe, the later anarcho-syndicalist position) are less 

extreme expressions. 4 Here I shall concentrate on the pure form, as set 
out in the writings of the founding generation, and also by later 
anarchists such as Alexander Berkman, Emma Goldman, Nicolas 
Walter and Murray Bookchin. 

Much anarcho-communist writing starts with an attack on 
ca ital' ciety not readily distinguishable from that found in 
Marxist literature. A vivid assault is launched upon the exploitative 
relat~Qnship between capitalist and worker, resulting i~e~ty, 
~rudgery and the constant threat of unemployment for the latter, and 
Idle luxury for the former. Closer analysis reveals, however, that 
exploitation in this narrow sense is less central to the anarchist critique 
of capitalism than it is to the Marxist c~e.5 The heart of the 
anarchist critig.ue consi~ts in two claims. f~sy~it~~IE.~c~E~Ltist.s,~ 
the development of SOCIety's l?rdq~c~!y'.e Rowers, depriving the great 
majori!y. of its members of die necessities of l{fe w'hfc-h~;~ld other-
~_ ~. _,,,,,:',3 """ :.._~ ... :..:.-.,."C.,... -'-
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wise_be freel ,,_a ... Y'1iL'!:l1!e to them. It does so because it is a system of 
P!2:q~c~.~~n. for profit, nocpro.d.!}!;:tiont9.t ~~e~q . Thus goods will only 
be produced where the demand for them is backed by money, and 
P~?,9:~~i<fug .. £1l.t9.~£~s , with -'~~;~lting ~neI?p!~;;:=;iif ~£~UJ~ eytm"" 

;:'~~~:li~~~M~!;Y!l~d~;i" ~J~~h;~g::~!si:~~~,t:~:.:~ 
collective products of society. The great mass of machinery, technical 
skill and scientific know-how which the capitalist uses to make 'his' 
products are the outcome of centuries of collective human endeavour. 
In this respect, of course, capitalism is no different from any other 
system of private property. But the anarchist charge is that ~apitalism, 
by mal<in~pr~~ ucer,s iE.SI~~!XjnL<;.r.4~~p.-'i~gJ, r!'r:9,2~S >the ~'Eisi 
shreds of justice from the c!~h:!l .: that,t.!_a&l:k"p~r§9.,n ,~h;!&a;~!gpJ to his 

7:,Rrivill~3~q.HiL~f!~ 
, r' Of course anarcho-communists contend not only that wealth is 

privately myned under capitalism, but that it is very unevenly dis
tributed. The appropriation of the worker's product by his capitalist 
boss is a major aspect of the system. But exploitation of this type is 
only symptomatic of the exploitation that occurs throughout the 
system. The " ork~gle9_Qy~tb.~ .... t~~.:.£QllecJQLas well ,as .. by his 
~m.P..WYM I he peasant is exploited by his landlord and by the middle
man who buys his produce. Even the small businessman is not safe 
from the extortions of the monopolist or the financier. Social relation
ships generally are dominated by a struggle for existence in which the 
powerful few win and keep most of the spoils. 8 

Anarchists have added other charges to this list at various times. 
Some have drawn attention to the dehEmanizing work routines which 
c.a italism im oses. 9 Others have pointed to the imperial ventures in 
which capitalists engage when domestic demana is insufficient to 
absorb their products, and the wars between states that result. 10 More 
recently, capitalism has been attacked for its destructive effect on the 
_~~ural=en;:ironme~t.ll All of these charges are;~~~rse, common 

property in the socialist tradition, and in that sense there is nothing 
distinctively anarchist about them. In so far as anarchists bring any
thing fresh to this particular ideological barricade, it consists in the I . ./ 
two Ideas emphasized above: the idea that mankin.q ha~ at its disllosal -
an immense productive ~~p;l(:~iIilvh'ich .. ib~~~ap~.~iist~' ,;te~~issha~k
!ing, and illekid~~ .t~~i~~i~-c~l?~~i!Jj~_ it~!f.!h~~y~~_~.lP.~. o(~~~~~ies' o'f 
human co-operation - thus an unconscious expression of the iaw of 
~olid;rity: " ...... --". _ ... ,: . .. .. < • .,. ',', • "'''''-ao<o";,,.=-. ,.- .,.. _. . -. -- , 

What 'sets anarcho-communists apart from the main body of 
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~ socialists is their insistence that ~he state itself is as gtuCll!L~P~I)1Y.2~ 
hup~J.:..gei!!K .. e§jS.<£~Q,U9J(sm. Capitalism is attacked first only 
because it can be made to appear more directly oppressive to the 
worker. But the state, besides acting as a necessary support to capital-

\ l ism, is an engine of oppression in its own right. The in~ation 
between these two malevolent deities in anarcho-communist ideology 
is a subject that requires careful examination. '-..... 

On the one hand, the state serves the int~~~ts of the ca italjst 
class. The poven and inj~stice generated by capitalism could no! be 
SiiStained WIthout a ~~dY-llrWj!r.~Q !SUJ.~,~_fQrceJo .Rrotecuhe ps2it?iFY 
rrht~ Qf'tbe"owningciass, and willing also t029.J..~d.~.!l~_g~tf1~~
work-that conceal.s"the~~.il1.s.;ilnder a cloak of 'equality beforeJ helaw'. 

,~ .~~ .... =~:o:::~ ~,..-.~.~~:.e~~.;.;i~~~7~~_~~-''t;;"(~.''''''''~'' 

The point is generalized by Kro ...2.!!9.p; 

When we observe the basic features of human societies, 
abstracting from secondary and temporary appearances, we 
find that the political regime to which they are subject is always 
the_ e.~pressj.(;m_9f the e;nomicregime~£li.§.t.aii~I~L~l..ili~~eart -' .. 
of .~Qciety.12 --,-.~-.---~ .. ----- --- -

It therefore appears as though anarcho-communists are offering a 
class theory of the state, very similar to that presented by Marxists, 
according to which the state is .. ~~p..£jnstr_~~ent of the economically 

11 dominant class at any time:~~ a fortiori of the c~'pital1st "c1aSs under 
capifalism.-JfU"t on the other hand, the sW£~als.o..$eti ~~b_og.X ~ith 
its . own essential . nature and internal dynamics. This nature is 
S;mmed up in the 'following p~'s~~g~ by Malatesta: 

The basic function of government everywhere in all times, 
whatever title it adopts and whatever its origin and organiza
tion may be, is always that of oppressing and exploiting the 
masses, of defending the oppressors and the exploiters; and its 
principal, characteristic and indispensable, instruments are 
the police agent and the tax-collector, the soldier and the 
gaoler - to whom must be invariably added the trader in lies, 
be he priest or schoolmaster, remunerated or protected by the 
government to enslave minds and make them docilely accept 
the yoke. 13 

1J. From this it might properly be inferred that the state is an inde-
pendent body whose main aim is to exploit the masses:andwhlC"h';'~ill 

\I,ar- ..... ..,.~:r:-~,.J>:..., .... , .;::. .. ...:.~ ~~~~~.~~~"'..t.~~.:....!. 
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enlist the economically dominant class in the service of that aim. 
Although there is an obvious tension between these two views of 

the state, they are not wholly irreconcilable. The general attitude of rat 
the anarcho-communists is somewhat as follows. T here are UY,0 inde,.
pendent sources of power over othErs: ~i!ect force, giving rise to 
I~llikaPpowfr: and -d~'p~~~~i~n of~he I?e~ns o(suQS!~tt:~Ee, giving 
rise to e~~ power. 14 These two forms of power might be ~o..m
bined inl:. a--sing1e set of hand_s, as they were in the case of feudal barons 
~ .. f •• ·.,,:·,,· •• , ........ . 

fof1D.stance, in which case there will be a unified ruling .£!~s which 
can be described indifferently as economically or politically domi- __ ._ 
nant. Alternatiyely they may be divided between t~.<?=s~p'ar~!_e~clas~~,s.- -
In the Gtte~'~~'s~ the political class and the owning class will enjoy a 
relationship involving both conflict and l'~utual ~epen9.~Fce. The 
owning class, needs the PQlii{caf ' class >t.9 . §afegu~rri ," p;;i2erty and 
imp~se a legaTo;ae~;~ the--pontrc~l claS;"needs th~' ~wnlngclass to 

organize production and provide- it: wfth'a secure source·ofreven':!e. At 
theSa~e ti;ne "~ach will try to subject the other to its will: the owning 
class will attempt to control the government, directly or indirectly, 
while the political class will try to enrich itself at the expense of the 
owning class. 

So _ , h can be put on these rather abstract bones by consider
ing otk·. s theory of the state, the most elaborate account so far 
offe'red from an anarcho-communist perspective. 15 Kropotkin argued 
that ~litica! relationshi s first ,..!lIoss,.i r<?}}! Jh~ b:re.akdo.wn -oL the 
primitive village community. New leaders emerged who_~9.ml>i[led 

-the ~i!iJaiy'~~'~T;deaA~{or "'defenc'e-'wttn the-Tudicial .p_ower .that 
sprang from a specialist knowledge of customary law. These men 
proceeded to exploit the_. r~I!l~in4er of .th~ population economically 
through the iristitllti.~n~~f serf~om (so here economic power grew out 
of political power). The consolidation of the feudal ruling class into a 
state proper was at first resisted by the communes that formed in the 
cities of medieval Europe. 16 But when these were destroyed, as a 
result partly of internal decay and partly of the military might of the 
barons, the state itself - centralized, unitary and authoritarian - took 
their place. It proceeded to expand the scope of its authority and to 
destroy all independent social organizations. Eventually it was 
captured by the growing bourgeoisie, but not before a fierce struggle 
in which the rights and liberties that characterize the modern bour
geois state were wrested from the political class . So runs Kropotkin's 

/' 
account. It bears out the view that the political regime and the ....... 
economic regime tend always to come intoang~;t~t ii~tthe 

.,. ... ~ .... ~""~""~f' "PI ... ........,~ ~ .... _..:.~., .... -.;_~ ..... ~ ..... ~ .• _~ ....... ~ ........... :."..,_.~ ... ~~.~~...., 
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further claim that the economic regime is always the dominaI].t p~~~ner 
T~- th~' ;cl';ti~~~hi ' : " -',~ ~. , 

~ I ", >" to~m~ari; , the ~na.rcho-communis~ view of the modern s~: 

\\

it c .......... ol1}Qlnes tbe ee.plOltatIVe .~~~ .~ppr~~.~_.IY., e. f; ... ea ... tur. e.s. Of. a.llP9 .. 1J1!C~1 
regimes with the further fact of bemg ~~~~~ryE~~!.E2.!.!~",,~t!h~5~PI-
ta -is"t c ass, who are exploiters in the.!~ o}YI.L.r!~~~,; It is the first and 
greatest enemyofhumaii welfare and freedom " This indictment is-!l2! 
altered by the form of the state - whether liberal or illiberal, monar-

.. -- C Ical, republican or demo"'c7citic. ~.lliher1ies, the anarchists argue, 
are certainly of some value to their ~se~ors=;but they must be seen 
as a reflection of the bal?IJc~~."q,LQQ..,"X~I« bS!~ween~ th~ .csJate ,,,SInel i~s_~ 
Sl:!~j,~~"~;~~:.~~i;YilliQigift o~JP~; 'lRrP.Or~ti$!,uThey ~ere ~2B .. 9Y, 
st!u.gg~e, and are ~rese~'y~g py Snt , .!}lr,~,'1~ ,.Q.C§Jfuggle. N or does 

~, ,iBEUl![ 'Silesentaiion, even when. it takes the extreme form of 
uinversa' suHrage, alter the essentIal character of the state. The 
bourgeois class . allQ~~~!_~yff~age_t~ b~ ~,~!e~d~~ only when it was 
confident that it could exercise s:ufficieIlL~~~t~plQg!caJ -S911JIQ1. over 
the-working" cras;t;-f~restalr-th~~"cl~ct'io'll of candidates who might 
seriously threaten the system. Moreover, even if a few revoJutionaty 
candidates were ele~~ted, they would quickly be f!E1.!!.~ed by the 
oper~fon of the arliam~m~t~$~y£.t~m, and eventually co.:qPted QY the_ 
~iUTing~$s:~i8Th~ an~hist interpretation of the workings of a parlia-
mentary regime is a subject I shall return to in Chapter 6. 

~ So much, then, for the communist anarchists' critique of capital-
ism and the modern state. The E~5!yftat is propos~d for the~e evils 
is radlc_al indeed: nothing less than a comillete resllap-llL&.2f SOCIal and 
nolificaLlife so that it comes to embody the principle of.s2ci~1 soli
.d.a.r-it-y..-It would bewn mg, however, to say that such anarchists are 
proposing to create a c.oPlpletely I).~w_~et_ of soci~:!jp.§!itutions ~.yiIh_no 
root~ in e).Cfgj:r)g. s'icl~Ji~s. They would interpret their proposals (how 

h·~'curately we shall discuss later) as an amplification a~,d..$~teI1§j.9!tof 
f ~~~~_ .. 

institutions which have always been present m human SOCIetIes, 
though often submerged' b)/ t'he opposing 'set of institutions, those 
embodying dorrl1nation'~iiiicrexpl01iatI~? Tnls sefr:iiUerpretatiog is 

'-- particularly evident in the case of !'W£otim, who r.2.n§ac.ked,h~~ 
history (and even the animal realm) in search ,of p'ractice~ of 'mutual 
ald.' -'=-hls generic term for voluntary instItutIons set up to satis y t e 

,.; n;;ds of each person participating in them. 19 Other anarchists were 
less histori.eall.y- minded, but they shared Kropotkin's general atti
tude. A~al%-e.s~ for example, wrote, 'in order to under-s-ta~d how a 
society can live without government, one has only t,Q..olls.ery"e m depth 

~"- -,'-'--- ---=--
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exis.~~n~ .. so.£i~~~, and ?ne. wi.ll s~e how in fact the g~~~~ ... £.a:!, the "f\' 
important part,.of s.o~l.al hfe IS dIscharged even today 0euts~de gover~
'7nentii;"t~~l~'~"""~;d~'that government onl interferes·,eih" 'ota-er to 
exploitthtt;;;;~;·~,' t~fend the privileged minority , and moreover if 

1li1dSitself sanctioning, quite ineffectually, all that has been done 
without its intervention, and often in spite of and even against it. '20 

Thus, appearances notwithstanding, anarcho-communists would 
deny that the model of socie~y theY.",epvisage represents a total break 
withth~ existing social system. . ", -

It; 'app~ar~nce' ltcertainly does'. The capit~li~,,"!S,9.9Q!py'js to be ? 
replaced bU.2ID.!!lQIL~Jl~r~lli,p of th~ 9"~lls o.L£r~~!?~ and 
"lstri5ution of goods and serVIces accordmg to need. The state IS to be 
destroyecf~ an its place tak';n" by' v~!,ltary~oqatio!Ls, either 1 erri-. 

t?,~!!!.L£!"~~~~~~~11. l":{,o o?e wiUb,e co~£~~.~ to. w,~~~.: and 
no on~ punt;hejg~for, s;rJ.mmaLbehaY..lour. How mIght such a SOCIety be 
~a~i;~d? , 

Economically, capitalism will be destroyed by the wor~ers 
directly taking over the means of production (how such a seIzure 
might come about will be discussed below in Part II). Simultaneously, 
the local community will take over the available means of consump
tion - food, clothing and so forth. Some anarcho-communists would 
insist that full communism should be implementedim.mediately, 
without any transitional stage; others would say thai -ev o lItIan-in 
ai(!"di~ectioii '''o(communism would be gradual, as other economic 
arrang~~~.~ts _~e,!,~.,!~~d ~~d r~ject~~. ~lAir would agr~e:'bow~ver, 
tliafthere should be no mtermedlate regIme of central!~ d!E~S~<:~",~_t~.!.e 
socialism" whateverarran gement emer ge"'s-;'it miiSt be freel . ch.osen 

- by th~~;kers in ach 10caliJ:y. The essential faith of these anarchi~ts 
is that the workers will, more or less rapidly, opt for a commUnIst 

system. . . ~ 
Communism involves the _~~qMtJ.on, o~t!;t~---...\'yages. "sy'.~~e~, .and 

indeed of~~<;.b.::}nge rela,Ji~Ul~~g~nerC!l!y; Il}oney would 4I_~a~'pe~r SInce 
it would no longer have any function to perform. In an Ideal state, 

,goQds~ould be available i!1,sl!ffIcient ab,unqance that ~V$rY9qe ,cR~14 
take what he needed from the f.2.rom~~;~L~p.cls.~ But the anarcho
c~~;~unists, p;rtiCuia'rly those who envIsage an immediate transition 
to communism after the seizure of the means of production, are aware 
that such ideal conditions cannot be taken for granted. How, then, 
would goods be distri.buted? 'In a word, the system is this: UQ.~lut or 
limit to what th;~munity possesses in abundance, but ~g,l;t.P.J 
sharin.g and dividing of those commodities which are scarce or apt to 
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run short.':!:! But 'equal sharing and dividing' should not be inter
preted too literally. It is clearly envisaged that people should receive 
different amounts of goods according to their different needs; 'if this 
or that article of consumption runs short, and has to be doled out, to 
those who have most ~c! o!E~~_~.h9.1!JdJle_giy.t!l'. 23 This presupposes 
both some means of iden tifying needs, and a mechanism for allocating 
goods in the appropriate way. Anarcho-communists have taken a 
rather cavalier line on both issues. Differences in need are obvious - at 
least to ordina~y people wh(t4~Y_~_Fot':~~ee~-';~r~~pted>l;i'bourgeois 
EE.:1.~",~i~~£){g:1P£~@J11roc~tly~q;,~~~i~~ry is' requIred, because the 
people, having taken over the available goods in each locality, will 
quite spontaneously see to it that they are shared out on the basis of 
need. ~d will be r~E$d out, with l~~[~r_a1l!~~?-~ts .going to the~s:~, 
the eld.~rJy and the children. Housing will be~re-aliO.ca ed so that each 
J~milYJ1~,~~f1ge_g!1at£1iYI~g~ sJ? .. ic~-, a'~d so forrh? 4 ,~=,>," ~ 
~ ~rn ptjon is, however, only one side of the economic pro blem. 

roductIofi must also be arranged in a way compatible with com-
'inU-ffl . Here we need always to bear in mind the anarchist percep
tion that human productive capacjt is Jl.luch_,gr~qter than it appears 
under caPltalfsm~ Tfie~ revOiUa;;-~illliberate this potential, so that 
many more goods can be produced, even with .~, shorter working day 
than at present. 25 The organization::;L.pr.o.d.J.Lctio~ 'm-ilst-a;t 'faf" a's 
possible be si~s.£m~alized. The ~ in e~factory and the 
peasants on each farm must take over their own places of work, and 

d!c~.: "",~.hat ~~, ~!..':~~.c:~~~~E>d):19~ to produce it. There is to be no 
central dlrectIon, and E:~.ext~r.nal c<?m.e~I,~i9~p(any kind. Since they 
are bitterly opposed to the bureaucratic organization which seems to 
be the ~,~yita!>l~ ~cc~~?"l}i~o~ni o(la~g~-sca(e ' iridustry, anarchists 
need to show that industries can be broken down into small com
ponents <~it?o_ut loss of efficiency. To this end, radical cha'nges in 
!~~h.l!,ologY...?Ie of!~I}_~nvisaged.26 In the case of industries ~1ch have 
necessarily to be organIzed at national or inter~ad~narTevel such as 

• - ..-1-- - • ~.;.. "-. _ .• -.... ,,'. ' ...... -~ , 

c?r.mmunica~ions and transport, the priIl;ciple of federation will be 
applied: workers in eacn locality will enter"intov oluntary"ilgreeglents 
with those in other places to co-ordinate their activities. 27 

We have still to discover how producers will identify the needs of 
consumers in the absence of an economic market.1fuWCan th~nds 
of autonomous productive units, factories, farms and so forth, dove
tail their output with the requirements of almost as many units of 
consumption, namely local communities? The anarcho-communists 
envlsage, first of all, that production will be localized to a much 
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greater extent than is now the case. Each district will be more or less 
self-sufficient, producing its own food and ~o~t of its manufactured 
items. (He; e ~gain, the anarchist case depends heavily on the possi
biliti~~ ?L!~<:~r:2l?gicaJshange.) The local ~or2i~line~inight th; il serve 
as a means of !~smitling the ,p.ee¥Qf the consumers to the pro
ducers. Yet tW2Jlwkward problems remain. The first is the construc
tion of a schedule of need's7"iild -the second is the allocation of tasks 
between diffe~;t p~~d~ctive units (what if both b~a~s-·~'v;;d p~tatoes 
are needed, but everyone prefers growing beans?). The anarchist 
literature is distressingly ~~gue about both issues. Kropotkin, who 
made the fullest attempt to depict an anarchist soci~iy~p~~ation, 
assumed that people's time would be divided between a few hours of 
!l:e~~"s~.ary labour to meet net:ds that were common to ev~e, and 
ti~e ,sp~ntji!istYi~g .1diosYon;r~Jic' P~.i~q,n~rne'~.ds such as those for 
art, music and science, where each person could supply his own 
resources or combine with others of similar tastes. He also suggested 
that t~ch[l0!9gy could be y.s~d to make ~~ryo~~'..§., I!e<;:~s§a.r:y l.a~~ur 

.agree~ble to him,28 But this still leaves the problems of drawing the 
li~t:._~~tween common and individual m;eds. a~d" ~'{ aIlill;.alingJ1~Qple to 
different kinds of 'agreeable' work. The anarchist case ~~Ji~s heavily 
here on 'the ggo~ "seJ}~,~ of _tI:t'!'.J2~QR!~~ 

It must be understood that, for the anarcho-communists, the 
economic question is not to be answered wholly or even mainly in 
terms of economic efficiency. No doubt they , believed that a com
munist system would produce more go'ods and distribute them more 
effectively than a capitalist or a state socialist system. But the crucial 
point is that the economic sY~"p:1J!st J)~)_n harmQnY.Fith social 
relationshiRSgen~_r<:llly in the new order. As we have seen, the;e a~e to 

. be relationships of soli~farity '~mong equals; each person will be bound 
by ties of sympathy to the rest, and will express that sympathy in acts 
of mutual aid. Clearly, free communism is consonant with that ideal, 
whereas a system of exchange would reintroduce competitive rela
tionships and a planned economy would create a new hierarchy 
between controllers and controlled. This connection between the 
anarcho-communists' economic proposals and their general ideals can 
be seen quite plainly in their response tok o ectivlsm ~ with its sugges-

, , ~;~a. ... ~""'"". 
Hon that workers should contmue to be remunerated according to the 
amount ana-type orla:p(')'tl€t~e.YJ1fc ,colltr~t~d, ev~'~fte;th~eans 
(5 " pro uctmn- ha(rp;;~~d 'I~to§Q.~ii(.9w~~;hiP~Th~~~~~n;unl;ts 
repGedtO"ihis';'°f{rsr ~. th~ti.ll~i'iy.icl!!~L£Q.~llTb~ii@'~~,10. coli~'~ti~e pro-
ducts could not, in practice, be distinguished; but secondly, and m~re 

.. ., .~ ___ --....._"-'...... '-"' __ ' __ "~.R.:..c..v.,..u............. ~ 
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crucially, that the spirit of this suggestion was quite at .odqs with the 
," ~~~!i!y_;Vhich the revolution itself expressed. As KrOQ~tkin Rut it, 
; 'collectivists begin by proclaiming a revolutionary 'Prr;ciPi~-' :'" the 
~ . a.holition of private property - and then they deny it, no sooner than 
"'"'jYfoclaimed, by upholding an ' organization of production and con

sumption which originated in private property ... well, for us it is 
evident that a society cannot be based on two absolutely opposea 
principles ... '2!! ~~~~~ summed up the communist view in simple 
terms: 

I 
M~ must love each ~Lher and look on each other as members 

,f of one family, if things are. to go well with them. ~operty 
ought to be common ... ,It IS needful to establish perfect 

SoIIaanty between the men of the whole world: Therefore, 
t instead of running the risk of making a confusion in trying to 
I distinguish what you and I each do, let us all work and put 
II everything in common. In this way each will give to society all 

tkarfiIS strength permits until enough is produced for every 
! ?ne; and e~ch wi~ta~e ~ll that he ne~ds, limiting his needs only 
m those thmgs of whIch there is not yet plenty for everyone. 30 

'v~ Let me turn now to the kind of organization whi>;h the anarcho-
communists wou.ld.l.iklo see in place of the state. Of course, in view 
of their thesis that the state serves mainly as am nstrument of exploi
tation, the answer to this, over a large range of activities, is nothing. 
But there remain certain uselul functions which the ~tate now per
forms, chiefly in the area Of socIal control, and we have seen that in 
addition an institution t co-ordinate eco omic activities will be 
needed. Anarcho-communist thought on this issue tu~ two ideas: 

l~.~_~~~~!~lio~ and f~n. ~he first implies that, wherever a 
~~Il!2...~_'lfed IS perceIved, men wIll spcmtaneously form associations 
to meet ,it; but the s~~pe "~ese~:.~ilI "i~k~_can~~t "be~lfl0-_d2w~-ih 
/~~~y~,~c~ , a?d .n:oreover ,£ar:~~.~.!?~t.io~ IE.~st. a,lwaYJ_!,e v~l~n~~~y: so 
~,dI~S.~~IVIcLl!.al~.~_~p~~t b.~.f.£~~ed}o c9,-op~_~ate. In practice, it is 

en rS"llged that the baSIC unit of association will be the local commune 
a natural ~llit whose prec ursors ' inClude' tfie -viUag~ -c-o~~cil'an'd i1i"t. 

(; ~o.~ of t~.e med,i,eyal ~ity. The'se communesiliiiirn will associate 
'lm a f~geral .structure. ThIS means that a hig)1er"level council will be 
for.med, to which t;ach ~~m~une w.ill sepq d.!!i~~l~~carrYing ·the ideas 
of Its members. If, at thIS hIgher level, agreement can be reached on 
some joint,p{ogr£l . .!IUpe 9f ac;!i£.~ the va~ious associated communes 
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will carry it out. But no federal decision is to bind the constituent 
associations against . tht;h ' wih, an~{a~;"';~;~;ti~'~ 'i~- i;;;e 't~ ' k~;e~~he ; 
federation at anytl~e': ''These provisio;~'-~lea~l~ ~~'p~r~t~"~he ~n~;chist
idea of federation from the more £,Q!l,¥.~l1tj.Q,.!Ji!'U.f~~r.~J..id.~a, which sees 
the fedeJ.:~I)nsti!ution as having some degree of authority over its 
constituents. 31 It is cle~r, 'too, that 'tli~form(;f o;g;;i~~tion proposed 
does not amount to a recreation of the state. 

~·---"-~~-~-"""'~~t,",;-... ___ ~ 'r..:'1_ o'fi' .... "' .... --. _ ...... ~,=... •. ..-~._ 

BeSIdes these territorial associations, which perform the basic 
functions of social control and economic co-ordination, anarchists are 
keen to predict that assosjatiol1s~for more s12~£~fjc",ll.UI.:I~qs~~ will arise 
and flourish. Some of these will simply be formed for the edification of 
their members, such as L~~~E.esl §q,c.i~ti~s, but others will be altruisti
cally motivated: Krop9,tJ<ip and Malatesta ,both picked outtheJ},ecL 
~Eq§,~end the LifeDoat Association as ~~_aIllP!~S}l(J.p.gituti9!!S which 
throve even am~Q !l;t~ ~gqi..§..m. QLc_<,l,pUqJjst.so.ciety, and suggested that 
~"",:.kI:;-:;'fI.;(i.",".'..:'I,...$.'-:~""- -

many more such bodies would spring up once the dead hand of 
government was removed. 32 In so far as we can speak of an anarcho
communist solution to the public goods problem, therefore, we must 
find it here . Given the communis,t assumption that a society ~ased on 
solidarity will release theilaturafaTiruism'of its memb'ers, there will be . 
no diIficulty in ;;~tivating i,~di'Yi.Qy'al~ 'iO cQ51!'ib~~te to p 'rojects whose 
benefits are enjoYecfbyeverYone.33 

Returning now to the local communes, it may be asked in, wh~t 
'. seI1~,eJh~.y_can s~r"~e a~!Ilstrl}J?ents of social control. For they 'are fr~'e 

associations: no one is oblige'cf to' Toln:" thein, "and no one has an 
o bliga'tion to abide by their decisions. How, then, can they cope with 
anti-social behaviour, whether this is a matter of crime in the ordinary 
~.I_ :-~,;:~-., ,"'t1"~'_."':"'-~ .. f:~':":' 

sense, or a refusal to contribute to production? These are familiar 
questions to anarchists. In reply they point out that the main agency of 

social ... ~smt!J!.Ul,"~!ways ~~29.~y .. i~~· People quite T "'rnaneousl ¥ 
follow rules Qf heh;wiguf w.hich.J.h~y h~ve k~rnt from those around 
tllem, and '~hich are enfor'ced, if necessary, by public opinion. This 

~ ,-- - . 

will not change under anarchy; indeed, it is said, social bonds will be 
str!!!gtlJ.en eg.. Moreover, in so far as <;ri~~s o;cur' i; pr~'sent -day 
societies, they are l~r~~ly attri~utabl~ to' the conditions qf lift; f~ci_ng 
the c.r:i1Jltm~l. Theft and violence are born of the ' confrontation 
between poverty and the conspicuous wealth of the rich. In com
munist society, where most goods are available freely, there will be no 
motive to commit crimes of this kind. ~ers,Q.J}51J ~rimes, such as crimes 
passionels, may sJi1.t of cl}r. But these, it' is 'dal~~~C"'~an be dealt with 
dires tly - say by ~~st7~i~g th~~g~ressor until his emotions have 
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~~si£~4.- w!~ho~L~nee9for anY,formal Illachinery of punishment. 
Anarchists deny, moreover, th;tpn~sent"'-'merhods'-of p~nishme~t are 
effective in keeping down the overall volume of crime. 34 Finally, if all 
else fails, any social group is entitled to expel a malefactor from within 
its midst. This is not a solution which iiiarchl'sts r~lish,'-'-but provided 
the outcast is given some means of subsistence, they are willing to 
accept<h~as-alasr ies6rt:---" ~ - . -' .. ", --' , 
- the p~~bie'm ~f ih'~~ork-shy or unco-operative person is handled 

in the same way. In circumstances where nobody is able to live idly on 
the profits created by others, there will be a moral consensus that 
everyone should contribute his share to production, so the Would-be 

~ \.~.~~a~~;;~I!~r?!;f~;~:~:~~:::~rI:j:~~ 
his capacities. Berkman puts the point bluntly: 'there really is no such 
thing as laziness. What we call a lazy man is generally a square man in 
a round hole. '35 Under c~'pjt<,ll~m, people are.restdc;ted intheir choice 

. ?f_~~~s?pati?n by such ~fact~rs as riai";;It~d ' st~t'us~ ~~-~tth~~~' i~ . no 
iriEentive for the capitalist to make conditions of work attractive so 
long as there is a surplus pool of labour waiting to be employed. 
Moreover much slacking and shoddy workmanship is born of resent
me~1t ~t t~e e~ptoY:~:f;~jlr~fil?" Under anarchist communism, every
one wIll be working for the community, people will be able to choose 
their work fr~ely, and the WO~tLQD:ment, even ~n factories, can be 

--1) made salubnous. For the Jtl~Y", IJlI . J! who resI~t such blandish
m.en ts, the ~~9...Ill"~tt;.;:,s~nctjQ.~~X~ .~~iqp'f~";n~'(~~~",;; The recalcitrants 
wIll have to fend for themselves, 0 ~fin some other group willing to 
take them in. 36 

By these means - changed social conditions, pressure of public 
opinion, and the final threat of exclusion - anarcho-communists claim 
that they can solve the problem of anti-social behaviour. Without 
~skIllg at tnls point w et er t elr so ution is adequate, I want to relate 

•. ~.It to a more general issue, namely whether !h~_~QaLo.r:de-r-@n¥isaged 
'*' h~s reall y di~~ensed with a s ..s.tem..oLauthor.ity . 37 We saw in Chapter 2 

that anarchists have often been ,attracted by comprehensive argu
ments against authority, but also that these arguments attempted to 
prove more than was really necessary to make the anarchist case 
against the state. How should we assess anarchjst communism from 
~his p~int of v~ew? It is clear, first of all, that no compulsory authority 
IS envIsaged, III the sense that adhesion to any association whether 
territorial or functional, is regarded as voluntary. It is also ~ade clear 
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that no coercion shall be exercised against people who dissent from an 
. assog atIQ!Ls ae£!§!~i!§~Cfn-the-otfie;~iiand~{tTs~;ppar~'nt that such 
diss!!]-~~,~~~.f~J;~~§~f1.c:.t.~9Eo~if they carry their dis sen t in to actiqn. Public 
opinion will be turned ag,iTiiS-tthem -;ancru"iider' an~chy~thi~' will be a 
more potent force than it is now. Ultimateiyi-hey;i~k expulsion from 
the as-sociat{on :'~wiih ihe~' material and spiritual costs that this may 
involve. Such san~tions would remain hypothetical if associations 
only made deci~i~;s-when they had reach~d·. 1inmiimity. ~'t~ithough 
anarchO'=Com'n;-~i~ts clearly regard unanimity ;;"'th~ ideal, and are 
eager to point out that people will naturally concur on such matters as 
a list of basic human need-s,-they are re-alistic-e-nough to concede that, 
where a decision i.s.irpp.eraxiye, the majority will must prevail. 

-. .. ,."-". " - • ~ - "'-:::".-~'~~. 

For if it is unjust that the majority should oppress the 
minority, the contrary would be quite as unjust; and if the 
minority has a right to rebel, the majority has a right to defend 
itself ... it is true that this solution is not completely satis
factory. The individuals put out of the association would be 
deprived of many social advantages, which an isolated person 
or group must do without, because they can only be procured 
by the co-operation of a great number of human beings. But 
what would you have? These malcontents cannot fairly 
d~_mand l ha! t~~~ish,t;.§ Qfm~Y~ mh~r,s~~h9_ulg..b.e~sa~xific~Ji _1I~ 
their sakes. 38 

'Nor is it enough to say that everyone will sooner or later find a 
group--ihai"sulis his 'mclinailons, as some anarchTSts»ha~d~~~~ 'This 
igQQLe~lhe .. E.2§J~i~~9i..Y~4 iE up~~~ o~~self from one locality and 
settling elsewhere, costs that anarchists would be quick to point out if 
a similar solution were proposed, say, to the PLqQI~m of regional 
~n~mpLoy.me.IJJ41n.~ca pitalism. 
" We must conclude~h;t ti~~ ' social order anarcho-communists 

favour does encompass a form of authority, though unlike the auth
ority ofti~;-~t;te it~lS non-compulsory, non-coercive, functionally 
specific, and exer~ised ~cpll~~ti~Jy by everyone who iives In a particu
lar locality or shares a particular interest. But even such a circum
~~ribed form of authQfity may alarm anarchists ~.ho are ~ot ~om
munists. I want to end this chapter by asking how the anarchists at the 
other end of the economic spectrum - the-t i~'di~id~~li~_tsJ- would 
regard the communist solution, and how in turn the communists 
might reply to an individualist critique. 
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A~fndivid:lit's primary question is likely to be whether the , 
social arrangemenfs proposed by the communists res ectpr.siola.te 
the s.QYeJJ!jgD.tY_QLthejndhzi~Jl~l. The communists demand that the 
means of production should be seized from the ruling class and put 
under the collective control of the workers in each locality, who will 
then move more or less rapidly towards communism in production 
and distribution. What of the person who ges;lines to .tak~ part i~ this 
collective ~ndeav~'~r', and ' prefe~~ 't~ ' ii~~ ' ~nd work . illdepen~ently? 
·When pressed, anarcho-communists have generally conceded- that 
such a person should be given aC£..~~.§.Jo J~!ld, and the other means of 
life; but they have drawn tIie line ~t.JlllQ~!ng him tQ engage in 
~?,<;pange or employment relationships with others. This, for the 

.--- individualists, amounts to a ~!~.tiQP ~Qf iwUyjpual.rights. 
How can a person be _free jf.. h~js~!lpt p_~rITIirte~ ... !.o,_~i'shan~e his 
products for those of other people, offer his labour for sale, or buy the 
labour of another?39 Since the E9~I!1!DJ.mist~ intend. JQ ,outlaw these 
,actiyities by,,,"for.G~, the social organization they propose is nothing 
more than a variant of the state. Despite their claims, they are not 

~ ,ge~uinea!1ar~i~~~ - OM' - ~ ~ -"~.,, - -~~- •• '"-.. --~- ~ .. ' • - .. -

1"'\..-~'''''-- From the~omrilUnlsts ' point of view, the arrangements advocated 
Co by individualIsts-are equally defective. Two ~~ill_~harKes are laid. 

j"\ First, the idea of a fr~ ,rnar:l'e! in which each person receives the 
1:-:"';: product of his own =iabour is hopelessly anachronistic. We have 

already seen how, in their critique of collectivism, the communists 
claim that the com exit of modern industry makes it impossible to 

t--~, se ar~t~ ind~y'idl!~L~ntributioll~ to joint produ~!s.; "by the s~me 
::; token, it would be i!l1possible to_4r~,~,Yp ~_~eries!Jf S9.!llr.~£!s whereby 
t:::J.r~ ,')~ac:h .participc}!1t in a collective enterprise wo~ld r:t!c~Jye ~a. fa.ir _r~!~rn 

. -! for hIS labour. Second, any market system WIll rever~ by degrees to a 
~ c.apitalist~ sy.stem, and the "'~~~~~:,~~.~~<tio~s ;dvocated by the 
..) individualists to e~9.IefJ.l}rQP~1.~~ng!H.s WIll take op the .c4~~~cJ~r of 

stat~~, organs serving to perpetuate the explo~tation of the workers by 
the capitalists. 41 .. ~.- N~- ,'-. ,~'" '. - , 

It will be seen that the two camps largely argue past each other, 
because of their different views about how matters will work out in 
practice under the two regimes being considered. The communisrs; 

~ assume that, because of natural human solidarity, very few persons 
willWrsh to be independent of the collective organization of produc
tion, and so communist arrangements need not be enforced. The 
ii1dIviduaIfhs assume, on the contrary, that pe0p...tLhave a natural 
pr'opensity to ~a<~" barter an4..~x.change, so co~munist prodtiction 

....... _Li.~ • .-~~~ .. ..".... ..... _'::l<', ...... ,..-......-.--.-..,........ ... .,..... .. -
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runs right against the grain and can only be preserved by compulsion. 
There is a similar divergence with respect to the individualists' market 
regime. We must therefore face up ,to . th~radical ideological cleavage 
between the two schools. The individualr§Is,' ideology revolves around 
the notion~_QLp-ersQnaL . .sQYn.dgm'i~ivi!!~E!"OI?_~~~_:_ .. ~~_~~~~IC 
eXchmge- freedom as the absence of constraint, and justice as the , ' ____ .. _____ . __ ~ __ . _____ . __ , ____ '--~ __ ~_o._~,~ .. _~_~_~~ 
reward-or desert. <e6mi~§Jiist thinking, on the other ~and, c~gt~~~~n 
fhe---ITotions--of' sodar--solidarity, common ?wners~~!??_"~ .. ~tual.,~.@, 
f~ --:.J---·-~,---,-·--~,--,-,---··--t11"---ns'-orliip·-p"iness 'a ndlustice as distri bu-reeuom as access to , emea ,_ . ' _, ___ ~_,~ ... ,~----~.-.--~.,,-.. 
tIon.~,~f£9i~InijQ_g~i~~The~iaeologlc-armatf1ces in question are ~ot 

i hard to identify. Indiv'dualist anarchism is plainly an ex,!!~~n 
" of classical liberalism -~~Because it takes certain liberal 
~" a~titiides -'(the'b~l-i~i'in free-competition, in the minimal state, and so 
1 forth) and pushes them to the limit. C6IllIll~:st anarchism is just as 

'"'-"'--;-~d I . I i plainly a ~~~ioI!~.2r.<;QmIDlJJlit¥i(m.,, ~9c!ali.sm: its baSIC I eo ogIca 
: commitments are little removed from those of the young Marx, for 
~ instance. Given this fundamental cleavage, it is inevitable that the two 
, schools should disa~_aboucr1.1~,...ille..rits_,oL_e.a_c.h.,-olb.~~~Qr912os~ls, 
, and, indeed, about whether these proposals deserve the label 

, . 'anarchist'. 42 \....J'-rO:"" '" ! 

\ S_eei!!K!~~S s~2.~ld ~~k~US a~~>re .~.~~~. ~_~.~E~~j~,s~nQ!£~~~Uy_!>e 
tplaced on any simple left-ngnt po !tIcal spectrum, and should also 
fmaKe~'Tis'CaUiioUs"-al,Otit~accef'ting ~crrircal claims beginning 'anar
chism fails because ... ' and going on to say something about human 
nature economic mechanisms or whatever. Perhaps few such criti
cisms ~ill apply to all versions of anarchism. Our critical faculties 
need not be anaesthetized, however. Indeed each school provides 
ammunition with which to attack the other. Have the communists 
really shown that individuals will remain fre.e under the arrangements 
they envisage, and that the workers' councils and the c .. omr:nunes do 
not amount to a new form of the gctte? Have the individualists said 
anything coherent about how a f~ee m,~~~et can be preserved, and 
have they ~old the pass by permitdng defence associations to enforce 
property rights? These are questions that we must req.1r?to later~~ 
of the joys of anarchism is that it provides not only a crItIque of every 
other politIcal Ideology , but or-itSeff, as ,,:ep. ' ;> 
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Part II Anarchism as a Revolutionary 
Ideology 



5 Human Nature and Historical 
Progress 

In the first part ofthis book, we have been examining the fundamental 
ideas of anarchism: the critiques various anarchists have offered of the 
economic and political institutions of contemporary society, and their 
proposals for a new social order. The intention in the second part is to 
look at how anarchists have attempted to bring about the transforma
tion tha~ they desire. This will require u~ to investigate both what they 
have saId and what they have done -~eory ;!nd practi,ce have not 
always corresponded in anarchist circles1 The present chapter serves 
as a bridge between the two parts of- the book, for it raises two 
(connected) theoretical issue~ which have a crucial bearing on any 
proposed anarchist practice . ~The first issue is the anarchist view of 
human nature and its possible mutations; the second is the extent to 
which anarchist ideas are embedded in a theory of historical progres '. 
Let me begin by explaining the connection between these issues and 
their relevance to anarchist practice. 
. I ha~e called this part of the book 'anarchism as a revolutionary 
Ideology, a phrase whose meaning must be properly understood. Not 
all anarchists have been revolutionaries in the sense of advocating a 
sudden and violent overturning of existing social institutions; some, 
as we sh~l see, have argued for a slow, gradual and peaceful process of 
~hangeLBut in another sense anarchism' is necessarily a revolutionary 
Ideologilcrhe goal common to all anarchists - a stateless society -
represent~ a qualitative break with an thing that we are familiar with, 
at least in modern industrial societies. We cannot escape the fact that 
in these societies especially, the state exerts an immense influence o~ 
social relationships generally. The anarchists ask us to envisage a 
social order with this influence removed, and in some cases with other 
major transformations as well- for instance the disappearance of the 
economic market. Taking revolution in its sociological sense of a 
complete remaking of social relationships, and without now distin
guishing between sudden and gradual transformations, we can see 
that all anarchists must be classed as revolutionaries. 1 

As such, they face a problem shared by all revolutionaries of 
whatever ilk. They must explain how the new order is possible in the 
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light of what is known about human nature. In the anarchist case, for 
instance', they must explain how viok nce ~~n be contained without 
recourse to a system of authority that would properly be called a state. 
@ut, at the same time, t~ey cannot make assumptions about human 
nature that would make what is already known to have happened in 
hU'man history impossible. No doubt, if you take a rosy enough view-;' 
of what human nature is really like - if you assume that people are 
always by nature peaceful, co-operative and altruistic - you can make 
anarchy seem a plausible and attractive ideal. But then you hayet9 
explain why it has not arrived alr:.eady - why, if human beings are 
re~iiy like that; -th~Y " hav~ ·;~·"'f;;'~.g:~~d ITt~nly !~l. yi<?~ence" oppres
sion and exploitation. So it seems that revolutionary ideologies are l 

"caught In a trap: the assumptions that they need to make their ideals 
plausible at the same time make it impossible to understand what has 
happened already and what ~ now happening], 

What is needed, obviously, to escape from this trap is some 
account of how the same human raw material can produce one kind of 
behaviour at a certain moment and another kind at a different 
moment. It is here that a theory of historical progress may be brought 
in to provide the account. Human beings will behave differently at t2 
than at tl because between tl and t2 events have occurred that have 
changed their make-up. The theories ofthis kind so far advanced have 
tended to fall into three major categories, although mixed versions are 
also possible.ffirst, there have been ~enlightenment theories, which 
have maintained that human reason moves steadily from error to 
truth" ,so that later generations und~~stand their world better than 
earlier ones. Humap. desires do not necessarily change, but people 
come to act on thei~ 'de;i~e~'" in ~a more enlighte~ed and ther~fore 
successful way. Next, there have beeri' ·ide~iisCih~p;ies,. which have 
held that human consciousness moves historically through a series of 
stages, each stage representing a resolution of the contradictions and 
inadequacies of the one preceding it, and therefore an advance. In 
these theories, desires and beliefs are often said to change together. 1 
Finally, there have been materialist tpeories ;\ which have found the 
source of transformation in the changing physical circumstances of 
men's lives - in new technologies, in forms of production and con
sumption, and so' forth. Again these factors may be held to influence 
hcliefs~ r ck_sir~, ~QJ ...... both..!Qg~J~r.J ~"--- - -

It should be clear how a theory of progress of one of these three 
kinds lends itself to a revolutionary ideology. Previously, it is claimed, 
human beings have been mired in ignorance, or victims of false 
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consciousness, or slaves of a hostile physical environment . Now, for 
the first time, they are able to give full expression to an essential 
nature which has so far remained latent. The social changes advocated 
correspond to this full flowering of the human essence. Such claims 
have an obvious attraction. But they carry with them a hidden danger 
for the revolutionary. If there is indeed a re ular attern to historical 
prqgress - if humanity'~ves from __ lower to higher stag; s i;-a-l~;
governed way - what lace is left for 'conscious intervention on the 
part of the revol~ti;;naryh~;w- c'an he :pli~h" hfst~?Y in the ' 
dir~c·tion th~t he;;~t~: ei~her it is ,1~Y~.!ljJ;ig J.l1a.L,~.~)'_,~Jrs:_~dy , in 
whIch case hI~ mterventlon IS redun~tapt, or it is not in which case his 

• "l--""~ .• ""''':~;;;,;to...J' ...... ~' •• ~::.f'\o',(JQ_,¥'~~ .. -'1l~'\-'.:t"'J:~ ~ ... t~- ' 

~forts . ",:,! ll ~~:.l~}l!t!~.~~? As Weber once said of the third theory of 
progress, 'the materialist interpretation of history is no cab to be taken 
at will; it does not stop short of the promoters of revolutions'. 2 It may 
appear that, by using a doctrine of historical progress, the ideologue 
has purchased theoretical coherence at the expense ofa rationale for 
his own revolutionary activity. 

There are various means of countering this charge, which it would 
not be profitable to pursue here in general terms. I want instead to 
look at the way in which anarchists have handled the problem, 
examining, first, their views of human nature, now and in the future 
social order; second, their ideas about how human nature can be 
transformed, if indeed such a transformation is posited; third, the 
extent to which they rely on a theory of historical progress in giving 
this account; and fourth, what difficulties such a theory, if it is used, 
poses for their understanding of revolutionary practice. There is no 
single anarchist position on any of these questions, so it will be 
necessary to look briefly at a number of alternative views, chosen - I 
hope fairly - to represent the range of anarchist thinking. At the end 
we shall see how far it is possible to reach general conclusions. 

I shall begin with views which fall broadly under the rubric of 
enlightenmentJh.e,R ie_s, in so far-as they see the transition to anarchy 
as occurring through some general process of mental illumination. 
The quintessential account here is Godwin's, another aspect of which 
has been discussed above in Chapter 2. In this chapter I shall focus on 
his view of human nature. 

The first point to make is that Q~~:;i;-. ees hum~B !l~t~re as higJIly 
. m.~lJe,able, and in that sense can be said to have no fixed view of human 
nature at all. He argues at length that human beings are made what 
J.h~Y2~e by t!I.t:. environment in which they are educated ~ education 
being interpretecfbroaclfyqto include the experiences we receive by no 
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conscious design and the prevailing climate of opinion (which Godwin 
attributes to theforrn oti;;ern~en't ~ii"der~hicli we live) as well as 
rorrrlarleachln'g~The~intiuerice~ together form the character of 
tiuman being-s, ... ~and there is no 'innate' set of ideas or instincts which 
might resist them.3 Godwin avoids succumbing to a fatalist ic form of 
determinism, according to which it is impossible for men to modify 
their characters or situation by conscious choice, only because he 
believes that men are. endowed witll.th~~<;~pa..<;,U}LlO_I:e.aS.o..n, a capacity 
which they may use to improve their motives and behaviour to an 
indefinite extent. (Quite how Godwin's environmentalism and his 
rationalism are to be reconciled remains obscure to me, as it does in 
the case of a number of~;~;:;Hghte~ment thlnk~rs1Ihis belief in 

... hUIJ?a,:! p,erfectibilj.!y - a term that Godwin is happy to use - rests on 
~~~s_e~~ first that our c~?d~cL<;~~n .~ eptir~Jy$Q.Y~.In~fl" by}~e~~E.' 
and second that reason prescribes a unique line of conduct, namely 
universal benevolence. 4 So a fully rationa1.map. wi!L~!w~ys li!~! s<? as to 
promot~~t~e grea!es.fl?3l1?J?ines~Leye_ryo.rre.~1~0 _ 
~19odwin's view nfhuman nature thus has a qya!a"m~ct On the one \ 
hand, men are now formed by an inauspicious environment (especi- <,) 

ally by-rm~t~{govern~en"t ~f ;;'~ying d~g;~es ~f b~dness) and are 
Qrt,(;E~t.£!9!y ~elfi,~p> il).. th~.ir~ehaviou~. alld unenlightened in their 
beliefs. On the other hand, ea~h has the capacity to reform hin:Iselfby 
the l!_~e of his reason a.nd-sd-is-capable ~f limi,~les~ improve~ent}As 
Godwin sums up the argument: --

Sound reasoning and truth, when adequately communicated, 
must always be victorious over error: Sound reasoning and 
truth are capable of being so communicated: Truth is omni
potent: The vices and moral weakness of man are not invin
cible: Man is perfectible, or in other words susceptible of 
perpetual improvement. 5 

At the same time, Qodwin does. not expect the process of 
enlightenment to be especially-rapid. Each generation has the chance 
to improve on its pr~,a~ci_ss'Qr, but thefi~;[dis;~lution of g;~~rIl1Jlint 
is spoken-O'{;-~ccurring far into the" futur;' ~Th~s th~~ "i; t~ -be ~o 
sudden shift from selfishness~t~b~n"~~ole~ce in human conduct, but 
rather a gradual increase in the power of reason, accompanied by 
progressive changes in behaviour and corresponding changes in social 
institutions. 

We may still wonder why reason should begin its salutory work 
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now, rather than at some other historical moment. Godwin cannot in 
the end av.oid tackling the issue of historical progress, though he is 
visibly uneasy about it. @ e argues first, contrary to the view that 
human nature is much the same in all times and places, thatliPen have 
taken v.ast intellectual strides aW;,ly_Jro.m their primitive condition, 
advanc.es· whICh'-' app;;r~';;peci~lly - in {he idVention ~f speech and 
~ri~ing). On t.he other hand', h~ rejects the Pan~lo~sian view that 
everythmg whIch has happened IS for the best, pomtmg to the enor
mous disfigurements that men have inflicted on each other. 'The 
whole history of the-human. species, taken in one point of view, 
appears a vast abortion.'7 He is also aware that such progress as has 
occurred has not been steady, but intermittent, as the decline of 

p~~ civilization ~ter the dassical era shows~ 8 But finally he seems to 
believe tha1/.1!ttellectual .l?rQgr.e,§.~ .. 8l!s..J~1?~~~r~ les§,;,J2~~n~gy~~an,!~~d?~ 
since the in¥cntion·ofprinting enabled knowledge to be preserved and 
diffused thr.ougho~tsocietY1His "closing're~a~ks are optimistic. 'The 
general dif(usio~, ~f trutli irtd be productive of general improvement; 
and men will daily approximate towards those views according to 
which every- object will be appreciated at its true value ... Each 
man will find his sentiments oy ustice and rectitude echoed by the 
sentiments of his neighbours.'9 ~ 

-Thus Godwin relies on what I have called an enlightenment theory 
of history to support his view of human nature} But has he done 'so at 
the expense-of his own potential role as a revolutionary? We must 
recall, first of all, that Godwin rejec,ts conventional rev.olutionary 
methods along with other' fOrIns of political action as a way of moving ~ 

<_ towards l\~s)d~~( This follows directly from his belief that.social 
improvement can only flow from intellectual improvem~!).t, while 
i~tellecitiai 'improv~ment itsefi~an 'only' come ~bout through discus
sion and reflection Attempts by the enlightened few to impose more 
advanced institutions upon the backward masses are doomed to 
failure. 10 The practice of revolution is especially severely condemned. 

rRev~lutions ~tid~ ~<?ci~ti~,~~in!o h?s~ile ca,mps and provoke irrational 
\~asslOns on bqth SIdes. These P'?s.~~ons, once aroused, are fatal t~ 

t1/..[) liberty of .tl;1QJlghJ .. and speech, and thus 'suspend the wholesome 
a'avanc ment of science, and confound the process of nature and 
reason' . Godwin is scarcely more charitable to conventional party 
politics. Parties, he argues, rather than promoting calm intellectual 
inquiry, encourage conformity to the party creed, emotional har
angues, p.andering to mass prejudices to win office, and political 
sensationalism. 12 However, the fundamental defect of all political 
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activity as conventionally understood is that it places the cart before 
the horse; 'the only method according to which social improvements 
can be carried on, with sufficient prospect of an auspicious event, is 
when the improvement of our institutions advances in a just propor
tion to the illumination of the public understanding' .13' 

Is an anarchist of Godwin's persuasion then condemned to poli
tical quiescence? He may of course, and indeed should,participate in 
the public communication of truth, but he can only do so as one 
individual among many. Godwin admits that some men are more 
enlightened that others, but the illu1J1~do little mO!~J.ha!!~w..!!!. 

. patiently for the re~~inder t~ catch ll:p. Besides this he condones 
' ce-;t~ forms of collective activity, such as participating in groups 
whicli fu;mt o"'"remove some' pressingevll and then' dissolve. 14 This 
rather uni~spiring p'~~gramme is all that Godwin's view of human 
nature and historical progress permits. ~ 

A very different view of human nature, but a rather similar 

rel~a~~,~~l~!~!l.e ... ~.,~~~~~~:~~~nm~nt~ c.an b~ de~ected in the writings \~~ 
oft@!dividuallst_ .~n,afE.~I~~~.'he mdlvlduahs:s account of human 
nature differs from Godwm s m two respects: It does vot presuppose 
that human,nature will change in any significant way when govern-
ment is~pi;~~~ by ;~archyandE assumes that l!}1man be!ngs~re:to if 
'great'er or lesser extent, s~lfish i,n . their !:'ehavlOur]fhere IS some 
divergence on the second point. We have seen already that a number 
of nineteenth-century anarcho-individualists were converted to 
Stirnerism. This amounts to the belief thatLInen alwaY~_,~~h~y~ 
egoistically, though they may pursue their interests with a greater or 
lesser d-egree of intelligence and success. Moralizing is both fruitless 
and unnecessary, on this view. Social harm~ny can be achieved by 
getting people to follow their interests ~maCIear~siglited w..~y ~ther 
i;}dividualists have taken a different lip.e;· seIf-inte~est is and shoUld be 
circumscribed by respect (m:th~~ight~ of ?t~ers'_~_I.l5!!.h~r~J~oom for 
-a small and subordinate sphere of chari~~ysander Spooner i~poke of 
the immutable laws of justici)which everyone must obey and c~n-
trasted them with the moral (i.e. voluntary and unenforceable) dUlles 
of care owed to our fello,ws.~5 The~,~ Ytiews are echoed among present
day anarchists by Ja:W"J~Y~B~_thbardj who, while ~ny~ng_ that he 
subscribes to any fixed _theory of human nature, clearly expects that 
most people will p-;'Qvide for themselves by self-ihterested activity 
within the bounds set by-mitural 'righis, while a ew may depend on 
the charity_ of the rest. 6 

The choice, there ore, as far as the individualists are concerned, 
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lie~ between egoism pure and simple and circumscribed egoism. In 
neIther case does the argument for anarchy rest on a belief that human 
nature can be changed. ' s Rothbard puts the point: 

The anarchist view holds that, given the 'nature of man', given 
the degree of goodness or badness at any point of time, anar
chism will maximize the opportunities for the good and 
minimize the channels for the bad. The rest depends on the 
values held by the individual members of society. 1 . 

But this view, while it disposes effectively of the idea that all anar
c~ists are moral reformers, leads us directly to our original question in r slIghtly different dresst'i.U?uJn9lL.I}a!J!!~~~t !o change, E~\'y~ arE
a~l£hY~nd the Rr~~!nt ~.!.~!:st order both possible? The individualists 
all rely here on the !1l1igJ}!EL~t of s~ri:Iii"iere'Si . Anarchy is possible 
because h!!!U.~!l., .Q~i!1g,~~£.~!t .,.~e Dlad~J9_~ee thattheir interests are best 
~~ry~sl ~~y _h~yjm~).!; The r.~~~1}"!.£,~dg ~ ~pjteld ~i~ '~i~oriiy" gr~up 
~~~~l~? (mistakenly perhaps) that they wouid~~I{)~better--f;;f' 
themselves by exploitation than by peaceful coml'etiti~;an(f~110~ h "'F'~'~ ,.." ................ -.".' ...... ""',...-""""'" "= .. ~~"""4."'" . ...- - '--., - "-,'-'- ,.. , 

a.ve. succeeded m ~.£1Itnatjpg th~ m( oruy with stati st ideas. But 
this mdoctrination can be broken down by evidence and argument. 
Anyone ispotentiaHy persuadable, though efforts at persuasion are 
best directed at those who have most to gain immediately from the 
abolition of the state1 . 

Her~, then, an enlighl~_Ilm~nt~!h!2!X. is brought in}.}o~ to explain a 
£tang~ !1l1!tyn~EJ2~J~e but to show how an lJn~hanged humin nature"" 
can s!ls_~~}p_.~ ~l1~~ ... ~S,i,!l=m:~er . The individ ualists" ;~iy ;;~;y'little on' a 
theory of historical progress: their account of the origins of the state is 
~rude and timeles . In so far as they have tried to explain why their 
ldeas should begin to prevail now, after centuries of state domination 
they have pointed in two directions. They have turned first to th; 
Enlightenment, and its intellectual product, classical liberalism. 
Anarcho-individualism, they claim, represents the logical working
out of traditional liberal ideas. Andrews, for instance, argued that the 
whole modern era had been devoted to the freeing of the individual 
from institutional bondage, that Protestantism and democracy were 
the ~xpression of this idea in the religious and political spheres res
pectIvely, and that what remained was to free the individual in the 
social sphere. IS Similar claims to liberal parentage can be found in 
Tucker and Rothbard. Beside this stands a more down-to-earth claim. 
St.a~e o~~,~~n is becomin...s_<!aiIYE.:!~r~iJ?~21~r~J)I~, ~o,the Rotential 
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.!.<?r .. r~s!.~!~~~~)!.!I.l~~.~£~~!.!}g. Writing in the 1970s, Rothbard argued 
that 'not only has a crisis of statism'arrived in the United States, but it 
has fortuitously struck across the board of society, in many different 
spheres of life at about the same time. Hence, these breakdowns of 
statism have had a synergistic effect, reinforcing each other in their 
cumulative impact ... All we need are libertarians to point the 
way.'l9 
~ut even if political developments may be thought to provide the 

opportunity for anarchists to act, the basic task for the individualists 
remains one of enlig~tenment. Quite consisteiiily':'They'"iiave 're'jected 
methods of sociil'cn~ng(twfHcli~suppose otherwise - acts of vi~f~'iice, 
r~Y<?!tl.ti<2~s, pa:~ian:tentary politics. Their 9J?i~q.!Y~ has" a1~~iysbeen : 
to p'~!..~y!!.g~<_~'§J:!.ffickn.t.ly.Targ~,~~iim2~r 0(p~9-I2l~"gf~p~._g~~h., o( tl].~!r 
ideas. In that respect, and despite their contrasting view of human 
nature, they stand alongside Godwin and apart from the revolutionary 
anarchists whose activities have furnished the dominant view of 
anarchism in practice J 

;Iu . ,ing to these }P'C?re familiar figures, I shall begin by taking 
r1PfOU~'Iio ~> an.~t~gether, despite the hazards involved in 

omg so. ~tE.!!!t~.r ls .a,.parll~!1:larly G9,n§i~tent thin!<~r, and there are 
important differences between them. For present purposes, nonethe
less, we can usefully extract some common elements from their think
ing about human nature and history.lBoth had some appreciation of 
the complexity of human motivation, and both main:tained thai the 
human essence as. it :-il~; ~il~ted 'was ~ ~i~~~rical _ p!0~~4 They 
shared, too, a conVlCtIOn that moral ideas were of paramount impor
tance in fostering a revolutionary spirit. Although neither would have 
welcomed the description, their t~~~!ies of history are predominantly 
idealist incharacter, in the sense indicated 'abo·ve. 
.. ~' Prc)'udhon' was the more pessimistic about human nature. Like 
Rousseau, he believed that the primItive' ing'redients ofihe' human 
character were ~g~~~W an~t~X!El?a!~y; ~fth'~~~!s.~~'~Y ·far the ,stronge.r 
~mpuls~;?_ Society originated in a series of accommodations between 
egoistic creatures, each of whom was forced to recognize the claims of 
~~_e reSI:-Once- so~i!ll ,E~!~ti~B-§!!jps haddeveiopea:-~hOWev'er:~ me-n 
began to form ~ i~te~l ___ ~B£,~. ti~~~~~( .!hol ,e .X~l~? .. ~h!ps, which 
Proudhon calls ldeas of )ustIce.20 The development of society pro-
ceeds through a series ~f"'confrontationtbetween t6tldeaLand the 
actuaJ. On the basis of th~ ~id~~~' h~ld ;t'; ny mome~t, '~ social order 
emerges, complete with 'rules and 'instItutions for enfo~cing those 
rules. But ideas of justice " contip~,?lly-=q~sJg)J, while the social order 
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re~ains rigid, so it~ inh~bitants be~ome disillusionedi!ather than 
trymg t~ change theIr socIety, they gIve way to despair, which accord
ing to~f.?UaliOI) can exp~ess i~elf in a ~ urn ber of ways. One of these is 
a rebirtIi~rrow egOlsm.)The socIal order is preserved, not by 
genuine moral conviction, buThy the combined force and persuasion 
of state and church. This, for Proudhon, is a periQd of decadence, and 
the history of humanity shows many such period~ l If there has been 
progress, it has taken the shape of a tilted spiral rather than a steady 
gradient. Upward movement occurs when the rift between ideal and 
actual becomes too great, precipitating a revolution'1 
~as le~s anxious than Pr?udhon about the pervasiveness 

of egOIsm, and less Impressed by the Idea of decadence, but his image 
of the p:imitive human being was s~mewhat similaftlMan] was bor~ .. 
a ferocIous beast and a slave, and has gradually humanized and 
emancipated himself only in society. 2 Like Proudhon he stressed 
that J morality was a --?roduct of social life, and that moral ideas 
developed historicallyj At any time, however, the mass of men would 
simply receive and transmit a body of ideas from the past: · 'This 
servility, this routine, this perennial absence of the will to revolt and 
this lack of initiative and independence of thought are the principal 
causes for the slow, desolate historical development of humanity.'~ 
Fortunately a small number of individuals are able to break free from 
their social conditioning and develop more advanced moral ideas. 
When the poverty of the masses has brought them to the depths of 
despair, these ideas will coalesce with their own submerged revolu
tionary instincts. 'It is necessary that the populace have a general idea 
of their rights and a deep, passionate, one might even say religious, 
belief in these rights. When this idea and this popular faith are joined 
to the kind of misery that leads to desperation, then the social revolu
tion i§.. near and inevit~ble, and no force on earth will be able to resist 
it. '24& ike Proudhon,m£!kM.[lin_.di(tI?:-2J",[~gil! ~~y.ot@.9 ~ .§!s a singular 

~,<3"' event leading.,to .S~q).~jiQ,~1 SQ!lstit~9~ of jllSt1£ ;- . tit a"s" ~ [e~~r~e,-nt 
p~enOwe1?-9p. whIch would PJ9.-P'~ . SQGI~ty .forwa.rdj n ",Q: series of le.ap~ 

NeIther man can be called an IdealIst m the sense m which Heger 
was one. :l!", They would have repudiated with some vehemence the 
notion that history was the expression of a transcendent spirit, and 
they would have found the idea of a progressive series of historical 
epochs too cut-and-dried and too deterministic in its implications; 
both were aware of retrogression in history, and neither thought in 
terms of a definitive resolution of the contradictions which have 
hitherto provoked historical change (Proudhon claimed that the 
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fundamental flaw in Hegel's philosophy was his belief that the first 
two terms in the dialectic, the thesis and the antithesis, could be resolved 
into the third, the synthesis; in Proudhon's view, only a balance 
between opposing forces was possible - and an unstable balance at 
that).:w:;<Yet in another sense the label is appropriatel!0th held that 
history is a process whereby men emerge from their brutish condition 
and become, through the influence of social relationships, moral 
beings. Both believed that only in the present era had men reached a 
point at which they could live without the state and the other agencies 
of repressio~'the State is an evil, but a historically necessary evil, as 
necessary in the past as its complete extinction will sooner or later be, 
as necessary as primitive bestiality and men's theological ramblings 
have been', Bakunin wrote).2~nd finally both held that a necessary 
though not sufficient condition of revolutionary change was the diffJt 
sion of ideas of justice that condemned existing social relationship~ 

The very looseness of this interpretation of history saved the two 
anarchists from _ the deterministic implications that have sometimes 
flowed from both idealist and materialist philosophies of history. But 
it exposes them to another challenge: why believe that any revolution 
which might presently occur will take you to the estination that you 
favour? Even if each revolution'is progressive, iIi the sense that itlHts
society"On to a higher moral plateau, what reason is there to think that 
the next occurrence will result in anarchy?LProudhon, who took a 
sombre view of revolution, admitted that the future could not be 
~harte.4.w.i1h.f.lny_<;;larit ; revolution was unavoidable, but he could not 
say how many episodes might be needed to take us beyond the reach of 
government. His hope was that the revolutionary process might be 
conducted in as bloodless a way as possible. 28 J3akunjp., on the other 
hand, was temperamentally attracted to revolution. He saw it as a 
moment when the human spirit was freed from the deadening routine 
of everyday life, and in that sense as a therapeutic experience. But he, 
also, was .':!~I~~r_~l)9utjlQ:W _~I!~wh_~lJ. th.e " s!atel~s~_ ~9ci~,Y...~2uld 
arrive. Both men placed their faith in the legacy of the French 
j~~~i~,tio~ Seeing anarchism a-;-the T~gic-;l co"u~;q~e~c; ~f ideas 
which first took hold of the masses at that time, they believed that the 
revolutionary process would not stop short of the full realization of 
these ideas. 29 

For a more systematic account of human nature and historical 
development, we must turn to the evolutionary theories which were 
espoused by a number of late ni~~!eenth-century anarchists, in 

particular b~~pOt~,:h ~~:~~~~~~Both of these men had been 
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trained in the natural sciences (by coincidence both were professional 
geographers), and they tried to link anarchism to the new scie,Pt.ific 
outlook of their period. 30 In p~~tl~ufi;' this ~e~nt co~f;;g 't~ terms \ 
wiTlfDa rwin -"arid ·Darwinism. Against the view that Darwin's idea of i 
evolution through a competitive struggle for sur;I;al ' provided a i 
justification for the capitillist" system~theyargued ' tlia'i " eyo!l:ltjQP~ryJ 
ffieory -piop~rly ·u~d~~st~9d .PQi~t·ed us towards anarchy'~ "To reach( 
, ~,or,o' ._. ..... ";3..<" • ,,-·_oJ···'>~·;".·~ "-:ot--: ~ -:;:;."" ..... _ .. oM "'~-.:tI"~..;:;.r.Jo: ------~._ 

111is con.clusion they needed to offer an alternative accQurir6f human 
~ature and the history of the species to.thatJoun.d,in the writings of the 
social Darwinists.31 ...,. . 
1!he key n~tions for both anarchists were those of solidarity and 

\ \1 mutua~ aid. Men, it was clai~ed, .w:re E~t!!;allY . ,~o~_ and co~ 
'J operauv:, and were ca~ab.le o~ Identlfymg theIr mterests wI~h those of 
1i t elr iellows. From thIS mstmctual source sprang moral Ideas and, 
\ more concretely, a variety of practices aimed at satisfying the needs of 

each participant, and maintained by voluntary means, which they 
termed practices of mutual aid. Mutual aid was the means whereby 
the species co ed with a hostile natUiirenvi!on~ent, and as such was 
the major factor in human evolution. In place of the social Darwinist 

1 idea of a struggle between individuals leading to the survival of the 
I -- -. --. '-~-. I fittest-L the anarchists offered the view that the unit of com12eti~ .. ~_.' 

~. ! the species as a whole, and that those species which had achieved the 
'~ 1 greatest degree of'co-ORer(ltion betw;;~tb;;ir members were most 
~, --.......~ .... _~~ ~ ~ .~...lo-~ # _.,...,' .. 

\{ lik!lr to prqsEer. s Reclus put it: 

\ 
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But whether it is a question of small or large groups of the 
human species, it is always through solidarity, through the 
association of spontaneous, co-ordinated forces that all pro
gress is made ... The historian, the judge who evokes the 
centuries and who makes them march before us in an infinite 
procession, shows us how the law of the blind and brutal 
struggle for existence, so extolled by the adorers of success, is 
subordinated to a second law, that of the grouping of weak 
individualities into organisms more and more developed, 
learning to defend themselves against the enemy forces, to 
recognize the resources of their environment, even to create 
new ones. We know that, if our descendants are to reach their 
high destiny of science and liberty, they will owe it to their 
coming together more and more intimately, to the incessant 
collaboration, to this mutual aid from which brotherhood 
grows little by little. 32 
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Yet if human evolution obeyed this law, ought not the history of 
d " d l'b ') the species to reveal a steady march towar s SCIence an I erty . 

Kropotkin and Reclus were aware that it did not, and so they were 
obliged to admitE se,co!ld ~~an)nl~ip.cv12>~gs~de ~~e instinct of 
solidarity, ~!:!jIJs!inct of self-assertio~ which could taRe die form of a 
will to o~inate and e.xploIt one's fellows. This will expresse~ it~~lf in 
a uthoritarian institutions which won popular support y taking over 
~~ ~~;veriing -pra~t!ces of mu~ual aid. ~?_u~ro£otkin a~~ue.~ t~at 
legal systems were formed by mcorporatmg customary rules whIch 
served to hold ' society together alongside other rules whose only 
function was to protect the material interests of the ruling min.2.ritiS\ 
The pattern of history, therefore, ran somewhat as follows l.1n any ', 
social grou institutions of mutual aid would ~ural!y develo to ' 
ens.Yr~ 'lh~ .. KrQJJ.R'Ls}lr~!Y_l!L At some point an..2~rtivLmi1JQr.i!y 
would succeed in mQ!!l<;iipg,t esejnstin.nioQs tq it~p~yp_PJ![1?~Qs~s and 
create a,!~E!1J1e_ of ~yth,or.i~y. This in turn would eventually provoke a 
re~.ctionJlmQl1g_thLC;:!i~Qo~sA~§ls"e.d_maj.9J.~!y. In the ensuing upheaval, 
some would eU.e!!mtt(:u~estroy authority and=l!cr~a.!t:~$~.n?~~~ p::.ac-, 
tices of mutual aid ~hereas oth~;Swould try to use the occasion to 

,,,' . . ,' ,~.-. .. ' -.. , , .', -',. '. - ".' ,.' " .' 
~stablishJo themselv.es. .,j.Q._P9W~r.34 Evolution, therefore, was not a 
~~tter'of steady progress. Kropotkin, for instance, saw the replace
ment of the medieval commune by the modern state as a retrograde 
step - though on this issue Reclus took a different view. Yet under
neath the vicissitudes of history a ~tream ran constantly towards 
mutual aid' wherever authoritarian institutions left a space, institu-

, ~ "...·r ~ ~ ,... - . -.. . _ ..... ____ .. - ..... -.... - ~ 

tions of this "kindwould appear · spontaneously and , Q~urish. Even , 
under"'~apitaiism, ~~ ~stem 'which fostered "the most selfish aspects i 
of human riature~ many striking examples of mutual aid could be ; 
observed. 35 --"~.- ~>. -<. . - . 

In what sense does this amount to a theory of historical progress? 
rzj30th anarchists app~ar to-w-averhetween tii~ ess~;;tiafly- ahisto!-ical 

view that there is a constant struggle between the libertarian and 
authoritarian tendencies in human life, of which the present conflict 
between the ruling class and the masses is merely one instance, and 
the more progressive view that there is an underlying advance towards 
more sophisticated and extensive forms of mutual aid. ~hat do they 
say in favour of the latter view, which is clearly that ne ded to support 
a belief in the eventual triumph of anarchy? Both subscribed to a 
belief in moral progress: the primitive instinct of solidarity had 
expressed itself in moral ideas which became steadily more refined 
and comprehensive over time (Kropotkin wrote a history of ethics to 
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bear this out). In addition, &opotki~1 argued that technological 
changes had made people increasingly dependent upon each other -
for instance modern methods-'of production required an advanced 
division of labour - so individualist ideas were becoming steadily less ' 
plausible, and communist ideas steadily more S016 Writing in this 
'progressive' vein, he argued that, 

the two most prominent, though often unconscious, tenden
cies throughout our history have been: first, a tendency 
towards integrating labour for the production of all riches in 
common, so as finally to render it impossible to discriminate 
the part of the common production due to the separate.indi
vidual; and second, a tendency towards the fullest freedom of 
the individual in the prosecution of all aims, beneficial both for 
himself and for society at large. The ideal of the anarchist is 
thus a mere summing-up of what he considers to be the next 
phase of evolution. 37 

Such a view of history had a somewhat ambivalent effect on these 
anarchists' understanding of revolution. On the one hand, it was a 
source of optimism. ]{evqlul:iQ~ wa~n_ot a. _~re~ch of evolutionary laws, 
but their natur~l expres~io1}. Reclus wrote" a pamphlet:,expiilming that 
revolutions were merely the abrupt pha~es of long-term evolutionary 
changes in ideas and patterns of life.38 Moreover the fact that evolu
tion was an historical law meant that the present stage of bourgeois 
~o~lmit_i~n~.~~ c~rt~!n "t? .,eri~ 'sop,i?-e~ ~r 'later . . ~ally ,- fhe guman 
~nstmct~ of sohdjln!y~nd Its natural expression in mutual aid meant 
that there was nothing toTea; fro-;n the proce'ssofrevollihon itself: 
~ere the state abdi~ted its ower ? }}ew i ns!itutions would spon
!~?~~)Usly, eIJ1~[ge JO >~ILlh_e y~-s~On the other hanCi; -:thls' same 
optimis~ co~ld turn into J~JaH~IJl: }f evolutionary laws meant that 
b?UrgeOls SOCIety would inevitably be swept away to be replaced by a 
hIgher form of social organization, W.!l~t Pl?c~ was left for active 
iI!I~Ly'~nti9n ~ bY<_~.mu:<;hi~t_s? This is " precisely tIl;-r~~~Tuti~~;ry's 
dilemma that we identified above.39 During the time when they were 
most aC.tive.ly involved in the anarchist movement - in the Jura 
FederatIon m the late 1870s - Reclus and Kropotkin escaped from it 
by maintaining, first, that revolutionary change could not occur 
unless the masses were consciously pursuing the new social ideal and 
second, that such a consciousness could be stirred up in a relativel; 
short time by anarchist practice (we shall examine the forms of 
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practice they advocated in subsequent chapters). But later on both 
took a more-pessimistic view of the revolutionary potential of the 
proletariat, and slipped slowly into a kind of fatalistic gradualism, 
according to which the revolution must indeed inevitably come, but it 
was no use trying to make it happen before the masses had reached a 
sufficient level of enlightenment. 40 

The danger of such a slide into fatalism has made other anarchists 
wary of embracing such evolutionary theories of history -MaliItesfir,\ 
who was a life-long activist, cg ticized Kromtkin both.forj}is attempt' 
to ~r:ound anarchism in natural s<;ieI1ce an"d fQchis-vi(;w-tlla[ ordfAary 
~re were-'n~ttiralfy:~mora]~ The~fi-};l~:"hecJaimea-: led to fa:fa,li~, 
which- iri'-' iurn -ericDura'ged- an archists -to withdraw- from active 
struggle; t~e sec~nsLled-t0, excessive,optimism,~which prev,ented them 
from thiri . g--realistically about the problems pf revolution and its' 
aftermat 41 Malatesta therefore stressed the co-exist~nce throughout 
history of both. ~ol~~aristic and exploitative i;;tTri~t;> in ' " , without 
suggesting that evolutionary laws favoured the fo~mer 2 A similar 
view has been expressed more recently b ~_~e.~ ho argues 
that the anarchist view of history is not mear but dualistic: 'the 
principles of authority and liberty, of government and rebellion, of 
state and society, are in perpetual opposition. This tension is never 
resolved;1 tl:}.e movement of mankind is now in one direction, now in 
another/4Y 

If we --how try to make a general survey of anarchist beliefs about 
human nature, historical progress, and revolution, I believe that 
Malatesta's an~ Walter's v~ews will turn out to be more representative 

,than Kropotkin's orR-eCfuS's. Although it is super lcia ly attractiv1!lo 
encase anarchism in an ev£Lutionary theory, the cocoon quickly 
~ecomes an embarrassmentlliis~ory visibly fails to display an evolu- , 
tIonary pattern of the app'rop,nate sort, ~ and the implications for 
revolutionary practice are disheartening. Anarchists are better served 
by a view of the following kind: first, that througho'ut history we can 
observe contradictory tendencies in human society, with authori
~ian and. libertarian pat~_n~ ~f orgagization..-predominating in dif
ferent-peno-ds;-secona-;- fnat the present period, whether for spiritual 
-or material reasons or a combination of both, offers a unique oppor
tunity for the libertarian tendencies to triumph; and third, that the 
condition of such a victory is a mass revolution guided by a social 
ideal, and inspired by anarchist propaganda) 

Such ~. view. .i§ nouuheory of history, although historical evidence 
m~y_be ~sed to support it. I have commented at various points in this 
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chapter on the flimsiness of anarchist accounts of history, and now we 
r- are able to see that this flimsiness is not really a weakness. Anarchism 

i~.!19t, in ~s essence, an historical ideology. It is a moral protest against 
existing economic and p'o-litical institutions, and it relies upon moral 
indignation to initiate revolutionary change. The value of historical 
researches such as those of Kropotkin and Reclus, from an anarchist 
point of view, is not that they reveal a pattern of history with anarchy 
as its outcome, but that they brinA"wJlg~t"r:rl29~~.,8(~Q~);!l!iJe..iN)1ich 
~how t~at t_h!'p!~S~Et "m9d~ltis nQt .. e,ternal. In particular they ~eVtJlI 
peopfe's capacity for, cQ-op~xg.~ive living (other researches might 

'. teve'a!' tess -appe'afi~g '~~~p~~it'i~s'):'" 0 • 

What does this imply for the anarchist perspective on revolution? 
We have seen that anarchists can broadly be divided into two camps. 

. • ~-::-:.<"-.,,,~::-.. 
FIrst, there are those who see the arrIval of ~narchy as die £~-

qUellce of popular mental enlightenment, and whO consequently 
esche;-revo1Uti~enarrowsensei'i1favour of education and the 
gradual dissemination of truth. About them there is little more to be 
said in thi~of th~ ' book, since they have not participated in the 
revolutionary activities whose rationale I shall attempt to discuss. 
Second, there are those who believe that anarchy can only be created 
by a ~ revolution~. in which the subterranean instincts of the 
proletariat coalesce with explicit ideas pro.Q::tgated by anarchists. 
Proudhon, Bakunill, Kropotkin, R;clus, Malate~-a, - Wait~-;'-~~ 
many others share this general understanding, despite differences of 
detail. For all these anarchists, although there may be characteristics 
of modern society which explain why it is especially ripe for anarchy,
the;e are no rigid' laws which dictate when the transformat ion will 
occur. T~is nothiilgin amrchlsm ' ~hi~h- corresPonds, for 
example, to the 'iron laws of capitalist development' which some 
Marxists have claimed to discern, as we shall see in the following 
chapter. Revolution, for the anarchists, is fundamentally a matter of 
instinct, will, and moral ideals, and anarchist activity is to playa vital 
part in bringing it about. 

,-- A final word must be said here about anarchist views of human 
nature. I hope that the evidence presented in this chapter has dis
pelled two common errors: L£neiThat all anarchists hold the same 
beliefs about human nature; the other, that these beliefs are exces
sively optimisti0 n the sense that they present human beings in far 
too favourable a light. We have seen that anarchists can be as unflat
tering as anyone else about the motives and characteristics that men 
actually display - indeed a riposte they frequently make to defenders 
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of the state is that no one is good enough to be trusted with the reins of 
power. There is, however, a different question that may be asked of 
anarchists: namely, what c~~acities must people have if an anarchic 
social order is. to be feasi.ble~ have not tried to answer this other and 
more contentIous questIon. 
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Having investigated the basic assumptions lying behind the anarchist 
approach to revolutionary practice, we are now in a position to com
?are anarchism wit.h the other major tradition of revolutionary thought 
m the West, MarxIsm. The point of doing so is not merely to discover 
some interesting contrasts. Anarchist revolutionary ideas cannot be 
properly understood unless we see that they took shape in direct 
opposition to the principle~propagated by Marx, Engels and their 
followers. As noted earlier ~narchism and Marxism as revolutionary 
movements both sprang from the same source, the cleavage in the First 
International from the mid-1860s until its collapse in 1872. Before 
that time working-class movements in the various European countries 
had been, to a greater or lesser de~ee, socialist in orientation but 
the~r socialism was of a diffuse kind~'he debates in the Internati~nal, 
WhICh centred on the issue of whether economic or political means 
should be used to bring about the emancipation of the working class, 
created two distinct positions, which thereafter led independent 
(although often intertwined) lives. The Marxist movement was 
generally the stronger (although not always in the Latin countries), 
and eventually had a successful revolution to its credit but the 
.. ' 

anarchIst movement contmued to play the role of a disreputable 
younger brother, always prepared to ask awkward questions at the 
wrong moment. 

The relationship between these two ideologies is indeed a curious 
_one. 1 In their general perspective they had a great deal in common. 
l,!3ot.h were severely critical of the capitalist economy, of bourgeois 

socIety, and of the liberal (and later the liberal-democratic) state_ In 
these areas anarchists and Marxists were willing and able to bo;row 
fro.m one another~ anarchists absorbing the Marxian critique of capi
tahs~, ~nd ~~rxists the anarchist exposure of liberal politic~Both 
ha~ sImIlar vISIOns of the society that they wanted to create - a society 
o.f lIberty and eq~~lity, with s~ci~ ownership of the means of produc
tIon, and no polItIcal apparatu Finally both looked to the working
class movement as the agency which would bring these visions to . 
fruition, and each tried to win the movement to its way of thinkingJ 
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The revolutionary heritage of the nineteenth century, beginning with 
the first Revolution in France, and continuing through to the Paris 
Commune and beyond, was held in common. 

Yet despite these close resemblances, anarchism and Marxism 
came to diverge in important respects, and eventually appealed to 
different constituencies. It would be quite wrong to suppose that the 
disagreement over revolutionary methods referred to above was all 
that divided them. This disagreement was an inevitable outcome of 
differences at a more fundamental level. In exploring these differ
ences I shall try to look at the anarchist view of Marxism and the 
Marxist view of anarchism in as even-handed a way as possible -
w~ch is not how the subject is usually treated. 2 

L,The most fundamental difference concerns the materialist concep
tion of history, often regarded by Marxists as the crowning glory of 
their system, but looked on with less favour by anarchistsj We saw in 
the last chapter that anarchists have tended to eschew rigorous 
theories of history, and in so far as they have appealed to loose 
philosophies of history to support their views of human nature and 
revolution, these have been predominantly idealist in character. Thus 
anarchists have raised two major objections to historical materialism. 

W ne is that the notion of a series of historical stages through which 
every society passes - the position that Marx advances in his Preface to 
the Critique of Political Economy, for example3 

- is too inflexible, and 
by implication too deterministic about the revolutionary possibilities 
presented by different societies,}This was linked - by both Bakunin 
and Kropotkin, for example . - to the 'metaphysical' character of 
Marx's dialectical method. No empirical study of history would, they 
argued, reveal such a fixed pattern; instead we would find that, 
measured in terms of our ideals of liberty and justice, societies took 
large backward as well as forward steps; and moreover that societies at 
a similar level of econo.!!lic development were far from equally ready 
to realize these ideals.4L:.rhe second objection to historical materialism 
is that it underestimates the role of ideas in historical change, and thus 
the importance of a 'revolutionary spirit' to any future revolution. 
This in turn encourages a quiescent attitude, a posture of sitting and 
waiting for the laws of history to create t4e revolution by themselves
a posture which was anathema to the anarchists, with their activist 
outlooIs.l 

This attack on historical materialism has been linked to another, 
more directly political, attack on Marxism by several anarchists. It is 
claimed that the Marxian aspiration to create a 'scientific' form of 
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socialism - which finds its culmination in historical materialism -
leads inevitably to elitism. Once scientific truth has been discovered, 
it becomes the preserve of the few, who then try to impart it to the 
masses, and are intolerant of any criticism. One can find this line of 
attack foreshadowed in a letter written by Proudhon to Marx, on one 
of the few occasions when the French anarchist addressed himself 
explicitly to Marxian ideas: 

By all means let us work together to discover the laws of 
society, the ways in which these laws are realized and the 
process by which we are able to discover them. But, for God's 
sake, when we have demolished all a priori dogmas, do not let 
us think of indoctrinating the people in our turn .... Let us 
not set ourselves up as the apostles of a new religion, even if it 
be the religion of logic or of reason. Let us welcome and 
encourage all protests, let us get rid of all exclusiveness and all 
mysticism. 5 

Bakunin took up the theme when protesting against what he saw 
as Marx's attempts to foist an official ideology on to the First 
International: 

As soon as an official truth is pronounced - having been scien
tifically discovered by this great brainy head labouring all 
alone - a truth proclaimed and imposed on the whole world 
from the summit of the Marxist Sinai, why discuss anything?6 

Bakunin was not, however, particularly clear about the role which 
social science should play in the revolutionary movement, claiming 
both that it was indispensable to the proletariat and that it was 
one-sided because it could only deal with generalizations and not with 
'real''individuals. 7 A better argument was offered by Kropotkin when 
he pointed out that authentic scientific laws were always conditional 
in nature - they took the form' If A occurs, then B will follow' - so that 
it was impossible to show scientifically that any particular event must 
happen. Rather than revealing the laws of history, therefore, science 
could only teach us how best to achieve whatever ends we had chosen 
to pursue.8 From this it followed that the social scientist had no claim 
to direct the revolutionary movement, but could only serve as its 
handmaiden. . 

Such scepticism about 'scientific socialism' later found a particu
larly warm response among anarchists in Russia, where the arguments 
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of Bakunin and Kropotkin coalesced with a mistrust of intellectuals 
that was indigenous to the political culture of that country. In particu
lar Jan Waclaw Machajski developed the view that Marxism was the 
ideology of the new professional intelligentsia who were trying to 
establish themselves as a ruling class in place of the capitalists. 
According to Machajski the idea that the revolution must wait until 
the economic contradictions of capitalism had matured served the 
interests of this class, who would then, by virtue of their technical 
expertise and monopoly of knowledge, be strong enough to assume 
control. 9 Although the Bolsheviks were later to show no such respect 
for the laws of history, this did nothing to allay the fears of the 
anarchists, as we shall see shortly. 

The Marxist response to these attacks on historical materialism 
and its political uses ran as follows. First, the anarchists were consis
tently accused of being idealists in a derogatory sense. Their vision of 
a society of liberty and justice, Marx and his followers argued, was 
held up as an eternal verity, with no understanding of the historical 
conditions which had produced it, or of those which might make it 
feasible. This accusation ran throughout Marx's lengthy critique of 
Proudhon in The Poverty of Philosophy and was repeated in his more 
fragmentary attacks on Bakunin. lO It has since become Marxist
Leninist orthodoxy. 11 

Second, to the charge that their theory of history was too rigidly 
patterned, the Marxists replied that the anarchists were blind to the 
differences between the various economic modes of production found 
in the history of human society, and therefore divorced the socialist 
revolution from the economic development of capitalist society. From 
this ahistorical perspective, revolution became entirely a matter of 
voluntary initiative, without economic preconditions. Marx's com
ments on Bakunin are typical: 

Since all the economic forms, developed or undeveloped, that 
have existed till now included the enslavement of the worker 
(whether in the shape of the wage-worker or the peasant, etc.) 
he presumes that a radical revolution is equally possible in all of 
them. What is more, he wants the European social revolution, 
which js based on the economic foundation of capitalist pro
duction, to be carried out on the level of the Russian or Slav 
agricultural or pastoral nations, and not to overstep this level 
... The basis of Bakunin's social revolution is the will, and 
not the economic conditions. 12 
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Finally, the Marxists responded to the anarchist critique of 
'scientific socialism' by arguing that the anarchists were offering 
nothing more than a 'cult of ignorance', that they were trying to whip 
up the emotions of the working class with ultra-revolutionary phrases 
and fantastic visions of the utopia ahead, with no real understanding 
of how such a transformation might come about. This response has 
been crystallized in orthodox Marxism-Leninism: 

lvlarx and Engels countered the declarative and speculative 
anarchist propositions and their dogmatism and idealism with 
a concrete analysis of reality and the experience of the 
working-class movement ... and showed the dialectical laws 
of the mass revolutionary struggle. They countered the revolu
tionary rhetoric with a scientific solution of the fundamental 
problems in the revolutionary transformation of the world. 13 

It can be seen that the differences between anarchism and Marxism 
are real enough - but that neither side can avoid caricaturing the views 
of the other. We shall find ample confirmation of this proposition as 
we examine some more specific contrasts between the two ideologies. 

The second such contrast concerns the relationship between the 
economy and the statel!~o~ an an~rchist perspective, Marxists ~re 
guilty of a form of reductIomsm whIch portrays the state as nothmg 
more than a tool in the hands of the economically dominant class. 
They fail to see that political systems have their own dynamics which 
allow them to escape from the control of any economic class, however 
powerful. Above all, Marxists are blind to the fact that states have 
certain properties just because they are states. tates enshrine a hierar
chical mode of organization, they use repressive measures to control 
their subjects, and they engage in aggressive acts against other states, 
for instance. All of this, of course, bears very directly on the Marxist 
advocacy of a 'proletarian dictatorship' as the means of overthrowing 
capitalism. As we shall see shortly, this became one of the major 
tactical differences between the two movements. But it is important to 
ohserve that the anarchist challenge to this proposal flowed directly 
from a general critique of the Marxist theory of the state. In their 
belief that a proletarian state would not be objectionable because the 
workers would now be the ruling class, the Marxists overlooked the 
fact that what they were proposing was precisely the creation of a state . 

These ideas were first expressed by Bakunin in the course of his 
confrontation with Marx. Marx, he argued, 'holds that the political 
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condition of each country is always the product and the faithful 
expression of its economic situation; to change the former it is neces
sary only to transform the latter. . . . He takes no account of other 
factors in history, such as the ever-present reaction of political, juri
dical and religious institutions on the economic situation. '14 Marx 
believed that the economic development of Europe had been accom
panied by a strengthening and enlargement of the state, so he willingly 
envisaged that the workers' state would exercise still greater powers 
(this ascription was accompanied by some unflattering comparisons 
between Marx and Bismarck). But he failed to see what this implied: 
foreign conquest, state education and censorship, a police forc~, 
minority rule, and suppression of the individual. 15 As Bakumn 
summed up the challenge, ' ... mankind has for too long submitted to 
being governed ... the cause of its troubles does not lie in any 
particular form of government but in the fundamental principles and 

h fi · k '16 the very existence of government, w atever orm It may ta e. 
We shall look later at the specific reasons anarchists have given for 

expecting a proletarian dictatorship to reproduce all of these obnox
ious features of the state. Now we must consider the Marxist counter
attack on the general issue of the relationship between economy and 
state. This amounts to the charge that the anarchists have a purely 
abstract view of the state. They see a certain form of organization 
appearing in various times and places, and analyse it quite unhis
torically and unsociologically. They ignore the fact that its real signi
ficance depends on the social forces which use it to promote their 
interests. Thus rather than a general theory of the state, the Marxists 
contend, there should be separate theories of the feudal state, the 
capitalist state, and so forth. It follows that practices such as elections 
cannot be assessed without reference to their social context - elections 
under socialism will take on a quite different character, for example. 17 

Connected with this charge of abstraction was the claim that 
anarchists saw economic relations as entirely a resultant of political 
relations. Engels put the point with characteristic simplicity: ' ... 
Bakunin maintains that it is the state which has created capital, that 
the capitalist has his capital only by the grace of the state . As, therefore, 
the state is the chief evil, it is above all the state which must be done 
away with and then capitalism will go to blazes of itself. '18 

Neither of these characterizations was accurate, of course. Marx, 
especially, had quite a subtle view of the relationship between capi
talism and the various state-forms that were compatible with it, and 
the anarchists, far from seeing capitalism as merely the offshoot of the 
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state, were quite undecided about which of these demons was the 
more potent. U he Marxists indeed tended to emphasize the depen
dence of the state on the economic system, and the anarchists to 
emphasize the autonomy of the state, but these tendencies were 
exaggerated, to the point of travesty by each camp in its interpretation 
of the other ~ 

The same can be said about the third matter over which anarchists 
and Marxists disagreed: the identity of the agents of revolutionary 
change. Although both aligned themselves with the nascent working
class movement, this common identification concealed an important 
difference: the anarchists had much the broader notion ofthe working 
class. Not seeing the socialist revolution as tied (as the Marxists did) to 
the development of the capitalist mode of production, they used terms 
like 'proletariat' to refer indiscriminately to factory workers, artisans, 
peasants, down-and-outs and so forth - anyone not included in the 
ruling stratum of capitalists and state functionaries. (Some anarchists, 
such as Emma Goldman, also recognized the existence of a 'middle 
class' between these two blocs.) The Marxists, by contrast, distin
guished rigorously between the proletariat proper, the peasantry, the 
petty bourgeoisie and the lumpenproletariat, and assigned the leading 
role in the revolution firmly to the proletariat - i.e. to the urbanized 
factory workers. 

The anarchists objected to this on two countsLfirst, they were 
doubtful whether the factory workers really had the highest revolu
tionary potential. They pointed to the existence of an 'aristocracy of 
labour' - a comparatively well-off stratum of skilled manual workers 
which was particularly evident in countries such as England and 
Germa~y, t~e cou~1tries w~ich the .Marxists re.garded as most ripe for 
revolutIon. By vIrtue of Its relatIve well-bemg and semibourgeois 
position, this upper layer of workers is unfortunately only too deeply 
saturated with all the political and social prejudices and all the narrow 
~spirations and pretensions of the bourgeoisie,' Bakunin wrote. 20 

nstead the anarchists looked to 'that great mass, those millions of the 
uncultivated, the disinherited, the miserable, the illiterates' -in other 
words to landless peasants, to impoverished artisans, to the unem
ployed and down-and-outs in the cities - to lead the revolution 

. ' 
carrymg the 'respectable' working class in its wake. This followed 
from the anarchist belief that revolutions were born of poverty and 
elemental passions; the urban working class, in their view, were too 
well-cushioned materially and too well-drilled intellectually to make 
good revolutionary material.} 
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( The second objection to the Marxist faith in the proletariat was 
that, even if the urban working class were able to carry through a 
revolution, they might do so at the expense of the peasants and the 
other dispossessed classes\ Bakunin raised the spectre of the prole
tariat becoming the 'fourtn'governing class', immediately going on to 
explain, however, that real power would quickly pass into the hands 
of a small elite ruling in the name of the proletariat. 21 

Not all anarchists went as far as Bakunin in his mistrust of the 
urban workers and his faith in 'the great rabble of the people'; on the 
other hand, none went as far as Marx in deifying the organized factory 
worker. Men like Kropotkin and Malatesta, born in countries with 
predominantly peasant populations, tended always to think of rural 
uprisings when looking for models of the future revolution. Those 
anarchists who became syndicalists could not of course deny the 
revolutionary potential of the urban working class, but even here - in 
the case of Goldman and Berkman, for example - we can find sus
picions of the aristocracy of labour22 and pleas for the integration of 
urban and rural workers.23 A recent critiq~e of Marxism by the 
American anarchist Murray Bookchin goes right back to Bakunin in 
its insistence that the anarchist revolution must be a mass revolution 
cutting across conventional class lines. In Bookchin's view, the tradi
tional class conflict between capitalist and worker merely serves to 
stabilize capitalism by improving the worker's material circum
stances, and the worker's mode of life makes him conformist rather 
than revolutionary. 'The worker begins to become a revolutionary 
when he undoes his "workerness" , when he comes to detest his class 
status here and now, when he begins to shed exactly those features 
which the Marxists most prize in him - his work ethic, his character
structure derived from industrial discipline, his respect for hierarchy, 
his .obedience to leaders, his consumerism, his vestiges of puritan
ism. '24 According to Bookchin, revolutionaries are those who have 
broken with the dominant culture and begun to live subversive life
styles - no matter from what economic class they are drawn. 

To this charge that they are infected by 'workeritis', Marxists have 
responded by accepting their identification with the urban working 
class and then challenging the revolutionary credentials of the classes 
to whom the anarchists look instead. The Marxist contention - which 
applies equally to the petty-bourgeoisie, the peasantry and the 
lumpenproletariat - is that these classes are subject to abrupt shifts of 
political consciousness, at one moment holding ultra-revolutionary 
attitudes, at the next reactionary views. (Anarchism is said to 
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correspond to ~h~ ultra-revolutionary phase of consciousness.) Both the 
petty-bourgeOIsIe and the peasantry are, from a Marxist perspective, 
doomed to be swept away by the historical development of capitalist 
society: the artisan or the shopkeeper will be driven into the ranks of 
the proletariat proper as small property is absorbed by large capitalist 
property, while the small-holding or tenant farmer will be converted 
into a rural wage-labourer. Faced thus with extinction, members of 
both c.lasses will seek to arrest the course of history - either by 
searchmg for some radical utopia in which (for instance) everyone is a 
small property-owner or a landed peasant, or by attempting to retreat 
to a golden age before the onset of capitalism. This second, reaction
ary, phase of consciousness was illustrated, in Marx's view, by the 
French peasants' support for LO,uis Bonaparte - 'historical tradition 
gave rise to the belief of the French peasants in the miracle that a man 
named Napoleon would bring all the glory back to them'. 25 As for the 
J.~J)1penproletariat - a class delightfully itemized by Marx as consist-

(~" jng of 'vagabonds, discharged soldiers, discharged jailbirds, escaped 
galley-slaves, swindlers, mountebanks, lazzaroni, pickpockets, trick
st~rs, gamblers, maquereaus, brothel-keepers, porters, literati, organ
.gnnders, rag-pickers, knife-grinders, tinkers, beggars ... '26 - they 
were politically unreliable. They might take to the streets in a riot 
against the government, but they might equally be conscripted by the 
authorities, to serve as agents-provocateurs or as police spies. Thus the 
same Bonaparte was able to form these elements into the Society of 
December 10 as a kind of private army.27 

In contrast ~o t~ese gro~ps.' the Marxists regarded the factory 
workers as havmg mterests mime with the historical transition from 
capitalism to socialism. Their conditions of work made them inter
dependent, thus preparing them for the fully socialized production of 
the future, while their economic struggle with their employers gave 
them an immediate interest in expropriating private capital. While 
peasants and petty-bourgeois might play an auxiliary role in the 
revolution, therefore, they must do so under the tutelage ofthe urban 
proletariat. 28 

In retrospect, it is difficult not to concede that both anarchists and 
\ Ma:xists had a point. The Marxists were right in thinking that, of all 

socIal ?r~up~, the urban workers would be most consistently attracted 
to soclahst Ideas and programmes. The anarchists however were . , , 
nght to suspect that more often than not this would amount to a 
ref?r~ist and statist version of socialism. They were right, too, in 
behevmg that if revolutions was going to occur they would do so . ' 
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among the peasantry, the artisans, and the 'immature' urban working 
class, which had not yet been drilled into the routines of industrial 
life. The Marxists, though, were right to doubt whether revolutions 
under those circumstances could really lead to a viable form of soci
alism - even if many of them were later willing to set aside this doubt, 
in Russia and elsewhere. 

The fourth contrast between anarchists and Marxists concerns the 
a?propriat~ means for bri.nging about the revolutionary transforma- "1'f'\"fe. -e1 
Hon of soclety. The Marxlsts advocated the use of political methods,'# ~E.~ 
involving the formation of a socialist party which would take power, "1,,,,,£,otD 
either legally or illegally, and then proceed to use the machinery of the 
state to socialize the system of production. The anarchists preached 
abstention from any form of politics, and insisted that the revolution 
should involve the immediate seizure of the means of production by 
the workers and peasants, with no 'transition period' and no 'workers' 
state' to follow. Their division on this issue, which polarized the two 
camps in the First International and afterwards, flowed inevitably 
from the differences we have already traced. 

-In the case of the anarchist critique of Marxist revolutionary 
methods, I shall look first at their general reasons for thinking that 
political means could not be used to create egalitarian socialism. I 
shall then turn to their more specific attacks on the two paths which 
Marxists have chosen to follow in different times and places: the 
parliamentary path, requiring an electoral victory by socialist party 
candidates and then the use of existing state machinery to introduce 
socialism; and the revolutionary path, involving the destruction of the 
existing state and the creation of a new regime - the dictatorship of the 
proletariat - to bring about the transition to socialism. The first path is 
best illustrated by the case of Germany, where the Social Democratic 
Party, broadly Marxist in orientation from its foundation in 1869, set 
its sights on winning a majority in the Reichstag. The second is 
epitomized by the career of the Bolshevik party in Russia, established 
after the break with the less radical Mensheviks in 1903, culminating 
in the October Revolution and the Soviet regime that followed. 
Anarchists have had a good deal to say about both examples. 

Two general considerations lead anarchists to dismiss the political 
road to socialism. First, if revolutionaries attempt to use the state -
whether the pre-existing state or a replacement - to achieve their ends, 
they unavoidably reproduce all the features of that institution. Every 
state is an agency whereby a ruling minority exploits and oppresses a 
majority. Even if the new rulers are drawn from the ranks of the 
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previously oppressed majority, and even if they are made formally 
responsible to that majority by democratic elections, they will escape 
from effective control and form themselves into a new privileged 
class. They will then use the immense powers of the state to protect 
their own newly acquired interests, not the general interests of 
society. The cause of this degeneration does not lie in the innate 
maleficence of men, but in the corrupting effects of power. As 
Bakunin once wrote: 

Nothing is as dangerous for man's personal morality as the 
habit of commanding. The best of men, the most intelligent, 
unselfish, generous, and pure, will always and inevitably be 
corrupted in this pursuit. Two feelings inherent in the exercise 
of power never fail to produce this demoralization: contempt for 
the masses, and, for the man in power, an exaggerated sense of his 
own worth. 29 

rc:nsequently, r -. . . if there should be established tomorrow a government or a 
legislative council, a Parliament made up exclusively of 
workers, those very workers who are now staunch democrats 
and Socialists, will become determined aristocrats, bold or 
timid worshippers of the principle of authority, and will also 
become oppressors and exploiters.3o 

The second reason has to do with the nature of the constructive 
task facing a socialist government. The anarchists, as we know, had a 
definite vision of the society that a socialist revolution should produce 
- it must be communist and decentralist, with decision-making in the 
hands of producer groups and local communes, and so forth. In itself 
this vision did not differ materially from the 'higher stage of commu
nism' envisaged by Marx as the final goal of the proletarian revolu
tion. But the anarchists categorically denied that statist methods 
could take humanity to this goal. The state was constrained by its own 
nature to behave in certain ways. Its principle of organization was 
hierarchy, and its mode of action was legislation. Thus a socialist state 
would attempt to incorporate all local groupings into a single, central
ized authority structure, and it would attempt to lay down uniform 
regulations for every district and region. In doing so it would stifle the 
initiative of the masses and their immediate organs of self-government 
- factory committees, local communes, etc. This would not only be 
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disastrous from a revolutionary point of view, but also hopelessly 
inefficient. The central authorities could have no real understanding 
of the specific needs of each locality. The people best able to carry out 
the constructive tasks of the revolution - the people on the spot, with 
direct knowledge of the problems and the resources available to solve 
them - would be stymied by the bureaucratic machinery of the state. 

These ideas were expressed by many anarchist critics of state 
socialism - by Bakunin, Malatesta and Berkman, for example. 31 But it 
was perhaps Kropotkin, with his profound sense of the 'organic' 
quality of the social life which the revolution must release from the 
grip of the state, who expressed them most forcefully. As he wrote in 
1880, 'to allow any government to be established, a strong and recog
nized power, is to paralyse the work of the revolution at once'. For: 

The economic change which will result from the social revolu
tion will be so immense and so profound, it must so change all 
the relations based today on property and exchange, that it is 
impossible for one or any individual to elaborate the different 
social forms which must spring up in the society of the future. 
This elaboration of new social forms can only be made by the 
collective work of the masses. To satisfy the immense variety 
of conditions and needs which will spring up as soon as private 
property shall be abolished, it is necessary to have the collec
tive suppleness of mind of the whole people. Any authority 
external to it will only be an obstacle, and beside that a source 
of discord and hatred. 32 

This prediction was amply borne out, in Kropotkin's eyes, by his later 
experience of the Bolshevik regime in Russia. 33 We shall return to this 
shortly. 

Anarchists, then, have levelled two general charges against the use 
of statist means for achieving socialism: those who find themselves in 
positions of authority are inevitably transformed into a new ruling 
class, and in any case statist methods are antipathetic to the construc
tive tasks of the revolution. To these they have added more specific 
critiques of the parliamentary road to socialism, and its alternative, 
revolutionary dictatorship. 

From an anarchist point of view, the story of parliamentary soci
alism is always one of a gradual slide into collaboration with the 
bourgeoisie. The very act of setting up a party to contest elections 
signals a willingness to play the game of parliamentary politics, and 
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attracts ambitious members of the bourgeoisie into the party. Thus 
Bakunin thought that the German S.P.D., from its inception, stood 
for a compromise between socialism and bourgeois democracy, and 
implicitly for class collaboration. 34 Once the party is formed, it has to 
engage in electoral politics. This means that it has to adjust its 
platform to reflect the current views of its working-class supporters, 
views which bear the imprint of the dominant capitalist ideology. 
'The proletariat', Bakunin wrote, 'wants one thing, but clever people, 
profiting by its ignorance, make it do quite another thing ... '3:; The 
socialist party, as a result, has to jettison its most radical demands and 
present a more moderate face to the electorate.36 It also becomes 
involved in what Kropotkin called 'the sad comedy of elections' - false 
promises, bribery, patronage and so forth - activities which debase its 
own candidates.37 

Even if a few sincere socialists are elected to parliament, however, 
they are still liable to be co-opted by the ruling class. They are likely to 
find themselves in a small minority in a body whose main purpose is to 
conduct the day-to-day business of the bourgeoisie. What should they 
do? If they stand up and deliver revolutionary speeches, they will 
quickly become objects of derision, and anyway these speeches will 
achieve nothing. So they become involved in the practical details of 
legislation. The socialist, Berkman argued, 'comes to feel that he must 
find some way to take a serious part in the work, express sound 
opinions in the discussions and become a real factor in the proceed
ings'. as But he then finds himself in the impossible position of having 
to legislate on thousands of maHers of which he has no direct know
ledge, so he is forced /to rely on the guidance of his leaders. Against his 
will, he is turned into a party hack.39 -

The development of the S.P.D. (Social Democratic Party) in 
Germany appeared to the anarchists to confirm this prognostication 
fully. Johann Most and several others who had criticized the party for 
its parliamentarianism were expelled in 1880 and joined the anarchist 
movement. The party's later role in supporting the First World War 
and suppressing the German revolution of 1918-19 came as no sur
prise to them.40 

None of these strictures, however, appear to apply to those revolu
tionary Marxists who advocated smashing the existing state mach
inery and replacing it with a new apparatus manned entirely by 
proletarians - the view of Lenin, for instance, in The State and 
Revolution. Some anarchists did, indeed, believe that Lenin and the 
Bolsheviks had moved close to an anarchist position by the summer of 
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1917, their official Marxism notwithstanding. But events later in that 
year and in the year following quickly disabused them of that belief. 

The general terms of the anarchist critique of Bolshevism had 
been set beforehand by Bakunin, when he spoke of a new class of 
scientific intellectuals ruling in the name of the proletariat, and by 
Kropotkin, when he contrasted the spontaneous creativity of the 
masses with the dead hand of party dictatorship.41 The anarchists 
believed, indeed, that the real revolution in Russia took place not 
because of the Bolsheviks but in spite of them, and not in October 
1917, when the Bolsheviks seized POW{"f, but in the months before, 
when the masses destroyed the Provisional Government by retreating 
from the war, by taking over the land, and by controlling the factories. 
The people proceeded to create their own organs of revolutionary 
self-government - the factory committees, the peasant communes, 
the co-operatives, serving as links between town and country, and the 
soviets.42 The Bolsheviks paid lip-service to these organs, the anar
chists claimed, and in this way managed to win a good deal of popular 
support. When strong enough to do so, they carried through their 
insurrection. The effect of this was not to advance the revolution but 
merely to formalize what had already been done. Immediately, how
ever, the Bolsheviks began to bring the popular organs under their 
control in order to secure their rule. As Goldman later saw it, 'all the 
succeeding acts of the Bolsheviki, all their following policies, changes 
of policies, their compromises and retreats, their metho~s of suppres
sion and persecution, their terrorism and extermination of all other 
political views - all were but ·the means to an end, the retaining of the 
State power in the hands of the Communist Party' .43 As a result the 
popular institutions began to wither and die, as Bolshevik agents 
forced them into line with centrally decided policy. 44 Kropotkin, 
although for a long time silent about the defects of the regime, 
eventually wrote to Lenin that 'what is needed is local construction by 
local forces . . . The influx and bossism of party men, predominantly 
fledgeling Communists ... have already destroyed the influence and 
creative strength of these much-vaunted institutions, the soviets. '45 

Other anarchists had joined the attack sooner. As early as Dec
ember 1917 Maximov described the Bolsheviks as 'a force of stagna
tion' and called for a 'third revolution' to destroy the new organs of 
power which the soviets had become. 4H In September of the following 
year he labelled the new regime 'State capitalist' - a term of little 
theoretical value, but . clear emotive force: 'The people are being 
transformed into servants over whom there has risen a new class of 
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administrators - a new class born mainly from the womb of the 
so-called intelligentsia. Isn't this merely a new class system looming 
on the revolutionary horizon?'47 Both the long-standing fears of the 
anarchists had materialized: the popular revolution had been sub
verted by the centralized party, and the party itself had turned into a 
ruling class. Whether the Bolsheviks were interested merely in 
acquiring power, or whether they genuinely wished to promote their 
ideals, was irrelevant. Once they had come to identify the safety of the 
revolution with their own tenure of power, the revolution was lost. 

Even so, under the circumstances of civil war and foreign inter
vention which followed the Revolution, some anarchists were willing 
to offer qualified practical support to the Bolsheviks. This continued 
until the Bolsheviks suppressed virtually the entire anarchist move
ment in 1921.48 

This concludes my discussion of the anarchist critique of Marxist 
revolutionary strategy. Let me now, very briefly, consider the Marx
ist attitude to anarchist revolutionary methods (here, as elsewhere, I 
omit from consideration what either camp might say in self-defence 
when challenged by the other). This was far from complimentary: 'a 
pageant of futility and decadence' as one of them put it. Marxists 
argue that anarchists have no real understanding of the nature of 
revolution, and merely offer high-sounding phrases with no practical 
value. Their talk about 'abolishing authority' ignores the fact that 
revolutions are contests of force. As Engels put the point, 'a revolu
tion is certainly the most authoritarian thing there is; it is the act 
whereby one part of the population imposes its will upon the other 
part by means of rifles, bayonets and cannon - authoritarian means, if 
such there be at all; and if the victorious party does not want to have 
fought in vain, it must maintain this rule by means of the terror which 
its arms inspire in the reactionaries'. 49 In this vein Marx and Engels 
mocked the ineffectiveness of Bakunin's attempt to decree the aboli
tion of the state during an uprising in Lyons and his later participation 
in an abortive insurrection in Bologna. 5o But Marxists have also 
detected a different element in anarchist strategy, one that relies on 
acts of terror and appeals to social outcasts and criminals. Marx and 
Engels seized upon Bakunin'sassociation with Nechaev to claim that 
the inner secret of anarchism was terrorism. 'There anarchy means 
universal, pan destruction; the revolution, a series of assassinations, 
first individual and then en masse; the sole rule of action, the Jesuit 
morality intensified; the revolutionary type, the brigand . '51 The 
danger of this was not that the programme might actually be carried 
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out in full, but that isolated incidents would give the bourgeoisie the 
opportunity to take repressive measures, to the detriment of the 
socialist movement generally. This view was loudly echoed by 
Plekhanov in the 1890s;52 and Lenin, although not accepting 
Plekhanov's identification of anarchists with brigands, held that 'the 
anarchists always do help the bourgeoise in practice' because of the 
divisive effect their 'abstract revolutionism' had on the working-class 
movement. 53 Finally Engels and later Lenin were to observe that 
anarchist abstention from politics was liable to turn suddenly into 
collaboration with bourgeois parties, as it had in Andalusia during the 
insurrection of 1873, for instance. 54 In summary, then, anarchism was 
an ideology of the radical petty-bourgeoisie, but its political effects 
were helpful mainly to the bourgeoisie itself. 

U he single most striking theme that runs through this contro.versy 
between anarchists and Marxists over revolutionary strategy IS the 
congruence (or lack of it) between means and ends. Sharing the same 
ultimate goal, the Marxists advocated reaching it by methods -
especially the proletarian dictatorship - whose character is diametri
cally opposed to that of the goal itself. They did so because of their 
faith in the working class and its historical destiny. As Marx made 
clear, a worker remains a worker (with all that that implie~) even when 
serving on a political body. 55 The anarchists were not inclined to 
idealize the proletariat in this way (believing that their class interests 
were not necessarily identical with those of the oppressed generally); 
they had a stronger sense of the imperfections of human nature, 
especially the recurrence of domineering and exploitative instincts; 
and they were more conscious of the inner dynamics that governed 
every political institution, whatever its name or formal structure. 
They demanded, therefore, that the stateless society must be pre
figured in the revolutionary strategy used to attain it: means and ends 
must be congruent. Of course it was one thing to demand this, and 
quite another to find a ~trategy that actually worked, as we shall see in 
the following chapters.) 
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Through their confrontation with, and rejection of, the Marxian idea 
of political revolution, the anarchists arrived at their own distinctive 
view of the revolutionary process. We are now in a position to under
stand its main elements. First of all, the revolution had to be a mass 
affair, not a matter of a few politicians legislating the new society into 
existence, nor indeed of any particular class 'leading' the remainder 
into socialism. Second, the masses must in the course of the revolution 
acquire moral ideas that would guide them in their constructive task 
of creating the institutions of the future. Third, existing institutions 

\ 

which embodied the principle of hierarchical authority - the mach
inery of the state, the judicial system, capitalist property and so forth
must be completely destroyed, not taken over and used, per impos
sibile, for new purposes. Fourth, the new society must not reinstate 
the authoritarian principle, whether in the form of a 'workers' state' , a 
'dictatorship of the proletariat' or whatever; free association must be 
the pattern of organization from the first day of the revolution on
ward. -

This was the anarchist position: I have suggested that its central 
idea was the congruence of means and ends. But it was still necessary 
to find a form of organization and a strategy for revolution that was 
both consistent with these principles and practically effective. Indeed 
anarchists have often found themselves impaled on this very fork. 
Either they have stuck rigidly to their principles, and found them
selves the helpless spectators of events whose outcome they could not 
influence; or they have tried to be politically effective, and become 
involved in a series of compromises with other groups which has 
meant jettisoning sacred principles such as political abstention. But 
before we conclude that this dilemma is inescapable, we must examine 
anarchist revolutionary strategy in greater detail. This chapter looks 
at the insurrectionary strategy adopted by the mainstream of the 
anarchist movement. The two that follow it examine specific strate
gies which anarchists have pursued on occasion, not always with the 
approval of the movement as a whole: first, the resort to terror, and 
second, the use of trade unions as a revolutionary weapon. 
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, The basic ingredients of the problem are easily described. On the 
~ one hand there are the masses, oppressed and exploited, and (in the 
1 anarchists' view) instinctively prepared to revolt against their oppres
\ sors, but not consciously anarchist in outlook. On the other hand 
1 there are a small number of conscious anarchists. How should these 
~ anarchists organize themselves, consistently with their principles? 
And what should their relationship to the masses be? How is it 
possible to guide them in an anarchist direction without contravening 
the spontaneity which, according to the anarchists, is vital to the 
revolution? 

Some critics have accused the anarchists of the same elitism for 
which they have condemned others.} In so far as this accusation has 
any substance, it derives it from the case of Bakunin, who at times 
both spoke and acted in a way that justified Marx's description of him 

I as 'Jesuitical'. Bakunin had a recurrent weakness for conspiracies and 
. secret societies. During his career as an anarchist he attempted to 

form a number of the latter, drawing up elaborate constitutions and 
programmes for organizations which often barely existed outside of 
his imagination.2 His intention appears to have been to create an 
international organization of professional revolutionaries ready to 
direct the course of a future European revolution. He maintained that 
a small nUI1)ber of men in each country - perhaps as few as a couple of 
hundred - would be able to do this directing provided they were well 
organized ~nd sufficiently dedicated to the cause.3 Bakunin did not of 
course believe that such a body could make a revolution by itself, but 
·t could prepare the ground by disseminating socialist ideas, and then, 
when the moment of action came, exercise moral hegemony (so to 
~peak) over the masses. It should be, he wrote, 'a sort of revolutionary 

+general staff, composed of dedicated, energetic, intelligent indi
viduals ... capable of serving as intermediaries between the revolu
tionary idea and the instincts of the people';4 or again (varying the 
metaphor), 'we must be the invisible pilots guiding the Revolution, not 
by any kind of overt power but by the collective dictatorship of all our 

_allies ... '5 

~:;f~~\The elitism which infects these passages is apparent, though on 
/ & kunin's behalf it should be said that he was opposed to the anarchist 

vanguard establishing any formal structure of power after the revolu
tion, or even holding public offices of any kind. 6 Later anarchists were 
to reject Bakunin's ideas about revolutionary organization, while still 
allowing that minority groups had an important role to play in creat
ing a revolutionary consciousness. Kropotkin, for example, whose 
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faith in the revolutionary potential of the common people was 
unbounded, still conceded that conscious anarchists were likely to 
remain in a small minority up to the moment of the revolution. His 
conviction was that, in the course of social upheavals, minority ideas 
which corresponded to the hidden aspirations of the masses would 
always come to the fore. 7 Emma Goldman argued even more force
fully that new ideas and movements were always created by small 
minorities, and that the masses were at most times a reactionary force, 
since they were imbued with the conservative ideas of the ruling 
class. 8 Neither Kropotkin nor Goldman, however, envisaged the 
conscious minority continuing to playa role after ~he revolution; nor 
did they believe in organizing it beforehand into a clandestine 'inter-

A ~ational brotherhood' directed from the centre. 
~_Jl_v "How, then, should it be or anized? To these later anarchists it was 

ess'ential that their ~iziti~n shOllld embody the principles of the 
future social order. This meant, in essence, free association and 
federalism. Local groups of anarchists would form and try to agree 
upon a common programme of action. If agreement were reached, 
action could proceed, but if not no one could be ordered to act against 
his will, or disciplined for failing to obey a majority decision. Groups 
formed in this way could federate into regional, national and finally 
international alliances, but once again the federation must be volun
tary, and decisions made by congresses at the higher level were not to 
be mandatory for the federated groups. This might sound like a recipe 
for disorganization rather than organization, and indeed it effectively 
prevented the anarchists from forming themselves into anything 
resembling a conventional party, but we shall see that it had certain 
strengths as well as weaknesses. 

Some anarchists have been positively in favour of organizational 
fluidity. A French anarchist from the 1880s wrote: 

We do not believe ... in long-term associations, federations, 
etc. In our view, a group ... should only be established at a 
precise point, for an immediate action; once the action is 
accomplished, the group reshapes itself along new lines, 
whether with the same members or with new ones ... 9 

An obvious merit of this proposal, anarchistically speaking, is that it 
would prevent any growth of bureaucracy in the movement. A more 
practical consideration is that it would (and did) make it very difficult 
for the police to penetrate the movement effectively. A police agent 
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could easily join an anarchist cell, but he would find it very hard to 
obtain an overview of the movement as a whole. In contrast, when 
anarchists opted for more durable forms of association, their plans 
were frequently revealed to the police in time for the latter to take 
preventative action, as we shall see shortly in the case of the Italian 
anarchists. 

The drawbacks of this dis aggregated form of organization can be 
appreciated by looking at the attempt to create a 'libertarian' Inter
national after the effective collapse of the First International in 1872. 
The new International did, indeed, come into being inasmuch as 
congresses were held annually between then and 1877 (except in 
1875). But at the second of these, in Geneva in 1873, it was agreed that 
congress decisions should not be binding on any federation or section 
which dissented from them. The effect of this was that quite basic 
questions of strategy - such as the attitude to be taken towards the 
general strike, and towards political participation - could be debated 
repeatedly, without the constituent groupings becoming united 
around a single policy. 10 The International was really nothing more 
than a talking shop. Even an attempt to set up an international 
information bureau came to nothing. It collapsed when its most active 
component - the Jura Federation - decided that its congresses were no 
longer worth attending. 

Even if, mirabile dictu, a European-wide social revolution had 
broken out, the International would plainly have been in no position 
to direct its course. The same can be said of the anarchist movements 

I within each country. This is well illustrated by the case of Russia, 
! where the anarchists gathered a good deal of popular support during 
\the summer of 1917 through their participation in the movement for 
t 

workers' control and the peasant communes. When the moment 
krrived for insurrection, however, the Bolsheviks had a well
aisciplined party machine, while the anarchists could not even boast 
hf a single national organization. ll They were ineffective then, and 

.f 
!equally ineffective later in their attempts to resist the growing power 
fof the Bolsheviks - hampered especially by the internal division 
\between anarcho-syndicalists and anarcho-communists. Goldman 
later reflected sadly that: 

Most of the Russian Anarchists themselves were unfortunately 
still in the meshes of limited group activities and of individu
alistic endeavour as against the more important social and 
collective efforts. . . their work would have been of infinitely 
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greater practical value had they been better organized and 
equipped to guide the released energies of the people toward 
the re-organization of life on a libertarian foundation. 12 

She did not stop to ask whether these failures were not implicit in 
the anarchists' attitude to organization itself. 

I shall have something more to say later about a particular aspect of 
this question - namely anarchist military organization - but I want 
now to turn to the question of revolutionary strategy. In approaching 
this question it is important to bear two points constantly in mind. 

I 

The first is that the anarchists did not conceive of themselves as 
making- a revolution in the ordinary sense, but as helping to create a 
state of mind in which the masses would make the revolution by 
themselves. The second is that they were perennially over-optimistic 
about the readiness of the masses to participate. Especially in the 
heyday of the anarchist movement, Europe appeared to them as a vast 
gunpowder keg, needing only the right spark to set it off. Kropotkin, 
for instance, believed in the 1870s that the European revolution would 
arrive in a matter of years rather than decades. The issue was only 
where and how to apply the spark. 

At first the anarchists confined themselves to verbal propaganda. 
-Their aim was to convey anarchist ideas to the masses by discussion, 
~by speech-making and through books and pamphlets. Indeed this has 
:always been their predominant mode of activity, taking the movement 
;as a whole. But it quickly became clear, to the impatient anarchists of 
~the 1870s, that converting the masses by these means would take far 
{too long. Bakunin set the tone for the future when he declared, in 
1873: 

I am now convinced that the time for grand theoretical dis
courses, written or spoken, is over. During the last nine years 
more than enough ideas for the salvation of the world have 
been developed in the International . . . This is the time not 
f.or ideas but for action, for deeds. 13 

So there emerged the idea of propaganda by the deed, an idea 
which has since acquired infamous associations. Many critics of 
anarchism have simply equated it with a strategy of terror. But at first 
this was not so. Propaganda by the deed denoted a wider conception of 
revolutionary strategy, which admittedly did not exclude acts of 
violence, but on the other hand did not reduce to them. When, later 
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on, it came to refer simply to individual acts of ter~or - bombings and 
assassinations, for instance - anarchists like Kropotkin who had been 
influential in developing the original idea of propaganda by the deed 
turned against it. This later development will be discussed in the 
following chapter. Here I want to look at the original, broader idea. 

The thought lying behind propaganda by the deed is that the 
masses are generally impervious to ordinary forms of written and 
verbal propaganda but can be aroused by forms of direct action 
against the state and against capitalist property that take place before 
their eyes. Brousse and Kropotkin, in a famous article defending this 
strategy,14 pointed out that peasants and workers who were labouring 
for eleven or twelve hours a day had no inclination to spend their 
evenings reading socialist literature. What was needed was an act 
which both excited attention and conveyed a message. The Paris 
Commune was a good illustration. Beforehand almost no one had 
grasped the idea of communal autonomy, despite Proudhon's mag
nificent books. But once the idea had taken living form, everyone 
was forced to respond to it, positively or negatively. Brousse and 
Kropotkin concluded that anarchists should try to seize a commune 
and carry through the anarcho-communist programme (collectivizing 
property and · so forth). Even if they were ultimately defeated by 
outside forces, 

The idea will be broadcast, not on paper, not in a journal, not 
in a picture, it will no longer be sculpted in marble, nor carved 
in stone, nor cast in bronze: it will march, in flesh and blood, 
living, before the people. 

The people will salute it as it passes. 15 

l These views were later to be adopted by the Jura Federation as a 
~hole. Their original authorship, however, lay not with Brousse and 
Kropotkin but with the Italian anarchists (especially Cafiero and 
Malatesta) who had developed them in response to what were seen as 
the particular social conditions of that country. Their strategy 
;involved an armed band of anarchists moving from commune to 
'commune and displaying 'socialism in action' to the inhabitants of 
' each. 16 An abortive attempt had already been made to put this strategy 
into effect, at Bologna in 1874. During a period of popular unrest over 
high food prices and low wages, the anarchists tried to stage an 
insurrection which would spark off a series of uprisings throughout 
Italy. An armed band gathered outside Bologna, but reinforcements 
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from neighbouring towns were intercepted by the police, and the 
insurgents judged themselves too weak to carry through their attack. 
They disbanded, but their leaders were captured by the police. 
(Bakunin, who had travelled to Bologna to lead the insurrection, 
spent the night hidden in his room and later escaped disguised as a 
priest.)17 

A city of Bologna's size was certainly too tough a proposition for an 
anarchist contingent which turned out on the night to be much 
smaller than its leaders expected. Three years later, a similar attempt 
at San Lupo was more successful because more modest in its initial 
targets. This was to provide the classic model of 'propaganda by the 
deed' and helped to inspire the panegyric by Brousse and Kropotkin 
cited above. It was carried out among small villages in a mountainous 
area of Italy, thus enabling the anarchists to escape, for a while, the 
attentions of the police. The aim was for an armed band to 'move 
about in the countryside as long as possible, preaching war, exciting to 
social brigandage, occupying the small communes and then leaving 
them after having performed those revolutionary acts that were pos
sible and advancing to those localities where our presence would be 
manifested most usefully' .18 In the event only twenty-six anarchists 
could be mustered at San Lupo, but these marched to the village of 
Letino, where they declared the revolution and burnt the municipal 
archives. According to the participants' later reports, these actions 
were applauded by the peasants of the village, and even the local priest 
spoke in support of the revolutionaries. Weapons found in the village 
hall were distributed to the peasants, and they were left to carryon the 
social revolution while the anarchists moved on to the neighbouring 
village of Gallo. Here the same actions were repeated, while in addi
tion the tax collector's receipts were distributed and the counting 
mechanisms on the grain mills broken. But the local peasantry 
declined to offer the anarchists their active support, and the band was 
obliged to move on to evade a military cordon that was being thrown 
around the area. Two days later, after a vain attempt to escape across a 
mountain, they were captured in a state of exhaustion by troops. They 
were tried in Benevento, after which the insurrection is often 
named. I!:! 

Was the insurrection, then, a dismal failure? As David Stafford 
has pointed out, the advocates of propaganda by the deed were able to 
rely on a perfect intellectual safety-net. If an insurrection should 
succeed, so much the better; if it should be suppressed, it would still 
serve as a 'living idea' to arouse the consciousness of the people.20 
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Thus in the aftermath of the Benevento affair, anarchists both in Italy 
and elsewhere were able to hail it as an act of pure propaganda. By 
burning the archives, distributing tax receipts and so forth, they had 
taught the people contempt for property and the state (in reality, 
however, the peasants' delight at seeing their civic obligations go up in 
smoke can hardly be said to express disdain for property!). But this 
easy gloss on the affair failed to address a crucial difficulty for the 
strategy of propaganda by the deed if it was to amount to more than 
just consciousness-raising (and this seems certainly to have been the 

\ intention of Malatesta and others before the event): how would a small 
1 number of isolated communes avoid being picked off one at a time by 
l the poticeor the army? Both at Bologna and San Lupo, the police were 
!alerted to the anarchists' plans well before the event, and were easily 
fable to muster sufficient forces to defeat and capture the insurgents. 
\Communications between groups of anarchists in different locations 
iwere poor, and so the rebellion was crushed before it had really begun. 
Moreover the arrest of the leading spirits threatened to destroy the 
movement as a whole - though in the Benevento case Malatesta and 
the others were fortunate to be acquitted at their trial after sixteen 
months of custodial imprisonment. 

The lesson to be drawn here, I believe, is that the insurrectional 
{strategy only had a chance of success when the civil authorities were 
i disabled by some external cause from suppressing the rising. The 
clearest cases would be foreign invasion or civil war, and we shall 

1 come to some instances of these shortly. Where the authorities were at 
i full strength, the insurrection was too easy to put down, and the action 
.~ too costly for the participants. Propaganda by the deed, in its original 
connotation, had to be a public act of resistance to the state, so that the 
'living idea' could appear in the full light of day , and there was no way 
for the perpetrators to avoid recognition. After experiences such as 
those I have described, the attractions of clandestine operations 
become apparent: they can be carried out by very small numbers of 
people - even by single individuals - and the participants can hope to 
escape detection. Whether they can have the same propaganda value 
as open insurrections is a matter to be discussed in the following 
chapter. It is no surprise, then, that the conference of the Jura 
Federation in 1880 which advocated 'total destruction of existing 
institutions by force' and 'propagation of the revolutionary idea and 
the spirit of revolt by deeds' should also have recommended its 
constituent groups to study 'the technical and chemical sciences' 
which had 'already rendered services to the revolutionary cause' - in 
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plainer words, to learn how to make bombs. 21 This was to set the tone 
for the 1880s and 1890s. 

For further evidence of the strengths and weaknesses of the insur
rectional strategy, we need to move forward some forty years in time 
to the Russian Civil War and the Ukrainian insurrection led by the 

\guerrilla fighter Nestor Makhno. The peasants of that region had 

!alreadY gained some experience of communal self-management in 
1905 and again in 1917, so Makhno's ground was better prepared than 
-that of Malatesta and his comrades. Makhno himself came of a peasant 
family, and was a man of action rather than an intellectual, but 
nonetheless a committed anarchist. He was active in the peasant 
uprisings in the Ukraine during the summer of 1917, but his main 
chance came in the following spring, when the Brest-Litovsk treaty 
handed the region over to the Germans and the Austrians. Makhno 
formed a band of partisans to resist the foreign invaders and the forces 
of their puppet ruler, the Hetman Skoropadsky. Using classic guer
rilla tactics - rapid movement, lightning attacks and withdrawals, 
merging with the peasantry when cornered - the Makhnovshchina 
wore down their opponents and grew steadily in strength. 22 The 
Germans and Austrians withdrew towards the end of 1918, and the 
Hetman fell from power. Makhno then turned his forces - by now 
numbering as many as 20,000 - against the Petliurists, Ukrainian 
nationalists who took control of most of the region in the aftermath of 

\ the Hetman. After a decisive engagement in mid-December 1918, the 
I Makhnovshchina found themselves in control of a large area of 
I Southern Ukraine. They lost no time in encouraging the peasants and 
\ workers to form communes and soviets, and a number of such institu
l tions did indeed appear (I shall consider their effectiveness later). 
Regional congresses were held in January and February 1919, and the 
second of these established a Revolutionary Military Soviet to act as its 
executive. The proceedings of these bodies were dominated by the 
military needs of the moment, with the region being threatened both 
by the Bolsheviks and by the white army of Denikin. A 'voluntary and 
egalitarian mobilization' was declared, meaning that each village was 
to supply a stated number of soldiers for Makhno's army (the degree 
of voluntariness of this arrangement remains in dispute). 

Between the spring of 1919 and the summer of 1921 (when they 
were finally suppressed), the Makhnovshchina were fighting in turns 
against Denikin's Cossacks alongside the Bolsheviks, and then against 
their erstwhile allies, who attacked the partisans whenever they felt 
strong enough to do so. Thus the territory the partisans gained was 
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never held securely - towns would pass back and forth between them 
and the White forces. Makhno was trying to foment a social revolution 
in the small space left to him between two powerful enemies. His 
achievements prompt two questions in particular: how far was 
Makhno's military organization consistent with anarchist principles? 
And, how successful was he in encouraging the workers and peasants 
to form organs of self-government? 

;\ As to the first, there is no doubting -that Makhno's army was a 
( people's army. It was composed of peasants and workers, commanded 
I by peasants and workers, and it relied at all times on the support of the 
t local population for shelter, food and horses (in that respect it can be 
t regarded as the prototype of many later guerrilla armies). Its declared 
~ principles of organization were voluntary enlistment, the election of 

officers, and self-discipline according to the rules adopted by each 
unit. 23 1 have already observed that the practical meaning of the first 
principle remains in some doubt. The second was not adhered to 
consistently. Makhno nominated his leading officers and retained the 
right to annul other elections. At the same time officers disliked by the 
units they commanded were usually transferred. 24 The overriding 
factor was Makhno's personal popularity with the men he comman
ded, which allowed him to control a large fighting force without as 
rigid a system of authority as armies usually require. If this was not 
self-government, it was certainly government by consent. 

A more serious weakness (from an anarchist perspective) was the 
revolutionary movement's failure to establish civilian control of the 
army. The Revolutionary Military Soviet, a representative body 
which was supposed to exercise such control on behalf of the workers' 
and peasants' congresses, never did so effectively. This was partly due 
to Makhno's own growing unwillingness to listen to advice. As an 
anarchist group which broke with him in 1920 commented, 'Bat'ka 
Makhno, as leader of the Makhnovshchina, while possessing many 
valuable revolutionary qualities, belongs, unfortunately, to that class 
of person who cannot always subordinate their personal caprices to 
the good of the movement. '25 Even apart from Makhno's personality, 
however, it would have been impossible for the soviet to direct 
guerrilla warfare of the kind that the insurgent army fought. This was 
characterized by rapid movement across the region, on-the-spot tac
tical decisions, and opportunist deals with other forces in the area. 
Thus, paradoxically, the form of warfare which kept the insurgents 
closest to the peasants as a whole also demanded the greatest discre
tion for the commander on the ground, whether Makhno or one of his 
suhordinates. 
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Looking now at the second question, commentators sympathetic 
to the Makhnovshchina stress their very limited opportunities for 
engaging in social reconstruction. The general pattern was for the 
army to arrive in a town or village, remain long enough to issue a few 
general pronouncements, and then move on from military necessity. 
The liberated community might enjoy a few weeks or a few months of 
autonomy before it was retaken by hostile forces. The insurgents, 
although encouraging the formation of communes and soviets along 
the lines indicated by anarchist theory, did not impose any particular 
form of organization, and indeed proclaimed complete freedom of 
speech, subject only to the qualification that party committees were 
not to be formed (they had the Bolsheviks especially in mind). How 
did the local population respond? It appears that the peasantry were 
generally willing to form communes to dispose of the land appropri
ated from the pomeshchiks , although in most cases this meant handing 
it over to private cultivation. Only in a few places, mainly around the 
Mecca of the Makhnovshchina, Gulyai-Polye, was common ownership 
put into practice. But at least the peasantry formed their own institu
tions and were able to send delegates to the regional congresses. In the 
cities the response was much poorer. Makhno's attempts to organize 
soviets among the industrial workers of Aleksandrovsk and 
Ekaterinoslav (held for short periods late in 1919) were largely unsuc
cessful. This seems to have been partly a result of the workers' 
unfamiliarity with the ideas propagated by the insurgents, and partly 
a matter of the much greater difficulty of organizing industrial pro
duction than peasant agriculture. How, in particular, were workers in 
particular industries to be remunerated? The Makhnovshchina never 
began to grapple with questions such as this.26 

Three strategic lessons may therefore be drawn from this episode. 
First, the power vacuum created by a civil war may indeed give 
anarchists the chance to control a sizeable amount of territory and so 
avoid the problem of isolation which scuppered the insurrectionary 
attempts of the Italian anarchists. Second, the vacuum will however 
be filled by a military body which is difficult if not impossible to 
organize along anarchist lines, even if it is led by committed anar
chists. Third, there is no guarantee that the popUlation at large will be 
intellectually or morally prepared for the constructive tasks facing it _ 
since the destruction of established institutions will have been carried 
out not by a local insurrection but by military means, and for reasons 
that are partly external to the locality in question. 

It is useful here to compare Makhno's experience with those of the 
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anarchists in the Spanish Civil War - though the organizational 
principles and constructive achievements of Spanish anarchism will 
be discussed more fully in Chapters 9 and 11. Before the outbreak of 
the war, Spain had already witnessed a number of attempts at anar
chist insurrection, reaching back as far as 1892 when an army of 
peasants marched into Jerez wielding scythes and shouting, 'we cannot 
wait another day - we must be the first to begin the Revolution -long 
live Anarchy! '27 There were several more such episodes in the years 
before 1936. In January 1933, for example, the anarchists launched an 
uprising in a number of Catalonian towns and cities. In one of these, 
Ripollet, 'the red and black flag was hoisted. The real estate archives 
were burned in the public square in front of groups of curious 
onlookers. An edict or proclamation was made public, declaring 
money, private property and the exploitation of man by man 
abolished. '28 But the police and the army were prepared for the 
assault, and suppressed it rapidly. It was the Benevento story all over 
again, albeit on a much larger scale. So long as the authorities could 
count on the loyalty of the troops, the anarchists had no real chance. 

In July 1936, when Franco launched his revolt, most of the army 
followed him, so the Republican government was forced to rely for its 
support on the spontaneously formed workers' militias. The disap
pearance of state power in a number of areas naturally created a 
revolutionary opportunity for whichever group was strongest in a 
particular place. The anarchists seized upon this chance, especially in 
the cities of Catalonia and the countryside of Andalusia, traditionally 
their areas of greatest strength. In many Andalusian villages, the 
inhabitants imprisoned or killed the Civil Guard, burnt the archives, 
expropriated the landowners' estates, and set up communes. These 
attempts at comunismo libertario were on the whole short-lived, as 
Franco's army soon overran the region. In Catalonia, by contrast, 
there was no immediate military threat to the anarchists' revolu
tionary gains, but here it proved more difficult to carry the revolution 
from the industrial cities - where the soil had long been prepared, as 
we shall see in Chapter 9 - to the surrounding countryside, and 
beyond to other regions where Republican forces were in control. 

Whereas the peasants of Andalusia were overwhelmingly landless 
labourers, those of Catalonia, Aragon and Castile were often small
holders or tenant farmers, who were not necessarily in favour of 
collectivizing the land. As the anarchist militias advanced, they drove 
off or killed the landowners and invited the villagers to form com
munes and decide on the issue of collectivization. In many places 
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collectivization ofland occurred, though in some cases private owners 
who worked their own land were allowed to continue doing so. The 
extent to which these decisions were voluntary is a matter of some 
dispute. The official anarchist line was that collectivization should be 
introduced by persuasion and example, but eye-witness accounts do 
not always support this. Borkenau, for instance, found a marked 
contrast between two neighbouring villages in Aragon. In one 'the 
agrarian revolution had not been the result of passionate struggle by 
the peasants themselves, but an almost automatic consequence of the 
executions [carried out by an anarchist militia] . . . Now most of 
the peasants were bewildered by the new situation. '29 In the 
second, however, 'the local committee under anarchist guidance had 
abolished rents and expropriated four large estates with the agri
cultural machinery belonging to them ... the peasants had not just 
stood bewildered before the achievements of the revolution, they had 
utilized them. '30 Some anarchist sources at the time conceded that 
forcible expropriations had alienated a substantial part of the 
peasantry from the militias. 31 

The successes and failures of the collectivization programme will 
be discussed below in Chapter 11, but now I want to turn to the 
anarchist militias themselves. (It is an important fact about the 
Spanish Civil War that each political group organized its own military 
units.) The militias were organized along federal lines; each group of 
ten men elected a delegate, ten such groups formed a century (again 
choosing a delegate), and the centuries united into columns, each 
headed by an elective committee of war. Professional soldiers were 
sometimes attached to these columns as advisers, but authority 
remained firmly in the hands of the elected bodies - indeed in many 
cases in the hands of the constituent groups, since none could be 
commanded to take action against its wishes. The elected men were 
not distinguished in any way (by uniform or pay, for instance), and 
contemporary reports speak of the complete social equality that 
existed between the ordinary militiamen and their elected com
manders. 

So far so good (from an anarchist point of view); but were the 
militias militarily effective? An early problem that exercised the 
volunteer army (and caused some heart-searching among its anarchist 
members) was discipline. In October 1936 the anarchist Defence 
Committee of Madrid was obliged to introduce a harsh set of regula
tions to deal with cases of disobedience and desertion. 32 Clearly the 
much-vaunted ideal of spontaneity was proving a liability in a military 
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context. To keep things in perspective, however, one should note 
Orwell's observation that 'a newly raised draft of militia was an 
undisciplined mob not because the officers called the privates 
'Comrade' but because raw troops are always an undisciplined 
mob ... ' In Orwell's view the militias held together far better than a 
conscript army would have done under similar circumstances.33 

A more important problem than individual discipline was co
ordinating the groups and the columns in the way that the war 
demanded. The Spanish War, it is important to realize, was not a 
guerrilla war (here the contrast with Makhno's partisans is clear) but a 
war between entrenched armies defending areas of land. The militias 
were crippled by the fact that every operation had to be agreed on 
unanimously by those who would take part in it. Where swift action 
was needed, there would be long and sometimes inconclusive debates 
between the section commanders. Militias with different political 
affiliations would compete with one another, and there was great 
reluctance to hand over arms or supplies even where there was a clear 
military case for doing SO.34 Eventually the anarchists themselves had 
to concede that the militia system was defective. According to a report 
from the F ederaci6n Anarquista Iberica; 

Our militias, unpractised in firing, without military training, 
disordered, who held plenums and assemblies before under
taking operations, who discussed all the orders and who many 
times refused to obey them, could not oppose the formidable 
apparatus which Germany and Italy made available to the 
rebels ... 35 

The militias were incorporated into the regular army of the Republic 
between September 1936 and March 1937.36 

Spanish experience thus confirms the conclusions that were 
reached at the end of my discussion of the Makhnovshchina. Isolated 
insurrections, even with local support, can easily be suppressed and 
fail to spark off a general conflagration. Only the collapse of state 
power gives anarchist insurgents the chance to start a revolution. But 
civil war imposes a military logic which makes it hard for the com
batants to stick to their anarchist principles of organization, and may 
even oblige them, as it did in Spain, to merge their forces into an army 
with a regular structure. Moreover a revolution carried through in this 
way has to cope with a population who are at best unprepared for, and 
at worst actively hostile to, anarchist ideas of self-government and free 
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communism. In short, with anarchists only forming a small minority 
of the people, the insurrectionary strategy could never succeed as its 
originators had hoped. It remains to be seen whether other anarchist 
strategies had any greater chance of success. 
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8 Anarchism, Violence and Terror 

The association of anarchism with heinous acts of violence has, as I 
have already observed, become well established in the popular mind. 
From an historian's point of view this may appear quite unwarranted. 
Only a small proportion of anarchists have advocated terrorist 
methods - and only an even smaller proportion have tried to practise 
them - and moreover anarchist terrorism has been very largely con
fined to two decades, the 1890s and the 1970s. Looking at the picture 
in another way, acts of terror have been performed by republicans, by 
nationalists, by revolutionary socialists and by fascists, and if one 
tried to q uan tify the anarchist con tri bution to this catalogue of horror, 
it would turn out to be relatively small. So some anarchists, and some 
commentators on anarchism, have tried to dismiss the topic of this 
chapter as an irrelevance. Why a discussion of anarchism and violence 
any more than a discussion of anarchism and beer-drinking, since 
some anarchists have drunk beer? I believe that this reaction is as 
blind to one aspect of anarchism as the popular image is to another. 
We need to see that anarchist ideology is capable both of justifying 
violence and of condemning it; every anarchist must decide for him
self which of these impulses is the stronger. 

A word must be said first about the distinction between violence 
and terror. I take 'violence' to be the broader term, covering all illegal 
acts that involve damage (or the threat of damage) to person or 
property. Acts of terror, on the other hand, are clandestine acts of 
violence carried out to create a climate of fear which will lead to 
political changes (new policies or a new regime). The point of the 
distinction can be seen if we consider a public demonstration which 
involves a confrontation with the police; even if violence breaks out 
and policemen are injured, this does not in my view amount to a 
terrorist act, because the actions in question are public and there is no 
intention of creating a general atmosphere of terror. Political assas
sinations and bombings, on the other hand, carried out by small 
groups of individuals who try to escape detection (even though the 
organizations they belong to may 'claim responsibility') are prime 
examples of terrorism. 
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This distinction is important, because many anarchists who would 
accept certain acts of violence as part of an insurrectionary strategy of 
the kind outlined in the previous chapter would nonetheless strongly 
oppose terrorism. It is not always easy to draw in practice, however. 
To take a couple of historical examples, there occurred in Chicago in 
1886 a confrontation between a large crowd of demonstrators and the 
police which has gone down in anarchist chronicles as the Haymarket 
affair. The demonstration was part of the agitation for an eight-hour 
day being conducted by the American unions. As the meeting neared 
its end, the police moved in to disperse the crowd and at this point 
a bomb was thrown (by an unknown hand), killing a policeman 
and wounding others. The police opened fire, and in the ensuing 
exchanges more policemen and a number of demonstrators were 
killed.} Supposing that the bomb was indeed thrown by an anarchist 
(in fact the evidence for this is only circumstantial), should it be 
regarded as an act of terror? On the one hand the act occurred in 
the course of a wide-ranging political movement which had already 
brought workers and police into open conflict; on the other hand it 
seems difficult to regard this particular act as an unavoidable part of 
that confrontation (as one might, for instance, regard the later 
exchange of fire as necessary self-defence by the workers). So the 
bomb-throwing seems to fall somewhere between pure terror and the 
kind of violence which commonly if regrettably accompanies direct 
action. Again, in the course of the military campaigns during the 
Spanish Civil War referred to in the last chapter, anarchist militias 
carried out a number of executions of landowners, priests and others 
thought to be sympathetic to the fascist cause. It is once more difficult 
to tell whether these should be regarded as acts undertaken for reasons 
?f m.ilitary security (and therefore as 'violence') or as acts designed to 
InSplre fear among the population generally (and therefore as 'terror'). 
~erhaps the truth again lies somewhere between these two interpreta
tlons. 

Despite these caveats the distinction between violence and terror 
will be clear enough in many cases. The bulk of this chapter will be 
concerned with the narrower issue of terror. I shall first give a brief 
historical survey of anarchist terrorism and then look at the arguments 
which anarchists have offered both for and against this strategy. 
Finally I shall raise the broader question of violence and see whether a 
cogent case can be made out, on anarchist grounds, for a strategy 
which completely rejects violence. 

As mentioned earlier, the history of anarchist terrorism falls 
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largely into two discrete sections: the closing years of the nineteenth 
century, and the very recent past. In both periods the incidence of 
terror spread widely throughout continental Europe, and touched the 
U.K. and the U.S.A.; although in the earlier period the centres of 
terrorist activity were France and Spain, whereas in the 1970s the 
main foci were Germany and Italy - countries, it may be noted, where 
a tradition of political violence had been preserved through the period 
of fascism. Two background factors are common to both episodes. 
First, the acts of terror occurred during a time when terrorism gener
ally - of different political complexions - was prevalent on the inter
national scene. In the nineteenth century the anarchists followed in 
the wake of the Russian populists who among other things had 
assassinated the Tsar in 1881, the Italian republicans, and individuals 
on the fringes of the S. P. D. in Germany, two of whom had tried to kill 
the Kaiser in 1878.2 The recent spate of terror was again part of a 
wider phenomenon which embraced groups such as the Palestinian 
guerrillas, the ProvisionaII.R.A. and (in Italy specifically) the neo
fascists. Second, the anarchists themselves had already been involved 
in confrontations with the authorities which on occasion took a violent 
form, so that terrorist methods could be presented as merely a further 
step in an upward spiral of violence. In the earlier period this usually 
meant economically motivated clashes between workers and the 
police, at a time when in several countries the union movement was 
beginning to flex its muscles. In the later period the background was 
more specifically the student movement of the 1960s and the opposi
tion to the American war in Vietnam. These background factors are 
not offered as a complete explanation of the resort to terror - that 
would be tantamount to denying any ideological connection between 
anarchism and terrorism, a view I have already rejected by implica
tion3 

- but provide a context in which that resort can be made more 
intelligible. 

The main source of anarchist terrorism during the 1890s was 
unquestionably France. Between 1892 and 1894 there occurred a 
series of incidents which did indeed create something of a climate of 
terror, in Paris especially, and which can plausibly be said to have 
inspired several anarchist attempts elsewhere in the world.4 These 
incidents were not planned by any organization, but were rather 
the work of solitary individuals whose only connection was one of 
example. The first of these was the legendary Ravachol, who placed 
bombs in the houses of two French judges - in revenge, he later 
claimed, for their part in sentencing workers involved in the May Day 
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demonstration of 1891. Although condemned only to forced labour 
for these offences (since neither bomb caused any deaths) he was later 
executed for previous crimes, including three murders. Meanwhile a 
second anarchist, Meunier, had bombed a barracks, and later the 
restaurant where Ravachol had been betrayed to the police, killing the 
proprietor and a customer. Next Emile Henry placed a bomb outside 
the offices of a mining company, which exploded after it had been 
removed to the local police station, causing five deaths. Shortly 
afterwards a young shoemaker called Leauthier decided to follow 
Ravachol's example by plunging his knife into the first bourgeois that 
he met - the unlucky victim was the Serbian Minister to France, who 
survived his injuries. The next incident was more dramatic still: 
Vaillant hurled a bomb into the Chamber of Deputies, though 
miraculously it failed to kill anyone. He was, nonetheless, condemned 
to death. 

The following year, 1894, saw anum ber of similar acts of terror, of 
which two are particularly noteworthy, though for opposite reasons. 
Henry struck again in February, this time throwing a bomb into a 
busy cafe, killing one customer and injuring twenty others. This was 
the least discriminate of the anarchist attempts in France; the most 
discriminate (if the expression is permissible) was the killing of 
President Carnot by an Italian anarchist in June, an attempt which, 
however, gave the authorities an ample excuse for a general round-up 
of anarchists, and effectively brought the era of terror to an end. 

Elsewhere the mixture of blunders and atrocities continued. This 
was particularly true of Spain, where the level of terrorism was little 
below that in France. A particularly unpleasant act was the bombing 
of a Barcelona theatre in 1893, which resulted in twenty deaths. In the 
U. S.A. Alexander Berkman, later to become one of the best-known 
exponents of anarcho-communism, tried in 1892 to assassinate Henry 
Frick, a wealthy industrialist who had locked the workers out of his 
steel plant at Homestead, Pennsylvania.5 There was even an incident 
in England during this period, though its nature has never been 
properly cleared Up.6 A man named Bourdin, who had connections 
with anarchists in London, blew himself up carrying a bomb across 
Greenwich Park. The intended destination of the bomb was never 
discovered, but the incident, which occurred only three days after 
Henry's cafe bombing in Paris, created an atmosphere of public alarm 
which the press duly fostered. This was indeed symptomatic of public 
attitudes generally during the period. Although the total number of 
anarchist outrages was actually quite small, and although they were 
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carried out by isolated and often somewhat unbalanced individuals, it 
was widely believed that there existed an international conspiracy to 
overthrow the regimes of Western Europe by violence. The result was 
a general feeling of revulsion against anyone who could be labelled an 
anarchist. In such a hostile climate of opinion the police were able to 
arrest anarchists even where there was nothing to link them directly 
with terrorist acts. Leading anarchist intellectuals also came to realize 
that their propaganda efforts· were being harmed rather than helped 
by the campaign of terror, and began to pronounce more critically on 
the various incidents. These two factors, together with the growth in 
several countries of a militant trade union movement in which anar
chists could hope to participate (see below, Chapter 9) sharply 
decreased the volume of anarchist terrorism from the mid-1890s 
onwards, although isolated incidents, such as the assassination of 
Empress Elizabeth of Austria in 1898, of King Umberto of Italy in 
1900, and of President McKinley of the U.S.A. in 1901, helped to 
keep the popular image of anarchism alive. 7 

The second phase of terror grew out of the New Left movement of 
the 1960s, which radicalized a sizeable proportion of young people in 
the advanced capitalist countries. There is some question whether the 
terrorist groups (which emerged as the movement as a whole went into 
decline) can properly be described as anarchist. Certainly the best
known among them - such as the Baader-Meinhof group in Germany 
and the Brigate Rosse in Italy8 - rejected the label and preferred to call 
themselves revolutionary communists. However there are two 
reasons for including them in this analysis. First, other groups 
involved in the same campaign of anti-state terror, such as the 2nd 
June Movement in Germany, the Angry Brigade in Britain, and the 
various 'autonomist' groups in Italy, were quite explicitly anarchist 
in their orientation; since there was some overlap of membership 
between the 'anarchist' and the 'communist' groups (this can clearly 
be seen in the German case, for instance), it would be wrong to think 
of the alternative labels as representing a significant tactical or 
political division. Second, this is confirmed when we look at the 
ideological stance of the 'communist' groups. They interpreted 
themselves as forming the spearhead of an armed struggle by the 
proletariat against an imperialist and/or fascist state. In so character
izing the target of their struggle, they obliterated the traditional 
Marxist distinction between capital and state and created a composite 
monster of the kind that is familiar in anarchist thought. No doubt 
they were also influenced by Maoist ideas about guerrilla warfare 
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against imperialism, but by domesticating these ideas and making the 
state apparatus the main object of their attack, they placed themselves 
squarely in the anarchist tradition. From this point of view the main 
difference between 'communist' and 'anarchist' groups is that the 
former were willing to accept a greater degree of discipline and central 
co-ordination and were correspondingly more successful in carrying 
out their terrorist campaigns (this was also how the participants 
tended to interpret their differences). I shall confine the discussion to 
the campaigns in Germany, Italy and Britain. 

In Germany the campaign started in 1968 when a Frankfurt 
department store was set on fire following a number of violent con
frontations between police and student demonstrators protesting 
against the Vietnam war. Two of those involved, Andreas Baader and 
Gudrun Ensslin, helped to found the Red Army Fraction (more 
popularly known as the Baader-Meinhof group) in 1970. The group's 
activities continued until 1977 when three of its leading members died 
in their prison cells - whether these were killings or suicides remains a 
hotly disputed question. They had begun with a series of bank rob
beries to raise the money for weapons, cars and so forth. The year 
1972 saw a series of bombings - of the U.S. Army headquarters in 
Frankfurt, of the police headquarters in Ausburg, of the Axel 
Springer building in Hamburg and a number of other such places. 
Several people were killed in these incidents and many more 
wounded. Most of the original group were subsequently arrested, 
tried and imprisoned. But this in turn provoked counter-measures by 
survivors and new recruits, including an armed invasion of the 
German embassy in Stockholm in 1975, and the killing of the indus
trialist Hans-Martin Schleyer later that year, in both cases with the 
aim of securing the release of the imprisoned R.A.F.leaders. Mean
while the 2nd June Movement, formed in 1971, had carried out 
several bombings (mainly in Berlin), had assassinated the president of 
the German Supreme Court, and had kidnapped the leader of the 
Christian Democrats in Berlin, Peter Lorenz (who was later released 
unharmed). Again the movement was eventually crushed by police 
arrests.!,J 

The Italian terrorist movement has been larger in scale than the 
German, though somewhat less spectacular in its main incidents. The 
Brigate Rosse, formed like the R.A.F. in 1970, began with a series of 
arson attacks on the property of top industrial managers and of known 
neo-fascists. They also kidnapped a number of such men and sub
jected them to 'proletarian trials', afterwards releasing them. From 
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about 1974, however, their operations and those of associated groups 
became more lethal, involving an intensification of the arson cam
paign, and attacks on state officials, including the chief magistrate of 
Geneva, Francesco Cotta, and the president of the Christian Demo
crats, Aldo Moro. The number of incidents rose to a new height in 
1978, with 2,395 terrorist attacks recorded by the Ministry of the 
Interior (this figure of course includes actions undertaken by neo
fascists and others, as well as by members of the left groups). The 
Italian police appear to have been less successful than their German 
counterparts in apprehending those responsible - whether this is due 
to the inefficiency of the police or the greater skill of the terrorists in 
concealing their traces remains open to debate. 10 

In Britain, by contrast, anarchist terrorism was confined to the 
very beginning of the 1970s. A series of incidents occurred during 
1970 and 1971, ~lmost all involving the planting of bombs. Public 
figures whose hpuses were attacked included Peter Rawlinson, 
Robert Carr and ,lQhn Davies, all sometime Ministers in the Conser
vative government. In addition there was a machine-gun attack on the 
Spanish embassy, an attempt to blow up the B.B.C. van broadcasting 
the Miss World contest, and bomb attacks on the Biba boutique in 
Kensington J-iigh Street and the police computer in Tintagel House 
on the Embankment. Responsibility for these acts was claimed by the 
Angry Brigade, though it remains uncertain who precisely carried out 
which attacks. At their subsequent trial the eight accused persons -
the Angry Brigade or the Stoke Newington Eight, according to your 
point of view - maintained their innocence of the bombing charges. 
The evidence on which four of them were convicted was indirect. On 
the other hand it seems indisputable that some of the bombings were 
the work of a loosely organized anarchist group, whether or not of 
these particular members.ll 

If we now look back over the whole range of anarchist actions that 
fall under the category ofterrorism, we can divide them into four broad 
classes. First there have been attacks on agents of the state - digni
taries, politicians, policemen, judges and lawyers. These range from, 
at one extreme, functionaries who are identified as having carried out 
particular actions, or as supporting particular policies - for instance, 
judges who have passed sentence on workers or political activists - to, 
at the other extreme, people whose political position is purely sym
bolic; an example here would be the Empress Elizabeth, assassinated 
in 1898, who at that time played no role at all in Austrian politics. 
Second, there have been attacks on the owners and managers of 
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industry: again I should wish to distinguish between those selected 
because of particular things they had done (like Henry Frick) and 
those selected as symbolic representatives of a class (like Hans-Martin 
Schleyer). Third, a number of acts of violence have not been directed 
at anyone in particular, but at places and persons supposedly repre
sentative of the whole social order the anarchist aims to destroy - I 
should include here Henry's bombing of the Cafe Terminus, the arson 
committed by Baader and others at the store in Frankfurt, and the 
attacks in Britain on the Biba boutique and the Miss World contest. 
Fourth, some terrorist acts are merely instrumental to others - for 
instance robberies undertaken to raise money, or kidnappings whose 
objective is to secure the release of comrades in jail. These raise no 
special questions of justification, in the sense that they will be seen as 
justified if and only if the whole campaign of terror of which they form 
a part is justified. 

Leaving aside the fourth category, anarchists have offered three 
general defences of acts of violence of this kind. The first portrays the 
acts in question as acts of revenge or retribution. It is significant here 
that the incidents tend to occur in clusters, with later events being 
interpreted in the light of earlier ones. Thus Ravachol directed his 
attacks against judges whom he held responsible for imposing severe 
sentences on two workers; then Meunier threw his bomb in order to 
avenge Ravachol; and so forth. Moving forward in time, the terrorist 
movement in Germany was clearly inspired in part by the death of 
Benno Ohnesborg on 2 June 1967 (he was shot by a policeman while 
taking part in a demonstration) - witness the naming of the 2nd June 
Movement. However this justification appears to lose whatever plau
sibility it may otherwise have when the individuals chosen for retribu
tion have no direct connection with the actions to be avenged. Here 
the anarchist case shifts to a doctrine of collective responsibility: 
violence is being exercised by the state against its subjects and by the 
capitalist class against the workers, so anyone who acts as a state 
functionary or a servant of capital bears some measure of responsi
bility for the damage suffered by the victims. In this way, anarchists _ 
or some of them - would include all the deeds in the first two classes 
under the rubric of revenge (others would concede that, from a 
propaganda point of view at least, it is wise to make the distinction 
made above between those bearing direct responsibility for certain 
acts or policies and those lacking such responsibility). 

But can the argument of revenge possibly be stretched to cover the 
anonymous victims of cafe or store bombings? Emile Henry did 
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indeed try to do so in the defence that he offered at his trial. 12 He 
argued first that Vaillant's bomb had sparked off an indiscriminate set 
of repressive measures against anarchists generally. Since the bour
geoisie had not distinguished among the anarchists, why should the 
anarchists distinguish among the bourgeoisie? In the latter class 
should be included not only politicians, judges and the police, but also 
'those good bourgeois who hold no office but who reap their dividends 
and live idly on the profits of the workers' toil' and even 'all those who 
are satisfied with the existing order, who applaud the acts of the 
government and so become its accomplices, those clerks earning three 
or five hundred pounds a month . . . in other words, the daily 
clientele of Terminus and the other great cafes'. 13 Finally, if it should 
be said that bombs such as his endangered the lives of women and 
children, Henry's reply was that the bourgeoisie had not thought 
about the harm caused to the wives and children of the workers they 
exploited. 

At this point, clearly, the idea of retribution has been stretched 
beyond all recognition. It is in any case very incongruous for anar
chists of this general persuasion to justify their actions in retributive 
terms. We have seen that they are reluctant to hold ordinary criminals 
responsible for their anti-social acts, seeing crime as the effect of 
adverse social conditions. But if responsibility can be passed in this 
way from individual to society in the case of the criminal, why not also 
in the case of the bourgeois or state functionary, who is also a victim -
albeit a more pampered one - of a social system which has produced in 
him the behaviour and the attitudes that he displays? Few anarchists 
have faced this incongruity squarely, though its force has been 
obliquely felt. 'It is not the rich and the powerful whom we devote to 
destruction, but the institutions which have favoured the birth 
and growth of these malevolent beings. It is the medium which it 
behooves us to alter, and for this great work we must reserve all our 
strength; to waste it in personal vindications were merest puerility,' 
Reclus wrote. 14 While this stops short of saying that members of the 
ruling class do not, as individuals, deserve retribution, it at least 
acknowledges that personal revenge is pointless. Many anarchists 
would tacitly echo this view. 

The second justification of acts of terror sees them as instrumental 
in the struggle between the ruling class and the proletariat. The basic 
assumption here is that the state has such resources of indoctrination 
and physical suppression at its disposal that it cannot be destroyed by 
peaceful means. Single terrorist acts will not in themselves bring 
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about the destruction of the state, but they have three main uses in the 
conflict that precedes it: they are a means of defending the workers 
against particular oppressive acts by the state or the capitalist class; 
they help more generally to create a revolutionary consciousness in the 
proletariat; and they help to demoralize the ruling class, making it less 
willing to fight for its privileges. 

To be useful in the first of these ways, acts of violence must be 
directed selectively against the perpetrators of oppression. The 
French anarchist Jean Grave made this point when he contrasted the 
burning of a factory owned by an 'average' employer and housing a 
large work-force, which would be counterproductive, with the execu
tion of a particularly detested employer in the course of a strike, which 
he described as an 'intelligent deed' .15 His advice was taken to heart 
by Alexander Berkman and Emma Goldman, who chose Frick for 
their assassination attempt because of his responsibility for the lock
out at Homestead, in the course of which several steel workers had 
been shot by Pinkerton men. 'A blow aimed at Frick would re-echo in 
the poorest hovel, would call the attention of the whole world to the 
real cause behind the Homestead struggle,' Goldman wrote. 16 On the 
other hand it might also create public sympathy for a man who did not 
deserve it and so rebound upon the assassins, as happened in this and 
many other cases. 

The other uses were always more nebulous. The case for assigning 
revolutionary potential to acts of terror was that the proletariat were 
inherently prepared to rise against the state, but were cowed into 
submission by the power of the agencies of repression. Acts of 
violence directed against these agencies exposed their vulnerability 
and gave heart to their victims. As a Baader-Meinhof pamphlet put it, 
'the urban guerrilla's aim is to attack the state's apparatus of control at 
certain points and put them out of action, to destroy the myth of the 
system's omnipresence and invulnerability' .17 But here the anarchists 
faced an insurmountable difficulty. In order for the act of terror to 
convey the desired message, its meaning had to be conveyed to the 
masses - but how? In the absence of a mass revolutionary movement, 
there was no way in which the true significance of the deed could be 
put across. The anarchist press had a tiny circulation, and most 
workers acquired their political information from the 'bourgeois' 
press and later the state-controlled mass media. Johann Most, an 
ardent advocate of terrorist attacks in the 1880s, thought that a poster 
campaign might be used - but even this presupposed a large anarchist 
organization sufficiently co-ordinated to distribute the posters at the 
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appropriate moment, whereas in fact most terrorist acts were per
formed by lone individuals who did not broadcast their intentions. 18 

What of the disheartening effect on the ruling class? It is clear that 
a terror campaign, even if only composed of a small number of 
incidents can succeed in creating an atmosphere of public alarm, as , . 
the events in France in the 1890s show, and also the events m 
Germany in the 1970s. But rather than encouraging t~e power~ul a~d 
the privileged to give up their advantages, the result IS almost mevlt
ably to make draconic measures against the terrorists publicly accept
able. In France the Chamber of Deputies passed measures makmg 
apology for crime a criminal act, and prohibiting all anarchist propa
ganda; these laws were then used to close down the anarchist press. In 
Germany, in the late 1970s, opinion polls revealed that, in the aft.er
math of terrorist incidents, as many as two-thirds of the populatIon 
were willing to accept limitations on their personal freedom for the 
sake of combating terrorism. 19 

In the light of these experiences, most anarchists have come to 

doubt the effectiveness of acts of terror in bringing the revolution 
nearer to hand. The case of Kropotkin is typical here. After having 
endorsed the insurrectionary strategy in the 1870s, and then indi
vidual acts of terror in the early 1880s, he had come by the 1890s to 
disapprove of acts of violence except those performed in self-defence 
in the course of a revolution. 20 This change of heart was caused partly 
by simple revulsion at acts such as the Barcelona theatre bombing a~d 
partly by an awareness that terrorism was hindering the a~archist 
cause - ordinary propaganda activiti~s, for instance, were VIrtually 
impossible at the height ?f th~ 189ei-campaign. Yet even Kr0p?tki~ 
continued to offer the third 'justification' ,for acts of terror - a JUStI
fication which is better describedas-"an apology. This amounts to 
saying that such acts are the inevitable outcome of repressive social 
conditions, and their perpetrators are not to be condemned, for they 
are not fully responsible for what they have done. This 'justification' 
is found very widely in anarchist literature. An anonymous Freedom 
Pamphlet, published in 1893, is characteristic. 

Under miserable conditions of life, any vision of the possibility 
of better things makes the present misery more intolerable, 
and spurs those who suffer to the most energetic struggles to 
improve their lot, and if these struggles only immediately 
result in sharper misery, the outcome is often sheer despera
tion ... Some natures in such a plight, and those by no means 
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t~e least social or the least sensitive, will become violent, and 
wIll even feel that their violence is social and not anti-social 
that in striking when and how they can, they are striking no~ 
for themselves but for human nature, outraged and despoiled 
in their persons and in those of their fellow sufferers. And are 
we, who ourselves are not in this horrible predicament, to 
stand by and coldly condemn these piteous victims of the 
Furies and the Fates?21 

This passage was quoted approvingly by Emma Goldman 22 and 
similar sentiments (though with different nuances of emphasi;) were 
expresse~ by ~eclus, Kropotkin, Malatesta and many others. 23 

DespIte thIS consensus among the luminaries of anarchism the 
third. 'justificat~on' is peculiar in two respects. First, it depends on 
s~venng appraIsal and prescription. The Freedom Pamphlet con
tmues, on the following page, 'but wersay to no man: "GO AND DO 
THO U LIKEWISE" '. Refusing to condemn acts of terror is thus not 
the same as urging people to commit them. But what then would the 
luminaries say to someone contemplating such an a~t wh~ is seeking 
advice? It ~eem~ they.are willing to say nothing beyond 'consult your 
own conSCIence. But m view of the fact that they themselves regarded 
most such acts as justified neither on retributive nor on instrumental 
?rounds, t~is is plainly unsatisfactory. Second, this 'justification' 
mvolves a kI~d of moral elit~sm. Those who offer it claim that they can 
see,. from theIr detached pomt of view above the melee, that these acts 
?f VIOlence are unnecessary and ineffectual, but since those embroiled 
m the fight could not be expected to see as much, no judgments will be 
passed. This elitism comes out particularly clearly when the perpetra
~ors of violent deeds are portrayed as 'noble savages' (by Reclus, for 
mstance). Moral equality, on the other hand, implies that we shouid 
expect others to live by the standards that we set for ourselves. 

To sum up, some anarchists have wanted to defend acts of terror 
on retributive and/or on instrumental grounds; but most have found 
t~ese defences untenable, and have fallen back on the uncomfortable 
VIew that such acts are neither to be recommended in advance nor to 
be condemned in retros pect. On the other hand acts of violence which 
occur i~ the course of broader social struggles, and especially during 
revo~ut~ona:y u~heaval~, are in a different category and require no 
specIal !ust~ficatIOn: whIle perhaps not desirable in themselves, tney 
are the mevnable accompaniment of changes that are desirable. Thus 
faced with a society that institutionalizes violence, there is no moral 
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problem about the use of violence as such. But terrorist violence, even 
if an understandable reaction to oppression, is usually misdirected 
and nearly always counterproductive in its effects. 

This has been the majority view among anarchists. My discussion 
would not be complete, however, without a brief look at the alterna
tive view. Some anarchists have argued that their principles require a 
strategy that relies completely on non-violence. An extreme example 
is Tolstoy who, although repudiating the label, can reasonably be 
regarded as an anarchist in his later life. Tolstoy's anarchism and his 
rejection of violence both flowed from a radical interpretation of 
Christian doctrine. Christ's command, 'Thou shalt not kill', was for 
Tolstoy to be taken quite literally; it was not even permissible to kill a 
criminal about to murder a child. 24 By extension all acts of violence 
were morally prohibited, and government stood condemned as 'an 
organization for the commission of violence and for its justification'. 25 
(Tolstoy's conversion to anarchism has been dated to the moment 
when he witnessed a public execution by guillotine in Paris.)26 But it 
was not of course permissible to use violence to prevent violence (as 
the murderer/child example shows). Government could be under
mined only by citizens refusing to co-operate with it and creating 
alternative institutions. 

Tolstoy's rejection of violence stands or falls with his absolutist 
ethics, but other anarchists have tried to make out a case for non
violence that does not require such an extreme posture, even though 
moral revulsion against killing and wounding may form a part of it. 27 

The case stands on two legs: strategies that employ violence are 
incapable of bringing into existence the kind of society that anarchists 
want; and moreover non-violent strategies are available that are suffi
ciently potent to challenge the might of the state. Let us consider these 
in turn. 

One rather practical reason against using violent methods is that 
by doing so the revolutionary is challenging the state in an arena where 
it is almost bound to win. Latter-day anarchists, especially, have been 
impressed by the huge arsenal of weapons at the state's disposal, 
beside which the gun or ~he homemade bomb of the revolutionary 
look puny indeed. Moreover a violent attack on one of its outposts 
permits the state to respond in kind without moral compunction, and 
often with the approval of most of its citizens. However the case 
against violence does not rest there. The effects on the revolutionaries 
themselves must also be considered. Effective violence is likely to 
require a disciplined form of organization that contravenes anarchist 
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principles and bodes ill for the kind of society that will emerge if the 
violence should succeed in its destructive task. If conducted on a large 
scale, a military hierarchy will be required, and we have already seen 
(in Chapter 7) the difficulties this poses from an anarchist point of 
view. Even on a smaller scale, however, analogous problems occur. A 
terrorist group needs to escape detection by the police, and in order to 
do so its members must adopt a clandestine life-style which prevents 
them from engaging in ordinary political activities - meetings, 
demonstrations and so forth. By so doing they cut themselves off from 
the broader movement of which they hope to form the spearhead, and 
begin to live in a closed world. The campaign of violence becomes an 
end in itself, losing any connection with wider political developments. 
(This can be seen very clearly in the case of the German terrorist 
groups of the 1970s, for instance.)28 More speculatively, violence 
encourages certain traits of personality in those who employ it, which 
are not the traits that are needed to build an anarchist society. As the 
Dutch anarcho-pacifist Bart de Ligt put it, 'the violence and warfare 
which are characteristic conditions of the imperialist world do not go 
with the liberation of the individual and of society, which is the 
historic mission of the exploited classes. The greater the violence, the 
weaker the revolution, even where violence has deliberately been put 
at the service of revolution. '29 

Conversely, a number of anarchists have come to see the potential 
of non-violent forms of resistance to the state.30 Here the example of 
Gandhi's resistance to British rule in India has been very influential, 
though anarchists are unlikely to adopt wholesale the philosophy of 
life upon which Gandhi based his political strategy. What Gandhi 
essentially showed was that, in the right circumstances, a group 
willing to act illegally and accept punishment without resistance can 
wield great moral power, greater even than the physical power 
wielded by the authorities . The circumstances must include public 
sympathy for the cause the group is pursuing, and moral scruples on 
the part of those in power, so that eventually they are unwilling to 
continue punishing the dissenters. The forms of action which may be 
used are varied: illegal demonstrations, sit-ins, economic boycotts, 
strikes, work-ins, and so forth. The anarchist belief is that actions of 
this kind, initially undertaken by a small group with a specific objec
tive - say the reversing of an unpopular government policy - may 
draw increasing numbers of sympathizers into the struggle, so that 
eventually there is mass disobedience on the scale that Gandhi 
achieved. At this point the institutions of the state will begin to 
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crumble as they lose legitimacy in the eyes of the people, and the hope 
is that they can be replaced without violence by organs of popular 
self-government. 

I think that anarchists who have taken this view have been right in 
one respect: a non-violent campaign can be carried out by a group 
organized c--6nsistently with anarchist principles whereas a campaign 
of violence almost certainly cannot. However, the chasm to be crossed 
is between a campaign with a specific objective (where the authorities 
may be able to give in without really weakening their overall position) 
and a head-on challenge to the state. Given their general point of view, 
anarchists are (of all people) the least likely to believe that the ruling 
class will give up its privileges without a fight. The question, then, is 
whether a non-violent campaign might be organized so effectively that 
it could topple the political authorities even though the latter were 
prepared to use the means of violence at their disposal against the 
revolutionaries. Perhaps if the state were in the hands of a very small 
and unpopUlar minority, and the revolutionary movement succeeded 
in uniting the rest of the population behind it, such an outcome would 
not be beyond the bounds of possibility - historical examples can be 
found where oppressive regimes have been swept from power with 
very little bloodshed on the revolutionary side. But most revolutions 
bear out Engels' verdict cited above: 31 ultimately they are contests of 
arms. If so, anarchists may have to choose once again between using 
means that are repugnant to their principles, and remaining pure but 
ineffectual. 
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9 Anarchism and Syndicalism 

The term 'syndicalism' refers to the militant form of trade unionism 
which appeared in a number of countries during the first decades of 
this century. In France, especially, it quickly took root, and produced 
not only an organization powerful enough to cause the government 
serious alarm, but also an ideology which linked the everyday 
struggles of workers in the economic field to a final goal of 'emancipa
tion' from capitalist society. To a greater or lesser extent both the 
organizational methods and the ideology of French syndicalism were 
borrowed by radical trade unionists elsewhere, so it is possible in these 
years to speak of an international syndicalist movement which com
peted with the parliamentary socialists for the allegiance of the 
working class. This movement was largely torpedoed by the outbreak 
of war in 1914, and thereafter syndicalism was only a pale shadow of 
its former self. There was one very important exception, however: in 
Spain, where syndicalist organization was comparatively weak until 
about 1917, it blossomed under the conditions of political instability 
which marked that country until the beginning of the civil war in 
1936, and played a major part both in the social revolution that 
accompanied the outbreak of the war, and in the war itself. Thus if 
France was the main source of syndicalist ideology, Spain was its 
principal testing-ground. 

It is not difficult to see why anarchists should have been attracted 
by the syndicalist movement. Following the frustrations of the insur
rectionary period of the 1870s and the counterproductive results of 
the terror campaigns of the 1890s, anarchists seemed doomed to 
gather impotently in small groups of comrades, cut off from the 
industrial workers and the peasantry who were supposed to form the 
army of the revolution. Syndicalism was far from being an anarchist 
invention (though some of its principal theorists had anarchist back
grounds) but when it appeared, it seemed to provide an unprece
dented opportunity for anarchists to make contact with the most 
militant sections of the working class, and to use the economic 
struggles of the syndicates as a means of conducting anarchist propa
ganda. Moreover the syndicalists' determination to have no truck 
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with conventional parties or parliamentary politics corresponded 
exactly to the anarchists' long-standing policy of abstentionism. It is 
no surprise, then, that as early as 1890 we find a veteran of the 
movement like Kropotkin urging his comrades to enter the syndi
cates;l and by the time that syndicalism was a living force, in the early 
1900s, this had almost become anarchist orthodoxy. 2 

At the same time, it is important not to conflate anarchism and 
syndicalism, or to suppose that syndicalism is merely one variety of 
anarchism. What one might call the 'core' of syndicalist ideology was 
not explicitly anarchist in character, even though it was possible (as 
we shall see) to gloss it in such a way that it seemed to point logically 
to an anarchist future. Moreover the anarchists who followed 
Kropotkin's advice differed considerably in the extent of their enthu
siasm for syndicalist methods. To avoid confusion I shall begin by 
outlining the basic tenets of syndicalism, and next consider how these 
tenets were interpreted both by non-anarchists and by anarchists of 
different persuasions. I shall then survey the practical achievements 
of the syndicalist movement in an attempt to see whether those 
anarchists who placed their full faith in the movement were right to do 
so or not. 

Syndicalist ideology began with a crude and simple view of the 
class war between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie. 3 The proletariat 
- both rural and urban - were exploited and impoverished. The 
bourgeoisie - the capitalist class and 1!heir functionaries, the politi
cians, administrators, judges, police and armed forces - were para
sites who lived at the workers' expense but contributed nothing 
essential to social production. The interests of the two classes were 
diametrically opposed: the greater the power and wealth of the 
capitalists, the less that of the workers . No agreement or compromise 
could benefit both classes simultaneously. In the struggle between 
them, the ruling class had all the financial and military resources at its 
disposal. All that the working class had was its numerical strength and 
its capacity to control the process of production. But these resources 
could not be materialized unless the class was organized in the right 
way. 

The details of syndicalist organization varied from country to 
country, but the main lines were the same everywhere. In any given 
place (town or rural district) workers should form themselves into 
syndicates on the basis of craft, profession or industry: organization 
by industry was the preferred form, but practical concessions 
were made where craft loyalties were strong. These syndicates, 
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democratically controlled by their members, were to be the basic units 
of class action. They should be composed exclusively of workers and, 
even though they might appoint part-time officials from among their 
members, they should avoid creating a separate leadership. The 
syndicates were then to federate in two directions: first, horizontally 
with other syndicates in the same area, to create a local federation: 
second, vertically with other syndicates in the same branch of 
industry, to create ~ national federation (say of. miners or railway
men). Finally these federations were themselves to unite into an 
umbrella confederation to head the movement. None of this, how
ever, was to threaten the autonomy of the local syndicates: the federa
tions and the confederation were seen as devices for co-ordinating the 
actions of their component syndicates" but as having no rights of 
command. 

In the immediate struggle with the capitalist class, over wages, 
hours of work, and so forth, the function of the local federations was 
to spread propaganda and to allow the workers in each area to support 
one another in times of hardship. The national federations would 
'normally take the leading role in organizing strikes, conducting wage 
bargaining and so on - depending on whether the employers were also 
organized nationally. However the dual pattern of organization had 
another aspect as well: when the hour of the revolution came, and the 
capitalist class and its lackeys were driven from power, the syndicates 
would provide the basic framework for the new society. The national 
federations would plan and organize production: the local federations 
would arrange distribution in each district, and generally serve to 
maintain social order. Thus the proletariat, having thrown off its 
shackles, would find its own authentic form of organization ready to 
hand: there would be no leap into the void. ' 

Next, the methods of struggle: here the idea popularized by the 
syndicalists was 'direct action'.4 This meant, first, that the workers 
must be prepared to act on their own behalf and not leave the job to 
outsiders - especially not to politicians. Second, it meant that all 
effective forms of action should be used to combat the capitalist class, 
regardless of their legality. The four most commonly advocated 
methods were the strike, sabotage, the boycott and the 'label'. The 
effectiveness of the strike weapon is too familiar to need further 
comment. Sabotage was advocated as a way of harassing the employer 
without loss of pay, and as a means of preventing him from importing 
blacklegs to break a strike. Boycotting meant a concerted effort to 
prevent the sale of products made by recalcitrant employers, and 
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labelling was its converse: a syndicate would allow 'approved' 
employers to stamp their goods with its label. In addition the syndi
calists saw nothing wrong with using violence against the person or 
property of capitalists during a struggle, though they thought that 
isolated acts of violence were useless or worse. 

These tactics had a dual purpose. Their immediate objective was 
to win concessions from the employers; their long-term aim was to 
create a fighting movement that would eventually unseat the capitalist 
class as a whole. This put an encouraging complexion on activities 
such as strikes. If they were successful, a small part of the capitalists' 
wealth would be expropriated; even if they were not, the 'workers be
came more aware of the absolute conflict of interests between them
selves and their employers, and would be more resolute in the future. 
One syndicalist described the limited strike as 'a training session, a 
salutary exercise that will harden the proletariat for war, in prepara
tion for a final struggle which will be the revolutionary general strike'.5 

The revolutionary general strike: this was the means whereby the 
workers would finally emancipate themselves from the capitalist 
class. Provided that a large enough proportion of the workforce 
downed tools, neither the capitalists nor the political authorities 
would be able to provide basic services such as food, heat and lighting, 
and authority would pass inexorably into the hands of the only bodies 
able to do so: the syndicates in their federations. The authorities 
might try to use troops to force sections of the proletariat back to 
work, but the syndicalists counted on class solidarity between 
workers and ordinary soldiers, and their own anti-militarist propa
ganda efforts, to prevent his happening. The majority of syndicalists, 
however, gave little thought to how the general strike would usher in 
the new society. For most of them it was a distant goal which gave a 
more elevated meaning to their everyday trade-union activlties. 6 

Moreover in trying to describe the aftermath of the general strike, we 
reach a point at which anarchists and non-anarchist syndicalists part 
company. 

To complete this short review of syndicalist ideology, a final word 
must be said about the syndicalists' adamant refusal to play any part in 
conventional politics. The syndicalists were not opposed to individual 
workers engaging in political activities, but they insisted that political 
commitments must be left behind when the worker participated in 
syndical debate, and they flatly refused to ally themselves with any 
political party. (Indeed in the three countries I shall consider later, 
there was active hostility between the syndicalist unions and the 
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socialist parties which in appearance were their natural partners.) 
Three arguments were used to defend this position: first, political 
parties grouped people according to their beliefs, irrespective of class 
origin, whereas syndicates grouped people according to (class) inter
ests, irrespective of beliefs. All parties, therefore, represented a com
promise of some kind between classes; only the syndicates could be 
relied on to defend the authentic interests of the workers. Second, 

I
' parliamentary politics inevitably corrupted even the best-intentioned 
of representatives - this was, of course, a venerable anarchist argu

I ment. Third, political action, even if successful, could only produce a 
change in legislation. But legislation was not the workers' friend; on 
the contrary, it was the capitalists who knew how to turn any legisla
tion to their own advantage. What the workers needed was a clear field 
to carryon their direct-action struggle. Even so, the syndicalists did 
allow one form of political lobbying - which they called 'external 
pressure' , meaning strikes or demonstrations against the government 
- as a method of blocking legislation which was clearly contrary to 
working-class interests. 

All of this was very much to the anarchists' taste. But in order to 
reach a clear understanding of the relationship between anarchism 
and syndicalism, we need to chart the terrain rather carefully. I shall 
distinguish four interpretations of the syndicalist movement, though 
even these are no more than points on a spectrum which contained 
many intermediate shades of opinion. 

The first view I shall call 'pure revolutionary syndicalism'. It was 
the view of Victor Griffuelhes, the leading figure in the French 
movement between 1902 and 1909, and also of several of the more 
moderate leaders of the Spanish C.N. T. (Confederacion N acional de 
Trabajo) in the 1930s. These men did not regard themselves as anar
chists: indeed anarchism was seen as one among a number of compet
ing political ideologies, and therefore as extraneous to the syndicalist 
movement proper. Syndicalism was sufficient unto itself: it was based 
purely on the material interests of the working class, and the consis
tent pursuit of these interests would one day lead the class into open 
and final conflict with the capitalists. What would happen next was a 
matter of speculation: the syndicates would no doubt organize pro
duction and distribution, but whether a new political entity would 
also be created was uncertain. Griffuelhes said that it was agreeable to 
speculate on these matters, but he would wait until he returned from a 
trip which allowed him to see the answers with his own eyes before 
pronouncing. 7 
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The pure syndicalists were as willing as anyone to engage in 
militant struggle with the capitalist class, but their hazy vision of the 
future made it easier for them to conflate reformist and revolutionary 
action. A wage increase at the capitalists' expense, for instance, could 
be seen as a partial expropriation of the class itself. Thus in practice 
the pure syndicalists tended to behave in much the same way as their 
colleagues in the movement who were out-and-out reformists. This 
distressed the second group I want to distinguish, the anarcho
syndicalists, who regarded short-term gains as relatively trivial and 
saw the main point oflimited trade-union action as preparation for the 
final struggle. Key figures here include Emile Pouget, a leading 
ideologist of the French C.G.T. (Confederation Generale du Travail), 
Pierre Monatte, who defended syndicalism in a famous debate with 
Malatesta at Amsterdam in 1907, and the historian of the movement, 
Rudolph Rocker.8 Many other names might be added to this list. 

The first assumption of the anarcho-syndicalists was that anar
chists must break out of their exclusive circles and make contact with 
the masses; and the workers' syndicates were the obvious milieux for 
attempting this. Besides promoting their members' material interests 
in the short-term, they were training grounds where the workers 
learnt how to organize themselves and to practise solidarity. Their 
federal form of organization corresponded to anarchist principles; and 
so the syndicates could be seen as the embryos of a new, stateless social 
order. As Rocker put it, 

For the Anarcho-Syndicalists the trade union is by no means a 
mere transitory phenomenon bound up with the duration of 
capitalist society, it is the germ of the Socialist economy of the 
future, the elementary school of Socialism in general. Every 
new social structure makes organs for itself in the body of the 
old organism. . . . It therefore concerns us to plant these 
germs while there is yet time and bring them to the strongest 
possible development, so as to make the task of the coming 
social revolution easier and to insure its permanence. 9 

The anarcho-syndicalists ' realized, however, that the syndicates 
were not composed exclusively of revolutionary workers, much less of 
conscious anarchists; nor did they believe that it would ever be 
possible to achieve such a universal awakening of consciousness. 
Instead they thought that the syndicates would nurture a conscious 
minority of militants who could spearhead the revolution, drawing 
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the apathetic masses in their wake. This necessitated some bending of 
the idea that syndicates should be democratically controlled by their 
members. Pouget, who took a fairly extreme view on this issue, 
contrasted 'Ie Droit Syndical' with 'Ie Droit Democratique' and 
argued that conscious minorities, whose actions furthered the inter
ests of their comrades, had no need to wait for majority approval 
before. engaging in struggle. 1o In practice, as we shall see later, the 
desired result was achieved through the tutelage of a small group of 
anarchists who either held key posts in the syndicalist movement (as 
in the French case) or else used their own organization to guide the 
decisions of the wider movement (as in the Spanish case). 

For the anarcho-syndicalists, then, anarchism and syndicalism 
were one and the same: or better, perhaps, syndicalism was anarchism 
come to maturity. The third view to be distinguished here rejected 
this identification, while still seeing in syndicalism an important 
means to the final goal of anarchy. This view was held during the 
apogee of syndicalism by older anarchists such as Kropotkin, 
Malatesta and Gra.ve, and has since, with the decline in trade-union 
m:iltancy everywhere, become the predominant view once again. Its 
proponents in the early 1900s were often referred to as anarcho
communists to distinguish them from the anarcho-syndicalists (this 
was how the division was marked in Russia, for instance) but the label 
is misleading inasmuch as the anarcho-syndicalists were also, for the 
most part, aiming to create an anarcho-communist society. The 
debate between the two groups was primarily about revolutionary 
methods, not about goals. 

What did the sympathetic critics of syndicalism have to say to their 
syndicalist comrades? In essence, while agreeing that syndical organ
ization was a necessity for the workers, and moreover an excellent 
forum for anarchist propaganda, they insisted that it should not be 
confused with the anarchist movement itself. There were a number of 
reasons for this.11 First, syndical organization unavoidably reflected 
the structure' of the society that it was formed to combat. Each 
industry had its own union, and the immediate interests of workers in 
that industry were not necessarily identical with those of workers 
elsewhere. Union organization could thus become a means whereby 
the interests of one group were advanced at the expense of another. 
Second, the syndicates inevitably became caught up in the quest for 
immediate improvements in their members' living standards, and 
were thus liable to lose sight of the final revolutionary goal. Their 
leaders would find themselves impelled to make compromises to 
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secure minor gains - especially in view of the conservatism of many 
unionized workers - and would in this way be drawn into class 
collaboration. Third, the organizational structure of the syndicates 
was not appropriate to a future society where production would be 
guided by need rather than profit. Some industries would disappear 
altogether; others would be completely reorganized to allow workers 
to move more easily from job to job and develop their skills in an 
all-round way. The syndicates, therefore, must disappear along with 
the society that had given birth to them; otherwise they would become 
a force of stagnation, and even, perhaps, the begetters of a new form of 
political authority. Finally, and as a generalization of the third point, 
advocates of syndicalism were in danger of losing sight of the many
sided nature of human existence and supposing that production was 
everything. Syndicates reflected people's roles as producers - no 
doubt a major part of their lives under ca pitalism - but people engaged 
in other activities besides, and they needed other forms of organiza
tion to reflect these. As Grave argued: 

Society teems with abuses; against each abuse, there must rise 
up the group of those who suffer most from it, in order to 
combat it. ... Not only groups struggling against that which 
exists, but attempts to group together along the lines of the 
future, with a view to producing faith, well-being, solidarity, 
among like-minded individuals. We count too much on the 
inevitability of the revolution, forgetting that the latter only 
destroys that which clutters the ground, and that, once the 
destruction of oppressive forms has been accomplished, there 
will only develop those kinds of grouping which have already 
been tried out. 12 

The practical upshot of this sympathetic but critical view of the 
union movement was that anarchists should enter the syndicates to 
make propaganda, but should not submerge their anarchism in the 
movement itself. They should not hold office in the syndicates, and 
they should avoid . becoming involved in the struggle for economic 
gains within the boundaries of capitalism, which were likely to be 
illusory in any case. They should retain their own separate organiza
tion, and they should not neglect opportunities for making propa
ganda in other fields through an obsession with the sphere of produc
tion. In short, anarchists in the syndical movement should act as 
gadflies, always trying to prevent the movement from succumbing to 
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conservatism and pressing it forward to a revolutionary destination. 
For a small minority of anarchists even this conceded too much to 

syndicalism. They preferred to stand completely aloof from the union 
movement and to continue associating in ideologically pure anarchist 
groups. Three arguments appear to have weighed with these dissi
dents. 13 First, they maintained even more rigidly than the anarchists 
whose views I have just outlined that the division of the social product 
?etween the capitalist and working classes was fixed, so any wage 
Increase won by the workers in one industry was gained at the expense 
of the class as a whole. 14 Participating in a syndicate, therefore, was 
tantamount to trying to obtain a privileged position at the expense of 
comrades in other industries. Second, the dissidents claimed that 
syndical organization cramped the free individual and disciplined him 
to accept majority rule - whereas the anarchist affinity groups, as we 
have seen, were based on the principle that nobody was obliged to 
abide by a collective decision if he did not want to. Third, the class 
analysis which underlay syndicalist ideology was viewed with some 
suspicion. It appeared to assume that the organized factory worker 
had interests identical with the impoverished masses generally, and 
could be counted on to act on their behalf. In short, it resembled too 
closely the Marxist analysis of class conflict which anarchists had long 
since rejected. IS The dissidents looked once more to 'the black mass 
the mass of the unemployed and the starving' to spearhead the revolu~ 
tionary movement. 16 

. In the presence of a strong and apparently revolutionary trade
umon movement, however, most anarchists saw this as ivory-tower 
purism. The majority were either out-and-out anarcho-syndicalists, 
or else took the more critical but still favourable view of Malatesta and 
Grave. But they could not of course hope to enjoy an ideological 
monopoly in the syndicates. They had to compete with the pure 
revolutionary syndicalists and, even further to the right, with reform
ists who saw the movement as merely a means of bettering the position 
of the working class within the limits of capitalism. Syndicalism was 
always an alliance between ideologically disparate elements. In view 
of this, there are at least three critical questions that need to be asked 
a~out the major syndical movements from an anarchist point of view. 
FIrst, to what extent did the unions succeed in uniting the working 
class into a revolutionary force capable of challenging the bourgeoisie? 
Second, what in practice was the relationship between industrial 
action for immediate economic ends and the revolutionary general 
strike that was supposed to follow on? Third, was the general strike, 
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when attempted, a genuinely revolutionary weapon as portrayed in 
syndicalist and anarcho-syndicalist ideology? I shall focus here on the 
C.G.T. in France and the C.N.T. in Spain, with a briefer look at the 
American International Workers of the World. 

The C.G.T. can plausibly be seen as a revolutionary syndicalist 
body from its inception in 190217 until the outbreak ofthe First World 
War. The first generation of leaders '- notably Griffuelhes, Pouget, 
Yvetot and Delesalle - were all syndicalists or anarcho-syndicalists, 
and although Jouhaux, who became general secretary in 1910, in 
practice took a somewhat more moderate line, his background was 
also anarchist. The Charter of Amiens, adopted in 1906, pledged the 
C. G. T. to syndicalist principles: class struggle, autonomous working
class action, political neutrality, the revolutionary general strike. The 
bipartite form of organization adopted in 1902 - one section uniting 
federations of workers in different branches of industry, the other 
uniting the Bourses du Travail, which served as local federations -
corresponded to the syndicalist model. Furthermore the Confedera
tion quickly established a reputation for militant action and for refus
ing to collaborate with employers or the government. Strikes were 
frequent, bitter and often violent, and occasionally widespread 
enough to create alarm in the minds of the middle classes and the 
government. Yet at no time did the long-awaited general strike 
materialize. The nearest the C.G.T. came to it was a campaign of 
strikes in 1906 for the eight-hour day, which was supposed to reach a 
climax on 1 May. But the government arrested the leadership and the 
strikes petered out without even achieving their objective, let alone 
bringing down the regime. 

Why, despite its revolutionary pretensions, was the C.G.T. not 
more effective? To begin with, it never succeeded in unionizing more 
than a fraction of the French working class. At no stage was its 
membership more than 600,000, only about one-half of the total 
number of unionized workers, and a mere one-tenth of the workforce 
as a whole. IS There is also some evidence that the radicalism of the 
leadership was not matched by the bulk of the members. The voting 
system used by the C.G.T. at its conferences - one syndicate, one 
vote, regardless of size - gave additional weight to small but radical 
syndicates such as the barbers'. 19 It took continual propaganda efforts 
from above to keep up the militancy of the rank and file; 'the work of 
propaganda and organization was in the hands of relatively few men, 
travelling from town to town, making key speeches at local confer
ences and public meetings, standing behind the more significant 
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strikes'.20 There were frequent complaints in leading circles about the 
apathy and 'egoism' of the ordinary members. 

The C.G.T. did not, then, succeed in building up a mass revolu
tionary movement; it organized instead a sizeable body of workers 
who were willing to be led by revolutionaries so long as this helped 
them in their immediate battles with their employers. And this brings 
us to the second question: what relationship was there between the 
partial strikes that the Confederation organized and the general strike 
at which it was supposed to be aiming? According to syndicalist 
theory, any strike might, because of a heavy-handed response by the 
authorities, become generalized and lead to an all-out confrontation 
between the workers and the state. In the utopian novel written by 
Pataud and Pouget to illustrate this theory, a minor builders' strike in 
Paris leads to a battle between demonstrators and the police in which 
several workers are killed, then to a general strike of solidarity with 
the victims, and on to the final showdown. 21 In practice it was very 
different. The strikes called tended to be localized and quite short
lived, even though combative for as long as they lasted. 22 This was 
partly due to the C.G.T.'s organizational weakness: only in a few 
industries were the national federations strong enough to co-ordinate 
a country-wide strike. It was due also to the syndicates' policy of not 
amassing strike funds to see them through a long conflict, on the 
grounds that this would weaken the workers' fighting spirit. These 
factors encouraged each group of workers to take the initiative in 
declaring a strike (in line with syndicalist theory) but lessened the 
chances that the strike would spread beyond the group of factories 
concerned, or at most the local area (thus undermining the second 
part of the theory). There was also another possibility that the theory 
ignored. Strikes which ended in failure might demoralize the workers 
rather than increasing their militancy. There is evidence from the 
French case that, in a period when real wages fell slightly on average, 
the experience of strike action made many workers more cautious 
thereafter, and inclined them to accept compromise deals with their 
employers. Thus the C.G.T., towards the end of the period we are 
considering, found itself pushed into adopting more moderate tactics 
by its membership.23 

Since the C. G. T. never succeeded in provoking a revolutionary 
general strike, it is idle to ask about the effectiveness of such a tactic in 
the French context. The question can be raised more sensibly with 
reference to the Spanish C.N.T. Before moving on to that body, 
however, I should like to insert a few words about the I. W. W. (or 
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'Wobblies'), an American union founded in 1904 and active until 
virtually suppressed by the government during the First World War. 
The I. W. W. was not at first authentically syndicalist in inspiration, 
but a split in the organization in 1908 created a syndicalist wing which 
wanted to detach itself from the socialist parties and from parliamen
tary activity generally. (Subsequent references to the I.W.W. are to 
this section.) Organizationally, however, the I. W. W. was consider
a bl y more centralized than the C. G . T ., and in this res pect departed 
from the federalist principles characteristic of syndicalism. All the 
emphasis was placed on organizing workers nationally into a dozen or 
so big industrial unions, and, although provision was made for the 
creation of local industrial councils, these were accorded much less 
im portance. Not surprisingly, anarchist members of the I. W. W. tried 
to decentralize the organization, but without success. 24 

In contrast to the C.G.T., the I.W.W. had to compete with a 
powerful reformist trade union in the shape of the American Federa
tion of Labor. The A.F.L. recruited skilled craftsmen in the cities, 
whereas most of the Wobblies' support came from the mining camps 
and the migratory farm workers of the West. The I.W.W. made a 
considerable impact during 1912 and 1913 through its participation in 
a number of strikes - the most notorious being at Lawrence, Massa
chusetts, where some 20,000 textile workers were out for two months 
_ and in 'free speech fights' (confrontations with local authorities over 
revolutionary speech-making in public places). Even so, its member
ship never rose above 20,000 at the outside, whereas the A.F.L.'s was 
fast approaching the two million mark. This induced some syndica
lists to argue that, rather than creating a separate organization, revolu
tionaries should try to infiltrate the big union and win it to their 
cause.25 In the conditions prevailing in the V.S., it is difficult to 
believe that either strategy could have been successful. Trade union
ism has only developed in a revolutionary direction where embittered 
workers have confronted high-handed employers. Such confronta
tions were common enough in France and Spain during this period, 
but in the V. S. they occurred only in certain specific places and 
industries (such as mining). The I.W.W. was a curiosity, and would 
have disappeared, or been absorbed, even if it had not been crushed 
politically.21> 

Spanish syndicalism had a firmer social basis. Indeed it had two 
bases, the more durable being the industrial workers of Catalonia, and 
the more volatile being the peasants and rural workers of Andalusia 
and the Levante. In both areas the proletariat was confronted with an 
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employing (or landowning) class that was stubborn and often vindic
tive in the face of its demands . But even in Spain, it required the 
addition of a third ingredient - chronic political instability - to give 
revolutionary syndicalism its chance of success. 

The origins of Spanish syndicalism have been traced back as far as 
the 1870s,27 but its main development came with the founding of the 
C.N.T. in 1910. The union was banned shortly afterwards, and its 
major periods of activity were between 1917 and 1923 and 1930 and 
1936 - periods divided by the dictatorship of Primo de Rivera and 
terminated by the Civil War. Its membership fluctuated greatly, but 
at its peak may have numbered as many as a million workers and 
peasants. This figure was matched by its main rival, the socialist 
V.G.T. (Union General de Trabajadores). The two unions competed 
vigorously for support, and were almost always at loggerheads with 
each other, a factor which seriously weakened the workers' movement 
as a whole. 

The C.N.T. changed its organizational structure several times in 
its history, but generally approximated to the syndicalist model. In 
contrast to the I. W. W., the local federations were strong, and the 
national industrial federations - in the periods when they were called 
into existence - were relatively weak. Thus the union was highly 
decentralized, and moreover had very little by way of a permanent 
bureaucracy. This made it resilient - it was able to survive under
ground even when declared illegal- but at the same time hampered its 
attempts to co-ordinate actions across the country. 28 

The leadership of the movement was always divided between 
more moderate syndicalist elements and more revolutionary anarchist 
elements. At first the syndicalists -led by Segui - were the stronger 
force, and the anarchists themselves were internally split into 
anarcho-syndicalists and 'pure' anarchists, the latter preferring to 
remain aloof from the materialism of day-to-day trade unionism. 29 

The draw of the C.N.T. was strong, however, and even the purest 
syndicalists were very radical by comparison with trade unionists 
elsewhere,3° so the Spanish anarchists came increasingly to see their 
future as lying with the C.N.T., while not confining themselves 
entirely to trade-union tactics . A congress held in Madrid in 1922 
'resolved that all Anarchists should enrol in the C.N.T. and treat it as 
their special field of action'.31 At about the same time power at 
the head of the union was shifting decisively towards the anarcho
syndicalists. Shortly afterwards the C.N.T. was forced to go under
ground, but during the period of the dictatorship an important 
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development took place. In 1927 the Federacion Anarquista Iberica 
(F.A.I.) was formed. From the time that the C.N.T. was able to work 
openly again (in 1930), this body - which comprised some 10,000 
militant anarchists, organized in federated affinity groups - began to 
exercise hegemony over the union. At first the moderates held on to 
key positions in the apparatus, but by late in 1931 they were fighting a 
rearguard action.32 Some syndicates broke away from the C.N.T. in 
1933 in response to F.A.I domination (the split was healed in 1936). 
From about the beginning of 1932, therefore, we can see in Spain the 
unique spectacle of a mass trade-union movement being led along the 
revolutionary path by a minority of conscious anarchists - the original 
anarcho-syndicalist strategy come to fruition. 

The C.N.T. had little difficulty in persuading its members to 
engage in militant strike activities: throughout both the periods we are 
considering, the number of industrial stoppages was extremely high. 
Moreover on several occasions the union was able to turn limited 
strikes into general strikes - general, at least, to a particular city or 
region. And here we come to the C.N.T.'s major weakness as a 
revolutionary organization: it was unable to co-ordinate subversive 
action on a wide enough scale to pose a serious threat to the Spanish 
state. This can be demonstrated by a brief examination of some major 
episodes. 

In Barcelona, in 1919, a strike by C.N.T. workers at the La 
Canadiense power plant virtually paralysed the city. Seg.ui negotiated 
a return to work on very favourable terms, but the local representative 
of the military authorities was unwilling to release a number of 
workers held in prison, and a general strike was declared on 24 March. 
More than 100,000 workers participated, and at first the stoppage of 
work was total. But the authorities responded vigorously, declaring 
martial law, deploying troops and using the militia to provision the 
city. The strike had collapsed by 14 April. 33 

No other strike in the period up to 1923 was as impressive as the 
La Canadiense stoppage and its aftermath. General strikes were called 
by the C.N.T. in Barcelona in November and December 1920, but 
neither lasted more than a few days, their effectiveness being lessened 
by the V .G.T.'s refusal to collaborate. An attempt to call a general 
strike in Madrid on the day after Primo de Rivera assumed power in 
1923 was likewise thwarted by V.G.T. non-eo-operation. 

In the later period, two episodes stand out. April and May 1933 
witnessed a lengthy strike by the building workers of Barcelona, 
which later spread to other industries, and attracted sympathetic 
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general strikes in Saragossa and elsewhere. The C.N.T. was simul
taneously using demonstrations and rallies to campaign for the release 
of F.A.I.-C.N. T. prisoners. Neither form of action brought about 
t~e desired result. 34 In December of the same year, following the 
VIctory of the Right at the elections, the C.N.T. made its boldest 
at~empt at an insurrectionary general strike. Despite a widespread 
wnhdra:val of labour, however, only the workers of Aragon and Rioja 
rose agamst the government, and these insurrections were put down 
by troops within four days. Significantly the Catalonian syndicates, 
exhausted by their earlier efforts, remained quiet on this occasion. 35 

The C.N. T. was of course to enjoy its hour of glory in 1936, when 
the revolt of large sections of the Army under General Franco left the 
union in effective control of a substantial area of Spain. Itsconstruc
tive achievements when Rresented with this opportunity will be dis
cu~sed in a later chapter.\Ihe fact remains that the Spanish syndi
calIsts were unable to provoke a revolution on their own terms and 
by the same token, had to engage in social reconstruction in ci;cum~ 
stances. th~t were far from ideal- they failed to command the loyalty of 
~he maJor~ty of the working class, and they were almost immediately 
mvolved m a bloody conflict with the fascists and an internecine 
struggle with the other RepUblican factions. Thus, although the 
C.N. T. came closer than any other trade union to fulfilling the 
anarcho-syndicalists' dreams, it did not in the end succeed in doing 
so._What lessons should we draw from this?) 

lfrom an organizational point of view, first of all, no syndicalist 
union has succeeded in recruiting the bulk of the proletariat: the 
French and Spanish unions had at best half of the organized work
force, and the American I.W.W. far less. Although at times of crisis 
such a union might rally rather more workers than this behind its 
banner, it still faced competition from other working-class organiza
tions which were unwilling to embark on what they saw as revolu
tionary adventurism. There was clearly a trade-off here between 
numbers and revolutionary spirit: the wider the union cast its net the 
more it had to moderate its stance to draw in workers who ~ere 
interested primarily in piecemeal gains. In syndicalist theory, of 
course, workers inducted in this way would have their consciousness 
raised by the ~xperience of direct action: in practice this was not 
necessarily so.) 

This brings us to the second problem for syndicalists, the relation
ship between ordinary trade union activity and the final goal of a 
revolutionary general strike. The syndicalist position on this has been 
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rehearsed above. There are two reasons for doubting it. Taking a 
long-term view, it is reasonable to suggest that the effect (though not 
the intention) of trade unionism has been to integrate the working 
class into capitalist society by providing a channel for its grievances 
and winning it some economic gains: this much is conceded by 
modern anarchists like Murray Bookchin.36 U n the French and 
Spanish cases, however, the unions were confronting employers and 
political authorities too recalcitrant to buy them off with concessions, 
and here a second difficulty occurred: the workers' fighting strength 
was sapped by repeated strikes and physical battles with the authori
ties, so that instead of an upward spiral of militant activity culmina
ting in a general strike, we observe a patchwork of localized conflicts 
with no overall result ] 

[Jhird, there is the problem of the general strike itself. The 
Spanish experience shows that a general strike of limited duration is 
less threatening to the authorities than syndicalist theory would have 
us believe. If the state responds firmly, the contest becomes a battle of 
wills which normally ends with the strike crumbling away. If, on the 
other hand, the strike is used as a springboard for an insurrection - the 
anarcho-syndicalist version of events - a revolutionary opportunity 
undoubtedly exists, but it can be suppressed fairly easily if confined to 
a few places. An organization such as theC.N.T., devoted to the 
principle of syndical autonomy, was poorly adapted for launching a 
general insurrection J 

Finally, there is a specific moral for anarchists to be drawn 
from the Spanish case. In November 1936 an unprecedented event 
occurred: four anarchists became ministers in the socialist govern
ment of Largo Caballero. For many anarchists, reflecting on the event 
with hindsight, this represented the culmination of a process of 
collaboration with the state that had its roots in the F.A.I.-C.N.T. 
liaison. In Vernon Richards' words: 

The policy of making the C.N. T. 'their specific field of action' 
could only result in the F.A.I. losing its anarchist identity and 
independence, the more so when so many of the leaders of the 
C.N.T. were also leading members of the F.A.I. The outcome 
of this dual role was that by the end of 1936 the F.A.I. had 
ceased to function as a specifically anarchist organization. . .37 

Thus the syndicalist movement, while on the one hand offering 
anarchists a unique opportunity to participate in a working-class 
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movement whose structure and aims were apparently in harmony 
with theirs, might on the other hand represent a slippery slope at 
whose foot lay reformism and political collaboration. 
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The crushing of the anarcho-syndicalists in Spain - first by their 
Republican allies and then finally by the forces of General Franco -
signalled the end of the organized anarchist movement. For the next 
quarter-century, nothing was left but isolated groups of intellectuals 
who continued to discuss the old anarchist ideas, but made virtually 
no impact outside of their own circles. But then, quite unexpectedly, 
anarchism was given a new lease of life. That diffuse movement of 
protest and radical thought called the New Left, which swept through 
most of the countries of the West in the late 1960s, appeared to revive 
anarchism, along with Marxism and other revolutionary ideologies. 
Whether this was really the case - whether the 'new' anarchism had 
much in common with the older doctrine - is a question that will 
require our careful attention. 

The New Left appeared on an intellectual scene that had been 
dominated, since the ending of the Second World War, by two major 
ideologies - democratic socialism and orthodox Communism. It broke 
with these ideologies in a number of respects. To begin with, New 
Left thinkers were no more sympathetic to the Communist societies of 
Eastern Europe than to the capitalist societies of the West. Their 
revolutionary aim was to find a third alternative that avoided both the 
traditional ills of capitalism and the bureaucratic deformities of the 
Communist bloc. Moreover their critique of capitalism paid less 
attention to the economic struggle between worker and employer, and 
more attention to what might broadly be called cultural issues - to 
questions about individual lifestyle, personal relationships, the rela
tionship between man and his natural environment, and so forth. 
Finally these critical ideas were often linked specifically to the youth 
movement - students and other young people being seen as the 
harbingers of revolutionary change. 

What, then, was the relationship between anarchism and the New 
Left as a whole? To begin with, traditional anarchism supplied some 
of the raw material out of which the new theories were constructed. 
Both the writings of the older anarchists and the experience of anar
chist movements were drawn upon - often as a corrective to the 
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distorting lenses of orthodox Marxism. Furthermore a small number 
of intellectuals who were radicalized by the New Left began to 
describe themselves explicitly as anarchists, seeing their ideas as a 
continuation of the older tradition. Perhaps more significantly, how
ever, other individuals and groups developed theoretical positions 
which had much in common with traditional anarchism, even though 
they refused the name itself.! This refusal probably stemmed from 
two sources: first, anarchism was sometimes equated with a cult of 
individual spontaneity and a corresponding unwillingness to organize 
collectively in pursuit of political ends; second, anarchism was also 
sometimes identified with a set of revolutionary tactics that were now 
outdated (with syndicalism, for instance). As we have seen, both of 
these identifications contain a grain of truth, but neither accurately 
reflects the mainstream of anarchism. Thus anarchism may have 
played a larger role in the diffuse intellectual movement I am con
sidering than is apparent from the number of self-avowed anarchists 
present - as the following discussion will suggest. 

Adherents of the New Left often called themselves revolution
aries, but was this more than a fashionable label? To be a revolu
tionary it is not enough to criticize existing society, however funda
mentally: it is also necessary to have some reasonably coherent ideas 
about how it may be changed and what will replace it. This was not on 
the whole the New Left's strong suit, and we must be prepared to 
contemplate the possibility that the role played by its members was 
that of social critic - a more venerable avocation that than of revolu
tionary. The social critic condemns the real in the light of the ideal, 
but without necessarily putting forward any recipes for moving in the 
direction desired. By the same token we must ask whether the new 
anarchism remained a revolutionary ideology or whether it might not 
better be interpreted as a gesture of protest against a social and 
political system that was perceived to be intolerable. (This possibility 
lay behind my earlier question about the continuity between the older 
and the newer anarchism.) 

There was, however, one important occasion on which the ideas of 
~he _New Left leapt beyond social criticism and became a moving force 
III a near-revolutionary situation: the May-June events in France in 
1968. Anarchist ideas were especially prominent on this occasion. 
Reflection on these events may help us decide whether the emergent 
form of anarchism could realistically have formed the basis of a 
revolutionary movement, and indeed whether anarchism has any 
future in the advanced societies of the West. 
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The ideas of the New Left must be understood in the light of the 
enormous advances made by the Western economies in the period 
after 1945. Economic growth in this period dramatically raised the 
living standards of most workers, with two significant consequences. 
First, it was no longer possible to base a revolutionary movement on 
the material impoverishment of the working class, as both classical 
anarchism and classical Marxism had done. Second, the working class 
itself looked less and less like a cohesive revolutionary force, as 
affluence began to erode the old working-class communities and 
allowed increasing numbers of workers to emulate the lifestyle of the 
middle class. Thus radicals came to pay less attention to the sphere of 
production, to the exploitation of the worker by the capitalist and the 
pauperization of the former, and more attention to spheres of life 
outside of production, to domestic life, consumption, leisure and so 
forth. The focus also shifted to psychological questions, to the alleged 
mental and emotional poverty of most denizens of the advanced 
capitalist societies, as opposed to material questions. Moreover since 
most of the governments in these societies were unprecedentedly 
liberal in their dealings with their subjects, attention was switched 
away from the physically repressive character of the state towards its 
manipulative character - that is towards its role in conditioning its 
subjects to accept the constraints and routines of liberal capitalism. 
Again, the shift was from material issues to psychological issues. 

Central to the new thinking, then, was the idea of a 'critique of 
everyday life' , the title of an influential book by the French sociologist 
Henri Lefebvre. 2 Technological developments had allowed people to 
enjoy unprecedented material standards of living, but this had not 
been reflected in any improvement in the quality of their lives. Work 
was still alienating; leisure merely reproduced this alienation by 
assigning the consumer a passive role as recipient of commodities and 
of advertising designed to make him desire more commodities. The 
advertisers' claim was that these commodities would provide a more 
satisfying life, but the satisfaction was illusory. The central contra
diction of advanced capitalism was between the possibilities for real 
satisfaction that technology opened up, and the poverty of actual life 
under the imperatives of such an economy. 

Many different versions of this thesis were presented by New 
Left theorists - one of the most famous, of course, being Herbert 
Marcuse's One-Dimensional Man 3 

- but I want to focus here on the 
extreme version developed by a small group of intellectuals, centred 
in France, who called themselves the 'International Situationists'. 
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The ideas of this group encapsulate better than any others the quality 
of New Left anarchism, and moreover they had an influence out of all 
proportion to the size of the group on the May-June events - above all 
on the colourful and disturbing slogans that appeared on the walls and 
buildings of Paris. The group itself had been formed a decade earlier, 
and its origins lay in the dissident artistic movements of the inter-war 
years, especially in Dadaism and Surrealism. The situationists came 
to believe that it was no longer possible to protest against modern 
society through artistic creation, however unconventional its form. 
Instead, the division between art and life had to be overcome, so that 
people would experience their surroundings in a new manner without 
entering some separate arena called 'the world of art'. The way to 
achieve this was held at first to be 'the construction of situations' (an 
idea from which the group's name was derived). These would be 
happenings involving a number of people in which each would be 
encouraged to act on his desires in unanticipated ways. There were 
also ideas for redesigning towns along emotional rather than func
tionallines: 

Everyone will live in their own cathedral. There will be rooms 
awakening more vivid fantasies than any drug. There will 
be houses where it will be impossible not to fall in love. 
Other houses will prove irresistibly attractive to the benighted 
tra veller . . .4 

From this fantastic vantage-point, an intellectual assault was 
launched on the banality of life in contemporary societies. A crucial 
concept was that of the 'spectacle' .5 Modern existence was dominated 
by a series of spectacles created by the ruling hierarchy to condition 
and subdue the masses. The idea referred not only to the theatrical and 
media events that the term suggests, but (for instance) to conventional 
forms of politics and to the marketing and consumption of commodi
ties generally. 'Spectacle' is meant to convey two things: first, the 
show is enacted before an audience of passive observers who merely 
drink in what is provided for them; second, the show is based on an 
illusion - the people or the things featured in it do not really have the 
qualities that they seem to have. For instance, politicians and enter
tainers are presented as having 'star' qualities, whereas in reality they 
may be the most undistinguished of individuals. 6 Commodities are 
presented as having life-enhancing qualities which, when they are 
purchased, they turn out not to have at all. In particular, 'the object 
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which was prestigious in the spectacle becomes vulgar the moment it 
enters the house of the consumer, at the same time that it enters the 
house of all the others'. 7 Thus spectacles of all kinds, while captivat
ing their audiences, cannot genuinely satisfy their desires. 

The anarchism implicit in this position emerges when the spec
tacle is traced back to the power of a ruling class: 

The oldest social specialization, the specialization of power, is 
at the root of the spectacle. The spectacle is thus a specialized 
activity which speaks for the ensemble of the others. It is the 
diplomatic representation of hierarchic society in front of 
itself, where all ' other expression is banished. Here the most 
modern is also the most archaic. 8 

From this point of view, the difference between the capitalist societies 
of the West and the so-called socialist societies of the East is merely 
that the former embody a 'diffuse' spectacle (i.e. many different 
spectacles with different origins compete for our attention) whereas 
the latter embody a 'concentrated' spectacle (i.e. a single image of the 
good life is presented to the masses). 

Given this analysis, how did the situationists propose to break out 
of the spectacular society? Here their thought moved along two 
apparently divergent tracks. On the one hand they looked to indi
vidual acts of subversion - as we have seen to 'the construction of 
situations' and other ways of breaking with the dominant form of 
consciousness. In this vein they looked to the young, to drop-outs, 
even to gangs of criminals (echoing here, of course, Bakunin's appeal 
to 'la masse noire'). On the other hand, the residual influence of 
Marxism showed itself in their belief that only a class-conscious 
proletariat could finally overthrow capitalist society - even while they 
admitted that the actual proletariat had to a very large extent become 
integrated into the system. In this vein they held up the idea of council 
communism as the only authentic vehicle of the revolutionary project, 
rejecting all Leninist and Trotskyist theories of the vanguard party.9 
Thus we are left with a curious mishmash of traditional revolutionary 
theory, which portrays the revolution as a transfer of power from one 
class to another, and the new idea of spontaneous individual protest 
against 'spectacular' society which seems to exclude any organized 
form of revolution at all. The tension, not to say contradiction, 
between these two themes appeared rather charmingly in some of the 
slogans of May 1968: 'Be realistic: demand the impossible.' 'Power to 
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the imagination.' 'The more I make love, the more I want to make the 
revolution. The more I make the revolution, the more I want to make 
love.' 

The tension in question might nonetheless have been resolved on 
two provisos: first, that situationist-style revolt might inspire the 
working class to reclaim its revolutionary legacy; second, that the 
forms of organization which emerged from such a revolutionary 
undertaking were compatible with the aims of the new anarchists. 
The second proviso has never been put to the test, but the first can 
usefully be examined in the light of the May-June events in France. In 
appearance at least, a student revolt inspired by the extreme ideas of 
ultra-left groups, including the situationists, succeeded in detonating 
a working-class explosion that was not far from being a revolution. 
How accurate is that appearance? 

Although the student revolt had multiple causes, some relating to 
the antiquated nature of the French system of higher education, there 
can be little doubt that left-wing ideas played a major part in giving the 
movement the direction that it took. 10 Indeed the origins of the revolt 
are sometimes traced back to the publication of a situationist 
pamphlet entitled 'The Poverty of Student Life' at the University of 
Strasbourg in 1966. The immediate cause was a confrontation 
between students and authorities at Nanterre (on the outskirts of 
Paris) early in 1968, from which was born the March 22nd movement, 
a coalition of Trotskyists and quasi-anarchists, including the 
notorious Daniel Cohn-Bendit.ll Cohn-Bendit's ideas were ecletic, 
drawing on anarchism, situationism and to some extent Trotskyism, 
as he himself was perfectly willing to admit. 12 What is quite clear, 
however, is that he had seized upon precisely those ideas which 
differentiated the New Left from its precursors, and in that sense he is 

. an archetypal representative of the new strain of anarchist thought. 13 

So although the revolt had no single ideological inspiration, and 
indeed from its inception was marred by internal warfare between the 
different left groups, non-doctrinaire anarchism was a major influ
ence, perhaps even the major influence as far as the style of the revolt 
was concerned. 14 

From Nanterre the March 22nd movement transferred to the 
Sorbonne, which was occupied early in May. There followed a series 
of confrontations with the police, which culminated in the 'night of 
the barricades' of 10-11 May, when thousands of students fought with 
the authorities for control of the streets of Paris. By this point 
two significant things had happened. First, a very large number of 
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students had been radicalized, thus bearing out, in some measure, the 
claims of Cohn-Bendit and others that the students' position under 
advanced capitalism was inherently contradictory, and their political 
attitudes correspondingly unstable. Indeed the Sorbo nne in these 
early days bore some resemblance to an anarchist utopia - even if a 
hard-headed observer could also see some likeness to an American 
nominating convention. 15 Some 20,000 people congregated together, 
governed only by a General Assembly and its various committees: 
intense debates were held on all kinds of subjects; parties, entertain
ments and other happenings occurred spontaneously. 16 It served as a 
beacon to many other, less spectacular, occupations, both in Paris and 
elsewhere in France. Second, the students had won the support of a 
large section of French society (indeed of four-fifths of Parisians, 
according to a public opinion poll). Tangible evidence of this support 
came on 13 May, when students and trade unionists joined forces in a 
massive demonstration against the government, leading an estimated 
800,000 people through the streets of Paris. 

This is not of course to say that the students had converted the 
population en masse to ultra-left ideas; no doubt the support was 
largely offered in response to the government's inflexible line on 
university reform and the brutal methods used by the police against 
the rioting students. Yet something more than liberal sympathy was 
involved, as is shown by the wave of workers' strikes that followed the 
student revolt. Between mid-May and mid-June nearly ten million 
workers went on strike, many of them also occupying their places of 
work. There is little doubt that the students' example was an impor
tant influence, even though that example would not have been suffici
ent in the absence of a number of long-standing economic grievances. 
It is difficult to say how far the students' revolutionary ideas pene
trated into the factories: the established unions, especially the 
Communist-led C.G.T., did their best to prevent students and 
workers coming into contact, fearing that they might lose control of 
the movement. 17 In some places workers issued demands for a greater 
or lesser degree of self-management, but very rarely - to the chagrin of 
the anarchists - did they actually try to run the factories themselves. IS 

This perhaps indicates the limitations of the workers' movement from 
a revolutionary point of view. By refusing to take the decisive step 
beyond 'bourgeois legality' , they allowed the movement to be brought 
back, in time, to a trade-union contest for better wages and working 
conditions. Once the unions were back in the saddle, it was relatively easy 
to extract enough concessions from the employers to end the strikes. 
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In the meantime, however, the government of General de Gaulle 
had very nearly been unseated. For about a week at the end of May, it 
seemed that the government had lost its authority, and there was a real 
possibility that power would pass into the hands of one or other of the 
opposition leaders.19 This would not, of course, have amounted to a 
revolutionary overthrow of the regime itself. Even so, it is a testament 
to the forces which the students unleashed that one of the most solidly 
entrenched of the Western leaders should almost have been driven 
from power. The moment passed, however, and a majority of French
men~ alarmed by the violence on the streets and the increasing dis
ru!-">tlOn of the economy, turned back to offer de Gaulle their support. 
HIS party won a handsome victory in the elections called for June. 

Perhaps the most important question, from an anarchist point of 
view, is not whether de Gaulle and his supporters could have been 
defeated (that question is specific to a time and a place) but whether 
the liaison between the students and the workers was or could have 
be~n genuine. The students were the bearers of New Left ideology, 
whIch as I have argued involved a shift offocus away from questions of 
prod~ction and towards questions of consumption and 'everyday life'. 
How mterested were the workers? Some of them at least were inter
ested in more than improvements in pay and conditions, which is 
what they had eventually to settle for. There is evidence that they were 
~rustra~ed by the conservatism of the union leadership - this is shqwn 
m partIcular by their vehement rejection of the Grenelle Agreements, 
hammered out by the Prime Minister, the unions and the employers 
over the weekend of 25-27 May, and offering 'the biggest benefits 
secured for the working class since the Liberation'. 20 Yet perhaps 
what the students had tapped was not a wholesale rejection of'spec
tacular society', but rather a latent demand for greater control over the 
workplace (possibly even for complete self-management) which 
would link the workers of 1968 to their syndicalist forebears sixty 
years earlier. If this speculation is correct, production still remained 
the crucial arena for the working class. It was only the students, 
themselves free from the constraints of a working day, who could 
dream about turning work into play and freeing the senses from the 
manacles of consumption. Both groups could talk about participatory 
democracy, but for the workers this meant something much more 
mundane than for the student anarchists. 

This raises once more the question of whether the new anarchism 
was really a revolutionary ideology. As we have seen, the situationists 
and those they influenced tried to hinge together a critique of every-
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day life and an older idea of revolution, involving the proletariat and 
the creation of workers' councils. The May-June events suggest that 
these two projects remained far apart, even though an attempt to carry 
through the first sparked off, in another group of actors, some move
ment in the direction of the second. It is arguable whether the first by 
itself is a revolutionary project, if by revolution is meant a mass 
overthrow of social and political institutions which ushers in a new 
social order. For the change of consciousness and style of life which 
the situationists and others on the far left were calling for, revolution 
in this sense is neither necessary nor sufficient. Not sufficient, 
because how can any institutional change, however radical, ensure 
that a person's whole life-experience should alter in the way 
demanded? Not necessary, because individuals and groups seem able 
to break away from 'spectacular' society without revolutionary 
change, provided only that this society allows them the space and 
freedom to do so, as the hippies, drop-outs and commune-dwellers of 
the late 1960s proved. 21 In saying this, I do not at all mean to 
underestimate the radicalism of the New Left. It can plausibly be 
argued that the indictment of contemporary society offered by their 
spokesmen was more far-reaching than anything to be found on the 
older revolutionary Left. In that sense, they had every right to call 
their ideas 'revolutionary'. The point is merely that these ideas had 
fairly tenuous links with the traditional view of revolution (including 
the traditional anarchist view). Cohn-Bendit's slogan, 'C'est pour toi 
que tu fais la revolution', brings this out rather clearly. 

The point just made about the situationists and their disciples can, 
I believe, be extended to other strands in recent anarchist thought and 
activity. Although it is hard to generalize about a heterogeneous 
phenomenon, one finds in most contemporary anarchism the same 
shift of attention to individual psychology, personal relationships, 
and forms of consciousness - and by implication the same break with 
the traditional idea of revolution. A recent anthology includes sub
stantial sections on 'The liberation of self and 'Anarcha-feminism' -
the latter being an attempt to connect feminist critiques of patriarchy 
with the wider anarchist critique of hierarchical forms of authority. 22 
This redirection of attention may be justified in its own terms, but it 
has two main effects. First, anarchism tends to lose its own distinct 
identity, and becomes merely one variation on a common theme - the 
cultural critique of modern capitalist society. Second, the aim of 
anarchist practice is no longer to overthrow capitalism and the state 
directly, but immediately to create a space in which individuals may 
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develop alternative styles of life, and perhaps in the longer term to 
subvert contemporary society by the contagion of these lifestyles. 23 

Whether one regards this as a step forward or a step back depends 
of course on one's general verdict on anarchism as a revolutionary 
ideology, so this may be an appropriate point at which to take stock of 
what has gone before. Our discussion began from the problem of 
reconciling the anarchist belief in a society whose organization is in 
many respects diametrically opposed to that of contemporary society 
with the empirically observable facts of human nature. I argued in the 
fifth chapter that, despite some appearances to the contrary, the 
anarchist response to this problem does not fundamentally rest on a 
theory of historical progress. Instead most anarchists have looked to 
revolution as the means whereby humanity collectively transforms 
itself from its present benighted state into a condition of freedom and 
solidarity. But to achieve this purpose the revolution must take a 
certain shape: its means must be in conformity with its ends. This idea 
lay at the heart of the anarchist critique of Marxist revolutionary 
practice, which tried to usher in a society of freedom and equality 
through a class dictatorship guided by an elite party. The problem, 
however, was to find a strategy for revolution that avoided such a 
paradox while still retaining some chance of success. None of the three 
strategies subsequently examined - insurrection, terrorism, syndi
calism - met this condition. In each case a relatively small group of 
conscious anarchists was trying, through revolutionary practice, to 
convert the mass of the population to its way of thinking and behav
ing. In no case was the attempt successful. The masses remained 
enmeshed in their old ideas and habits, so the anarchists were doomed 
either to remain isolated or to dilute their principles in order to work 
within larger, non-anarchist organizations. This is not of course to say 
that revolutions never occur, nor indeed that in the course of revolu
tions popular consciousness does not alter. It is rather to say that no 
revolution has taken place according to any of the anarchist recipes, 
and also that, in the revolutionary periods that have occurred, anar
chist ideas have not prevailed. 

These observations open the way for an anarchist critique of the 
idea of revolution. Indeed we have seen that, throughout its history, 
anarchism has included a number of thinkers (Godwin prominent 
among them) who have been critical of revolutions for reasons that the 
historical evidence appears to have confirmed. The exact nature of the 
critique will vary from person to person, but the central claim will be 
that the process of revolution is not such as to encourage those aspects 
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of human nature upon which an anarchist society must be built. In 
Godwin's case, for instance, the argument is that revolution hinders 
the development of rational modes of thought. A recent variant by the 
American individualist David Friedman is that revolutions tend to 
bring to the fore those individuals who enjoy, and are good at, 
wielding power.24 Both of these arguments seem to me persuasive. 

If, for such reasons, an anarchist rejects the traditional idea of 
rev~lution, is he thereby condemned to be merely a social critic, in the 
sense indicated earlier? Not necessarily, though it should be said that 
some recent commentators have interpreted anarchism in this light. 25 
An alternative is that anarchism should become reformist, even 
though the term itself would strike a jarring note in the ears of most 
anarchists. In place of a full-scale confrontation with the state, anar
chists should attempt to create alternative, libertarian forms of associ
ation, which would allow people to by-pass the established institu
tions, and at the same time to develop habits and practices of co
operation that might eventually form the basis of a new society. 
Adherents of this view, of whom there have been a number, 26 are fond 
of quoting an aphorism from the German anarchist Gustav Landauer: 
'The state is not something which can be destroyed by a revolution, 
but is a condition, a certain relationship between human beings, a 
mode of human behaviour; we destroy it by contracting other rela
tionships, by behaving differently. '27 The idea implicit in this remark 
is that the state may be undermined gradually, without a frontal 
assault of the kind that has up to now proved fruitless. Revolution 
might be unnecessary as well as counterproductive from an anarchist 
point of view. . 

If, then, we decide in the light of historical evidence that anar-
chism has failed as a revolutionary ideology, we need not infer that 
anarchist ideas are utterly worthless. We may still want to look at 
anarchism from a reformist point of view, as a source of ideas for social 
experimentation. I have argued in this chapter that the impact of New 
Left thinking on anarchism served to divert it from its revolutionary 
path, even though many of its new adherents were unaware of the fact. 
We see now that this was not necessarily a bad thing. What remains to 

be done is to look at the constructive achievements of anarchism, both 
in revolutionary and non-revolutionary periods, and to assess these in 
the light of anarchist ideals. We will then be in a position to pass a final 
verdict on the ideology we are considering. 
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\-rhe~heme of the second part of my book was the relationship between 
I;$, revolutionary theory and practice in anarchism. The conclusion 
~ reached was that none of the strategies proposed by anarchists for 
~ realizing their ideals had proved to be satisfactory. In this final section 
\,' I want to return to these ideals themselves, and to assess their 
~/ strengths and weaknesses. An obvious starting-point is the attempts 
~ ~[ anarchists have made to implement their ideals on a small scale, in the 
~ ~\ absence of an all-encompassing revolution. These experiments do not 
~ -'~l constitute decisive evidence for or against anarchism - ~o suc~ 

~ \-- \ evidence could .be .decisive, because the background conditions ~ill 
l ~\ always 'be speCIal m one respect or another - but they do provIde 
~ ~! relevant information which must be taken into account in any intelli
\ ( gent assessment. In this chapter I shall look at the lessons to be learned 

z.., from the experiments themselves, and in the next extend the discust:: sion to broader issues before delivering a final verdict on anarchism as 
a social theory. I S, ~\,~ ~ ... ~~" \e:. .. 

The evidence I shall consider, besides being not fully decisive, 
!,~ may also be said to be incomplete. Anarchists themselye$ .. Qaye often 
. . !urne~t!p th,e past history of hu_m a I). ~2fiejYfoLS!!QQ9rt fO.Ithei;~Yi_ew;:' 
~ poinlin~ to the so-cal,ted,~a,',e_,'~~~I~~~found in earl.Y ~ri<ld~ of ~'''' 
~ h umap _'£y~12Q~.£!! t ¥illia~sg. w die V~fIQ..US forms of SOCIal orgalll01- , 
V ~ tion - such as the village community which h~ existed alongside 

(but Inde endently of)the state in later I?eriodI~his is taken to be 
.~== ~=~==~ ~, ~, ~- ,.",. '~r _. 

~ evidence that social order, economic co-operation and other human 
y objectives can-be a~hi<:ye~ ;i!h?l!,uecou!§e t~the centr~lizeg2PRar: 
/.;~us of the state: T~ere ar~},~_o ?if[Icult.ies with ~~is e~~_d~e. Eirs,~, 
"'\ ,:although the eVIdence referred to does mdeed snoW'l1iat the state IS 
. ~" not a necessary co,n_diti~g f~r-mjl~t;icing sQ~iatord~r a~d so forth;it 

IS 'mli"ch less c!,ea~ QIa! tl:!E ll!,~~o~s of .s'ocial control which are pra~
tised in these societies are com12atible with anarchist ideals. The main 
point ~f70;t;a-st;'ith-th~ ~od~r~ -St~te is that, instead of a concen-

" -'. trateda~lld for~ifiyste~ fur ~~f~rci~g sQcial ru'lesrthere-isadiI~~' 
C§sL informaL~Ys~) The, sanctions f,!ced by p_otential rule~breakers 

i,!!.clude tJ1e !hL~at of private r~tali~~_i?_n2 the threat to withhold C.o-
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o~er_atjon Ln fll!ur.e, various, k!~d~ ~f s.9~cial pressur~ (g~~p, shaming 
ana-soToral~andthe thr,e~t9f §UR~x!)atura:r~lsFiffient~ 2 Anarcfils-rs- , I I 

) ni:iy'perhaps fing the~~~~~f~~~~~~~,~~s_t~artt~~" n.h~h~~!.~:i~'~r~_c~~~i (~~~f 
of law. Nevertheless It IS dIfficult to aVOId the conclUSIOn that me~ -- ", 

~ ~se..SD~ties ~ave thei!lE~ .. §_eri~!ly'!y.!~~!!~!ed, bo!.e,~~_.- _ (\' l 
) the sense that many actIons they ~~~~.!..ot1!~E~~.£?,~~!~:~_p'~~.f~r.?:~::~ Y ,t",f 

aTefeiiaered ineligible, and in the sense that the range of,~hoI~es they.\f} . };\~ 
---,~,,--.-~ -----"---"---' _, , ' -,----~,~' - ,",," '\ - >.} ~t; 

aught make about how to li~.-!~U},~§'i~ 4r~st5£aJ~y<n~Ifo~t:~ ,PY th~ u ~];, 
P9~er- <?(S~s~o~ ~n.9._J!~~i!.i'?~.~ . 3 ~ ~ J ~~},,\ 'Ie'" 
c~ ~4e. __ ~Z"con? ?iffi~.!llty i~ , i( anythjng, s~i1l !D0l~,.~C!r~?.~ . ~be 
'<, tnfdItIOnal SOCIetIeS I have referred to embodIed a , ~rld-VIeWt1whiCh 
~has bee!!.ir~ev~IY shatt~red~ tEetra-9-sition t~ni9.&~'I1";ociet~. 
~ The = were p.~ld_ together, i n large meas!:!!:..e, 2Y...!. set ~f cu~tomary, ,_ 
: 2eliefs, " t~~n= o¥ . t~L.Py each ge~eratioIl.. and ~h~~ct~r!.sticil»/~~ 
~acke~ lP_by r~I~~I0!1' Such a world-VIew cann?t be recreated at w~l1'-r~'~ ; 
even if one should want to. Modern anarchIsm has to start WIth ~- , 

.l~SEy.i~~I~ ~hO~~r911tL,o, Ok, hasj;,~en furmed~y thJsce-UC~q!lesii~- ~~, 
'iflgru modern scien£r:an~tili-~ !por~,P-Il:lral.\§m _of an open.illld flUld . ~~~ 
)I9c:~t'y,: -Tt~frri'"!'"i((~lve th~.J~rob!sm ~1~ci~LQnler ~ithout_presu1?-'\.~:{-~~' \ ~ 
. posing, at the outset, a strong !.et qf ~hare~ !JeUefs a=bout how life '"" -\,1 

oughttobeTIVe=cr:-Fqr_thatreason i! .i~ ~muc~_Il)oruevealinK tQ lookat ~/ 
~,._ allarchistexper[ments'~arried .2!ll _un4g modern f Oll9itions than to 

delVe i-;to'"';anT;hed form; of life. iote(,e.sling.though the.1atter may be 
. fro;;;"';ci~~tifi~t' of vie~. ' 
--:- T~~halliook at two pie~ of evidence, the first being the various 
experimental communities that anarchists have established, mainly in ( 
the periods 1890-1910 and 1965-75, and the second being the anar
chist-inspired collectivization programme that was carried out in the 

r early months of the Spanish Civil War1!?<:.J:r?blems with both p!e~~~ 
of evidence are fairly obvious. The commumtIes have had to deal WIth 

..ill1 unsuRPortiy~ and oftep. activ~ly...Jlostile enV,ironment; peing ~o 
small in size and few in numbt;r, th~y ~could dj} littl~ to_help sme 
another. Collectivization in Spain, although carried out on a much 

., large'~ scale, was seriously hampered by the effects of the war, to say 
nothing of the political conflicts which divided the Republican camp. 
Even so, we may b~ ab.le to reach som: t~ntati~e concl~sions about the J 
viability of anarchIst Ideals by exammmg thIS matenal. 

Most of the ex erimental cQ!llm!lIlitie..,§ wer~J2asS!Jt on...anarchQ
communist rinciQles~, but by_way: Qf a p..reaIllbk it is..inteLesting to 
~-briefly'_ at the individualist ex eriments initiate9..Qy Jo~iah 
Warren earlier in the nineteenth century. Warren's ideal, it will be 
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recalled;' was a society based on the exchange of individually pro
duced commodities at cost of production, through the use of labour 
notes. He attempted to demonstrate its practicality in two ways, the 
first heing the 'Time Stores' that he ran in Cincinnati between 1827 
and 1830 and in New1iarmony between 1842 and 1844 (other similar 
ventures were shorter-lived). \'WirreD} sold his goods at wholesale 
prices, with a smallpercent~ge lcrOecf10_coverrent .,,!q.d, !lv~r.h~~qs; in 
addition he asked'·hrs~cusioriiers""(o·rti6o·~r";otes"t~·~over the ti~e he 
spent on each transaction, as recordedl,y a'cTock hanging on the shop 
wall. These were later to be redeemed either in goods or in labour. 
The stores were apparently a success, not least because Warren's cash 
prices undercut those charged by his competitors by some consider
able amount. 5 It is less clear how successful the labour notes were. 
One observer reports that Warren had difficultjL..With custo.J11ers 
overestimating the value of their labour. 6 Since, however, the notes 
only played a ~upplementary role, alongside transactions that ~ 
Ese"2L?rdlpar~.E22~' the idea ~p_~i~~lyj~§A~d ~urL~ w~;~ 
put to a crucial test. 

-~-'~"War;eI7s~;~-~~~ initiative was the foundation of several colonies. 
After two short-lived ventures at Spring Hill and Tuscawaras, he 
started the t 1LtQPia:-£Q mu~e,.D.hio..;..tiYeL. in 1847, and 
'Modern Times' close to New York in 1851. Both were based on 
separate la~d1ng !?Y: TiI~IYI~~~Cl~~i.!i~~.?_ some of these being 
farmers and others artisans. The communities were differentiated 
from conventional settlements by two features: the first was the lack 
ofan)l formal system of authority:, and the second was the more or less 
e~tensive use ofr;bC;-~r notes f~~ e~~ha~g~betw~n t he colonists. The 
'Uto" ia' colony a~r;t~h~;;functio~~r;ucZe~sfuliy, although it 
gradually lost members as cheap land became available in the West 
later in the century. 7 'Modern Time...s.', on the other hand, achieved 
notoriety of the, wrong sort, and ~llrac,,~~.2~'y~rie.t~~~~,WJri~, some 
of them with views decidedly at odds with Warren's.8 Although it, 
too, s.!:!!viy.~~.for ~~.Y~r.~LSt~E;!~~S, the Warrenite element - the use of 
1.fl~_oE. nnte.s - was ofmargiq.al iII).PQr!.?..A~e after the early years. 

_~ __ ::~ Whe~~comparecr-;Ith·the an"ar~ho~c~~munist experiments to be 
-;r _ __ ' ~ = .' ._ ,_ ---

Ei~Sl!~se~ sh~EIly.2 the individualist ventures seem relatively success-
" f~ I ;~,On the other "hand they br;ke less radically WIth -exist{ng" soci~l 
practices: by basing themselves on individual ownership and produc
tion, they avoided the problems of co-operative labour which were to 
dog the later communities ~ ~n~irect e~hang.e.o.i==~~:.:..: 
very far rem~J~om the mutual aid which is lik~_l 
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any pioneering agricultural community. Perhaps their =greatest 
, A~J).Jev~I!?,e~t~as to show that social order can be main!ai_~~,L~)east 
Jon a small scale, without formal sanctions =-i~ !!?-~ £.~e of~ndeil~res~; 
the community simply refused to have any dealings with them, at 
wniCli-~oiiif!!I~y -usually drifted away. - --~-=, - /'"=\ 

\ ~"..ea;~¥_~~~~:u~!.~,t_ c<?~~~~~s..~~Ie}~!",~P by g!OUP~<~"~!~-;~!.c~!~S " ~) 
w 0 hoped that they would serve as beacons to the remamder of 

--soC'iety,"demonstrating t he validity' of allaiChistiaeas~- Examples can 
~he-foundTri1w.tarn, France and th-;tr'S~X:: ";~d~~ do~bt i; ~ther 
'COunt~rles-tO~he-~oi~nies ~ostly l.eg~£L2!}!x,,~~, shon",~w~i}e, the \ 
exceptions being cases where the communist system was abandoned 
i'ilfavour of private production. The same broad pattern can be found \ 
thr~ughout. Fiinos"were "raIsed to purchase or lease a small agri
cultural holding. On this several families would settle and begin to 
erect buildings, engage in market-gardening or animal-breeding, and 
practise crafts of various kinds. The community would exchange its 
products with the outside world on a cash basis, but would practise 
communism internally. The financial position would remain pre
carious. In a short while disputes would break out among the I 
colonists, and some of the founding generation would leave. I 
Newcomers might be brought in, but the colony, always small in size, l 
would become smaller still. Eventually just a single family would be \ 
left in possession, and the experiment would be terminated. 1 /~ 

. To fiJI out t~is the.0r.e~cal_ s.1'etc?, let me d~scribe ~c?uple of cases f cl~Y) 
m greater detall. The\Clou~ :~n)lj)L~was estabhshed close to \;~1!>0 
Newcastle in 189S' bys-ome disciples of Kropotkin. Twenty acres of '" 
land was rented, ~ct die colonists - ' mlmbe rmg a bout twenty at the "' J~ ~ 
peak - raised lives~tock a,nd gardened under glass. The~ ir, produ. ce was ~:W' ,f 
sold to the local Co-ops, and for a while the community was reason- r: 
ably prosperous. ~ew<;Qmers, however, were_~ot_'?!_~~~~!i!Y ~~~dept ~ j ' 
at horticulture ~~Q~~<~!Jo_unde~, and di~~~~~~Pts within the group ~ ~ 
led to the break-up of the community in 1900. -' 

In" Jir~nce, a colony was established by subscription at \;yJ@]j 
in 1993... Twelve hectares of land were eventually bought, and 
ih~-c~lony, starting from a single family, rose in numbers to more 
than twenty. They grew vegetables, raised livestock and engaged in 
crafts - hosiery, shoemaking and tailoring. The colony was more or 
less able to support itself, but almost from the beginning there were 
personal dissensions. The founding member was accused' of author ii

'~i1iifrSm--;~an(rllad to le~~e -"tf1e col~~y i;l904(he"";~;~c~1l;a=-back 
-_ilio;tiy~;ft~~~;rds"y~~L'<OTlie~~n;uinber'M' of inhabitants declined in 
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:.! ~~ 1905, and the community was finaJly J dissolved two years later. 
Although the people involved in'These experiments generally tri~d 

to make the best of what they had done, it is hard to describe the 
colonies other than as failures. Why_.wau his so? Nearly all of them 
were undercapitalized, utthrsdoes not seem"to have been the 
decisive factor. To begin with, they tended to attract individuals with 
strong personalities and equally strong convic= whole 
the IllostSUlta ~re material for a co-operative enterprisZThe;-~lsoh~d 

" ...i: 
'. ~ 
~ j 
\i 

~ ! 

I 
I 

Cffi'iiCUliY in creating in their members a lasting "commitment to the 
'Community - l?~RJE, 91IIJ.~~a?~L~ent, ~hich reduced stability and 
made it hard to build up the various lines ofwork 'Int(;'7; nything 
substantial. Both of these factors do of course reflect the communities' 
position on the margin of capitalist society, and so one should be wary 
a~out drawipg g~Der:al less,ons .for anarchlsm'''on this basis. The 
remain.iQg_Uy..o,~difficultje,~d?_n t,h~ other .hand, have 'a more ge~eral 
relevance. Being anarchistically inspired, the colonists would onlY 

=t7'Undertake projects by .~~!]-~,!ni1p(H.~.s , agr,...~~f.1t, and this was a major 
source oft!i£!io!l~n9 il}~fficie_n~y. The personal quarrels which loom 
so large in the records of thes~ little co~k§"'.!!llist I think, be 
attrlbtited . 12.a~.!.~y~!.o_Jhi.§ melhod -Qt .. making, decisiQD~, . .whic.b.'~g~ye 
e~~~?.ne~~.~,~~ .. Q.n~C;Q~~g,!!_l:!p.g~x.tak~gs~--:~or~QyeI!~ere w~s aeRrQ£-
Tep,-~,boul~~!l~~~c.~ p~r~onto do hIS share of the comm unity's work 
. in the ,a1?.s~!l$~pI~eI~oIi]TincemivesQ· 'tliisis;otcourse~'ano1ciobTe~' 

tiop to communist schenies~~butiiithe cases I am consiacring it seems 
to have been borne out. The memoirs of disillusioned ex-colonists 
often refer to \ idleness~ as a reason for their community's downfall. 

It is worth noting ' in this connection that two colonies of this 
period which outlasted their contemporaries by many years did so by 
foregoing communist production in favour of individual production, 
retaining only common meeting-places and certain other shared forms 
of consumption as tangible evidence of their communal character. 
The\ WiiTtew.i-cQJ.:Dii.Y1 in Gloucestershire, Tolstoyan in inspiration, 
~~v~~ ~J2-",,~.Qr!!JPl!.qj§Ul .... ~W~y"~£, but then..§.!!ryiy~or some 

. ~J.1J~!rX~_~~~~~~",,£Q,.IIll!l_~n~l~ _.2% a.~_~rch~~t_s. 10 In the U. S., the 
· I-Jom~ <;q19ny flOUrIshed between ,~8anq 1217 "elso on the basis of 
iI1.p.!Vi dual possession of land and a J~!11iJ~d range of commolJ. under
taking7il" 'Ihese ventures. suggest that anarchi~t~~";'r~-;;;'innately 
quarrelsome,"but 'that they do best when not too much has to be 
decided collectively. Before reaching general conclusions, however, 
we should also take account of evidence from the more recent wave of 
communities. 
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In contrast to their predecessors, moder c mmune-dwellers are 
unlikely to see themselves as flag-bearers for an ideology, and much 
more likely to see their experiment as a means of personal salvation. 12 

This makes it more difficult to identify particular communes as 
anarchist-inspired - instead anarchism is often an element in the 
commune-dwellers' world-view, along with vegetarianism, ecological 
concern, feminism and a few other ingredients. 13 Many communes, \ 
however, approximate to the anarcho-communist model internally - ! 

no one is forced to do anything, all collective undertakings must be I 
agreed upon unanimously, and most goods are shared on the basis of i 
need . We should therefore expect to find some of the same difficulties ! 
as were experienced by the older communities. - ' 

The first of these is instaJ?ility of membership. Modern communes 
are nearly always short:1l~~d~·'-a"n'd'thei~·1~dI~1dual members tend to 
come and go still more quickly. In the absence of any underlying 
ideological commitment, there is nothing t~ hold anyone "insiae -a 

wmmlln<tbesicfesfhepersonal fulfilment achieved at any time. 14 This 
in itself makes it difficult for a commune to organize its productive 
work effectively. A second problem, once again, is the !~".!?f~~~ 
effective procedure for making decisions. The unanimity rule tends to 
b~ ~ -;ecip~-f~'r stag'nation. Here', f(ir instance, is an account of a recent 
Californian commune: 

All personal decisions were made by individuals. The com
munity met once a week on Sunday evenings to discuss group 
issues, but if someone refused to abide by the consensus of the 
group, there was no way to enforce the decision, and generally 
nothing happened. It ran counter to the wishes of the group to 
force any individual to conform or to demonstrate more com
mitment than he was willing to give. As a result, problems 
of getting the work done around the commune were never 
solved. The members of the commune 'tried everything we 
could think of, including encounter groups and rotating 
leadership, but nothing worked. 15 

Many communes have also experienced ",difficulty in induc
ing their members to perform the often laborious tas St at rieed 
to e unaertaKen ift l1ecommune is to be economically self-suffi
cient. In practice most have relied on personal savings, social security 
handouts and casual earnings outside the commune to keep them
St;lv~~ __ gqil1g. 1 6f~th'i;~~spect'·there ~ire advantages as well as draw-
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backs to living on the margin of an affluent capitalist society. 
These deficiencies do not of course detract from the personal 

fulfilment which many commune-dwellers have found in their shared 
\ ~ -"",forms of life, albeit only for a comparatively short period in most 
~ cases. They are relevant only as being indicative of the kinds of 

problems which the anarcho-communist would face if he tried to 

l~_~le~~ut}li~ . :i.c!.~al~j!iid~rw~i~i.~~~~~~!~?n'8:', He~~iti; imerest~ng~" 
~ compare both the recent commune"s " and tIleOrder -a"narchist .. 
colornes with the compar~J1yely stable utopiancoWmiinitiesih;-t';e-;~ 

.. ~ formec1inthe~S . , ~~rlie~ .in.-i~; ~jn~t'e~p.ih~ent~ry. Sociol~gists 
making this comparison have pointed to a number of contrasts 
between the stable communities and their ephemeral counterparts. 17 

The former emplo¥ed what Kanter has called 'commitment mech
anisms' - ractices which 50und the ~~rs to J1t~ 'community a~ 
SE.Lth~.?.!f.}~~~.I§~ ~"?i§~~:~?7.Id~ ~"¥to ~ai;t~r~;~'"stabiifty~They 
developed theIr own pecuhar ntuals - styles of dress, patterns of 
sexual and other behaviour - to mark themselves off from the rest of 
society. They discouraged any contact with the outside world. They 
had a well-developed system of. a,uthority, and powerful methods -

! M such _~lU!O~1? criticism - for enfoJ"JiI}~=th~, ruksC;rth~7orrimlli-illY . 
~ !~ Finally the co~illty~w'a~#hcldt~gether by; ~~';}"ini~n-bel1ef-sy~t~'~, 
~ which in practice meant a com-mo~""fellgiOIf?8 -~~'-'~'~"'~-~""""""-----r This strongly suggestsihat-c~iI;il{uni"iies can only remain stable, 
? under modern condltions~ 'by structuring themseI;'es in a ~ay th; t 
.. anarchists would fin d repugn~nt~-The vIrus -o{individualism h~ 
~ " "~-. ~- = - ,-~ 

. taken a deep hold. To eradicate it requires a stringent method of 
..J - . -=-- = "- - -~-------~-- •. -tt subJectmg tEe mdivI~~al to_~~o~ dis~ipl~ Anarchi~ts will pro~st2 

~ U ~I course, t~a! the fre~dom !..,hey ~~ue is P..9t tJ1~ fteec!Qm.. of ihe Wilful_ 
fi individualist who turns his back on his social obligations, but the 

~ ~ ~ ree- om wfiic mani ests itsdf in- social solidarity. As Kropotkin-put 
> " it, t11elfgoa l is'the=ffiarviduaIliywIiich attains the gfeateSt1ndTv1d~al 

~ \t \ development possible through practising the highest communist 
~ sociabilit in what concerns both its rimordial needs and its relation-

.J>hi with others in eneral' . 1 But this develo ment is su osed to 
9ccur spontaneously through ordinary contact between person and 
p~r..§.9n, not t~ br.oJJgh~out deliberately through a set of condi-
tioning me.£!!,!IJ.j~!ll~:.. " - -- -- ---~ ._--.... "-

Let me turn now to the other main piece of evidence for the 
constructive possibilities of a~archism, the collectiv~.§ in the ~p~I!ish 
revoJution. The importance of this evidellCeTsthat it throws light ~~ 
only on the internal strengths and weaknesses of communities built 
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-,upon anarcho-communist lines, but also on the problem of establish
~ ing relationships between these communities ';lt4~~t"" ;elying either 
'tff'a ~mark~(regiiTIe "or?~Il, ~~ift~ar~laiil}~~·~l!Tshouid-be-sald straight 
Tway that'ihis ex'p-eriment iii c"ollectivization was carried out under the 
most llnfavourable circumstances. Although the anarchists were the 
most powerful single force in several areas of Spain at the outbreak of 
the Civil War, they had always to compete with other Republican 
factions - especially the Socialists at first and the Communists later on 
_ and their influence was waning almost from the beginning of the 
revolution. The collective, therefore, had to conteI!(~ith.i,Qg:e~"~in~L " 
hostility from the Republican government, ancrby~ the middle of 1937 
the experime~twas more or lessatan end, only a year after it had 
begun. There was barely time to consolidate the internal arrange
ments of the communes and the factories, let alone to develop institu
tions for co-ordinating their activities;s. 

We may begin with the collectiv~s in the countryside. I have 
already drawn attention (in Chapter 7) to the difficulty of deciding 
how far collectivization in the rural areas was voluntary, and how far it 
was imposed by the anarchist militias as they moved forward. We 
have to rely on eye-witness accounts, and these are prejudiced by the 
political sympathies of the observer. For the same reason it is hard to 
reach definite conclusions about the success of the collectives. 20 It is 
also hard to generalize across different regions of Spain, because the 
enthusiasm of peasants and rural workers for collectivization was 

. strongly influenced by the previous pattern of landholding, which 
varied significantly between the regions. 21 Despite these difficulties, I 
shall try to describe the main features of the rural communes. 

More than one thousand collectives were formed in all; in Aragon 
aboUt three-qliarter"s-of"tne land -was" managed in this way. The 
collectives varied considerably in size, from under a hundred persons 
to several thousand. 22 Authorit was shared between the general 
assembly of the town ot village and the political committee, formed 
under the auspice of whichever faction was dominant in the locality 
(in the cases we are concerned with this was, of course, the anarchist
inspired C.N.T.). The relationship between the two bodies is one of 
those issues on which observers are prone to disagree, but it is 
uncontroversial to say that the day-to-day running of the collective 
was in the hands of the committee. Work itself was undertaken by 
teams of workers - usually about ten in number - who would choose a 
delegate to represent them at the local committee. Land was acquired 
either by expropriating large estates or by collectivizing the small-
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holdings of the peasantry, depending on the region in question. Tools 
and raw materials were also pooled. 23 In most places 'individualists' 
~ere allowed-to continue working theirown lots of land, provided 
they did not attempt to Ire a our. Relations between the 'co ectiV
iSts" and the 'mdividualists' seem to have varied a _ rea eal: fro rTI 
some places there are reports of peaceful co-existence (and even of 
--m IVI ua isl eing gIven access to the services of the ;QIlective ; in 
ot er cases private owners were virtual!.YJQ.r..£~_by ~-nomic pressure 

' to an over theIr property ' to the collective. 24 

. ltlrOftheCOiIectiVe'S moved' som-e way towards the communist 
ideal of distribution according to need, but the schemes adopted 
var:ied considerably in- points of detail. In some places the commun
ity's goods were simply placed in a central storehouse and each 
member allowed to'take what he or she needed - Borkenau describes 
such an arrangement in the poverty-stricken Andalusian village of 
Castro.

25 
But few villages were able to sustain such a libertarian 

system overall; and practised it only with respect to a few basic 
commodities such as bread and wine. Other goods were distributed 
either by r,ationing, Of, more commonly, against an allowance paid to 
each family in the' collective, calculated on the basis of the number of 
persons in the household. Man towns· and villages decided to rint 
!~t;,ir .. 2~g .f1!!TS!qG.f.or- vouchers to replace the SP:iiilSi1peseta, which 
was felt to be redolent of the old system. In this case people who 
\~~!!I~c!.toJxayetS)ln.side_tlle ~iU~ge were provideetwiIh pesetas by the 
local committee. 26 . -" ' .. 

The in!$!gaJ ~.<;:9nol1).Y_ of the towns and villages appears to have 
functioned .ql!:i~e ~sl!!q.9!1:!lx:. Regular services such as medical care and 
hairdressin£ were simply provided free, . while requests for tools 
machinery' and so forth were. passed to the local committee, which 
would then pass them on to the delegate of the appropriate trade. 
Ih~_re does. not s.e~nLtQJla ~e.; 5~en_IUllch .. Qf...a--l1C.Q.QleIl!_wjtQ.§,L~rs. 
No doubt .revolutionary elan and, the,.)~~red !o,.~cQmha.t.Jh~.JSli~j§!~ 
played theIr part here, but in addition the .. assembly rel~i!.led the 

.. Ul!}~~~~.E.ighJ}9",,~~~.!J;nY))l~m,Q~r WJ~o failed" to "~eet' hi~ oblig; tions. 
This sanction was pardly ev~r us~.d.: the community was effectively 
self-Rpl~S.il1g. 

,. Evidence about the economic performance of the collectives is 
\ harder to come by. Hugh Thomas's review of the available figures 
\ suggests, however, that <?y~z:,alt ... J?I~~~s.ti~n of agr!cutqJ,raL go.O~s 
~n~n;~~e,d .somewhat between 1936.and 1937, and this is borne out by ~ 
study of one smalltownwhich left a-detailed stock inventory.27 Given 
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the circumstances of civil war, which seriously disrupted the economy 
and carried ';it large 'iiumbers of young workers to the front line, it 
was an impressive achievement. Clearly the revolution released the 
energies of the '$panisli- peasahtry, and this showed itself in their 
willingness to cultivate the lands they had inherited more intensively 
than under the old landowners (there was no doubt much room for 
improvement here). Reports speak, for example, of peasants planting 
potatoes between their rows of orange trees, and of intercropping 
wheat and rice. 28 A number of modernizing pro' e~ts_ ~ere also carried 
through: new threshing machmes;~r~bo~ght, fielefs were)njgat~cd, 
roads and schoolswere bUIlt, an(fsofortli. 29· I~ents such as 
these wouldn~t 'g;;;:eraliY-feature in the economic statistics. 

[ The collectives succeeded internally because they evolved a fo~m 
of ~nizatio!l- the !~~al committee and the ~l~gat<: s.r~~ - WhICh 
was adequate to its task. The same cannot be saId of relatIons between 
the collectives. It is very difficult to form an accurate picture here: the 
reports that are available are confusing and sometimes even contradic
tory. Clearly there are three ways in which inter-community relations 
might have been conducted: through stra~ htfo.rward cash transac-. 
tions, through bartering..goods for goods (this 'was the solution tr~ 
iionally favoured by anarcho-communists in non-i<kal conditions)~ 
through reci rocal iving with the aim of equalizing the position of 
the various communities. In practice all three methods were used, but 
it is hard to tell in what proportions. There are many reports of 
villages bartering their surplus produce with one another; yet the 
obvious defects of this method (what if village A has surplus wheat 
which village B wants, but B has nothing in surplus that A wants?) 
must have underlain the growing belief, in anarchist circles, that a 
uniform nationalcurrency was after all a good thing. Proposals for the 
establishment of a collectivist bank were advanced both1n~ Aragon and 
the Levante. 30 Meanwhile "t lie-"--pesela continued to be used for a 
number of transactionsj 

As far as gifts are concerned, the evidence suggests that rural 
communities were more likely to send their surpluses to the militias 
on the front and to the cities than to one another. In theory it should 
have been possible to organize redistribution between collectives. In 
both Aragon and the Levante - the two major areas in which collec
tivization was able to proceed relatively unhindered - regional federa
tions were created that saw this as one of their primary tasks. Inter
village storehouses were established to hold food surpluses, and the 
federal committee informed of the contents . It is very doubtful, 
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however, whether the system really worked as it was supposed to on 
paper: Even the most sympathetic of commentators, Gaston Leval, 
admits that 'the generalization of the egalitarian levelling up, which 
corresponded to the. spirit of general solidarity, could not be rea
lized because of the attack by the Stalinist armed forces in August 
193T . .. ':.11 'Fhomas's more critical' inquiry reveals that living stan
dardso in the-various communities, as measured by the family wage, 
varied,.a great deal: in collectives in the Madrid region working 
couples received twelve pesetas per day, while (at the other end of the 
scale) the rate for such Gouples in a collective near Cuenca was only 
four pesetas.:.l2 Such' variationsno·doubt reflected historical inequali
ties of wealth , butat· the same time the redistributive impact of the 
federation had clearly been slight. 

The problems of cellectivization in the cities were in many res
pects gr;;ter" t'ha;th~F~~~~n!e{e,~,iri t~~, 9?tin ir.X~ide. Coneciivi~ia':' 
tIQii follbwe(r"one~ oCiwo: paths, d~R~g9.iUg .1tu.jVQ~lb~r,.Jh~_previous 
owner of the factory or. workshop iIi question 'stayed put or fie<i:1The 
St;y~d~ t;heC~-N.T: encour'agedJiim-to contIiiu~hi~management 
functions,. while installing a 'control ' committee' of its own members 
to sllperv:ise.the:generaLrunning oLihe ~nt~,i;ci;~.Ifh;·i~ft;the unlon -

~icRl:Y '~~i;:i!i~~tJI~-9;-i~m~!i~i~m~9t~~~ni~1~.r~,_J2rqmQ.tiDgS~~h-
nicians and _s!5Rle~t:..,~ork~~to-PO$ition.s.:.,.9fr:~"H1Q!1,.§ipilj~y. These 
measnres':appear to ,:have. s!r1l£.k.,a,s_em;ibJe..halan~cl2~t eeni d u.s trial 

.~~~,!ll,Qg~Y .•. )m4.:1be.~tequi.r.e,ij)~.!1!~~J~C£ffj.£~PJ , P,r2<!!lc_~j,~n, and eye
witness',accounts ('such as B'orkenau's) testify to their success. After 
visiting the workshops, of 'the "Barcelona' bus company, he wrote that, 
'it is an,extraordinaryachievement fora,group of workers to take over 
a factory', under howeverfavour:able conditions, and within a few days 
to' make it run with complete regularity. It bears brilliant witness to 
the general standard, of effiCiency of the Catalan worker and to the 
organiZing, capacities ofthe:Barcelona trade unions. For one must not 
forget that this firm has lost its.whole ·managing staff.'33 In addition, 
whole branches of industry were reorganized. Contrary to what one 
might have expeeted~ this to.ok the form. of £omQinjng _SmaU-woTk
shops and businesses into larger establishments. For instance in 

·'Barc~lo;a ··the '~~;;b~; '~rpi~~t~s i'~ "th~ ~t~ni~g'i~d~stry was reduced 
from' seventy-one- to forty, and in glass-making from one hundred to 
thirty;. over nine hundred barber's shops and beauty parlours were 
consolidated into some two hundred large shops.34 

Barcelona was the main scene of urban collectivization, though a 
number of other cities ( such as Akoy) also witnessed developments of 
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a similar kind.:.I;' In the Catalonian capital it embraced all forms of 
transport, the . major utilities, the tel~phone- -servic'e~'-tlie health 
ser'vice, the textile -and metal industries,"ulUch of the' food industry, 
and many thousands of smaller enterprises. Orwell has left us a 
memorable picture of life in a city 'where the working class was in the 
saddle'.:.IH As a demonstration of the creative capacities of that class 
when left to organize industry by itself, it is surely impressive. As a 
vindication of anarcho-communist theory, however, it is less so. 
There were two major sources of difficulty [ f he first was the.p~ob.le.!TI 
of co-ordinating .the work of diff~rent ,ente_I'.prises. !ndustfY, unlike 
agrlc~lture, depends on a complex chain of supply ~~t~~een di~fer~nt 
stages in the productive prOfess, and this proved difficult to mamtam. 
The" o;d{Ii'iiy' ba~kIng syste~ was paralysed at the outbreak of the 
revolution. In its place two institutions were created: an Eso,n.2~t£ -, 
Council and a Central Labour Bank. The former was supposed to plan 

-~aii(r'supervlstp~odii~'tion gener aUy, while the latter was to arr~nge 
credit for enterprises that needed it and to conduct transactIons 
between enterprises. In reality, however, inter-enterprise relations 
were arranged haphazardly, through some combination of cash pur
chases and requisitioning of raw materials. ~ ¥any, f.'1~t.~r~es , ~ere 
unable to obtain the materials that they needed and had to work 

~'part~-t1meJ "-", -',... - - - -

-~Uh-e' other difficulty was that the .!or~~_~~ __ r..~~~~2~~~: .. !?e 
various factories and .workshops found t emselves m very dIfferent 
~~...:,. .. ,:?~;~~ ... .;_ ....... r_~.:.;,~."...._:- ... _. "~ .. :. . ~.r.r. . ,!;;' .•. _,.. ... ;., .... ? .:::~~': .. "('y. ....... ,_ . ... , •• • ,,..:::-"' .... ~.-.. - . ..., _' . ._ 

economic circumstances. Some had . funds m reserve, . ()~h~~s . w~~e 
c"'adTY""in "-d~6t~~o;''Th'ete'"meqtra1'ltie't'""perslSte"(f''' if('lite""'fevoliitionary 
p~r'iod~"d~~pite the efforts of the Economic Council, so workers, w~re 
able to enjoy markedly different incomes. A C.N.T. commISSIOn 
observed that 'the immoderate concern to collectivize everything, 
especially firms with monetary reserves, has revealed a utilit~rian and 
petty bourgeois spirit among the masses ... By regar:dmg t::a.Sh 

collective as __ p:dvate .. ,"p..r.Qpe.r.t~, and not merely as its usufruct, the 
i~t~~~~{s ~f the rest of the collective have been disregarded. '37 The 
communist goal of equalizing personal incomes (except in respect of 
diff~renceslq need) proved to be as elusivein the cities as it had in the 

countryside. ) , .. , 
These manifest weaknesses m the colleCtIVIZatlOn programme 

aided the Socialists and the Communists in demanding greater govern
ment control over the economy. Anarchists would no doubt claim that 
the problems would have resolved themselves in due course, given 
time and freedom from outside interference. It is difficult, however, 
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to believe that this was really so.[fhe decentralized form of organiza
tion favoured by the anarchists was effective for certain purposes - for 
running individual fact9ries and villages, and for equalizing the 
incomes of their members - but it was not up to 4.~I~gJi!?-g SO,gIPJ.~~ 
econoJ?ic pro~~sse~ _ or S9 . r.~rrlOying . .fong:~es·~~~il;hed · T!leq ual~tit:§. 
between branches of industry and between regions. Indeed this points 
'fl~' i'owa'rds a g~n~";~fdHifc"iilty "in ailarcho:'coinrhtrnist theory, which I 
shall consider at greater length in the next chapter J 

It is instructive to com ar~th.e...s_p~anish collectives with the experi
mental ~jgsQmnlgnA!A~.~ that we examined earlier. A major 
prohlem for the communities was toJlgfi.a,.iQ!:W.9f.J)J:gaDiz~Ji9If that 
would enable their membe,rs tO~<2!:1vS2g~~Leff~ctiv.ely. The collec
tives largely avoided this problem, partly because theyJ)as~.st!hem

~lves on .re-existiI!g associatigpl (villages and factories) and partly 
because an organizational structure was ready to hand in the shape of 
the C.N.T. The constructive achievements of the Spanish revolution 
would have been impossible without the syndicates. These events 
provide strong backing for the view that a social revolution can only be 
carried through if alternative forms of organization are available to . 
replace the established ones - a vindication of the anarcho-syndicalist 
position against the purer anarchism of some of its critics. 

r But were these advantages purchased at the expense of individual 
freedom? The experimental communities seem to embody more per
fectly the ideal of individual autonomy, of each person only doing 
what his own inclinations and moral conscience advise him to do. The 
collectives, by contrast, display what might be called a system of 
voluntary authority. No one was forced to join or remain a member of 
a collective agamSthis will - though as we have seen the....£.osts of 
non-membershi were often considerable. Once inside, however, he 
;;;s sub ·~"c;.t.to.,th~authori1.y.:o,£the.g~et.aGlsse1l1;bly, in rinciple, and 
in r; ctice guite often to that of the local committee. These bo ies had 

su~sl~~~~l~~pE:~i,Q.~,"~LtP.~ir . .dispo;;r~th;Y~~~;~~lled th~,.i§~~i!?-EJt 
f ood ~oy.p~?,S, for example - but theYJ_arelYI1ee4e.9 .,~Q)m"PQ§:~}P~m:o . 
We may 'surmise that this was partly because the people concerned 
knew .andn:usted theiJ;.<;:omroitt~e:me!TIbeIS, and partly because they 
w~;e mQr~U)q;QIJlIIJi ttedrl0!,th~",~9JI~~J.iy~<"s.Y~.1~ro . Individualism had 
not completely disappeared (as is shown by reports of defections from 
the collectives) but it was a less insidious problem than in the case of 
the communities) 

This brings home the point that we have been dealing with. two 
very different groups of people. On the one hand we have b'~~~Y. -_ ...... ~' -- ~' .. -';-. - , 
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looking at people who have co!pe toget~~! !.?.!:...eer~~~~l or ideological 
reasons, trying to evolve a form of communal living and working. that 
meets their aspirations; on the other, at people alr~~9-Y ~_~?CI_~~e~ " 
trying to transform the~~£~t~!.l~iI.~}~Ji.s.~~~~i.f:l..2fi~i5E .. id.~al- an 
ideal that in tlie-Spanish case had been germi.na~~Il~t f~r. .?~~~ ... half a 
.C;~Dt\!rY. It is easy to see that the SpanishCOifectivists had the b~t~er 
chance of success. At the same time the problems of the commUnItIes 
seem closer to our own. Could an anarchist movement today draw on 
the solidarity that characterized the villages of rural Spain, or the 
loyalty of the syndicalists in the towns?38 

\. If we were to draw up a final balance sheet on the evidence we have 
~xamined, there would b.e several entries on the cr~dit side. To begin ~ 
with, we should have to mclude the personal (ul llment felt by many ~ 
participants both in the communities and the collectives - the sense f' ~ 
,that here at last they had found the brotherho~d theX had been/" 
seeking. We should also want to include the evidence that these 
experiments provide about human creativity' tbey show that people 
can take on guite new tasks and fulfil them with distinctiop - th~t, 
indeed, conventional society makes much less than full use of Its 
members' potential. T WO, the evidenc.e ~ear.s . out t.he an~rch~
communist claim that people do not regUlre mdividual mcentlves m 
order to carry out their share of society'S work - or at least not 
incentives of the crude monetary kind. Finally the collectives in 
'particular show that industrial demm;t:ac~ of quite a radical kind is In 
not a pipedream, given the appropriate background. conditions. . LV \ 

There would also, however, be a number of entnes on. th~ ~s;b~~~.:6 
side The familiar tensio.n be~we~n the demands of md1Vldiial ~~ 
autonomy and those of SOCIal solIdanty seems not to have been over- y 
come the communities, broadly speaking, enjoying autonomy at the 
expense of solidarity, and the collectivs;s solidarity at the expense If), 
of some autonomy. The question of structure has not been fully V 
resolved: the collectives which were better or anized than 
communities, were too short-lived for us to say whether the structure ~, 
the ado ted woul? not i~ time ha~e 0 '. '. . . form of ® \ .. c~ 
hierarchical authonty ThIrd, there IS very lIttle m thIS eVldenc~ to csf' ~ 
suggest how equality within a small group can be translated lI~to ij.)J 

equality across a large society without recourse to a c~ntral authon~y 
to maintain such a distributive patter~Fourth, the ~vIdence also ~aJls €J 
to assuage critical doubts about how the economy IS to be orga 01zed 
under anarchy: the communities existed on the margins of ca~italist 
society, and the collectives, although breaking to some extent wIth the 
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" ~~ I,. m~~ket. eco~o~y, failed to devise a viable alternative means of co-
t or matmg t elr activities. ' 

, Anarchists, therefore, can find SQme support for t h~ir c1aims.in 
r- th7. cons~ructiye eXIwriments considered in this chapter; but Jl1~ir 
; £!!!.!£§ wIll also f!nd seyeral of llleir doubts confirmed .. l sh.all look 
.. ___ ~ore cl~~~Jy .. at these._douQt~ in the final ch'!pter. .-_.,- . . -- ~ 

~~ 

~t- ~f~ 

~tjJJ t{ ~~G F~. 
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12 Critical Questions 
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/~~ 

~\ 
So far in this book I have looked at anarchism from the inside (as it\ 
were), raising critical questions only when such questions have \. 
occurred naturally to anarchists themselves. It is now time to relax 
this self-imposed limitation and to take a harder look at the consist
ency and re~lism oLq cl1·s&..~ There are many questions that 
might be aske un er this ubric: no doubt most readers will already 
have formulated their own 1 My discussion will be fairly selective, and . C\ , 
in particular it will avoid tackling head-on an issue which crops up at a - ~uP: 
fairly early stage in most critical assessments of anarchism: namely ~ 'ltJ,tf:, 
whether 'human nature' is good enough to permit anarchy to function ~ 
successfplly. My reasoJ:lJor _aYQi4ing this is that I share the anarchists' ,,:pr 
View tIi'a'rffi:iifiannature' is not a fixed ' iianii~g ?f~' 
~~~c or iri- .... oth~~o~~e~l~ ; . 
m \yhlchpar tlcula .. :members 0 the r ~cle~.rind th~mselves. On the 
Ot11~~liand tJre-iS;~e can-;;~ti'cl<~h1rtirery , ' ec~Se)riumber of 
'my critical comments are to the effect that anarchists cannot simul
taneously advocate A and B (two social ideals), and such comments 
make tacit assumptions about human nature - I hope assumptions 
that are not too controversial. 

We saw in the first part of the book that anarchist ideas are not all 
of a piece, and my first critical questions have to be addressed separ
ately to individualist and communist anarchists. (These views, as I 
suggested, represent the two poles around which anarchist ideas tend 
to cluster.) Later I raise issues that apply to anarchists of all kinds, 
stemming-a~the d~ from the shared idea of the abolition of the state. 

The individualist deal is one of personal sovereignty in the market 
pl; ce. It holds {hat all of ~ociety's business can be conducted through 

"'e~_~~i~ge ~n4 co®a~t-, along .!Vith ch~ritable aid to those who for one 
reason or another are unable to fend forJhemsel~es. A que~tion that 
-;rises i~;n~diat~ly~i~~' whether the benefits of the market, as they 
appear to us today, do not depend on the existence of other institu
tions whose workings follow a different principle. In particular, i~.£_ 
~tate J}Qt a~i~d~~~ble 12rere~;Hli§itsiQf.A...$\l~~essfll:lly luI?-~tioning 
.~ market ~~0!19ID~.? 
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There is at least one basic reason for believing that i is. Market 
transactions presuppose a number of background features whose very 
familiarity makes us inclined to take them for granted. Among.these 

.. are an a reed ci~ni!-l2.I2 ,2fJ)ro ertx.Jights (so that ea_ch p~Ison k!lgws 
precisely,}Vjli£!lgoods are his to d~go~~ of), ~a s~t of J-:.~MW!nJiE$.~ 
conJrac.!lifoLin.~!.fl!l~~ rules pro~hibiti!!KJraudu~er:!~_~scrip!i~ns of _ 
commodities)..., a cpmmon currency (to enable non-simultaneous 

~ exchap e§, t~ ·Q.~~D~-.;I ,i;h¢~l . rotect~aTnSt invasion, as-sa~lt 
.allq-:;;d~~t. Withsmt tlles~Jeature~ ,Fe wo_uJg not haye ~~r~_et2J)Ur 
s.Qmething mor~_ akil! .tQ. a Ho1?b~~i'!.n war of all against aU . ut can 

r _their~~ni$!!~~Q;;;~pl<li~~d·~.h..h;~·V~e~e~ce to the st~t~? They are 
.,71 ~ll t~.~o~ Jleg~e=R!lplic g9.9~S~~g.20ds JYhl'2h ben$ fit e,:,e!:y=o~e bi!!.. 

which. nQ=LnQiY.idu~ll!il~ .a ..£!iy'ajS i~£.eEI.ive to rQvid~ ~._ Erom_each 
~separate pqrticiparg'.§....Roint .of view, the best state of affairs is for 
.Q!l1erLt.ft . .£9Jltrib~~ to the c,9st qCp.lQ.vid(gg the ~goocIs:-~whTIe Iie
merely enjoys the benefits they create. The question, then, is whether 
_~ch goods_ can be ro_vicfedTn th~abs~nc; of an agencY~jli£.h -~;m£.cls -
_Q~ople to contribut~ .. l Q)heir: ~QS.l. .. " ~. -'i !'::>~ ~ 
~Broadlt~peaking there are two alternatives to political compul

sion. Onejs_lhe 'eri'i~rgence ,of social~ qrms', wh.ere eacltperWn plays~ ""-
. his part m ensuring that others eep to the conventions that have been 

;>J · ;ctopted. Thus, it might be suggested, rules for determining property 
~ -;lgh~s a;;d so forth will em~g~ over time.!. a~d it will thet:!..£e .in ~acJ1_ -
~~ person's interest to exert pressure on other people to abide by them. 
/' But, as-- I will argue later,,.!b.is solution i s o~ly likely t.o ~rj(in small 

communities, not in large societies. The other alternative is for an 
entrepren~urial ;g;ncy to sum~ly ~ ben efits in q uestioll Qply tOJ hose 
who agree to pay for them. This is a possible solution if the goods 
.2IS~ 9i~ch .a. !l'!t~re that~on-contribut~rs ca~ be p;ey<:.~te9 f!o~ 
.}~jo~ng}~e!11 (an~ so=tpde~mining.lhe rationale for ..§ignin.g_!!p). 
But in the cas~of sucp basic fe~tures qJ a market <:conQmy f!i.Jln 
~greed definiti<m.. of p.!oper~y_ rj ghts ane!. a commJ!n currency, ther-e i§ 
no ~~y ~ cOgJ.Q,ar!.,mentalil ing the benefits , a!!d e_xcluding non
contributors. - Q::;l;-tj . f: ~t..~ r\QYl -cpv~~ • 
-,,= I s uggested earlier that ill(H~!d.uaJisJ anarshists might in the last 
resort disPQse of the Qublic goods problem by saying th""at it";as better'" 
~ fQ; ~u~ t;he p;oyi~eq than- for_a ~Leviglth~n_ t; be c~atei ....... 
.lY.ith the object of supplying them. 2 J his riposte might be adequate in 
the case of familiar goods such as ha!".p.2~r=s-'l.nd parks~which ar~ useftd 
or enjoyable rather than essential. But the framework of the market 
l?l!§.i!llQ a different£ategors: ~ithout it the very mechanis~ on which 
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~ individualists are relying to get society's productive business done is 
put in jeopardy. 

The critical question for individualists, therefore, is whether in 
atte·~pting to convert all human relatiolls into market relations, they 

-~ie not cutting ~way _ the ground on which the present market 
.~.Qnomy is built. The questioQ. for anarcho-communists is rather 
.EiffereBL T.h~y wish tQ"~bolish the~fD.arke . .L'!ltggether, without at the 
-.~ame time replacin it with central planning on tlle Soviet model. The 
difficulty here is to &ee how pr:oductiye..flSjivilY can be co-ordinate9JIt_ 
all. As we saw in the last chapter, the prQ.blem is not necessaril _ olle of . 
m_Ql iyating peo 1~.Jo,.jVo!k. Giv~n suitable conditio~s - essentially a 
number of small productive units, each of which is able to discipline 
its own members by some combination of moral pressure and 
informal sanctions - it does seem possibl09 organize Rroduction 

. without personal r~~ard; The difficulty is rather one oC co.
-o~dinatipg the a~tjyit~fferent units and of alig;;ing production 
with the needs of consumers. We saw in Chapter 4 that the anarcho-
~orilri1unlsts~oped to alleviate this problem by localizing pro?uction 
asTaras'-% ssible. Each commune would then be responSIble for 
informing groups of producers in its area about the needs of the local 
population, and for harmonizing the activities of the various groups. 

- This still says very little about the actual mechanics of such local 
planning; but in addition it fails to come to terms with a basic 
precondition for an advanced industrial economy. Such an economy 
(which the anarchists presuppose, for they assume that goods will be 
produced in greater abundance than under capitalism) requires a high 

_degree of specialization on the part of producers. It is impossible (for 
instance) for a single factory to make television sets using only basic 
raw materials such as wood and iron. Instead each enterprise depends 

';''''0n incorporating the manufactured products of other factories into its 
own output. Thus an industrial economy is inconceivable without a 

,.;;: vast network of exchange between different enterprises. A large 
~;.measure of local self-sufficiency may be possible in an economy made 

up of peasant farmers and artisans, but not in one composed of high 
technology industries. 

'". I am not arguing here that the units of production in an advanced 
economy need themselves be large: it may well be possible to break 
down c~mplex technological processes in such a way that each unit 
can be managed effectively by its own workers. But the more this is 

~-done, the more each unit becomes dependent on its suppliers and/or 
... its customers. Co-ordination becomes increasingly vital, and there 
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apEea~<?nly to be two ways in which it can be achieved: by the m · rket .
(e~c:h ente[prise s~lls its products to the next and regulates its output 
~l~.£0r:!side!ations of profit) and c~!!tral pla_nBing (~ cent.ral a.g~ncy - . 
instrllcts e'!cl!_ eng.Iprise to Jlroduce a certain ouq~ut .!!sing given 

) I? uts). ,NQ,, ~narQJ.jst .bas devised a plausible third alternative. 
'" W!! ITIa~ ,~ay ,jn short, th~t neither~ of the major~Q,ols of anar

£hism ha.~ deVel2£.. eo ail a~eguate economic theqry: T. he individualists --1 
~_stvmIed bv the Qubhc gQods_problem,-.tbe commuDists by_the 
p.Loblem ?L co-_ordinatiQn. Proudhon's mutualism, representing D'" 
compromIse of sorts between market and communitarian ideals, is 
pe~haps t~e most plausible of anarchist theories from an economic 
pomt of VIew; but even here it is necessary to ask whether the system 
proposed does not require the support of the state at a number of 
crucial points. 3 

I turn next to the related issue of istribution Individualists and --
~ - =.~- ~= -~-- T ~. __ ~. _ 

com.¥1unists hold 'm?.!.k~C!lY d.ifferent yiew..s aboutgisJrib!lJive ju~tice,_ 
but bQ.tlJ f'lSt.. the~ ~iff!£ulty that ~ cenrral agency seems necessary '-'-' 
t9 ll).aintaiIJ~ny _societ -wide distribution of reso~rces. Anarcho:. 

l .np ividualists might ;.~"u den that ~they ;dhe'red to an idea of distrib~--· 
tiv~ justice in th~ ,se,!!se just indic7ted :-~ They' mfgllt, l ik e -Nozkk\ 
esp.,2!!se an 'entitlt"men( theory of justice, acc~r'ding to wh1cli~ny
distribution of r~~e§ may be consider.ed just, provided icha~ 
arisen by 'ust or_Q.,cedures Qfwhich a par..adigm case would be volun- 
tar exchan~ in ~h~~maI15e~. 4 H9'Y~ver it i.§ difficult to Q~liev~ ih~t 
even the !!lOS! tou !t-ml!!ded of in£iyid_u~lists could remain wholly 

.In..differem J:~Lthe 9..lJ..estiQn-.-9[~d!§.gibutiQ!l . IL inegualities are ~ty _ 
-illr e and !PS~st:off meQ1b.~rs oLsQ.ciety are ~s a result quite badly 
off the ros ects for~!ill2~=m..Elstl syste.!P will not seem very 12dgl!.t. """'" 
To meet this objection, individualists have in practice relied on 
two claims: first, that a genuinely free market would generate less -.-. 
inequality between participants than the state-manipulated markets . 
with which we are familiar; second, that in the absence of the state, the _ " 
springs of private charity would flow more freely, taking adequate 
care of those unable to compete in the market. Both of these claims 
rest on somewhat flimsy evidence. The first presupposes that state __ ~ 
intervention does little except create monopoly power, whereas in fact 

~su~h .interventi~n ofte~ occurs in respons~_to m~nopoly o!, oligopoly _
that IS rooted dIrectly m the characteristics of advanced technology. 
JJ1~_ second overlooks. the fact that people may be more willing to) 
-50.nt~!bU.~ te to the relief of poverty through a tax system that w~igh-; I_ 
. f~~E!Y o~._~~£~~ t!Ian ,}.hrough unco-ordinated priv~te giv~Il:.g. ~ 
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Considerations such as these have led enthusiasts for the free market 
• such as 'JIaye . to argue that a state-administered safety net for the 

~ 

poor is essential to the stability of such an economy . 
there is no doubt at all thal~h2~com~unists , re wedded to a 

"" distributiv~ ideal, I!amely one of distributmn according to need. It is 
possible to . impl ement such an ideal at le~st apPtQximately within a . 

,-smal!sQ.mmunity, and)nd.eed we, sawjn .thelast chapter that both the 
anarchist communities and the collectives in Spain had gone some way 
towards achieving this goal. There are major difficulties, however, in 

_attempting to realize it between communities (again our evidence 
confirmed this). _ Fir~t_ of all there is ~ a pr9~leIl1 of"ti;oraln~~J 
~..!!12l?Q.se, a,.s seems re~sonaQle , th,at each of the many~communities 
.that make.,..!!p_ ~ Jarge so~iety achieves a different leveL of p,er capita 

. production. Unless all consumer goods are to be centrally pooled and 
~'d~t"'i-ibuted b ack t~ the cori"t~ities - an arran~me;t which seems 
incon-cei'vable T; the ilisen~e-· ;tthe 7tat~ =-the~~ ;IiI hav~-to be a 

.- ~~~- ~.~.~~~ 

_. co~QIex..§et~o.ftr~.sf~!s fro.,!11 ri~her to poorer communities to achi~v:e 
..M!.Q.verall J)iltteLI!..9Ldi~l!ibutio!.l according to need. How, one may 
ask, is this set of transfers to b~ organiz~d? J'here is also a problem of 

_ establishing mut~al t~ust. Within a small community, each person 
~ill heli;to-~-~~e-that 4ihe others pull their weight in carrying out 
productive work, and the assurance that this is so encourages people 
to concur in a distribution of goods according to need. Between 

_ communities, however, there can be no such assurance. How can we 
be certain that the neighbours to whom we transfer some of our goods 
are worse off because of poorer natural endowments, say, rather than 

- because they have chosen to work less hard than us? It seems unlikely 
that a system of voluntary transfers could survive such doubts. 
~= roblem I have . ustj<teJltifie~:L-::, ma.t.oJ.r.t~Qncjli!lg,_distribu: 

Jive idealL~iJh a dec~.ntrali~d f.Qtm .QLsocial..m:l?anization - is not 
'- exclusive to anarchists. Many liberals and s9cia.!~ls als_o wish to 
, 'combTnea devolved system ofa~thorit.Y ';itl! a soci~y-wide pa_tter_n of 
_dlstr~buti9n. T he regional inequalities that currently exist in coun
tries (such as Yugoslavia) whose governments claim to be pursuing 
egalitarian ideals show how intractable the problem may turn out to be X, 
in practice .J~.Y !,dvocating_ tEe comple~ ~!?olition of central authority, / \..; 
however, anarchists are forced to confront the problem in its most f;, 

.~acuteTorm. n ~ - ~. - ~ 

,.I ~ I want now to consider some difficulties in reconciling the amlr-'., L-: j. 
1Ichist ideal of freedom with the idea that ~:~fi:soCiarbeha\~iQ~1\can be \ ./ j 

controlled without recourse to a formal system of law. Although their~~ 
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respective analyses of the problem are different in important ways, 
both individualist and communist anarchists believe that social life is 

~.,JQ 'aJi.:rg~~~~t~nl =s~Jf:!~.s~J~ting, ap.4 that~wh~~e !Pis--self-;egulat~I! 
.br~~ksdowll devi_aI1U!t9~yic:ltEll§_can b~ disciplined,by,p-.-!"ivate}p.~~ns.::. 

-- ~y_p!'~ti~e=egeI!fks " s~eki~K,com12~p.saJion jI! t~~cas~_ of. th~inili
_.. ~igt:l~!isJ..§, QLl?x.Jh~, lo~l commun~ tn th~ caseo( the communist~ . 

,.~Social life is seJf-r~g~lating because fo!:..th~~tiIost ~ part P.!~I2!~ will 
~_ adhere=~untarily t,2 tl].~mora.l , rul~~Jh~L~ke itP'9S~ibl~ ~6 

. - But under what conditions can people be expected to behave in 
this way? When people act morally they do so partly. because they. 
have come to accept certain rules as binding in themselves, and partly 
because they are aware of the reactions of those around them; they 
anticipate approval and reward if they keep to the rules, and disap
proval and punishment (in an informal sense) if they break them. No 
doubt there are some very conscientious people who woul4 keep the 
rules even if no one else knew what they were doing; but they are not 
all that common, and they are usually sustained by religious belief 
('for G~'S all-seeing eye surveys, thy secret thought.S and words and 
ways'). Most of us need t be kept up to the mark by the gentle 
pressu e of our neighbours. . ~~"t s.~~ ({,\o..~C:A~-'~i~·.f_.~!)'\: 

This moralizing fOlfe must~~ever, va£Y. in gr~ngth according 
to how much wunteract with those whose apnro.YaL we_seek and 
whose disa [)~~alwe fea . It will be stro!1ge_s~~;~ere~~~a~J.ightly 
bound into a small community whose r~sQQnses we ~us!Jive with for 
the rest of Q1;!r lives. To the extent tlllI~n is_ola.te oqr.selvesJiom ~L 
particular community or, more real!stically-, e~cape_from that co -
munity and'-JOin ino!her, we will ha~om upction about break-
ing the rules of moral it . Consider, for instance, the ingividualist 
r ument that one imQortant reason people have for keeping their 

contracts is that an one who fails to do so ~ill rapidli iind.him.S.elf 
runniijg out of contractual partners. This argument applies most 
forcefull where a erwflha;(;i'I1 a limited number '~ part~o 
choose from, and wher~J~!}.9wl~~ge!!I~_t he has default.e~.2~ contract 
will spread rapidly t~!.s>u[.~ _tJ:!.e c0I1!munity. It woule! be a weighty_ 

'-, _consideration in a village, less weighty in a town, and less weighty still 
..- in alar _e societ w~Ie~-q -~alef~ci9-r:.ca~ ,rn.ov~ OIL wb~l!~y~h~js 

~ 
found out. Much the same can be said about the anarcho-communist : 

,

view that people will fulfil their social responsibili. ties b. ecause of thel 
. solidarity they feel with those around them. ~~~t\ \"'~ \",,~~~;'\tt:J~ 

Jhe anarch~t _view _ that social or~er can lar g'ely be achieved 
J!trqugh . Il).Q{,!.t s.elf-regulation therefore looks_mg-Si-pl~~ible_wb~n 
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9L'\l \J V" 
cqnsidered in the cop.t_ex,t Qf a ,small, stable community - th~ kind ()f (yN O\J'- X 
c0!llmunity, in Jact, th~t has fharacteristically been eroded by the ~~~. 
l~~~ralizat~~n and industr~li~~ti0l! of societ~. _~~~,.~hatev~.Yirtu~s (~l? . 
such communities may have had, personal fieedom ,wasJ!Slt progll- ' <'\: 
~eEt-'atii~)Iig the!ll. ~f~ b~fli~;~s~ecifi~, th.,e fr~e_~_oll!~Ji~hJs crucially ~ .. ~ 
ta~~ing in"·§uch a ,£2mmull~~Y !S t~e freedoJP to, ,~ith~!aw from ap. ,f ;}' I 

est~blish.est p"atter!Lof life and to create a neF one. ip ,!sspci~tion with ~ ~ 
2!!ter:.§, w1!.ol!!. one finds c_ollgenial anet ~y.lllpatheti<:;. This is not a 
freedom which has always been valued, but it is widely valued nowa-
days, not least by anarchists who often contrast the 'free associations' 
and 'affinity g~oups' that would form in a stateless society with the 
rigid ~-rga~ii~tioos that exist in the -~;m. one But- th;-presupp()si~ 
ti~n ~{s~~h'7;e~dc;"i.n i~~~d fluid so~iety cont;ining~m~lt.!-
p licity of groups, ~bodyi~g many different ~iew~~Qo_ut how life 
~ughtt;bel~'d; ~-;~~~ay_gravitqte towards the gr9_Up 
ih~utlook~h~.J.iIljl§ most ajtractiye~ ~,\.. '()a"'bE~ -~ 

The critical question now is whether legal regulation is not the 
price we pay for the benefits of such an open society. For, as I have 
argued, moral regulation is likely to b~ mush-'Yeaker in a ~ciC!1 ord~r 
of this kind. illstead ofh~ing.i§tabk~~~t _ofother p~opk on whose 
~~~~2Pi~I9-;~ ~i~~~P£'lld .:ti$ ijnd~ tha!_ W~I! easily~rift from grQ!!p 
to grou . In addition, we may find th:~t I?:1q!'llJ~ttitucies differJrOIRone 
:-;:~u t o "tile nextQa-;d~this~;;'ill further erode our conscientious 
scru les. To kee eo;Iewi~biIl t.he~b~~;d;;ies~oCso_c.iatb~haviO.ur, a~ 
~e impersonal system of control is necessary. The elabo~tru~
ture of legal rule~ , 0Ii·c~~;;~4 ri~~rves tQ.meetJh!§.ne,e~L 
(1 shall ask in a mOp1,ent ~hether this structure is ~Ot; also v~lu~ble for 

), ~ .• ;} ~""'.--D f,'''' "'" .-""j r'''-'' . . other reasons.) ~'.';i~~~' -"i{{) .. ,J/ ';:{'r (f' '-~...Jo'~ ~#'o::J~,.-:""". 

.T his raist;llb~jurther gue§tioll wheJh~cana.rc.hism is 110t, as~sorn.e 
srit!cs have~ed~J2~ckw~Id: 10Q~LI1g ,J2r$:}nd11.~trial idS!~ology . ..1 
thi!!~ it is clear t!Iat anarchists ~~<2b£~~iously wisJl~qJQ_ r.eJU[J) 
to an idealized era in the ast. Some of them, it is true, have used the 
experie;ce OCP.L~ . .:!illbl.grial _socjet~~s as.it Roip.J Qf cQ.ntrast 19 cOl!.di: 
tiQ1l§_ l1Qckr~iI).d.ltstri~Lcapitaljs,m, but so hav:e many _ <?JheL critics 
(including socialists like Marx) ~hose atti!Jldes are usually regarded 
-asp~og~es;i;~~ Fr~'~-;;~i;t ~f vi~w anarchism can be r~garded, as 
'ih~ e-;ir~~~ression of the mos1eLnizll}gjdeals oiwe French Revo-
lution -liberty, e uality and fr,!tervity",farried to their logical conclu
-;io~ :~it' is ;i;o ~true, however, that -the main formulation of anarchist 
theory took place at a time when the older communities still survived, 
or at least fell within living memory; its adherents were often villagers 
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or first-generation industrial workers ~_ &~sumptions_ that reflecte<i 
pre-industrial conditions took their place alongside the modernizing 

_ i~a1~~~~1!q g~~!!~g iI}ternill te_nj!orliwitfiin~ar~i;~;Such ~sJl}~ one 
~(-1 ~p.a~e i.~st djagno~sI...: ~(L.ep.~!chi~~ is n~the~ straightforwardly ';" 

i ~~~d-Iqg!5ing nor~slraightf2£\VardlY f£rwar<!:~oking. !t ~ep~c~~ 
" radical future, but the vision it presents depends on_~m~iaLmechan

=ist;;sthat fl;~;Ished in the simQIer ;nd more -stable comm unities of the ~ 
~~~_~ ._~. _~~. ~-.:.-:==-~-=-r:o =.~ ~=:,=;=-=-s:m: _ _ --_~ 

; ,.l2a~!.: ~tQ~~\~",;}~"'\o ~"$J~"4.\._ ""~~~~\)~- .' 

<~ We have looked already at the anarchist Idea of moral self-____ 
regulation; anarchists concede, however, that more explicit anctions , ~ -== ~~~~~~, - ..". ~ ~ - - - " --

:h ()'\- may have to be imposed on people who fail to respond ~_qa 1iP 

~ureTn tlieilliflvTdualist ca~this me'~n;-e-xtracting-c~mpensation i,"' 

.. J..f from people who violate other people's propert -!igj1ts :-~l:!~ theft 
~ or b:y~ breach of contr~~ In th!~mmunist case it means~~~ing ,.;:;;~ 

people who are dangerous to others and (in the last resort) excluding __ 
. froni' the communit eople-whoJaiLtQ.p~ll their weigh! ~r ~;bide"by 

i--" the local rules. In neither case is there any attempt to apply uniform 
rules or to administer justice impartially, as this notion is understood 

~ in liberal societies. Indeed anarchists have usually been critical oflegal ;;,:.a 

J.- systems for their abstractness, for their failure to take account of the 
1/" M.J~articular circumstances of each individual case. :\~'U'" ~~~ 
~f 1 ..,WhaL.!!ljght be said ,\g.a,~nst such informal_P1:oced!lr~ Jgr sanc-

i __ tioniDg deviant behaviouri~One problem is that people may not know~ ~, 

! where the stancL In the a"15sence of a uniform body of rules,~y_mey 
be unsure which activities are rmitted and which are not. Take first 
the ~JlivWu~lfit~~12rQPo_saLfQr ~pfQ~cingju~i~~~ th~oJJgh voluntary 
~gencies:.,J~ven if there is ove~greement a~~. which I'ersonal 

rights should be ~" there rna well be substantial disagree
ment abo.,1dLhoW recis~ly t4~se,r:ights are to be cO.1!~trued, and abQut ."'-, 
how compensatiQQ) s 1Q be ~l§~$s~g.J::ach time that ! fi~d IDy§..elf in 
dis ute with anot~~!J'~r~o~, the uncertainty startLafresh, because I 
have no wa of knowing what pr! ctices the agencies. h~ fc!y'Qurs will ""J..'.l 

~ follow. There is no reason to believe that the agencies will spontan
eously converge on a uniform set of rules; they are supposed to be 
competitors, and they may decide to follow different practices in ~," 

order to appeal tq , part.i~~).ar kinds of client. M4'W! ~~0: fV"m~~\.l:~ '" 
C ::f~.r the§~arch.0-c.omq1EQi~!~~. t!;l£ final court of ~ppeal is pr~su~-

ll_b!x to. be.~n=assem!>Jy of the peopJe who form each ~oI!1mune. This -~ 
assembly is not, however, a legislative body: it lays down no general ..... , 
rules to govern its future decisions. It will decide each case on its 
merits. What reason is there to think that uniformity will result from 
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such a procedure? Even if the decisions taken are all good ones, how 
""'can anyone be certain in advance what criteria will be applied to his 

case if he decides on a particular course of action? 
Anarchists may retort that the certainty I am talking about is 

~ v;iued only by people who have been brought up in a law-ridden 
s~ciety. 8 Why should predictability mat:ter if I can be assured that any ~~·I. 
~c;;;in which I am involved will be settled fairly? I agree that (in .~":') 
contrast to some of the other critical issues raised in this chapter) 

"""certainty about the future is not a value to which anarchists them
selves attach much weight. It is, nonetheless, an important considera
tion JOl: m~ost Qeopk.Lbecause suS!! p;~dlc~§iU!Y I!!~.~s ~! ~~ible to 
=pla~Lone~s life Jul~tx~LPLQj£~liJ.(noJY.ing t4at_. tJ:~~y ~ill_not be , 
interfere~ _wit!t. A regime of legal rigllts ha!"§l1 tpough it may be in , ... ~ 

" .§om~..9f i!~ ~(fects, do~give this assurance. . J) 
(' A second probl~!!Lwith informal settling of disputes and punish- ;~ 

.. ing of offences is that the arbitrating authority may know too much 
about the parties involved. To an anarchist this. might seem an . J!. 
astonishing criticism to make: the failing of legal punishment, he #.~ \$

- would claim, is that it takes onlYaSuperficrar;iew'ofthe offender; it is • h 
~~n, ~bl~ to Penetrate to the real source, Ofhi~OChllbeh, .aviour . .TiU;J'" ~~~, 
cla~often well founsk,,<!~ Q!! .. the .other hand, It.IS a~vIrt1,1e of legaL /'Jf \i: 

- systems of punishment that they attemyt to 12unj~h peopk. QnlyJor ~~I >-
~ihe~o~~~lE . .p;ti~a~ ~~'p~~p)~ ~r~ ~Qt p-llll.i§hed fQ.Lfaults~ 9.j;fP 
. of character or for mora.! offences th~~ are nOL also legal off.\'!)ce§jin ~ l 

rinci Ie at least· in-2L~_<;.Yi.del]f~ !!bpJlt a per_~pn's .cha!~cJ~r <7, ,11'0 
_~ed to es.tablish guilt=or !ill.lQ~e1!.ce ~ay ~ia~ the .. ve(d_icJ that is. yrf} ~ 
returned). An Important means of achIevmg thIS IS to ensure that the (f"_ ./~ 

•. pe~ charged is not known personally to those who stand in judg- :)' ~~. 
ment on him, so that their verdict is based solely on facts produced as ' 
evidence for the offence. The danger inherent in s~tems of com- ~,P"" 

- munal justice is that the verdict returned will be so~ k md ot overall \~ 
---veraict on the person in question ('Is he a good man by our i 

standards?'). This is a danger so long as one wants to maintain a 
distinction between crimes and other kinds of moral misdemeanours 
(rudeness or irresponsibility, for instance)-J Mr.q,~'S-\) 1;)\_ ~ .. \"~\'\ :1:;"-\''''.'',\, 

_Q!h~. e.~o1?le=l!!s 'Yi.ll fl~w from the pan .. icl!!ar_.I!leth.oq of arbitra- l'" / 

tion chosen. The individlJ~lis~ propqsal that parties to a dis-p_ute 
-~shouTd -;~s~!~i~ 2 _c0l!1~ial arbitrat!QIl :igep.cy S~~[l1S open to the 
obvlo~~!Jj~ctiq!l. that the ~gel}cy is liabl~. tQ.favQur the P.:i.!t .F itp. the 
lar er ba.nlsJ)~lal!£e_ aLijis di,sposal. The fact that many disputes are 

, currently settled bu.!iYat~" ~E~itF~t~I,!.15?_th.e_a2.parent satisfaction.of 
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both parties does not remove this objection, because arbitration now ' 
oc.curs within a framework established by la'Y. This has two effects. -
Both parties know that their resort to arbitration is conditional, and 
that in the last instance they can press their case in the public courts. 
They therefore have an incentive to patronize agencies that can be 
expected to reach a visibly fair decision. Second, the agencies them
selves are likely to model their verdicts on those reached in the courts, 
on the similar grounds that they want their customers to accept their 
decisions as final. Law, therefore, forms a nucleus around which less 
for~al methods of settling disputes can cluster, but these other 
methods could not be expected to work in the same way in the absence 
of any authoritative guidelines to follow. 

The anarcho-communist idea of administering justife by general 
~ assemb~i-faces a ~rath~; djffer;;;' p;-obl~m. The d~pger here is th~t 
~disclJ§sion o( a partic1Jlar case may' jJe_9igorted_by dis~gt.eements ot 
'- a_~9r~.zeneral kind. s.yppos_e, (or jl}slclnCe,._lhaJ _a_c_ommunity_i 

divided in!2..!:y'~~ctiSLI!S, 9n<:. f2.Y91:!!:L1}g long~r hours of work and a 
jligher stllndard of living '!.!1d the other favQ.uring shorter hOl!rs ~_I!d a 
J2wer standard. Su p.Qse that a rominent ~Il!ember_9f J he second 
section is called before the as~blY-..Q<n the grounds thatheJs WOLk
sh _. In his defence he may argue that he is working as hard as he 
thinks that he should, and that if others would follow his example 
everyone would be better off as a result. It is clearly impossible here to 
disentangle the culpability of the person concerned from the general 
issue at stake. The problem arises because no distinction has been 
made between legislation -laying down general rules to cover all cases 
- ·and adjudication - applying the rules to a particular case. It is 
theoretically possible, of course, for a body made up of the same 
people to act at one time as a legislative body and at another time as a 
judicial body; but such a separation will clearly be difficult to main
tain in practice, and it is no accident that those who have favoured the 
separation of powers have also argued that the powers in question 

~ould be divided between several independent bodies. 
I have offered, in effect, a defence of the rule oflaw (as this notion 

, has traditionally been understood) agains't- the anarchist idea that 
disputes can be settled by informally arranged arbitration and disci
pline. One further point may be worth adding. The informal method 
seems most likely to be successful in those small and stable com
munities where (as I argued earlier) moral self-regulation will in any -

,- case be most effective. For in such communities, the decisions that are 
Teached in contested cases may amount, over time, to a kind of 
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. common law which can then be applied to new cases .as they aris~ 
This is likely to happen, in particular, because there WIll be substan-

_ tial agreement about the principles to be applied in each case. In a 
open and fluid society such agreement is unlikely to emerge; so there 

\

Will be no basis on which case law can be built up. In such a society, 
the advantages of authoritative legislation which is then enf~r~ed as 
limpartially as possible by professional judges seem very stnkmg. 

Most of my observations up to this point have concerned the 
difficulty of achieving certain valued objectives (economic efficie~cy, 
distributive justice, the control of anti-social behaviour) in the 
absence of a state. I want now to suggest, rather more speculatively, a 
reason that people may have for wanting to be associated politically ~ 
within a state - a reason, in other words, fo reJectmg ~nar~~~~en if ~ : . 1 
the problems I have mentioned could somehow be res? ve~. ThIS has:;;?ff ~ 

_ to do with the connection between the state and natIonalIty. cv.v,~ 
The fact of national identity will not, I think, be denied. For most 

_people it is an important part of the answer to the question 'Who am 
I?' to say that they belong to a particular nation, with its own culture, 
outlook and historical record. One might add that it has become more 
important to the extent that other sources of identity have been eroded 
by the break-up of smaller communities (villages and so forth) within 
each country. People clearly feel a need to locate themselves in rela
tion to something beyond theIr own ImmedIate environment, and 

-TIll lOna IOelltlt meets-flllsn-eecr,--evenifth~lces of that-itlentity 
are often rather doul5ffUfUS ould not deny that nationality can to 
some extent be manufactured by politicians and others who wish to 
make use of the forces so released). ~"'\A.\~ "'"\ ~\'il}j 

Given that nationality exists, what does this imply about the state? 
People for whom national identity matters will also feel that they want 
to be self-governing. This is for two reasons . .firsl~ the state, provided 

_ it is made u of co-nationals may be expected.. to serve aSJhe guardian 
of nation; l id-;~ ac;t -, for iI);taIlce, .to protect the national 

' ~-~ihu;e ~gain'st being s~ampe4 by foreign influences. Second, and 
--erha s more im ortant tbe state may express the nation's _will 
- through-its~·~~tions. As bee,.rers of nation!!,lj Qentity-, in other words,. 
J;eoplesee th~elves not jJ!st as passive res ipjents_of a culture ~nd a 

'" tradition-, but as actors - for instance i~ relatio~ to 2ther natioI)~ . ~ut 
the-natio~ as such is an aI!!9rphous m.~~s } unable to acJ on its ._G.wn 

- accord. The ~t;te serves as the executive arm of the nation, and people 
co~e to re~;rd i~;-a~tions (~r some of them at least~ as their ~wn. 
- The views 'jusiPfeSented are (as I have admitted) speculative. 

J~ ,~·'rJQ.u ~J),~<J ~~. ~""~ 
I '1-( ~. ~ 
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On the other hand, unless something like this is true, how are we 
, -- to account for the manifest desire of people everywhere to be 

self-governing, even when there is no reason to believe that self
government wj ll mean better government when measured in ordinary 

'"' m~teri,a!lcer~?: 
Anarchists will be very hostile to the idea that these observations 

".pr'o~e ~~lu~!Tfic~Qon f9,r the existence ofthe state.ljow llligh; they 
respon,g,? They might dismiss the whole idea of nationality as fraudu

.,.._~ lent; or they might accept that idea, but deny that it had the political 
implications outlined above. 

The first response reveals something of the narrowness of the 
anarchist view of human nature. It is true that a great deal that is 
mythical may be incorporated into the idea of national identity: 
history may be rewritten to emphasize the past glories of the nation; 
old legends and folklore may be artificially revived and embellished; 
and so forth. But none of this would be possible if the idea did not 

_ answer a deep-seated human need: the need to see oneself as part of a 
larger whole with an identity, a history, and quite possibly a mission . 

__ to the future as well. This need can be met by means other than 
nationality: by r~ligion,Jor ins~nce, or.: by e_thni~ id~~tity (though the 
latter often turns in gu.£, c0l!£~e into a form qf natjgnalism) .. Jhe 
anarchist, _ however, off~rs not}1ing to repJace the nation: his id_elll 

-r societ is devoid of any f~atures which g:light serve as a focus ,of 
identityJt ~i!Lof courseP.9ss~s~ an,!4e_ology -~ set of beliefs lu~tifY-~ 
in its social arran em~Jll§. = s<Lperhaps th~ thought is that ideological 

<\~Q!!illlitment)~elf can fElfil tll~_need ,V!..e ¥e gisS!lssing. But commit- .. 
ments q[ this kind are too ~bstract a,!1d bloQ.dless to fit the hill, unless 
they ~.! linked t~ act,!al ~~o~ps of pe.Qpl~,_~s happef!e~ ~o a degree ~ 
with socialism and the nineteenth-century working class, and with 
~ Marxism-Lellinism apdt.he =S~ty niop : In th"'ese cases loyalty ~ould 

be given to a concrete section of humanity regarded as the bearers of 
an ideal. The all-embracing anarchist utopia would allow no room for .,.
such sectional loyalties. 

The second response concedes that people will go on thinking of 
themselves as Germans, Frenchmen and so forth, but IJ!aintains that 
this need imply nothing about the continuing existence of the state. 10 ~ 

It is certainly a mistake .to.,~??fuse nation an~sta.!~ . People may regard -=

themselves as forming a nation without possessing their own form of 
government, or alternatively their sense of national identity may 
include political ideals which do not correspond to the institutions 
that they presently have (for instance they may regard themselves as a 
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'democratic people'). Nevertheless, as I suggested earlier, the idea 
of nationhood does quite naturally lead to a demand for self
government, for a unitary body embracing all the people able to 

express their will in active form. Without such a body the nation 
remains inchoate and directionless . \'C!. \'" \.'i.\ m.""~' u\ ~ 1\\ 

Anarchists have seen only the repressive asp~cts of the ~~~~ t!?-ey _ 
have seen ~it as arfenemy of personal freedom and as ' ail uQh6IQer of 
~n~mic ~xploiiauon·."- Con;~q!!~ntly th~y=hav~ ~ bee~~~a~~zed- ~o 
discover th~t itc~uld attract the loyalty even of tl}ose subjects who 
orofit from it lea~ ~ i~ ;a~tic~lar th~ have been bewildered at the e~~e 

,""~i~hj:~hi~;;ation-all~yalties have c!.i~lac~d classJQyah!~sjn l ime Qf I. 

war. Faced with thi~ evidence, their only response has been to point to j 
r the ~-;; propag~l!da m--;chi-;;e t~at ~hi ~!at~ h~s--: it its 2i.s1'2sal t:£r ~j 

YilliJ2pj ng !lp_~i<!QaUstic }~v2.!lr. \y~at they full to see IS that the 
tune can onlv evoke such a reaction because it strikes a sympathetic, 
chord 'in the h eart ohhe h~;;-r. N~ti~r;(sensi15iTit~s 'can 15e -artifici-\ 

»- ally' ifffiamed ;-=' blii ~tliey caE;oL be created_Q.uJ ~f n.9thing. Their! 
plindne-ss -ro =th~~'=fact an'ii!'§.J291itic~l..mplicati9V.i mgy be a major 'l 
~actoE~.~n . exp~!ni~g 1~tte anarc~ists' f~il~re-19 ,:in many ~onvert~ \' 
among the masses of mod~n Europe and l\me!lEa . 

.. ~ '" 7':" .~,.. -" ,..,. - .... '""""'" .,.,. , 

We have reached a pessimistic conclusion about the p.r:.ospects of 
_ 'iil-arcfiTSm ~ a~ ide~lo'gy. 'An~rchists Ii'ave been signaiIy unsuccessful 
, in trans'lating their' -ide'al? i'iito- a -coi{erent' programme ofs hange. 
EithertfieY'ha~ relied on rational persuasion, and found very few 
li steners willi~itot;'ket~eriously; 2.r they have taken the p(!1h of 

. revolution and found a seemingly unb.ridgeable chasIIl be!weeg t!I~, 
• organization and methods needed t2= carry through a revolutiQn 
-;uc~fully and the kind of society th~J they llopu o s~ emerging in 
its aftei"math. On those few occasions when they have~!Jeen given ~ 
-chance to apply their ide~s constructi~ely", they ~'!S had sQn:!e 
Uneip-;Ct~ruccesses, but they have also encountered intractable 
probfems~ particularly', th~ p.t:oblem of co-ordinating the activities of 
many ,independent social units without recourse to central authority. 
Finaily the critical questions I have raised in this chapter suggest some 
serious deficiencies in anarchism from a theoretical point of view. 

Should we then simply consign anarchism to the historical dustbin 
as one of the more bizarre offshoots of nineteenth-century liberal and 
socialist ideologies? It is hard to believe that a mass anar.£hist move
met;~ou!~now ,!Je -~~~ated in the advanced_societies of the West , Qr, 
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indeed, that if such a mov~ment were to be cr~'!ted it wO!lld providejl 
realistic alternative to the major ideologies now on offer. The prob- ' 
lems that we cu~rently fa~ seem to ~nderline ever more ~mphatically ',r'" 
our dependence upon one another both within societies and increas- :\-\ 
ingly between them; and much as we may regret the steady growth of ! 
state regulation of social life and look for ways of counteractingj4.-theJ 

~\ idea of abolish.ing the state entirely must strike us as utopian. ffA'l'.l);e.,,' 
~ SoW~ ~ v~y ~0I}g\~;y.a~fJJ)1~.J~e )9r~~!y se!.f~s~£~~jeEr yJlla$e~ ~9It!~>rl 

~u~tJ~~e~~~~~m~!~~~.t,\~natu\:!l. ~£.tn.~·L "-- , 
1 '-YeH15elieve two thtngs are worth salvagmg from the wreck. Th~ 
are not versions of anarchism, but ideas which anarchists have 

~ exp~~ssed more cl~rly and " vig~r~~sTy th~~~~y~ne -else-:-Th~ firs~f 
~fis slInRfy the impe.rfe·ction of ~frrelatlonsof power.A na rchists 
have had a kee~en-se of the way in ~hich the power of ~ne man over 
another corrupts the first and degrades the second. They have, it is 
true, ?ften been ob~ivious ofdiffere. nc.es bet, w~en kinds of power -, of

l
l,

the dIfference, for mstance, =~en~ owe;)m the forJIl o~c'on ",-
and ..p2~er in_ !h~~ ~or~ of(au!h<?!yl1I~l1 is willingly accePted by" ' .
those over whom It IS exercIsea· or agam, betwe~n ':Rower thaLis 

. ~xercise.£. accordLng to , the arbitr~ry _'1'. hims of insiLvid uals and~pow~ - . 
l~l. i~ exe~c~4rough ~ st..able~seJ of l~gal r'ylei ':-Their failure i~ 
make these distinctions is a major weakness~ but it is matched by a 
corresponding strength. They have never been tempted to regard - ' 
power as anything other than what it is; they have never supposed that 
because power is exercised by people with whose aims they sympa
thize, it somehow changes its nature and becomes innocuous. Thus, 
unlike many others, including many socialists, they have never 
become the fellow-travellers of oppressive regimes. Indeed they have 
often been the first, t£...<:;.ondemn th~ a!!t..horitariani~m of regimes who.s_e 
intent!Qns a~ ear to be good but whose later erformance bears out all 
that the anarchi;-ts ha~~ ~aid. -" -_. - .-

~lthough 'one:sided, thi~ view is an important corrective to a 
tendency to which all of us are prone; namely to suppose that the 
'social problem' could be solved if only power were placed in the right 
set of hands or channelled through the right set of institutions. We 
may not share the anarchist view that the power of one man over 
anoth~r is always a bad thing, but we ought at least to admit that it is 
always dangerous; in general, the less we have of it, the better. 

I The second idea which I want to extract from anarchist thInking is 
~ the mirror-image of the first: the ideal of free , uncoercive social 

, relati~mshi s. I have given a nu~b~r of.reasons f~r thinking that this 
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ideal cannot be applied universally: a certain amount of centralizeg 
authority seems to be unavoidable und~r modern conditi9ns. At the 
same time the anarchist ideaC ca~ still serve to guide us in formipg 

""-r~.~tionships...9n a small §.9le. In fact w~ have examined not one ide~l 
but two: the idea of independent individuals related by contract, and 
the idea of,! solidaristic grou-w~rkin freely together and sharing its 
resources according to need. As ure ty es these two ideas are radi
cally oPP9sed ; in practice they can be juxta osed in v~Sious ways (for 
~ce c·ojp.Ip.unitarigngroups c..an themselves be related contractu
all . Both ideas, however, contrllst markedly with the predominant 
form of organization in modern society, which is that of bureaucratic 

=1li;;';rchy. So it is possible to accept the existence of cen tral authority 
for some purposes, but at the same time to work to reconstruct social 
relationships either on contractual or on communitarian lines. An 

-~-obvious area in which these ideas might be applied is that of work. 
Instead of organizations governed by a chain of command from 

= superior to subordinate, one might move either towards associations 
_ of independent contractors or towards federations of small collectives 

- or indeed towards some combination of these models. Such changes 
might contribute a very great deal to human fulfilment in the 
ad vanced societies. 

As I noted earlier, a good deal of recent anarchist thought has I 

._ turned in this direction. Rather than attacking the stat~ro~tally, it \ 
_ hJ!.s~ seemed more profitable to u!'Ke .the gradual reconstruction of \ 

social life, partly for its own sake and partly so that people _may \ 
-~enttl~ ~C~ Q-de·f2e-l1 . ess on cen til ~utho ity. One can fipd ~ 

much to SYIl! athize witl! in aparchism of this kind. Indeed ,a_yery 
ooq reason for resc.uing it from the historical dustbin is to }lse it as a -t

source of eviden~e for such a project. We can learn a great deal from ' 
~he experience of anarchists b~th ~bout the abuses of power and about 
the problems and possibilities of free social relationships. That in the V 
end is why they are still worth studying. 

'\51 -tJ~''f''1 e PM' '" L51' l' J 4 e' ! E!fi~&... ... 

" 
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Notes 

1. What Is Anarchism? 

1. See, for instance, James Joll, The Anarchists (2nd ed., London, Methuen, 
1979); D. Guerin, Anarchism (New York, Monthly Review Press, 1970); 
R. Rocker, Anarcho-Syndicalism (London, Seeker and Warburg, 1938). 
George Woodcock's Anarchism (Harmondsworth, Penguin, 1963) follows 
the same general pattern when dealing with anarchism as an idea, though 
some attention is paid to the individualists in the section on anarchism in 
the U.S.A. 

'1 2. A classic analysis and defence of the idea of the state as presented here is 
I provided by Hobbes in Leviathan, first published in 1651 and reprinted 
I many times since. But note that the anarchist critique applies not only to 
I the absolute state defended by Hobbes, but to the milder versions advo-
\ cated by his constitutionalist, liberal or democratic successors. These do 

not challenge the idea of the state as such, but merely alter its institutional 
form. 

3. John Locke, Two Treatises of Government, ed. P. Laslett (New York, 
Mentor, 1965), p. 372. 

4. P.-J. Proudhon, General Idea of the Revolution in the Nineteenth Century, 
trans. J.B. Robinson (London, Freedom Press, 1923), p. 294. 

5. M. Ba~unin, God and the State, ed. G. Aldred (Glasgow and London, 
Bakunm Press, 1920), p. 42. The whole pamphlet is a good illustration of 
Bakunin's attitude to religion. 

6. S. Dolgoff(ed.),BakuninonAnarchy (New York, Vintage Books, 1972), 
p.319. 

7. ibid., p. 284. 
8. The details of Proudhon's scheme vary from book to book. In his first 

Memoire on property, published in 1840, he argued that producers should 
only possess, rather than own, their means of production, meaning in 
effect that they should have permanent rights of use, but no rights of 
transference, and he also argued forcefully that the wages of associated 
workers should vary only according to hours worked, not according to 
differences in skill and responsibility. (See What Is Property?, trans. B.R. 
Tucker, London, William Reeves, n.d., First Memoir.) He later aban
doned both of these positions, the former after ,r~cognizing how badly it 
had been received by the French peasantry. These' amendments are to be 
found in, for j.nstance, Idee generale de l~ revolution au XIX[e] siecle, 
published in 1851, and De la capacite politique des -classes ouvrieres, 
published posthumously in 1865. (The former is available in English as 
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General Idea of the Revolution in the N ineteenth Century , trans. 
J.B. Robinson, London, Freedom Press, 1923). 

9. He opened the Banque du Peuple early in 1849, but it lasted only a few 
months and was not a financial success. See G. Woodcock, Pierre-Joseph 
Proudhon (London, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1956), pp. 141-4; R.L. 
Hoffman, Revolutionary Justice: the Social and Political Theory of P.-J . 
Proudhon (Urban, University of Illinois Press, 1972), pp. 124-8. 

2. Philosophical Anarchism 

1. See H.D. Thoreau, 'Civil Disobedience', reprinted in H.A. Bedau (ed.), 
Civil Disobedience: Theory and Practice (New York, Bobbs-Merrill, 1969). 
As a comment on Thoreau himself this is slightly harsh, since he appears 
to have believed that his acts of disobedience would encourage others to 
behave likewise, although this was not their primary purpose. 

2. For an interpretation ofthis kind, see A. Ritter, Anarchism: A Theoretical 
Analysis (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1980), esp. pp. 65-71. 

3. Of course an anarchist may and probably will recognize that a given state 
has authority in the eyes of the majority of its subjects. This is a recognition 
offact, not to be confused with morally recognizing the state oneself. The 
distinction is sometimes made by contrasting de facto and de jure 
authority. For the philosophical anarchist there is never de jure authority, 
and there is only de facto authority while there remain misguided subjects. 

4. See, for instance, Bakunin, God and the State, ed. G. Aldred (Glasgow and 
London, Bakunin Press, 1920), pp. 19-21. The distinction between the 
two kinds of authority is discussed in R.B. Friedman, 'On the Concept of 
Authority in Political Philosophy' in R. Flathman (ed.), Concepts in Social 
and Political Philosophy (New York, Macmillan, 1973); A. Carter, 
Authority and Democracy (London, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1979); 
R.T. De George, 'Anarchism and Authority' in J.R. Pennock and J.~ 
Chapman (eds.),NomosXIX: Anarchism (New York, New York Univer
sity Press, 1978). 

5. This contrast was made by Max Weber in the course of his justly famous 
analysis of types of authority. See M. Weber, The Theory of Social and 
Economic Organization (New York, Free Press, 1964), Part III. 

, 6. This was shown in a famous series of experiments carried out by Stanley 
Milgram. His subjects were instructed by the experimenter to inflIct 
electnc shocks of increasing severity on a 'learner' whenever he answered 

\ questions wrongly, and many willingly obeyed these instructions, not-
1 withstanding the cries of anguish emitted by their victims and their own 

knowledge that the shocks might possibly be lethal. (It should be added 

\ 

that both the shocks and the screams were simulated, though the subjects 
did not of course know this.) See S. Milgram, Obedience to Authority 
(London, Tavistock, 1974). 

7. , W. Godwin~ Enquiry Concerning Political Justice, ed. I. Kramnick 
(Harmondsworth, Penguin, 1976), p. 175. 
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8. ibid., p. 169. Fenelon was a celebrated French educationalist and 
political thinker, a precursorofthephilosophes; Godwin had no doubt that 
his readers would share his view about which man should be rescued. 

9. ibid., pp. 207-8. 
10. ibid., p. 253. For a discussion of Godwin's critique of representative 

democracy, see R. Garrett, 'Anarchism or Political Democracy: The Case 
of William Godwin', Social Theory and Practice, 1(3) (Spring 1971), 
111-20. 

11. See ibid., pp. 198-208. For further discussion see J.P. Clark, The Philo
sophical Anarchism of William Godwin (Princeton, Princeton University 
Press, 1977), Part II. 

12. Empirical support for this view can be found, for instance, in J. Piaget, 
!he M.oralJudgement of the Child (London, Kegan Paul, 1932). The view 
Itself IS a very old one: we find it expressed in Aristotle's Ethics and 
Hume's Treatise of Human Nature, for example. 

13. Godwin, Enquiry, p. 208. 
14. M. Stirner, The Ego and His Own, trans. S.T. Byington (London, 

Jonathan Cape, 1921). 
15. ibid., pp. 137-42, 254-5. 
16. ibid., pp. 256-7, 299-300. 
17. ibid., pp. 233-4. 
18. I claim no originality in detecting this. Both R.W.K. Paterson The 

Nihilistic Egoist: Max Stimer (London, Oxford University Press, 1971) 
and J.P. Clark, Max Stirner's Egoism (London, Freedom Press, 1976) 

I 
tackle th~ problem at greater length than I am able to here. Paterson's is 
an espeCIally good general treatment of Stirner which brings out the 
difficulties in assimilating him to full-blooded anarchism. 

19. Of course if Stirner really believed that each person would be better off if 
everyone else behaved egoistically, the paradox could be avoided. But it is 
surely fantastic to believe this in general, even though it may be true in 
certam segments of social life. There is some evidence that Stirner was 
~n~uenced ?y Adam Smith's arguments for economic competition, and it 
IS Just possIble that he thought these could be applied universally. 

20. StIrner, Ego, p. 394. The verse is from Goethe's Wilhelm Meister. 
21. R.P. Wolff, In Defense of Anarchism (New York Harper Colophon 

1976). " 
22. It is ~ot Kantian, for Kant regarded autonomy as a presupposition of 

mora~It~ rather than as a su~sta~tive duty, though it is clearly inspired by 
Kant s Idea of the self-iegislatmg moral agent. See P. Riley, 'On the 
"Kantian" Foundations of Robert Paul Wolff's Anarchism' in Pennock 
and Chapman (eds.), Nomos XIX: Anarchism. Wolff himself has shown 
awareness of the difficulty of using Kant in this manner in The Autonomy 
of Reason (New York, Harper, 1973), pp. 177-81. 

23. Wolff, Defense, p. 19. -
24. See th~ acute ~~itique of Wolff by Grenville Wall, 'Philosophical 

Anarch.lsm RevIsited' in Pennock and Chapman (eds.), Nomos XIX: 
Anarchtsm. 
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25. See Wolff, Defense, pp. 29, 41-2. 

3. Individualist Anarchism 

1. The phrase is Benjamin Tucker's, but the idea is to be found in Steven 
Pearl Andrews, The Science of Society, first published in 1851, and it is 
echoed in a recent book by Murray Rothbard. See B.R. Tucker ,Instead of 
a Book (New York, B.R. Tucker, 1893), p. 14; S.P. Andrews, The Science 
of Society (London, C.W. Daniel, 1913), p. 37; M.N. Rothbard, For a 
New Liberty (New York, Collier, 1978), pp. 7-8. 

2. A nineteenth;.centuryexample is Lysander Spooner; see, for example, his 
Letter to Grover Cleveland (Boston, B.R. Tucker, 1886). A twentieth
century example is Murray Rothbard; see his For a New Liberty, ch. 2. 

3. For the impact of egoism on Tucker and his associates, see J.J. Martin, 
Men Against the State (DeKalb, Ill., Adrian Allen, 1953), pp. 243-6. A 
recent defence of egoism can be found in Ayn Rand, The Virtue of 
Selfishness (New York, Signet, 1964). Strictly speaking Rand's position is 
minimal-statist rather than anarchist, but she has influenced a number of 
la tter -da y anarcho-indi vid ualists. 

4. Rothbard, for instance, although formally a believer in natural rights, has 
been at pains to show that the market tends always to maximize social 
utility, whereas action by the state tends to reduce it. See his Power and 
Market (Kansas City, Sheed Andrews and McMeel, 1977), ch. 2. A more 
openly utilitarian argument for individualist anarchism is D. Friedman, 
The Machinery of Freedom (New York, Harper, 1973). 

5. See J. Warren, Equitable Commerce (New York, Fowlers and Wells, 
1852), pp. 40-8,61-78,107-9; Andrews, Science of Society , esp. chs. 2-4. 
Andrews's book provides a more systematic presentation of Warren's 
ideas. For discussion see B.N. Hall, 'The Economic Ideas of Josiah 
Warren, First American Anarchist' ,History of Political Economy, 6 (1974), 
95-108. Warren's credentials as an anarchist have sometimes been ques
tioned, but inEquitable Commerce, at least, he makes a sweeping attack on 
the idea of government and envisages that a regime of equitable commerce 
will render it unnecessary; see pp. 22-40 and 99-103. The evolution of 
Warren's ideas is discussed in Martin, Men Against the State, chs. 1-3. 

6. See Warren, Equitable Commerce, pp. 80-93 and 108-9. 
7. See Andrews, Science of Society, pp. 232-6. Warren himself appears to 

have been opposed to people associating for the purposes of production, 
his views remaining firmly within the farmer/artisan context. 

8. B.R. Tucker, 'State Socialism and Anarchism' in Individual Liberty, ed. 
c.L. Schwartz (New York, Vanguard Press, 1926) (also included in 
Instead of a Book). 

9. Tucker, Instead of a Book, pp. 11-13. 
10. ihid. p. 311. 
11. ibid., p. 404. 'Manchesterism' was the term commonly used to describe 

laisser-faire liberalism. 
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12. ibid., p. 332. 
13. ibid., p. 347. 
14. See Rothbard, For a New Liberty and Power and Market; also Friedman, 

The Machinery of Freedom. 
15. Rothbard, Power and Market, ch. 3. 
16. Rothbard, For a New Liberty, p. 154. 
17. See Rothbard, Power and Market, esp. pp. 13-16, 228-34. 
18. See, for instance, Tucker, Instead of a Book, pp. 21-3. 
19. See Rothbard, Power and Market, ch. 3; Friedman, The Machinery of 

Freedom, chs. 7 and 21. 
20. This reply presupposes, of course, that the goods in question can be 

supplied to particular individuals in return for payments. The difficulties 
which occur in cases where this is not so - with so-called 'public goods' -
are discussed below, pp. 41-3. 

21. The distinction between obligations of justice, which are enforceable, and 
acts of charity, which are not, was drawn clearly by Lysander Spooner in 
Natural Law; or the Science of Justice (Boston, A. Williams, 1882), p. 6. 
For a critique of state-administered relief programmes, see Rothbard, For 
a New Liberty, ch. 8. 

22. L. Spooner, No Treason, No. VI. The Constitution of No Authority 
(Boston; L. Spooner, 1870). 

23. ibid., pp. 27-8. 
24. Kothbard, Power and Market, pp. 20-2. 
25. For a crude statement ofthis view, see Spooner, Natural Law, pp. 16-20. 

See also Rothbard, For a New Liberty, ch. 3. 
26. L. Spooner, A Letter to Grover Cleveland, pp. 104-6; Tucker, Instead of a 

Book, pp. 32-7; Rothbard, Power and Market, ch. 1. and For a New 
Liberty, ch. 12; Friedman, The Machinery of Freedom, chs. 28-32. 

27. R. Nozick, Anarchy, State and Utopia (Oxford, Blackwell, 1974), chs. 
. 2~. For a critique of Nozick from the anarchist point of view, see 

E. Mack, 'Nozick's Anarchism' in J.R. Pennock and J.W. Chapman 
(eds.), Nomos XIX: Anarchism (New York, New York University Press, 
1978). 

28. I discuss this issue more fully in ch. 12 below. 
29. See, for instance, Rothbard, For a New Liberty, ch. 11; Friedman, The 

Machinery of Freedom, ch. 15. 
30. This difficulty is recognized by Friedman in The Machinery of Freedom, 

pp. 186-7. For general discussion of this and other solutions to the public 
goods problem, see M. Olson, The Logic of Collective Action (Cambridge, 
Mass., Harvard University Press, 1965); J.M. Buchanan, Demand and 
Supply of Public Goods (Chicago, Rand McNally, 1968); N. Frolichet al., 
Political Leadership and Collective Goods (Princeton, Princeton University 
Press, 1971); M. Taylor, Anarchy and Co-operation (London, Wiley, 
1976). M. Laver, The Politics of Private Desires (Harmondsworth, 
Penguin, 1981) provides a helpful overview of the area. 

31. A bogus public good is not necessarily a provision that benefits nobody; it 
may simply be a provision whose cost to the community (in tax revenues, 
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say) is greater than its benefit (a more stringent requirement would be that 
a genuine public good must make everyone better off on balance). 

32. Rothbard, For a New Liberty, pp. 309-12. 

4. Communist Anarchism 

1. E. Malatesta, Anarchy (London, Freedom Press, 1974), p. 41. 
2. A good account of the rise and fall of the First International can be found in 

G.D.H. Cole, Socialist Thought: Marxism and Anarchism 1850-1890 
(London, Macmillan, 1954), chs. 6 and 8. 

3. See for example his Revolutionary Catechism of 1866, reprinted in 
S. Dolgoff (ed.), Bakunin on Anarchy (New York, Vintage Books, 1972), 
pp. 76-97. For interpretations which play down the difference b.etween 
Bakunin and the anarcho-communists, see the note by James GUIllaume 
excerpted in Dolgoff (ed.), Bakunin on Anarchy, pp. 158-9; and 
E. Pyziur, The Doctrine of Anarchism of MichaelA. Bakunin (Milwaukee, 
Marquette University Press, 1955), pp. 41 and 134-9. 

4. For a similar view, see N. Walter, About Anarchism (London, Freedom 
Press, 1969), pp. 20-2. 

5. Kropotkin perceptively used the case of Rothschild - who once offered to 
restore to the exploited people of Europe the amount he had taken from 
them (which turned out to be four shillings per head) - to make the point 
that the economic problem could not be solved by dividing up the 
fortunesoftherich. See P. Kropotkin, The Conquest of Bread (New York, 
Vanguard Press, 1926), pp. 34-5. 

6. See, for instance, P. Kropotkin, 'Anarchism: Its Philosophy and Ideal' in 
R.N. Baldwin (ed.), Kropotkin's Revolutionary Pamphlets (New York, 
Dover, 1970), pp. 126-30; V. Richards (ed.), Errico Malatesta: His Life 
and Ideas (London, Freedom Press, 1965), pp. 93-5; A. Berkman, What 
Is Communist Anarchism? ,ed. P. Avrich(New York, Dover, 1972), ch. 5. 

7. See Kropotkin, Conquest of Bread, ch. 1; E. Malatesta, A Talk about 
Anarchist Communism between Two Workers (London, Freedom Press, 
1894), pp. 4-7. 

8. See especially Berkman, What Is Communist Anarchism?, chs. 3-4. 
9. For instance E. Goldman, Anarchism and Other Essays (Port Washington, 

N.Y., Kennikat Press, 1969), pp. 60-2. 
10. For instance P. Kropotkin, Wars and Capitalism (London, Freedom 

Press, 1914). . 
11. For instance M. Bookchin, 'Post-Scarcity Anarchism' in his Post

Scarcity Anarchism (London, Wildwood House, 1974). 
12. P. Kropotkin, 'Le Gouvernement Representatif' in his Paroles d'un 

Revolte (Paris, Flammarion, 1885), p. 169 (my translation). 
13. Malatesta, Anarchy, pp. 20-1. 
14. ibid., p. 18. 
15. P. Kropotkin, The State: Its Historic Role (London, Freedom Press, 1911) 

and 'Le Gouvernement Representatif'. 
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16. On this aspect, see also P. Kropotkin, Mutual A id (London, Heinemann, 
1910), chs. 5-6. 

17. See P. Kropotkin, 'Les Droits Politiques' in Paroles d'un Rivoiti. 
18. See Kropotkin, 'Le Gouvernement Representatif'; Berkman, What Is 

Communist Anarchism?, ch. 10; E. Goldman, 'Socialism: Caught in the 
Political Trap' in A.K. Shulman (ed.), Red Emma Speaks (New York, 
Vintage Books, 1972). 

19. Kropotkin, Mutual Aid, passim. Kropotkin's analysis is examined below 
in ch. 5; I have assessed it critically in Social Justice (Oxford, Clarendon 
Press, 1976), ch. 7. 

20. Malatesta, Anarchy, pp. 37-8. 
21. Compare Kropotkin, Conquest of Bread, chs. 3, 5, 13 with Malatesta, A 

Talk about Anarchist Communism, pp. 26-7 and Richards (ed.), Errico 
Malatesta, pp. 34-8, 102-5. 

22. Kropotkin, Conquest of Bread, pp. 58-9. See also Berkman, What Is 
Communist Anarchism?, ch. 29. 

23. Kropotkin, Conquest of Bread, p. 60. 
24. Kropotkin, Conquest of Bread, chs. 5-6; Berkman, What Is Communist 

Anarchism?, ch. 29. 
25. Anyone familiar with the literature of Utopia will have noticed how 

regularly its apostles announce the number of hours per day which must 
be worked to provide for the needs of mankind. Among the anarchists, 
Kropotkin put the figure at five hours per day, Berkman at three, and 
Godwin, best of all, at half an hour. The variety of these claims is only 
matched by the scientific assurance with which they are advanced. 

26. See P. Kropotkin, Fields, Factories and Workshops (London, Nelson, 
1912); M. Bookchin, 'Towards a Liberatory Technology' in his Post
Scarcity Anarchism. 

27. See Kropotkin, Conquest of Bread, ch. 11; G. Woodcock, Railways and 
Society (London, Freedom Press, 1943), chs. 6-8. Later anarcho
communists, influenced by syndicalism, tended to see trade unions as 
having an important role to play in this area. 

28. Kropotkin, Conquest of Bread, chs. 8-10. 
29. ibid., pp. 156-7. 
30. Malatesta, A Talk about Anarchist Communism, p. 25. 
31. For the anarchist idea of federation see, for instance, Bakunin's Revolu

tionary Catechism in Dolgoff(ed.), Bakunin on Anarchy. A classic analysis 
ofthe liberal idea is A. V. Dicey, An Introduction to the Study of the Law of 
the Constitution (lOth ed., London, Macmillan, 1959), ch. 3. 

32. P. Kropotkin, 'Anarchist Communism: Its Basis and Principles' in 
Baldwin (ed.),Rropotkin's Revolutionary Pamphlets, pp. 65-9; Malatesta, 
Anarchy, pp. 35-40. 

33. I do not mean that there will be no difficulties about the supply of public 
goods. There may well be problems in identifying common benefits, in 
establishing priorities among them, and in deciding who shall play what 
part in the provision of the goods. On anarcho-communist assumptions, 
however, there is not the difficulty of inducing egoists to contribute to 
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collective benefits that we found in the case of the individualists. 
34. See P. Kropotkin, 'Law and Authority' and 'Prisons and Their Moral 

Influence on Prisoners' in Baldwin (ed.) Kropotkin's Revolutionary 
Pamphlets; E. Goldman, 'Prisons: A Social Crime and Failure' in 
Shulman (ed.), Red Emma Speaks. 

35. Berkman, What Is Communist Anarchism?, p. 198. 
36. See Berkman, What Is Communist Anarchism?, ch. 22; Kropotkin, 

Conquest of Bread, ch. 12. 
37. For a negative answer, see A. Ritter, Anarchism: A Theoretical Analysis 

(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1980), pp. 65-71. 
38. Malatesta, A Talk about Anarchist Communism, p. 29. 
39. See the use ofthis question in the fictional dialogue between an individu

alist and a communist anarchist in J. H. Mackay's novel, The Anarchists: A 
Picture of Civilization at the Close of the Nineteenth Century, reprinted in 
L.1. Krimerman and L. Perry (eds.), Patterns of Anarchy (New York, 
Anchor Books, 1966), pp. 16-33 (the question is asked on p. 31). This 
dialogue gives the reader a good sense of the differences between indi
vidualists and communists. 

40. See B.R. Tucker, Instead of a Book (New York, B.R. Tucker, 1893), 
pp. 383-408, especially p. 400. 

41. See, for instance, P. Kropotkin, 'Modern Science and Anarchism' in 
Baldwin (ed.), Kropotkin's Revolutionary Pamphlets, pp. 171-4; Richards 
(ed.), Errico Malatesta, pp. 31-2; Berkman, What Is Communist Anar
chism?, pp. 211-13; D. Wieck, 'Anarchist Justice' in J .R. Pennock and 
J.W. Chapman (eds.), Nomos XIX: Anarchism (New York, New York 
University Press, 1978). 

42. The relationship between the two schools has been somewhat variable. 
Each has been aware of ground shared with the other, both theoretical 
(the critique of the state, etc.) and practical (mutual support in the face of 
political oppression of anarchists, resistance to conscription, etc.). At the 
same time, the ideological distance between the two views has been more 
or less clearly recognized. My own intuition is that the schools have 
become more estranged, as the individualists have come to support 
capitalism more openly (see above, pp. 31-6), while the communist 
position has hardened into an all-out critique of 'bourgeois society'. 
Recent exchanges between individualists and communists have certainly 
tended to be more abusive than the relatively courteous discussions in the 
pages of Tucker , Kropotkin and the other nineteenth-century anarchists. 

5. Human Nature and Historical Progress 
1. Another view is possible here. It may be said that anarchists' aspirations 

to realize their ideals should not be interpreted too literally. Anarchists 
are essentially moral critics of society as it now is, and their utopias are 
intended merely to highlight the defects of that society . The contribution 
of anarchism, in this view, is that it counteracts the centralizing tenden
cies of modern society, and exerts pressure in the direction of a freer and 
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more dispersed social order. This view is taken by, for instance, George 
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Notes 

Sometimes the same village is painted in very different colours by 
observers of different political persuasions. For an example, see the 
competing anarchist and Communist accounts of Calanda in Aragon 
reproduced in Broue and Temime, The Revolution and the Civil War in 
Spain (London, Faber, 1972), pp. 160-1. 
This is brought out rather clearly by Borkenau. See The Spanish Cockpit 
(London, Faber, 1937), passim . 
See H. Thomas, 'Anarchist Agrarian Collectives in the Spanish Civil War' 
in M. Gilbert (ed.), A Century of Conflict 1850-1950 (London, Hamish 
Hamilton, 1966); Broue and Temime, Revolution and Civil War, 
pp. 156-60. 
See Peirats' account, cited in S. Dolgoff (ed.), The Anarchist Collectives 
(Montreal, Black Rose Books, 1974), pp. 112-20. \ 
Peaceful co-existence is described by Peirats on pp. 112-13 and by 
Souchy on p. 130 of Dolgoff (ed.), Anarchist Collectives. Evidence of 
private owners being squeezed is provided by B. Bolloten, The Grand 
Camouflage: The Communist Conspiracy in the Spanish Civil War (London, 
Hollis and Carter, 1961), pp. 70-3. 
Borkenau, The Spanish Cockpit, pp. 166-7. 
For the variety of distributive practices adopted by the collectives, see 
G. Leval, Collectives in the Spanish Revolution (London, Freedom Press, 
1975), esp. ch. 8. 
Thomas, 'Anarchist Agrarian Collectives', pp. 253-7. 
Leval, Collectives in the Spanish Revolution, p. 162. 
ibid., passim. Dolgoff (ed.), Anarchist Collectives, pp. 115-18. 
Dolgoff (ed.), Anarchist Collectives, p. 75. 
Leval, Collectives in the Spanish Revolution, p. 88. 
Thomas, 'Anarchist Agrarian Collectives', pp. 258-9. 
Borkenau, The Spanish Cockpit, pp. 90-1. 
I have taken these figures from Bolloten, The Grand Camouflage, p. 51. 
See also Souchy's description in Dolgoff (ed.), Anarchist Collectives, 
pp. 86-96. 
For Alcoy, see Leval, Collectives in the Spanish Revolution, pp. 231-9. 
G. Orwell, Homage to Catalonia (Harmondsworth, Penguin, 1962), esp. 
ch. 1. 
Cited in Broue and Temime, Revolution and Civil War, p. 163. 
This question raises once more the issue that I broached at the beginning 
of the chapter: whether anarchist ideals do not presuppose a social and 
moral order that has been irretrievably eroded by the transition to modern 
society. Many commentators on Spanish anarchism have related it to the 
'backward' (by European standards) character of that country. I shall 
consider the issue further below. 

12. Critical Questions 

1. Two informative discussions are B. Russell, Roads to Freedom: Socialism, 
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Anarchism and Syndicalism (London, Allen and Unwin, 1918) and 
J. Plamenatz, Karl Marx's Philosophy of Man (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 
1975), Part III. The latter ranges more widely than its title may suggest. 

2. See above, ch. 3, pp. 42-3. 
3. See my discussion in ch. 1, pp. 11-12. 
4. See R. Nozick, Anarchy, State and Utopia (Oxford, Blackwell, 1974), 

ch. 7, section I. I have exposed some of the difficulties of such a theory in 
'Justice and Property', Ratio, 22 (1980-81), 1-14. 

5. They will think like this if they regard the obligation to relieve poverty as a 
collective obligation that falls on everyone in a particular society and if 
they are unwilling to put themselves at a competitive disadvantage by 
fulfilling the obligation when others do not. 

6. A few anarchists have been egoists, holding that people do as a matter of 
fact always act selfishly, but that this need be no obstacle to social 
harmony because each person's interests, when properly understood, 
coincide with everyone else's. The view seems to me too fantastic to be 
worth rebutting at length. 

7. I have drawn here upon the fuller discussion in Plamenatz, Karl Marx's 
Philosophy of Man, ch. 14. 

8. They may also retort that in practice people may well not know where they 
stand under a legal system. The law may be uncertain because of conflict
ing decisions taken in different courts; it may be difficult for poor and 
ill-educated people to find out what their legal rights are; and success in a 
lawsuit may depend on the financial resources at one's disposal. All of 
these points are well taken, and finally it is a matter of weighing up the 
relative merits of two imperfect systems of administering justice. (I am 
grateful to April Carter for reminding me of them.) 

9. Self-government here means government by people recognized as 
members of one's own national community. This should not be confused 
with democratic government, even though the demand for national self
government and the demand for democracy are often associated. For a 
much fuller discussion of such issues, see J. Plamenatz, On Alien Rule and 
Self-Government (London, Longmans, 1960). 

10. Few anarchists have chosen to respond in this way, but one who did was 
Gustav Landauer. Landauer saw the nation as part of an ascending series 
of forms of community, which began with the family and culminated in 
humanity as a whole. He drew a sharp distinction between nation and 
state, and argued that nations as such should naturally co-exist peacefully 
as equals. Landauer's anarchism was of an unusual sort - in particular his 
stress on national identity meant that class antagonisms were played down 
to the point of extinction - but it is not less interesting for that. Very little 
of his work has been translated from the German, but there is a useful 
account in E. Lunn, Prophet of Community: The Romantic Socialism of 
Gustav Landauer (Berkeley and Los Angeles, University of California 
Press, 1973). I am grateful to James Joll for drawing this aspect of his 
thought to my attention. 
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